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Abstract 
Abstract 
Diamond reinforced metal-matrix composites (MMCs) are utilised for cutting, drilling, grinding 
and polishing a variety of materials, in many cases being the most efficient and economic choice. 
The increased cost of synthetic diamond abrasives has led to constant search for ways to extent 
diamond tool life. This has been realised by introducing chemical reactions at the interfaces in 
order to develop chemical bridges between diamonds and metals that prolong the retention of 
crystals at the operating surfaces of the tools. Alloying the matrix with carbide forming metals is 
a way to introduce interfacial reactivity, but involves problems with concentrating the alloying 
element at the interfacial region and may cause alteration of the wear resistance characteristics of 
the binder, which may be an undesirable effect. A recent development and alternative method to 
alloying is the coating of the diamonds with carbide forming metals, offering unique advantages. 
Although metal-coated diamonds are commercially available, the effectiveness of their usage 
and the understanding of interfacial phenomena occurring in composites reinforced with such 
abrasives still remain unexplored. The work carried out in this research has examined the 
interfacial bonding in diamond MMCs reinforced with metal-coated crystals. 
The work described in this thesis included a preliminary study on diamond/metal reactivity 
serving the need to identify the mode and intensity at which synthetic diamonds and elemental 
metals interact at various conditions. This was achieved by examining the changes occurring to 
diamond surfaces when crystals were heated in the presence of various elemental metals. The 
latter were brought in contact with the diamonds either in the form of loose or hot-pressed 
metallic powders or in the form of thin metal coatings deposited onto the crystals by vapour 
deposition methods. Results showed that metals, depending on their electronic configuration, 
either catalyse the graphitisation of diamond surfaces and dissolve carbon or react at the 
diamond surfaces to form carbide crystallites. Dissolution of the diamond occurred by formation 
of oriented hexagonal/triangular and rectangular pits on octahedral 1111) and cubic (100) 
surfaces respectively. Intensity of interactions strongly depended on heating temperature and 
time. Metal coatings were found to efficiently react with the diamonds only after annealing at 
temperatures of the order of I OOOC subsequent to the deposition. 
Abstract 
The diamond impregnated MMCs investigated in this research were reinforced with various 
types of metal-coated and metal-powder encapsulated diamonds of the carbide forming metals of 
Ti, Cr and W. The tested composites included two types of metal-matrices that of standard plain 
cobalt as well as some selected alloyed matrices typically employed in practice. Interfacial 
bonding characterisation and assessment of the potential capability of the metal-coatings to offer 
enhanced diamond retention has been made by determining the mechanical properties of the 
composites and by conducting extensive microscopic analysis of the developed fracture surfaces. 
The results suggested that incorporating metal-coated crystals could be beneficial in improving 
the diamond retention, provided that consolidation temperature is sufficiently high to favour 
diamond/metal reactions. Results showed improvements in mechanical properties to be achieved 
when reinforcing with the coated diamonds compared to non-coated grit. The characteristics of 
the interactions at the diamond surfaces in the composites conformed to the findings of the 
preliminary study on the fundamentals of diarnond/metals; interactions. Reactions on crystal 
surfaces took place at the locations where prior dissolution of the diamond had occurred. Metal 
coatings were found to provide excellent protection to the diamonds against catalysed dissolution 
by aggressive binders. Thin coatings suffered from loss of continuity in systems were the coating 
metal atoms were readily soluble in the metal-matrix. This was avoided with thicker coatings 
that also appeared to provide a supplementary mechanical effect in addition to the chemical 
bonding in improving the retention of the diamond crystals. 
Encapsulation of diamond with carbide forming metals was a hybrid method between alloying 
the metal-matrix and coating the crystals. Although encapsulation provided sufficient levels of 
chemical interactions, it was shown that diamonds could not be efficiently protected from 
aggressive binders. In addition, composites impregnated with powder-encapsulated diamonds 
suffered from inadequate sintering of the carbide forming metal zones surrounding the crystals 
when consolidation was performed at relatively low temperatures, which was reflected in inferior 
mechanical properties. 
H 
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1 
Introduction 
1.1 Introduction 
- 
Definitions 
The term "diamond tools" refers to a wide range of tools that utilise the unique high hardness and 
strength of diamond in sawing, grinding, milling and drilling applications. These tools consist of a 
body/carrier to which the diamond abrasive medium is attached. This body is commonly a steel, 
other metal or alloy and is usually referred to as "core", "blank" or "hub". The abrasive medium 
can be in the form of large single crystal diamonds, polycrystalline synthetic diamond (PCD) 
blocks (inserts) or specially shaped masses in which the diamond grits are dispersed in a binder. 
The specially shaped masses that incorporate the diamonds are known as "segments" in the 
diamond tool industry, and the tools are then referred to "impregnated diamond tools". The 
binder in which the diamonds are randomly dispersed is usually referred to as the "bond", and is 
most commonly a metal or metal alloy and in that case, the segments fall into the category of 
metal matrix composites (MMCs). The segments are fastened on the carrier by brazing, laser 
welding, adhesive fixing or sintering. 
Diamonds or PCD inserts can be fixed directly on to the core at the working surface. Diamond 
single crystals can be positioned by means of brazing or electroplating so that they form a single 
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layer that covers completely the working surface. Alternatively, a number of large single crystal 
diamonds or PCD inserts can be fixed by means of brazing, welding, adhesive fixing or sintering 
to specific positions on the surface of the tool, forming a particular pattern. This pattern must 
ensure even cutting and loading of the diamonds and cost effective operation. These tools are the 
so-called "surface-set diamond tools". 
Metal bonded impregnated diamond tools are readily employed in sawing, drilling and surface 
grinding in the stone, building and road construction industries. The formulation and 
consolidation of the segments is achieved in the vast majority, by powder metallurgy (P/M) 
techniques. 
Apart from considerations concerning the quality, the characteristics and the chemistry of the 
involved materials and the fabrication procedures, the design of the diamond tools is important. It 
must ensure stability, even loading of the diamond abrasive, efficient cooling, allowance of 
effective flushing of the formed debris and good surface finishing of the workpiece. Various 
designs for both the segments and cores have been invented throughout the years, with varying 
degrees of sophistication. 
Diamond impregnated blade 
segment 
Core drill 
0 
Steel body 
Figure 1-1 : Sketch illustrating typical metal bonded diamond impregnated cutting tools used in the 
construction and stone industries. 
The research presented here, is concerned with metal bonded diamond impregnated cutting tools, 
which are used in the stone and construction industries. 
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1.2 State of the Art 
During the tool service, gradual erosion of the matrix occurs, exposing the diamonds to the 
contacting operating surface, allowing them to perform the cutting action. There is a need to 
adjust the wear characteristics of the matrix according to the abrasiveness of the material that is 
being processed and the quality (strength) of the diamond which is employed, in order for the 
matrix to erode at an appropriate rate to allow the diamond particles to be revealed. Apart from 
an optimum rate of erosion, the matrix has the additional task of securing the diwnonds in a firm 
position at the operating surface and allowing them to dislodge only after their useful life is ended. 
Mechanically enclosing diamonds in a metal matrix socket satisfies the above requirement only for 
a limited period after the time the diamond is first exposed at the surface, which is however much 
shorter than the capable useful fife of diamond. Typically, when diamonds are exposed by more 
than 1/3 of their diameter, the surrounding metal is incapable of further providing a fast grip, and 
erosion becomes critical, resulting in premature loss of the grit [I]. Depending on the abrasiveness 
of the workpiece and the mechanical properties of the metal matrix, the mechanical retention of 
diamonds can be slightly prolonged, but diamond pull-out still occurs prematurely. It has been 
observed that the proportion of diamonds lost at an early stage can be as high as 80% [2]. 
Production cost savings and requirements for efficient performance in demanding tool 
applications are directed at minimising the premature loss of the diamonds. This is achieved by 
strengthening the diamond/metal-matrix interface, which is accomplished by combining the 
mechanical gripping with a chemical bonding. The chemical bonding is obtained by promoting a 
chemical reaction at the interface, and can be achieved by alloying the metal matrix with an 
element that reacts with diamonds, such as a carbide forming metal. Typically, the amount of 
alloying element required for achieving optimum results is quite small so that achieving a uniform 
distribution of such a minute addition under industrial conditions can present considerable 
problems. Furthermore, alloying of the matrix may cause the alteration of its mechanical and wear 
resistance properties. Two methods may be employed to overcome these difficulties, which are : 
" sintering in the presence of a liquid phase in order to enhance the atomic mobility of the 
alloying elements, or 
" using metal coated diamonds. 
The liquid phase sintering process presents ome potential technical difficulties. Specifically, when 
hot pressing, which is the most commonly employed production method of diamond tools, there is 
a danger of squeezing the liquid out of the graphite mould. In addition, liquid phase sintering 
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cannot eliminate the demand for alloying the metal matrix with a carbide forming element, which 
as stated above may alter its wear properties in a detrimental manner. 
The second method involving metal-coated diamonds has no restrictions in production methods, 
so that both pressure-less or pressure assisted sintering can be applied. In addition, there is no 
need for matrix alloying, since the alloying element is concentrated exactly where it is needed, 
around the diamonds in the form of a metal coating. Hence, the application of metal-coated 
diamond particles in the production of impregnated diamond cutting tools has gained a great deal 
of research interest in recent years. The metal coatings of the carbide forming elements (i. e. Ti, 
Cr, W, Zr etc. ) have been found to improve the bonding of the abrasive particles to the matrix 
material by generating a carbide layer at the diamond/metal-matrix interface [3]. 
Although research on metal-coated diamonds has been carried out, particularly in the last decade, 
there is still no considerable work published. The research has been mostly directed at the 
development of the coatings on the diamond crystals and the characterisation/identification of the 
formed coatings and any reaction products at the dimnond/coating interface. Limited research 
deals with the adhesion/bonding strength at the diamond/coating interface. Examining the actual 
effect of the coated diamonds in their true operating environment, i. e. while incorporated in the 
bond, has not been given attention, and the limited available data are almost all restricted to the 
patent literature. In addition, in most cases qualitative or comparative data on the cutting ability 
or performance of diamond tools are given and only in few cases is this data presented 
quantitatively. Furthermore, there is a lack of published information as it pertains to the 
mechanical properties of coated diamond impregnated materials in relation to the cutting action. 
Coated diamonds have been available commercially for many years. Tool manufacturers have 
been or are stiff using coated diamonds in their products without having a sufficient knowledge of 
how these abrasives operate, which prevents them from optimising the performance of their tools. 
Employing coated diamonds has been found to improve the cutting performance of diamond 
tools, but deterioration in cutting action has been observed in some cases. 
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1.3 Aim of the Research 
The present status dictates that a better understanding of the coated diamonds technology is 
needed. 
The direct way to establish whether the use of coated diamonds is beneficial would be by 
performing a series of drilling or cutting field tests. However, such kind of tests involve a lot of 
parameters with some of them being difficult to control, as for example the properties of material 
to be cut, the lubrication and removal of debris from the cutting zone. Additionally, any observed 
differences would be difficult to relate to microstructural characteristics of the diamond 
impregnated segments. 
In this thesis, evaluation of coated diamonds is made by direct identification of the interfacial 
chemical bonding achieved in composites reinforced with these crystals. Assessment of interfacial 
bonding is realised by means of relating mechanical properties of diamond-reinforced segments 
with results from detailed microscopical analysis of fracture surfaces. 
A necessary step before examining the interfacial phenomena in diamond composites was to 
understand the fundamental chemical phenomena that take place in simple two component 
systems, made of synthetic diamonds and elemental metals. Acquiring this basic knowledge would 
help the understanding and identification of chemical phenomena taking place in the more 
complex systems of the diamond composites. This comprised the first objective of this research. 
Having established this basic knowledge, the second objective was to primary evaluate various 
metal-coated diamonds in simple composites having a binder composed of a single metal, which 
was selected to be cobalt because of it's wide use in diamond tool industry. 
The third and final objective was to explore the potential of enhanced diamond composite 
properties with the use of selected metal-coated in more complex systems having alloy metal 
binders which is the typical case in conunercial practice. 
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1.4 Structure of the Thesis 
The first five chapters review the literature relevant to the coated diamond technology, the 
interfacial bonding aspects and the mechanical properties of MMCs with particular focus to 
diamond reinforced composites. 
Chapters 2 and 3 present in brief the basics as concerning the characteristics of synthetic industrial 
diamond abrasives and the technology associated with the impregnated diamond composites. 
Chapter 4 is dedicated to a detailed review of the metal-coated diamond technology. Description 
covers topics related to the various types of coated diamonds and deposition techniques and 
focuses on their main characteristics and properties as has reported. 
The possible types of interfacial bonding in MMCs are reviewed in Chapter 5. The final sections 
of this chapter review published information on interfacial bonding in diamond composites 
accompanied by presentation of studies concerning wetting, solubility and reactivity in diamond- 
metal systems. 
Chapter 6 is the final section of the literature review and describes in brief the principles of elastic 
and plastic behaviour of particulate MMCs relevant to the diamond composites. The final sections 
of this chapter review published information on mechanical properties of diamond composites. 
The experimental work carried out during the course of this research is described in Chapter 7. 
The work is divided into three parts corresponding to the three main objectives of this project as 
addressed above. 
The results gained from this work are described in three separate chapters, in fine with the three 
experimental parts. Chapter 8 describes the results of the experimental work into identifying the 
fundamentals of diamond-to-metal reactivity. The following chapter presents the complete sets of 
results that concerned the study of interfacial bonding and mechanical properties of coated 
diamond reinforced cobalt. Chapter 10 gives the results for the examined systems with the alloyed 
metal matrices. 
An extensive discussion of the results follows in Chapter 11, and conclusions to the work are 
drawn in Chapter 12. The final chapter, Chapter 13, highlights areas where further research on the 
subject may be carried out as evolved during the course of this research. 
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2 
Diamond 
Ain 
2.1 Introduction 
The principal superabrasives are found as phases in the boron-carbon-nitrogen-silicon family of 
materials [4] (Figure 2-1). Diamond is the hardest known material with second the cubic boron 
nitride (cBN). Diamond is either found in nature or is synthesised, while cBN does not occur in 
nature. Diamond found in earth is known as natural diamond while the man-made is referred as 
synthetic diamond. Diamonds can be additionally classified into two major categories of gem 
and industrial diamonds. Gem diamonds are commonly natural stones of attractive appearance 
used as jewellery. Industrial diamonds are the synthetic crystals and the natural stones that do not 
meet the standards of gem diamonds, because of colour, size or other imperfections. Industrial 
diamonds are attractive for their properties of unique hardness and strength or sen-&onductivity. 
Diamond 
c 
moron 
B 
Figure 2-1 : The C-B-N-Si composition 
tetrahedron showing the principal known 
superhard materials [4]. 
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2.1.1 Diamond Synthesis 
Diamond was first synthesised in mid-1950's and late the same decade the first commercial 
synthetic industrial diamonds were made available. Diamond can be grown as an equilibrium 
phase at high pressures or grown metastably at subatmospheric pressures in the form of single 
crystals or thin films respectively [5]. The idea of the equilibrium growth synthesis is to 
transform the soft hexagonal crystal structure of graphite to the hard cubic form of diamond. 
This is achieved by subjecting graphite to extremely high pressures and temperatures [6]. The 
technique is the so-called static synthesis, alternatively known as the high-pressure high- 
temperature synthesis (HPHT). In practice, in order to minimise the demand for extremely high 
pressures and temperatures and in order to achieve acceptable graphite-to-diamond 
transformation rates, the graphite is catalysed by various molten metals or alloys (such as iron, 
nickel etc. ) [7]. Catalysis takes place while graphite is subjected to high temperatures and high 
pressures in large special purpose presses [8]. Typically, the pressures are of the order of 60kbar 
(6GPa) and temperatures exceeding 1500"C. The HPHT synthesis is the technique used to 
produce the largest amount of commercially available industrial diamond. However, the resultant 
diamond contains inclusions from the metal catalysts, which degrade its strength as they increase 
in content [9]. The extremely high pressures required for the graphite-diamond transformation 
can be alternatively obtained by shock waves generated by explosive charges in the so-called 
shock synthesis [10]. This technique however, is only capable of producing very fine diamonds, 
which are normally utilised as seed crystals for the production of large diamonds or 
polycrystalline blocks with the HPHT synthesis [4]. 
Metastable synthesis involves the growth of diamond films at subatmospheric pressures from 
hydrocarbon gases in the presence of atomic hydrogen by vapour deposition techniques (plasma- 
assisted, chemical vapour deposition - CVD or physical vapour deposition - PVD) [5,11 ]. 
Diamond fine crystallites, natural or synthetic, can be sintered into strong masses at high 
temperatures and high pressures to form polycrystalline diamond (PCD) [12]. Thus, large 
isotropic masses containing randon-Ay oriented diamond crystals can be produced. These are 
typically referred as inserts. Polycrystalline diamond is ahnost as strong and hard as single 
crystal diamond and has the considerable advantage of being tougher than the latter. 
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2.2 Diamond Structure and Shape 
The carbon atoms that make up diamond are tetrahedrally co-ordinated so that each carbon atom 
shares one of its outer four electrons with each of the four adjacent carbon atoms spaced 
symmetrically about it [13] (Figure 2-2a). The distance between the centres of any pair of atoms 
is about 0.154 nm [ 14]. Eight of the atoms are located at the corners of a cube (shown as blue 
spheres), six other atoms are situated at the centres of the cube faces (shown as light blue 
spheres) and four more carbon atoms are linked by four bonds to their neighbouring atoms 
another (shown as differently coloured spheres) (Figure 2-2b). This arrangement repeats itself all 
through the diamond. The atoms shown as blue spheres form a face-centred cubic (FCC) lattice. 
The atoms shown as differently coloured spheres lie also on the points of another FCC lattice 
similar and parallel to the first, but somewhat displaced from it. Thus, the complete diamond 
lattice may be described as consisting of two interpenetrating FCC lattices. The structure of 
graphite consists of a stacking arrangement of layers consisting of hexagonal rings [15] (Figure 
2-2c). The conversion from graphite to diamond is accompanied by 26% decrease in volume [4]. 
(a) (b) 
" 
" 
(C) 
H 
Figure 2-2 : Models of the diamond (a, b) and graphite (c) lattices [16]. 
The shape of the diamond crystal depends on which planes were favoured during growth. The 
growth usually takes place on low index planes such as f001), 10111, ý1111 [17]. The 
octahedral form of diamond, for example, appears to be the result of equal outward growth on all 
eight IIIII planes (Figure 2-3a). Different shapes may rise when growth is developed on f 0011 
or 10111 planes. The uniform growth on each of the six f 0011 planes would result in a crystal of 
cubic form (Figure 2-3b) while the growth on each of the twelve ý01 1) planes results in a crystal 
of twelve sides known as dodecahedron (Figure 2-3c). Other crystal forms are possible when the 
growth has occurred on more than one family of planes (Figure 2-3d and 0. Diamond is often 
found in the so-called cubo-octahedral form, which occurs when both octahedral and cubic faces 
are grown. Natural diamond generally grows predominantly in an octahedral habit, very 
occasionally of cubic habit and never in the dodecahedral form. On the other hand, synthetic 
diamonds are commonly either octahedrons or cubooctahedrons and only occasionally with 
dodecahedron facets. 
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Dodecahedron and Octahedron 
Figure 2-3 : The common forms of natural and synthetic diamond [1,16]. 
2.3 Diamond Properties 
Some of the most important physical, mechanical and thermal properties of industrial diamonds, 
as concerns their use in sawing, cutting and grinding applications, are briefly reviewed. 
2.3.1 Cleavage 
The dominant cleavage plane of diamond is the octahedral (I 11), which is defined by the faces 
of the octahedron [18]. Cleavage is important because it allows diamond to regenerate sharp 
edges during operation [16]. However, when sawing or cutting cleavage is not always a 
beneficial incident. 
2.3.2 Hardness 
Hardness is maybe the most important physical property of an abrasive. The Moh's scale of 
hardness is a relative scale based on the ability of materials to scratch each other. On this scale 
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diamond is the hardest known material possessing therefore the maximum value of 10 [4]. 
Aluminium oxide has a value of 9 with cBN's Moh's hardness lying somewhere in between. 
Knoop hardness is a measure of a material's ability to indent other materials. The larger the 
Knoop number the harder the material. Diamond has a Knoop number of about 7000 MPa while 
A1203 and cBN exhibit values of order of 2000 and 4700, respectively [4] (see Table 2-2 on page 
12). 
Diamond does not exhibit isotropic hardness. It is well established today that the hardness of 
diamonds depend on many factors such as the orientation, the diamond type, the impurity 
content, the load and shape of indenter [19]. Even the in-plane hardness of diamond surfaces 
varies with orientation, exhibiting soft and hard directions (Table 2- 1). 
Knoop hardnew number (GPa) 
(001) plane (110) plane (111) plane 
<100> <110> <001> <110> <110> <112> 
Diamond 1) 98 83 108 88 56 63 
Diamond (type 11) 103 91 115 94 76 110 
Table 2-1 : Knoop hardness of cubic diamond single crystals at room temperature [20]. 
2.3.3 Strength of Diamond 
The small size and the irregular shape of synthetic diamonds crystals impose difficulties in 
directly measuring the strength. At room temperature, diamond behaves almost entirely as an 
ideal brittle material [21 ]. 
2.3.3.1 Elastic Moduli 
Diamond like other crystals is not isotropic. Both Young's modulus and bulk modulus vary by 
about 10% with the crystallographic direction of the measurements [21]. Poisson's ratio varies 
greater than Young's and bulk modulus. Table 2-2 on page 12 includes the average values that 
are used in practice for calculations. 
2.3.3.2 Toughness 
Toughness is a measure of material's ability to absorb energy before undergoing brittle failure. 
For industrial diamonds intended to be used as abrasives, toughness is of great importance since 
cutting and sawing operations involve cyclic impacts of the crystals onto the material being 
processed. For mesh materials like industrial diamonds, the relative toughness can be determined 
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by subjecting a sieved quantity of the abrasive to an impact test [ 16,2 1 ]. The toughness is then 
defined as the ratio of the quantities of the sieved on-size abrasive before and after the test. The 
higher this ratio, or the higher the percentage of remaining on-size quantity, the tougher is the 
material characterised. This type of test is often referred to as the friability test or Friatest in 
diamond tools industry. 
The strength of synthetic diamonds decreases when crystals are heat-treated [22,23]. This is 
mainly attributed to the metallic inclusions trapped in diamond during the HPHT metal-catalytic 
synthesis [24]. Thermal weakening of diamonds has been related to internal stresses arising from 
differential thermal expansivities between metal inclusions and diamond [5]. It has been recently 
argued that internal stresses arise because of the catalytic graphitisation than takes place around 
the metal inclusions [9,25]. Since the volume occupied by graphite is considerably greater than 
of diamond, the void volume available for the metal inclusion to expand is limited or even 
annihilated, thus setting up internal stresses. 
For the same grade of synthetic diamonds, finer crystals exhibit lower reduction in strength than 
larger crystals [23]. This can be explained by considering the fact that larger crystals will always 
have a higher possibility of containing internal defects compared to smaller crystals. 
Natural diamonds are less sensitive to strength decreases with temperature increases, due to their 
higher internal purity. 
2.3.4 Thermal Properties 
The thermal conductivity of some near perfect diamond crystals can be as high as five (5) times 
that of copper at room temperature [16] (Table 2-2). Even less perfect crystals have high 
conductivity. 
Density Knoop Young's Compressive CTE Thermal 
Hardness Modulus sbwxp conductivity 
9/cm 3 GPa GPa GPa MM/MM/4)CX10-6 W/m I 
Diamond 3.52 70-100 1075 10 0.8 2100 
Cubic Boron Nitride 3.48 45 662 7 5.6 1400 
Silicon carbide 3.21 27 207 1.3 4.5 42 
Alumina 3.92 25 308 3 8.6 33 
Cement WC+6%Co is 17 5.4 4.5 105 
Table 2-2 :A selection of physical and mechanical and thermal properties of single crystal industrial 
diamond compared to PCID and other abrasives or hard materials [4]. 
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2.3.5 Chemical Properties 
Diamond is chemically resistant to liquid organic and inorganic acids at room temperatures as 
well as to alkalis and solvents [14]. However, diamond can be chemically etched by strong 
oxidizers such as sodium and potassium nitrates at temperatures of the order of 5000C [14,26]. 
Several other compounds also attack diamond, including fluxes of sodium and potassium 
chlorates and molten hydroxides like NaOH. 
At room temperatures, diamond surfaces are typically terminated with bonded heteroatoms, such 
as hydrogen, oxygen and fluorine [27]. Diamond surfaces can become reactive if conditions are 
such to cause desorption of the heteroatoms or if a very active reagent can access the diamond 
surfaces and displace them. Carbon oxides can begin to desorb at significant rates at 
temperatures as low as 3500C, but only at temperatures of the order of 700T is oxygen 
completely removed. Temperatures of the order of 900-1000'C and 1200'C are necessary for 
removal of hydrogen and fluorine respectively [27]. 
Clean diamond surfaces are produced by cleavage at the tips of diamonds during machining [27]. 
it is due to these highly reactive clean surfaces generated during operation that machining of iron 
and other metals produces high wear rates to diamonds [28,29,3 0,3 1 ]. However, clean surfaces 
are quickly contaminated. Unfortunately, during machHng the operation of the diamonds is 
cyclic and therefore clean surfaces are constantly generated producing a continuous wear. 
Under certain conditions, e. g. heat treatment or cleavage, the terminal carbon atoms on diamond 
surfaces can be freed from any heteroatom leaving unsaturated carbon bonds [28]. These bonds 
can rearrange themselves into new C-C bonds with partial double-bond (pi) character, 
reconstructing the diamond surfaces [27]. Reconstructed diamond surfaces are unreactive to 
most potential absorbates at room temperatures. Subsequent treatment of reconstructed surfaces 
can restore one of the diamond surface conditions described above [28]. 
Upon heating, diamond reacts with various metals such as iron, nickel, cobalt, tantalum, 
tungsten, titanium and others. Chapter 5 deals in detail with reactivity and solubility of diamond 
to various metals. 
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2.3.6 Oxidation 
- 
Graphitisation 
Diamond at atmospheric pressure is the unstable form of carbon at all temperatures [10]. 
However, at normal conditions the transformation of diamond to graphite, which is the 
thermodynamically stable form of carbon, is very slow [32]. 
From early studies on diamond stability it was well established that diamond's back-conversion 
to graphite was accelerated by oxidative agents [33] or metals [321. The temperature for the 
onset of transformation being considerably reduced compared to that for "true" uncatalysed 
graphitisation. 
It has been reported that oxidation of diamond can begin at temperatures as low as of the order of 
500 to 600'C and becomes significant at temperatures above 700*C [16]. Evans and Phaal [341 
measured the rates of oxidation of low index diamond faces heated in a stream of oxygen. In the 
temperature range of 700-1 OOO'C, oxidation was found to be proportional to the oxygen pressure 
with highest oxidation rate found for 1111) surfaces followed by 11101 and with 1100) 
exhibiting the lowest rate. The activation energy for the diamond-oxygen reaction was measured 
to be 230 ± 10 W-morl. Oxidation of diamond by molecular oxygen has been suggested to occur 
by an initial adsorption of oxygen and subsequent desorption of CO or C02 leaving a graphite 
layer on diamond surface [35]. The process may involve two stages or at lower temperature 
occur directly as a single step. Upon formation of a graphite fihn on the diamond surfaces, 
oxidation rate is reduced, as graphite provides protection to the diamonds [28]. Such graphite 
crystallites formed on diamond surfaces exhibit a preferential orientation influenced by the 
symmetry of the diamond substrate [36]. 
Graphitisation of diamond is also catalysed by certain metals and alloys, such as nickel, iron and 
cobalt [32,37-40]. Metals or alloys that are effective catalysts (solvents) for the HPHT synthesis 
are expected to catalyse as well the conversion of diamond back to graphite at low pressures, in 
the stability field of graphite [25]. It has been proposed that the rate-determining step for the 
catalysed graphitisation of diamond surfaces by metals is the detachment of single carbon atoms 
from the diamond surface into metal's interstices [32,37,38]. As has been addressed earlier in 
this chapter, catalysed graphitisation may also occur internally around the metallic inclusions 
inside the diamond crystals. 
Uncatalysed graphitisation essentially occurs under ultra-high vacuum [32]. Under vacuum of 
10-6 or better, diamond can be heated up to about 14500C without undergoing any change for 
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certain periods of time [28,41]. The rate of graphitisation has been found to follow an Arrhenius 
relationship of the form [42] : 
dx AE 
-= C-e- YRT 
dt 
(Eq. 2-2) 
whereJE is the activation energy of the transformation, C is a constant related to the number of 
active sites available for graphitisation at the diamond surface, T is the temperature, and R the 
gas constant. The activation energy (AE) has been found to vary for the various faces of the 
diamond crystal as follows: 
AE(oll)=730±5OkJmorl and AE (I 11) = 1060 ± 80 U mor, 
Evans T. [33] suggested that the low activation volumes calculated from the above determined 
activation energies indicated that the primary process for the graphitisation of diamond should be 
the detachment of single carbon atoms from the diamond surface. The relative ranking of low 
index diamond planes on their graphitisation rate was explained in terms of the number of C-C 
bonds joining adjacent layers for each plane. Carbon atoms in (0 11) surfaces are bonded with 
two C-C bonds to the layer below, while the atoms in successive IIIII layers alternate between 
a situation where each atom is joined to the lower layer by one C-C and a situation where each 
atom is joined to the lower layer by three C-C bonds. According to this approach, graphitisation 
of (I III planes requires the breaking of three C-C bonds instead of the two C-C bonds for the 
(0 111 surfaces, thus explaining the larger activation energy of the former. 
Fedoseev et aL [43] in their study on the surface graphitisation of diamonds have determined the 
thickness of graphite layer formed onto diamond crystals. it was shown that finer crystals were 
associated with thinner layers of graphite, which suggested that smaller diamonds are more 
resistant to graphitisation than larger crystals. 
The rate of graphitisation is considerably reduced at pressures of the order of 5GPa [7,42], 
which is not surprising if someone considers that graphite has a larger molar volume than 
diamond. 
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3 
Impregnated Diamond Tools 
3.1 Introduction 
This chapter is concerned with the impregnated diamond tools utilised for sawing, cutting and 
drilling in the construction and stone industries. However, most of the principles discussed in the 
following sections can in general apply to all types of diamond tools. Depending on the 
chemistry of the binder, diamond tools can be classified into three main groups [4,44]: 
" resin bonded diamond tools, of either a thermosetting or thermoplastic resin, 
" vitrified bonded diamond tools, or 
" metal bonded diamond tools, which also include metal/ceramic bonded (cermet) and 
electroplated diamond tools. 
A rough estimate of the market of superabrasives tools finds CBN tools to occupy 10 to 15% of 
the market while diamond tools account for the 85 to 95% [441. The section occupied by each of 
the different diamond tool types in the diamond tool market is given schematically in Figure 3-1 
on next page. The difference in the market share for the various types of tools, arise from the 
different fields of application with regard both to the material to be processed and to the 
processing task. 
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Electroplated 
Resin bonded 
8% 
24% 
Vitrified bonded 
62% 
Metal bonded 
Figure 3-1 : Rough estimate of the market share for the various types of diamond tools [44]. 
The following paragraphs are concerned with the technology of the diamond-reinforced 
composites attached on metal-bonded diamond tools, which are widely employed in sawing and 
drilling applications in the stone and construction industries. 
3.2 Production Methods 
Diamond impregnated tools are constructed by a number of segments mounted on a carrier. The 
main part of the tools is the abrasive segments, which are essentially metal-matrix composites 
(MMCs), with diamond crystals being the reinforcement. Typically, the segment consolidation 
routes involve powder metallurgy (PM) production methods. The general guidelines of the steps 
involved in a typical production line include: 
" preparation of the metal matrix powder 
- 
diamond mixture (alloying, blending, 
granulation, diamond coating or roughening, addition of lubricants and/or sintering 
additives etc. ), 
" shaping of segments by cold pressing, 
" hot consolidation by pressure assisted or pressureless intering treatment, 
" segment quality control, 
" mounting the segments on the blank (brazing, laser welding etc. ), 
" dressing the segments, final finishing of the tool and packing. 
In commercial practice the consolidation of the diamond-metal powder mixture is typically 
achieved with sintering, infiltration, hot-pressing (HP) or hot-isostatic pressing (HIP) in inert, 
reducing atmospheres or vacuum [44-50]. Consolidation temperature typically range in the 500- 
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1150T interval depending on the metal-matrix being processed, with durations of the order of 
few minutes to one hour and pressures not exceeding 40MPa. By far the most applied technique 
is hot-pressing, which allows enhanced sintering rates, thus minimising the risk for diamond 
graphitisation. 
In the recent years other consolidation techniques initially developed for other types of P/M 
components have been applied, primarily in a laboratory scale, to consolidate diamond 
reinforced composites. Such techniques include cold sintering [51,521, shock-wave sintering 
[53] and self-propagating high-temperature synthesis (SHS) 154,551 and powder extrusion [56, 
571. In cold sintering, the metal-diamond mixture is initially cold-pressed at a very high pressure 
(of the order 3-5 GPa) and subsequently heat-treated to anneal. In the second technique, 
consolidation is achieved by utilising the frictional heat developed at particles contacts by the 
rapid plastic flow attributed to a travelling explosive wave generated by a detonator. In the SHS 
method, sintering is achieved by utilising the heat released by an exothermic reaction, which 
takes place between some of the metal-matrix constituents. The above techniques present some 
difficulties; mainly in controlling the heat generated and are still in the development stage. The 
steps that may be involved in a typical production line are graphically illustrated in the flow 
diagram given in Figure 3-2. 
Blending Metal-matrix powder Diamond grit Coating 
Mixing preparation preparation H Roughening 
Granulation 
Additives Mi xing Lubricants 
Cold-Pressing 
(optional step) 
Hot-Pressing Pressureless Sintering 
Hot Consolidation 
Hot-Isostatic Pressing Infiltration 
Hardness 
Quality Control Mechanical properties 
Density. 
Brazing k 
-FMOU 
- 
nting on blank 
k-- 
d Laser welding 
Dressing F Sharpening 
Impregnated Diamond Tool 
Figure 3-2 : Flow diagram illustrating typical production steps for Impregnated diamond tool production. 
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3.3 The Cutting Operation 
The operating faces of the diamond impregnated tool segments can be realised as surfaces of the 
metal-matrix from which diamond particles protrude and perform the cutting (Figure 3-3). Each 
exposed diamond while in rotating motion, is forced by the applied pressure to the diamond tool 
to penetrate the workpiece material surface. During this action, diamonds are subjected to wear 
and the debris that breaks away from the processed material is forced within the space between 
the diamond tool working surface and the workpiece area (known as clearance) causing the 
gradual erosion of the matrix. The metal-matrix wears faster at the front and sides of the 
diamond, while the abrasive volume protects the matrix behind the diamond thus, forming a tail 
(see Figure 3-3). The tail is the main source of supporting the diamond in place and withstands 
the longitudinal forces applied on diamond from the workpiece during cutting. As cutting 
proceeds, the protrusion of the operating diamonds gradually increases because the supporting 
matrix erodes, and at a point the surrounding metal matrix is inadequate to support the diamond, 
which is then lost. The dislodging of the diamond is known as pull-out. As the matrix erodes, 
some of the working diamonds chip, producing new cutting points, others are lost and some new 
diamonds are gradually uncovered from the removed matrix. This sequence of events lasts 
throughout the life of the tool and an equilibrium surface state of protruding diamonds is set up 
[1,46]. At any time during the life of a segment, some of the exposed diamonds exhibit a 
different height of protrusion, so that not all uncovered diamonds are in contact with the 
workpiece performing the cutting [58]. It has been found [59], that only about 25% of the 
exposed diamonds are actually operating. 
Figure 3-3 : The cutting action in an impregnated diamond segment. The formed debris erodes the metal 
matrix. The matrix wears faster at the front and sides of the abrasive crystal leaving a tail behind the 
diamond, which supports the crystal. 
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3.4 The Role of Metal Matrix 
The two basic functions of the metal matrix are to hold the diamonds tight in place and position 
and to erode at a rate compatible with the diamond loss. Many factors are involved in the metal 
bond selection, with the following being dominant for the case of diamond impregnated 
segments [45] : 
n diamond retention capacity, 
wear resistance, and 
segment fabrication requirements. 
3.4.1 Diamond Retention 
During operation, the matrix must withstand the turning moment to which the diamond particles 
are subjected. Diamonds must be secured in such a way that they are not prematurely pulled out, 
pushed-in deeper in the matrix, or moved around, while the tool is cutting. In the majority of 
diamond impregnated tools the diamond retention is primarily of mechanical character. 
Improvement of the retention can be achieved if the mechanical gripping is accompanied by a 
chemical bonding [60]. 
3.4.1.1 Mechanical Retention 
Neglecting the physical nature of covering of the diamonds by the matrix, the mechanical 
bonding is enhanced by the tensile stresses induced in the matrix around the diamond. These 
stresses arise by the differential thermal contraction during the cooling-down period from the 
high sintering temperatures [46]. The magnitude of these internal stresses is proportional to the 
difference of the thermal expansivities of the diamond and the metal matrix [61]. During the 
cutting operation the diamond is subjected to stresses by the workpiece (as mentioned in §3.3 in 
page 19). These stresses are transmitted irectly to the metal matrix tail behind the diamond [62, 
63] (see Figure 3-3 on page 19). Hence, the mechanical retention of the diamond depends on the 
mechanical properties of the bond alloy. 
It can be assumed that the best mechanical retention is achieved when there is no deformation of 
the matrix or when only reversible elastic deformation occurs [63]. Considering the case of a 
single loaded diamond (see Figure 34), it is clear that when the deformation is elastic, the 
supporting matrix will restore its initial shape as soon as the stresses cease so that the diamond 
grip will be re-established. However, if this deformation is plastic, the matrix does not reverse to 
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its shape after the stresses cease, so that the cavity in which the diamond is being secured 
becomes bigger. Subsequently, when the diamond is again under load the matrix might deform 
even more allowing the diamond to move inside the cavity. At a latter stage the socket will no 
longer be sufficiently tight to hold the diamond and consequently, diamond pull-out will occur. 
The matrix will deform plastically and the mechanical retention will fail, only if the yield 
strength of the matrix is exceeded. The potential retentive properties of the matrix can be better 
assessed by its modulus of resilience than just from its yield strength value. The ability of the 
metal matrix to absorb elastically the induced stresses or to deform plastically is not only 
dependent on the level of stresses induced during the cutting action, but also depends on the 
shape of the diamond [62]. The angular shaped diamond crystals promote stress concentration, 
thus making the notch sensitivity of a metal matrix an important property that has to be 
considered when designing the matrix chemical composition [46]. 
Elastic Deformation 
Diamond Induced 
stresses 
Elastic 
deformation 
Matrix B 
Diamond Induced Plastic Deformation 
410 
4 Plastic Remained 
deformation Plastic 
Matrix EF deformation 
Remained 
Plastic Plastic Diamond 
deformation H deformation Pull-out i 
Figure 3-4 : The concepts of mechanical retention. The diamond is loaded and unloaded in a cyclic manner 
as the tool rotates. Elastic deformation : The embedded diamond (A) during cutting transmits the induced 
stresses to the matrix (B). The matrix is stretched elastically and when the stresses cease returns to its 
initial shape (C) restoring the grip. Plastic deformation : The embedded diamond (D) is loaded and 
transmits the induced stresses to the matrix (E). The stresses exceed the yield strength of the matrix and 
unloading finds the matrix plastically deformed (F). Subsequent loading (G) increases the amount of 
permanent deformation (H) and the diamond becomes unstable and might move and rotate in the cavity. 
After a few cycles of loading and unloading, the socket is substantially enlarged and the diamond pull-out 
occurs (I). 
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3.4.1.2 Chemical Retention 
When diamond retention relies on mechanical means alone, it is found that the proportion of 
diamond particles lost due to inadequate bonding can be as high as 80% [2]. This impairs the life 
and the efficiency of the tool and from an economical point of view increases the cost of 
production. It is therefore necessary to strengthen the diamond/matrix interface in order to 
provide an additional anchoring factor to couple with the mechanical gripping of diamonds by 
the formed matrix sockets. Thus, the mechanical bonding is often combined with a chemical 
bonding of the diamonds to the metal matrix. This is achieved by atomic reaction at the 
diamond/matrix interfacial region [601. The strengthening of the interface is realised by the 
formation of a thin carbide film at the interface. Hence, carbide-forming elements are introduced 
to the diamond/metal-matrix system. In practice, it is common to add small amounts of the 
carbide formers as alloying elements into the base metal-matrix alloy. Alternatively the diamond 
crystals can be coated with the carbide former element prior to their incorporation in the bond. 
Chapter 4 is concerned with the coated diamond technology in detail. 
There are many chemical factors affecting the interaction in the diamond/metal-matrix system 
for various types of matrices and alloying elements. Some concepts of these interactions are 
studied in more detail in Chapter 5. 
3.4.2 Wear Resistance 
The wear resistance of the metal-matrix has to correspond with the abrasiveness of the 
workpiece material so as to ensure that not only do the diamond grits protrude sufficiently, but 
also that they are not lost prematurely [45]. The debris that breaks away from the workpiece 
during cutting is forced between the segment and workpiece area, causing the gradual erosive 
wear of the metal-matrix [64]. This wear depends on a number of factors such as the shape of 
debris particles and the rate at which they are formed as well as to their impact velocity [65-67]. 
These factors however do not necessarily coincide with the factors causing the wear of the 
diamond particles. 
In many cases the factors responsible for the diamond and matrix wear operate inversely to each 
other [46]. When a hard and dense material is sawn, very little debris is formed and only as fine 
powder. Under such conditions, diamonds are strongly loaded and wear fast, whereas the erosive 
wear of the matrix is slow [68]. On the other hand, when cutting soft, open-textured and gritty 
materials, a great quantity of coarse debris is released. Such conditions cause little wear on the 
diamond but the erosion of the matrix is excessive. A "too soft" bond that wears faster than the 
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diamond increases the possibility of premature pull-out [691. Inversely, an extremely wear 
resistant matrix wears much slower that the rate of diamond break-down, causing the segment 
surface to gradually decrease in protruding diamond points concentration, and to polish. This 
phenomenon is known as glazing [45,46]. 
In designing diamond-impregnated segments, the wear of both the diamond and the matrix must 
be optimised for the particular material to be processed and the application task. A sufficiently 
fast matrix removal is needed to ensure that protruding diamonds are always available, but at the 
same time the matrix wear must be sufficiently slow to coincide with the diamond break-down, 
in order to utilise the abrasive grit during its total capable operation life, avoiding early pull-out 
[581. The general rule for designing a diamond-impregnated tool appoints stronger diamonds 
(better quality, smaller size) and softer matrices (less wear resistant) as the material hardness 
increases, the abrasiveness decreases or the texture becomes more condensed [39,70]. On the 
other hand, less demanding diamond quality (moderate strength, large crystal size) and hard wear 
resistant matrix must be used, as the hardness of the workpiece decreases, the abrasiveness 
increases, and the texture is more open. Figure A-I in Appendix A illustrates in a graphical 
manner, the choice in segment parameters as a function of some general workpiece properties, 
according to the general designing rule presented above. 
The bulk hardness and abrasion resistance of the metal-matrix are two properties that do not 
always coincide. This is attributed to the fact that during service the hardness of the metal-matrix 
at the vicinity of the operating surface is subjected to strain hardening [71]. A better correlation 
is typically found between wear resistance and hardness of strain-hardened worn surfaces of 
metal and alloys. The inability to always directly relate the bulk hardness with wear resistance is 
also demonstrated by various metals and alloys often used as binders in segments. It has been 
found, for example, that the wear resistance of some bronze alloys increases as their bulk 
hardness decreases [46] (Figure 3-5). Furthermore, wear resistance of metals and alloys used as 
matrices in impregnated diamond composites has been suggested to be related to the modulus of 
resilience and toughness [45,46]. Tanaka et al. [72] have shown the wear volume and grinding 
efficiency of various metals alloys to linearly depend on the elastic and elastic-plastic failure 
energies obtained by 4-point bending. 
In many cases, in order to modify the wear resistance of the matrix, additives (or fillers) can be 
introduced in the binder alloy [46]. These are typically metal carbides, oxides, graphite or 
carbon. By far, the most applied additives are tungsten and tungsten carbide due to their 
hardness and strength properties [69]. Aside from the incorporation of additives, the 
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modification of the relative abrasion resistance can be achieved by manipulating the shape of the 
starting powders, which make up the metal matrix [45]. Thus, multi-sized and irregularly shaped 
powders (e. g. dendritic, irregular) provide an interlocking effect, which makes the matrix more 
wear resistant han a matrix of the same chemistry but produced from equally sized and regularly 
shaped powders (e. g. spheroidal, nodular) [45,691. However, the increase in wear resistance by 
utilising multi-sized and irregular powders, is accompanied by the undesirable effects of poor 
flow and packing characteristics [73]. 
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Figure 3-5 : The relationship between wear resistance and hardness of some bronze alloys, cobalt and 
steel. The results are relative to a wrought mild steel specimen (46]. 
3.4.3 Fabrication Requirements 
All restrictions concerning the selection of the metal-matrix and the consolidation parameters 
arise from the need to protect the diamonds from catalysed graphitisation and dissolution by the 
metal-matrix as has been addressed in Chapter 2. 
Consolidation temperatures typically do not exceed 1000'C. However, higher temperatures are 
necessary for sintering highly wear resistant binder containing tungsten or WC particles. In such 
cases, natural industrial diamonds are often chosen instead of the synthetic crystals, due to their 
increased thermal stability. 
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3.5 The Role of Diamond 
The function of the diamond is to perform the cutting. The optimum grade of grit must be 
selected in order to fulfil the requirements as set from the given task and conditions of cutting, 
while simultaneously being the most cost-effective choice. The most significant parameters that 
must be taken in consideration when selecting the diamonds are the diamond type, the grit size 
and the concentration in the segment [45]. 
3.5.1 Diamond Type 
There are many different types of diamonds available today in the market, ranging in shape, 
strength, thermal stability and bond retention characteristics. The general rule for the selection of 
the proper type of diamond directs for stronger and tougher diamond grit the harder the material 
to be processed [39] (see also Figure A-1 in Appendix A). Generally, the strength of diamonds 
increases with decreasing crystal size and metallic inclusions content as described already in 
Chapter 2. 
Considering the requirements as set according to the concept of mechanical retention (see 
PALO, the shape of synthetic diamonds must be such that it is less likely to promote stress 
concentrations. This condition is best satisfied with blocky cubo-octahedral diamonds that are 
less angular [4] (Figure 3-6). Irregularly shaped crystals are preferably to enhance the 
mechanical retention by an interlocking effect. From this point of view, natural diamonds 
increase interlocking effects, because of their many re-entrant surfaces [39,45,46]. 
Octahedral 
Cubo-octahedral 
Cubic 
Figure 3-6 : The blocky cubo-octahedral diamond 
crystal is the shape that ensures the minimum 
stress concentration in the metal-matrix [74]. 
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3.5.2 Diamond Size 
When referring to diamond size the US mesh size scale is commonly used (see Table A-1 in 
Appendix A). Finer grit sizes are typically associated with higher strengths for diamonds 
belonging to the same quality grade. Crystal size also determines the maximum permitted 
protrusion height above the matrix surface during operation before the metal-matrix can no 
longer retain the diamonds [58]. This height influences the clearance of swarf from the cutting 
zone. If the load applied to the diamond is sufficiently high, larger sized crystals will penetrate 
deeper into the workpiece enhancing the cutting rate [75]. This however, will result in increased 
mechanical loading of the diamonds that may result in either excessive pull-out or extensive 
cleavage and fracture of the crystals [39,45,46,59]. 
3.5.3 Concentration 
On diamond tool industry concentration is referred to an unofficial standard where by definition 
concentration 100 is equivalent to 4.4 carats per cm 3 (or 25% by volume). All other 
dimensionless concentrations are proportional. The diamond concentration in con unction with i 
the diamond particle size, control the number of exposed cutting points per unit area available at 
the cutting face of the tool. The total number of available diamonds at the working zone is 
proportional to the concentration and inversely proportional to the mean particle size. 
On decreasing the diamond concentration, the available cutting points decrease and the applied 
load on each individual diamond becomes higher thus increasing the amount of material 
removed per crystal. This condition is satisfied until a critical point where the strength and 
toughness of the crystals is exceeded and the grains start to shatter or are prematurely pulled-out 
[76]. In the contrary, increasing concentration increases the number of available cutting points. 
The diamonds are then operating under milder conditions and the overall life of the tool is 
extended. However, the applied load per crystal decreases thus reducing the penetration depth, 
which similarly affects the material removal rates. Under such conditions, diamond polishing 
may occur and then re-dressing of the segments is necessary. In order to overcome these 
negative effects, higher load on diamond is required, which in turn sets high demands in the 
power capacities of the cutting machine and increases the operational costs. In some cases where 
the optimum power requirements are well within the capabilities of a well-maintained machine, 
both segment wear rate and the sawing costs can be considerably reduced when increasing 
concentration [77,78]. Relating diamond concentration and crystal size, it must be considered 
that only a fraction of the exposed diamonds is actually in action, as has been shown in a study 
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of the segment wear of diamond impregnated bits [59]. From the total number of exposed 
diamond crystals on the working surface of the segments, only the 25% of the protruding 
diamonds have the correct operational height. 
3.6 Metal-Matrices for Diamond Impregnated Tools 
Most of the binders employed in diamond-impregnated composites consist of mixtures of 
carefully selected metal powders to formulate alloys. The selection of the metal powders and 
consolidation method is made on the basis to achieve a set combination of properties which are 
primarily determined from the intended use of the diamond tool and the properties of the 
material to be processed. As previously addressed, some of the metal-matrix properties of 
designing importance are the mechanical strength (elastic and plastic behaviour), the chemical 
activity and wetting to the diamond, the wear resistance and thermal expansion. 
The most commonly employed binders in the diamond tool industry are based on metals which 
are either relatively inert to diamond or exhibit variable degrees of carbon dissolution, such as 
cobalt (Co), copper (Cu), nickel (Ni) and iron (Fe). These base metals are commonly alloyed 
with small additions of carbide forming metals such as tungsten (W), titanium (Ti), chromium 
(Cr), molybdenum (Mo) in order to enhance chemical reactions with the diamonds. In addition to 
this alloying, hard filler particles may occasionally introduced into the binder in order to control 
the wear resistance as was described in a previous section. 
Apart from the relative portions of the metal powders required to formulate the desired binder 
alloying composition, all P/M principles and criteria for powder selection are applicable. Thus, 
powder characteristics uch as particle shape, size, specific surface, oxygen content etc. are 
considered with regard to ease of processing, enhanced packing and densification and effect to 
final properties of the sintered composite. Often, powders are granulated into aggregates in order 
to prevent segregation of the large diamond crystals, reduce the airborne susceptibilities of fine 
powders and to facilitate better flowing and packing especially in cases of automatic die feeding 
cold-presses. 
The capability to influence the final properties of the matrix with such many parameters can 
theoretically give the ability to produce a variety of binders to suit all possible applications. In 
practice however, the existence of such many variables make it difficult to understand the clear 
effect of each individual variable to the final properties of the bond. Thus, although commonly 
complex and sophisticated binders are in use by the tool manufacturers, their formulation is 
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commonly based on empirical observations and rarely is scientifically established. Typical 
powder sizes range from sub-micron size up to mesh size powder (400 microns). Table 3-1 lists 
the most commonly employed metal powders for diamond MMCs together with their main 
characteristics. 
Base Metal Matrix Main Characteristics Application 
" CuSn liquid at most sintering temperatures 
" no carbide formation 
Cu 
, 
Sn (bronzes) 0 insignificant carbon solubility less abrasive materials 
" small amount of physical etching on diamond 
no effect other than oxygen or other impurities 
solid at typical sintering temperatures (the pure metals) 
poor carbide formation Co, Ni very abrasive materials significant carbon solubility (at higher temperatures) 
variable diamond etching depending onprocessing 
solid at sintering temperatures Fe & alloys 
a carbide formation (hard, unstable carbides) similar applications as Co, (partially substitutes of Co) NI base binders 
. surface reaction on diamond 
Alloying Metal Powders 
. 
Carbide formers 
N Improvement of diamonds retention Cr, T1, mo, W, Ta, V 
- 
solid at sintering temperatures 
- 
very reactive metals 
a insignificant or small carbide formation 
Aj, Ag, Zn 
w used for liquid phase sintering 
Table 3-1 : Metal powders commonly employed in diamond MMCs [45,46,69,79]. 
In modem diamond tool industry, cobalt and cobalt alloys seem to be the most suitable materials 
for diamond impregnated segments used for cutting and grinding hard and fine grained natural 
stones as granite and basalt [82]. Cobalt is a suitable binder for diamond tools since it does not 
react strongly with the abrasive grains. In fact, cobalt appears to have an almost ideal affinity for 
carbon ascertaining a good wetting of diamond [83]. Cobalt exhibits very good mechanical 
retention of diamond due to its exceptional combination of high yield strength and toughness. Its 
wear resistance seems to be suitable for most applications allowing similar wear rates as the 
abrasive grains. In addition, cobalt's wear resistance can be modified to a large extent by 
addition of alloying elements, thus expanding its field of applications. 
Pure cobalt exists in either a hexagonal closed-packed (HCP, cobalt-c) or face-centre cubic 
(FCC, cobalt-a) structure. The brittle HCP structure is stable at the lower temperatures, whereas 
the more ductile and tough FCC structure is stable at the higher temperatures. The allotropic 
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transformation takes place at a temperature of 417C. In order to achieve the excellent 
combination of properties mentioned above, it must be ensured that the cobalt binder must have 
a large degree of the FCC structure. This can be achieved by introducing small alloying additions 
(up to 6 wt-%) of elements conserving the FCC structure, such as Fe, Ni, Mn, Ti, Al, Zr and Ta 
[82,841. Cobalt can be fully densified by means of P/M under relatively low temperatures and 
mild pressures giving products with excellent combination of high strength, ductility and wear 
resistance. Consolidation temperatures range from 750 to 950'C and pressures of up to 35MPa. 
The time at sintering temperature is of the order of few minutes and the total cycle of not more 
than 20 minutes. The advantageous combination of properties for the cobalt P/M materials, not 
readily attainable by other methods, is attributed to the drastic reduction in grain size as well as 
an excellent dispersion of fine pores and cobalt oxides [85-87). Both these factors hinder the 
FCC to HCP allotropic phase transformation on cooling after consolidation, resulting in a large 
fraction of the metastable ductile FCC phase being retained at room temperature. 
The recent trend in the diamond tool industry is to substitute cobalt with ternary or quaternary 
system alloys including iron (Fe), nickel (Ni) or copper (Cu) and containing only small amount 
of cobalt. Powder producers offer already such system alloys as pre-alloyed powders. It is 
claimed that these pre-alloyed powders exhibit superior properties compared to pure cobalt, and 
perform equally or better than pure cobalt products in sawing and grinding applications [88-91). 
The main reason for substituting cobalt is its high and fluctuating price and uncertainty about 
supply as well as the latest findings that cobalt might be poisonous [92]. 
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4 
Coated Diamonds 
4.1 Introduction 
One of the primary functions of the metal-matrix of diamond MMC's, as addressed in the 
previous chapter, is to retain the diamond crystals at the operating surface of the diamond tool 
the maximum possible time in order to utilise them efficiently. Diamond retention by the metal- 
matrix can be improved when the mechanical captivity of the abrasive grit by the binder is 
combined with a chemical strengthening of the diamond-matrix interface. Such a combined 
physical and chemical bonding, will allow the diamonds to be retained for longer periods at the 
abrading surface, thus increasing the total operational life of each individual crystal of the tool. 
This will in turn increase the overall life of the diamond tool, while decreasing the specific 
consumption of diamonds. Since diamonds are the most expensive constituents of the tool, the 
previous benefits can then be realised as considerable cost savings for the diamond tool. 
Pure mechanically enveloped diamonds cannot be retained at the abrading surface when the 
gradual erosion of the surrounding matrix exposes them by more than about the 1/3 of their 
diameter. If diamonds are additionally chemically bonded to the metal-matrix, higher levels of 
diamond protrusion from this threshold value can be achieved [93-95]. This ability for higher grit 
protrusion may allow achievement of higher cutting rates, freer cutting with lower load 
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requirements, power savings and reduce heat generation due to the more efficient access of the 
coolant [961. 
Chemical strengthening of the diamond-matrix interface can be realised either by a reaction to 
form new compounds or by atom diffusion and solid solution formation. These phenomena can 
occur individually or can take place simultaneously. In the case of a reaction between the 
diamond and the matrix, one or more new compounds are formed at the interface. For each new 
compound forming at the interfacial region, two new interfaces are developed (i. e. the diamond- 
reaction product and the reaction product-matrix) Strengthening is provided when these 
interfaces are strong and the reaction product is stiff and tough. In the case of dissolution, carbon 
atoms originating from the diamond dissolve into the surrounding metal, thus forming a 
transitional zone of solid solutions at the interface. However, dissolution of carbon substantially 
consumes diamond, which is not a desirable effect. In addition the increased diffusion of carbon 
originating from the diamond may result in high concentration of Kirkendall vacancies in the 
diamond's near surface zones [97]. This will either weaken the exterior zones of the crystals, 
which may influence their performance during cutting or favour the local graphitisation with the 
same undesirable effect. In some cases a very limited diffusion of metal atoms into the diamond 
may also take place. 
Strengthening and enhancing diamond retention is far more effective for the case of an 
interfacial reaction. As addressed in the previous chapter, in practice the metal-matrix is chosen 
to be relatively inert with respect to diamond. A chemically active binder would encourage 
excessive reaction or carbon dissolution, which would both consume diamond and degrade its 
properties. Typically, the matrix is chemically activated by the addition of small quantities of 
metals having a high affinity for carbon and which react readily with the diamond and form 
metal carbides. Such metals are the transition metals, known also as "carbide formers". If the 
binder is relatively aggressive to the diamond, it can be neutralised by adding elements 
chemically inert to diamond such as tin. 
Typically, the required amount of alloying metal for optimum result is rather small, which makes 
achievement of a uniform distribution in the base metal difficult under industrial conditions. In 
addition, alloying alters the bulk matrix properties, which in the general case may not be a 
desirable effect [45]. It is obvious, that the ideal situation would be if the alloying element could 
be concentrated only in the near vicinity of each individual impregnated iamond particle. 
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This last statement constitutes the concept of metal coating the diamonds. This technology 
concerns the coating of the abrasive particles with one or more metals, chemically active to the 
diamond. By this way, the alloying elements, otherwise dispersed in the whole matrix, are now 
concentrated exactly where they are needed, in other words at the diamond-matrix interface. This 
technique ensures a better control over both the matrix properties and the interfacial chemical 
phenomena. In literature, coating of diamonds with metals may also be referred as "metallizing" 
or "gladding". 
Metal gladding was first introduced to diamonds utilised in resin bonded grinding diamond tools, 
in 1966 [98]. The purpose for metallizing diamonds was not particularly to promote any 
chemical bonding between the abrasive grains and the resin, but to protect the resin from thermal 
degradation. Metal coating could act as a heat sink, slowing the transfer of heat generated at the 
diamond cutting points to the resin bond, thus delaying the onset of charring and degradation of 
the resin. The life of the abrasive wheel was extended. Additionally, it became possible to 
employ resin bonds that did not wet diamond, since gladding could alter the wetting 
characteristics of the abrasive grains. The rough surface of the metal gladding produced 
diamonds particles with irregular shape, which enhanced the mechanical retention due to 
interlocking effects. Additionally, the metal jacket formed around the diamonds was capable of 
retaining the diamond fragments as a unit, while the friable grits, typically used in grinding, were 
splitting off. By this way loosening and early loss of the diamonds could be avoided [98,99]. 
These coatings, which are still widely employed in grinding applications, commonly consist of 
nickel or copper. Copper is preferred for dry grinding while nickel is suitable for wet operation 
[4]. Typically, such coatings are applied by electroplating techniques. The deposited metal can 
be in amounts up to 60%wt. of the total coated grit weight. 
Since the invention of coated diamonds for resin bonded grinding tools research on exploiting 
the potential properties of such crystals and tools has taken place. This can be seen from the 
patent literature of the early 70's [100-103]. Coatings containing metals reactive to diamonds, 
not particularly intended for use in metal binders, have been reported in the patent literature as 
early as in 1972 [104]. Patents dealing in specific with chemically active metal coatings on 
diamonds, especially designed for metal bonds, were disclosed uring 70's [105-109]. However, 
application of metal coatings to the larger, tougher and well blocky shaped crystals utilised in 
metal bonded tools for sawing and drilling, has been realised as a promising technology only 
much later in the mid 80's beginning of 90's (94,110-113]. 
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Even though research in the private industrial sector has been carried out the last decade, little 
detailed published information is available. In addition, most of the aspects of the coated 
diamond technology are yet not clear or fully understood, mainly due to the complexity of the 
phenomena taking place at the various interfaces during the deposition and during the 
consolidation of the diamond composites. Consequently, although metal-coated diamonds for 
impregnated metal bonded tools are available in the market for some years, their application 
remains limited. In general, the performance of tools impregnated with coated diamonds has 
been improved, but the potential benefits from the use of metallized grit have not yet been 
universally accepted, mainly due to some cases where a reduced cutting speed has been found 
[I 11]. 
The present chapter comprise an effort of enlightening the various aspects of diamond coating 
technology. This is done by gathering the available published information on the characteristics 
and properties of coated crystals and the deposition techniques employed to coat the diamonds. 
Where possible, the available data on the kinetics of coating deposition or reactivity of the 
coating is given. At various points in the following sections, the basic concepts of interfacial 
strengthening in coated-diamond MMCs are discussed. The final parts of this chapter review the 
mechanical properties of coated diamonds as reported in literature with particular emphasis on 
the adhesion strength of the deposited metal films with the diamond surfaces. A detailed 
examination of the interfacial phenomena in diamond composites as well as the background of 
chemical reactivity of various metals with diamond is given in Chapter 6. 
4.2 Characteristics and Properties of Coated Diamonds 
The use of the metal coating on diamonds serves the need of strengthening the otherwise weak 
interface between the diamond and the metal-matrix. However, by coating the diamonds, a series 
of additional benefits may be obtained, which may finther improve the quality and performance 
of the tools. The sections that follow review some of these properties. 
4.2.1 Retention of Coated Diamonds 
In comparative cutting tests where the only variable in the tools was the presence of the coating 
film on the diamonds, coated diamonds have been found to increase the overall life of diamond 
tools by factors of 1.5-2 [114] or even 2-3 [115,116] compared to non-coated diamonds. Other 
comparative laboratory cutting tests have shown up to tenfold increases of the grinding ratio of 
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segments impregnated with metal-coated diamonds [95]. These results provided evidence of 
increased retention of the coated diamonds. 
Manukyan et al. [114,117,121] in a number of studies have reported a decrease in the 
consumption of the order of 33-47% of titanium, chromium and iron coated diamonds compared 
to non-coated grit to process the same volume of stone. Brauninger et aL [594] in a microscopic 
evaluation of worn segments have found that the diamond pull-out rate of coated diamonds was 
reduced to 29% compared to the 39% of the non-coated. Subjecting the worn segment surfaces 
to laser profilometry, they found that although the height of diamond protrusion of whole 
crystals was similar for both segments with non-coated and coated grit, there was a dramatic 
increase in the number of fractured coated diamonds that were retained on the surface. 
Additionally, the pull-out craters in the case of segments with coated diamonds were in average 
considerably shallower, which indicated that the wom crystals were lost at a much later stage. In 
cutting and drilling various materials, the tools impregnated with Ti- or Cr-coated diamonds 
achieved increases in life between 16-138% compared to non-coated abrasives. 
Vander Sande et aL [3] examined a large number of fractured surfaces developed on segments 
reinforced with diamonds having a dual metal coating, the inner being of a carbide forming 
metal (Ti, Zr, or Hf) and the outer of a selected metal or alloy to chemically match with the 
metal-matrix. A large increase in the number of fractured diamonds retained in the matrix was 
found to be associated with the segments containing the coated diamonds. In a similar test, 
McEachron et aL [113] showed that retention of coated crystals could reach levels of increase of 
up to 60% compared to non-coated diamonds. These diamonds had either a single coating of Cr, 
or Ti or could be additionally coated with an outer coating of Ni or Co. 
Hsieh et aL [95] examined the worn surfaces of segments reinforced with Ti-coated grit in 
comparison with standard segments incorporating non-coated diamonds. The authors found that 
not only did the pull-out sites drastically reduce in number with the use of coated abrasives, but 
also the Ti-coated diamonds appeared to protrude with more than one-half of their height. 
4.2.2 Graphitisation & Oxidation Resistance 
- 
Thermal Stability 
As already brought up in Chapter 2, diamonds are susceptible to considerable graphitisation and 
oxidation at temperatures above 700*C. The metal coating has been found to provide protection 
to the diamond against graphitisation, oxidation and strength degradation at high temperatures 
even when diamonds are heated in air [114,116,136,152,155]. The resistance of coated 
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diamonds to these degradation processes was found further improved in vacuum and inert 
atmospheres. Figures 4-1 and 4-2 and Table 4-1 present the superior oxidation and graphitisation 
resistance of various coated grits compared to non-coated, as have been reported in literature. 
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Figure 4-1 : The temperature of onset of oxidation in air for various coated diamonds. (A) Diamond: GE 
MBS* 970 40/45 US mesh [152], (B) Diamond: GE MBS* 50/60 US mesh, Coating: 1.8pm, 8501C for 2h 
Method: immersion in molten salt bath [116], (C), (D) and (E) Diamond: unknown, Coating: <2.5pm 
Method: Thermodiffusion saturation process [114]. 
Coating Temperature ('C) Parameters Reference 
Onset of oxidation DTA maximum 
Uncoated 720 880 
TIC 730 910 
NbC 790 970 Diamond: AS15 (160/200 pm) 
M02C 660 900 Average thickness: 0.1 
- 
0.2 pm [136] 
WC 780 910 Method: CVD, 700-9000C 
Cr7C3 710 910 
(Mo, W)2c 800 920 
Non-coated 720 880 
Mo-disilicide 0.05 pm 780 980 Diamond: AS15 (160/200 pm) [1551 
Mo-disilicide 0.10 Pm 760 920 Method: CVD, 800-10000C 
Mo-disilicide 0.15 pm 760 900 
Table 4-1 : Oxidation onset temperature for various coated and non-coated diamonds. 
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Figure 4-2 : Weight loss of non-coated 
and Cr-carbide coated diamonds when 
heated in air. The coatings were 
developed by immersion in molten salt 
baths [137]. 
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The increased thermal stability of coated diamonds indicates that these crystals are less sensitive 
to high temperatures providing some potential benefits. For example, longer processing cycles 
and higher consolidation temperatures can be employed without risking diamond degradation. It 
is therefore possible to incorporate the coated diamonds in highly wear resistant matrices such as 
tungsten or tungsten carbide based bonds, which typically are consolidated at high temperatures. 
4.2.3 Protection Against Fracture 
Industrial synthetic diamonds are imperfect crystals with many surface defects. Such defects may 
be surface cracks, etch features, roughened surfaces, or even growth steps developed during the 
HTHP synthesis. These faults act as stress-concentrating areas that may significantly promote 
diamond fracture especially under workloads. It has been found that surface cracks may reduce 
diamonds strength by 34-49% while metallic inclusions by 13-43%, and in average defects can 
generally cause a 25-35% reduction in strength [114]. 
When depositing a metal coating on diamonds by diffusion controlled processes, the nucleation 
of the coating begins from the surface defective areas, which possess a higher energy. The 
growth of the coating gradually eliminates any surface irregularities caused by the defects. The 
further thickening of the coating is evenly developed for the total volume of the crystal. At the 
end of the process a metallic jacket forms enclosing the diamond. Thus, the initially rough and 
irregular crystal is transformed into a smooth and regular shaped crystal with flat planes. Hence, 
the coating can eliminate the stress raising defects induced by surface abnormalities. Manukyan 
et aL [ 114,117] refers to this action of diffusional coatings as the "healing" of the diamonds. 
The strength of the metal jacket depends on the composition of the coating and the existence of 
any internal defects in the deposited layer. Another benefit is that the formed metal sleeve 
protects the abrasive grains from crushing and wearing during powder preparation, handling and 
processing. Additionally, the life of the pressing moulds and transporting media are prolonged 
since the abrasion wear caused by the diamond grit is minimised [114]. 
It must be pointed out, that coating cannot increase the inherent strength of the diamond, which 
is characteristic of the grade and size of the grit. Coating can only reduce the severity of stress 
conditions to which diamonds are subjected to during operation, and this is only the case when 
the thickness is sufficiently thick to cover and eliminate any surface irregularities. 
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4.2.4 Heat Conductivity 
The thermal conductivity of diamond can be as high as five times than that of copper at room 
temperature. Metal and metal carbide coatings on diamonds may act as a barrier to slow down 
the heat transfer from the diamond cutting points to the bond. This is important in cases where 
the matrix is sensitive to high temperatures such as resin bonds or low melting point metal 
bonds. 
4.2.5 Wetting 
Metal or carbide coatings on diamonds may improve the wetting of diamonds by liquid metals. 
This is a very important parameter when production of the segments is done by melt infiltration 
[115,118] or by sintering in the presence of a liquid phase or when diamonds are to be brazed as 
a single layer in diamond tools [119,120]. The wetting of non-coated and coated diamonds by 
various metal and alloys is discussed in detail in the next chapter and a series of wetting data are 
given in Appendix B-1. 
4.3 Coating Requirements 
As discussed in the previous sections, the main purpose for coating diamonds is to improve the 
retention by chemically strengthening the diamond-matrix interface. It is obvious that the 
candidate elements for coating the diamonds are those metals exhibiting a substantial affinity for 
carbon. This affinity for carbon can be demonstrated either by a reaction to form stable carbides 
or by high levels of carbon atoms dissolution. As has been addressed in the introductory section 
of this chapter, excess carbon dissolution is not desirable since it is associated with consumption 
and weakening of the diamond. 
It is for that reason that most of the research on coated-diamonds concerns metals that belong to 
the transition metals that are classified as reactive to carbon forming stable carbides. These 
metals are often referred to as "carbide formers". However, numerous researchers [114,117, 
121-125] have also studied the deposition and properties of metal-coated diamonds in which the 
metals do not form stable carbides but rather dissolve carbon, such as iron, nickel, cobalt and 
combinations of those. 
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Table 4-2 shows a section of the periodic table of elements listing the possible carbides that each 
element can form. The coloured gradient bars below Table 4-2 graphically illustrate the tendency 
of the listed elements to react with carbon or dissolve it. 
III B IV B VB VI B VIII B 
Scandium Titanium Vanadium Chromium Manganese Iron Cobalt Nickel 
Mn23C6 
SC2-3C Cr23C6 
SCC2 TiC 
V2C 
Cr7C3 
Mn3C 
Fe3C 
C03C 
Ni3C 
SC2C3 
VC 
Cr3C2 
Mn5C2 C02C 
Mn7C3 
Yttrium Zirconium Niobiurn Molybdenum Technetiurn Ruthenium Rhodium Palladium 
Y2C 
Nb2C 
M02C 
Ru Rh Pd 
Y2C3 ZrC M03C2 TCC NbC YC2 MOC1, x x x 
Lanthanurn Hafnium Tantalum Tungsten Rhenium Osmium Iridiurn Platinum 
T32C W2C Ir Pt LaC2 HfC W3C2 ReC OSC TaC 
WC x x 
Table 4-2 : Section of the periodic table of elements, showing the carbide formation capability of transition 
metals. The (x) symbol indicates no carbide formation [126]. 
Carbon solubility tends to peak at the iron group metals [25]. The transition metals belonging to 
the VIII-B group primary dissolve carbon and typically form unstable carbides. The reactivity 
towards carbon with formation of stable carbides is increased as moving towards the Ill-B group 
elements. The reactivity and solubility tendency of the elements is associated with their 
electronic structure and is further discussed in Chapter 5. 
As has been addressed in Chapter 2, at atmospheric conditions chemisorbed atoms such as 
hydrogen and oxygen cover diamond surfaces [127]. Therefore, adhesion of metals onto such 
surfaces involves weak van der Waals bonds [42,128-130]. In order to achieve strong bonding to 
the diamonds, chemical and covalent interactions need to be established at the interface. Heating 
can prove efficient to remove the weakly bonded physisorbed atoms [27,131], but the 
unsaturated carbon bonds rearrange into a reconstructed state, which is a relatively non-reactive 
surface condition. Thus, the ability of a metal to react with diamond depends firstly on whether 
the metal is able to remove the absorbed atoms and secondly on whether it is subsequently 
capable of disrupting the reconstructed carbon bonds [ 13 1 ]. The metals belonging to the VI-13 
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and V-B groups satisfy these requirements and have been reported to strongly adhere onto 
diamond surfaces [42,127,132,133]. 
Manukyan et aL [ 114] state that the necessary condition for achievement of bonding between 
diamond and metal is the graphitisation of the diamond surface. Their proposed interaction 
mechanism involves an initial adsorption of the metal atoms, which will catalyse the formation 
of amorphous carbon at the interface. This amorphous carbon can then either react directly with 
the metal and form carbides or can be first crystallised into graphite and subsequently react with 
the metal. The composition of the interface will depend on the relative transition speeds of the 
above phenomena. Hence, if the transition speed of formation of graphite is faster than the speed 
of carbide formation, the interface will be composed primarily of graphite. The authors describe, 
similarly to the studies reviewed above, that the potential work of adhesion of a metal to 
diamond to depend on two parameters, the first being the van der Waals interaction energy and 
the second being the chemical interaction between the metal and diamond. The authors 
additionally suggest that since graphitisation is a necessary requirement, this process can be 
accelerated by those transition metals which when in contact with diamond exhibit the lowest 
interfacial energy (Table 4-3). 
Metal Melting Point 
(OC) 
Interfacial Energy 
(X 107 j. CM-2) 
Graphitisation Energy 
(kcal-mol") 
w 3442 5900 77.4 
mo 2623 6600 86.9 
Ta 3020 6700 88.0 
v 1910 7310 95.2 
Cr 1857 7510 98.2 
T1 1662 7700 100.6 
Fe 1536 7786 102.8 
Mn 1246 8070 105.6 
CO 1495 8155 106.6 
Ni 1455 8377 109.4 1 
Table 4-3 : Interfacial and graphitisation energy of various metals as suggested by Manukyan et al. [114]. 
Incorporating coated diamonds into diamond MMCs instead of non-coated crystals replaces the 
original diamond/metal-binder interface with two new interfaces, those of the diamond/coating 
and the coating/metal-binder. It is obvious that improved retention will be achieved only if both 
of these new interfaces are stronger than the original interface between the non-coated diamond 
and the metal-matrix. 
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Metal coatings deposited on diamonds typically will have a gradient composition. This is 
expected to arise from the fact that during deposition at high temperatures or during subsequent 
annealing or composite consolidation the metal atoms close to the diamond surface will react 
with it and simultaneously carbon atoms will dissolve at variable distances into the coating layer. 
Whichever the case and the relative intensities of these phenomena, the coating will have a 
different composition close to the diamond surface than at the exterior coating zones. 
In order to achieve improved retention as described above, a strong adherence must be attained 
at the diamond/coating inner interface while the outer regions of the coating must have such a 
composition to allow adequate chemical interaction with the metal-matrix. It has been observed 
that in cases where coated diamonds have been deposited or annealed for extended times at high 
temperatures that the metal coating has substantially reacted with the carbon atoms originating 
from the diamond to form carbides [134,135]. The coatings of such diamonds may lose the 
ability to subsequently bond to the metal-matrix [I I I]. 
For cases where more than one coating is applied onto diamonds, all the above requirements 
must be satisfied for each additional interface. Hence, the inner interface of each coating must 
adhere strongly to the underlying substrate while its outer zones must be chemically active with 
the material externally in contact. 
Figure 4-3 illustrates the various interfaces present in diamond composites for the case of 
impregnation with single layer and multi-layer coated-diamonds. 
Coating 
- 
Matrix Interface 
- (Solid solutions and/or intermediate phases) 
Diamond 
- 
Coating 
Interface (Carbides) 
Diamond 
oating Inner coating Coating transition zone 
coatea-aiamona 
Outer Coating (gradient composition) 
............ 
> Diamond 
Inner Coating 
- 
Outer Coating intertace 
(Solid solutions and/or intermediate phases) 
Figure 4-3 : The various interfaces developed in diamond composites when reinforced with single layer 
coated diamonds and dual layer coated diamonds. 
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In order to avoid diamond degradation during the high temperature consolidation, it is desirable 
that the formed metal coating provides a means of protection against oxidation. This ability of a 
coating depends not only on the inherent oxidation resistance of the deposited metal or 
compound, but also depends on the physical state of the coating. Thus, the integrity of the 
coating in terms of cracks, holes or porosity is important, since such defects provide paths for 
oxygen diffusion to the diamond surface [ 136,137]. 
The quality of the coating relies greatly on the deposition technique and conditions. Whether the 
coating will retain its integrity after cooling down from the deposition temperature will 
additionally depend on the difference in thermal expansion between the diamond and the coating 
material. Diamond has a low thermal expansion coefficient (CTE). Large stresses may arise at 
the interfacial region from differential thermal contraction effects since coating typically will 
have a thermal expansion coefficient considerably higher than that of diamond. Such stresses 
may induce coating cracking or even partial peeling [ 120]. Table 4-4 lists the thermal expansion 
coefficients for diamond and various metal and their carbides. The refractory metals and their 
carbides exhibit closest CTE values to diamond. It is thus expected that their coatings will be 
associated with lower internal stresses after cooling down from deposition temperature [ 109]. 
CTE (x 10-6 oc-1) 
Metals Their Carbides 
Diamond 0.8 
w 4.4 4.2-5 
Mo 4.9 4.9 
Zr 5.8 6.6-6.8 
Hf 6 6.6 
cr 6.2 9.4-10.3 
Re 6.2 
Ta 6.5 6.3-7.4 
Nb 7.1 6.5-7 
v 8.3 7.2 :h0.6 
CTE (x 10-6 *C`1) 
Metals Their Carbides 
Til 8.9 8.31 :k0.68 
Sc 10.2 11.4 
y 10.6 11.1 
La 12.1 13.7 
Fe 12.2 
co 12.5 
Ni 13.1 
cu 16.4 
Sn 23.8 
Zn 31.2 
Table 4-4 : Linear thermal expansion coefficient for various metals their carbides at room temperature [126,138]. 
Another issue of great importance is the thickness of the metal coating related to the mutual 
diffusivities between the metal coating and matrix. Coatings on diamonds must be sufficiently 
thick in order to withstand dissolution particularly when the metal-matrix readily dissolves the 
metal coating atoms. Chen et al. [94] have addressed this problem in their patent especially for 
the case of Ti-coated diamonds. However, a thin metal coating can be also detrimental for the 
case when the metal coating is the one dissolving the metal-matrix in substantial quantities. In 
this case the metal atoms of the matrix can easily diffuse through the thin coating and access the 
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diamond/coating interface and disrupt the achieved bonding between the diamond and the metal- 
coating atoms [111]. In case the diff-using atoms belong to those metals exhibiting high solubility 
for carbon, catalysed graphitisation of diamond may additionally take place at the interface. 
On the other hand thick coatings have an increased probability of containing internal defects and 
are typically more susceptible to cracking than thinner layers. For the extreme case of very thick 
coatings, alloying of the matrix may take place altering its bulk properties, which as has already 
been addressed may not be acceptable. However, relatively thick coatings can also exhibit an 
additional mechanical strengthening effect on the diamond retention aside to the chemical factor. 
This is particularly effective when the metal coating has a high strength, such as tungsten [ 109]. 
The thick coating can act as a stiff metal jacket that resists plastic deformation during the cyclic 
loading of the diamond in cutting operation. In addition, the coating can resist the erosive wear 
by the formed debris and provides protection to the face of the diamond crystal from the debris 
particle impingement [1391. Since the metal-matrix will gradually erode around the diamond, the 
thick coating will partially protrude from the surface of the metal-matrix and can thus be 
considered to partially participate in the cutting action. Simultaneously, this geometry with the 
coating protruding from the matrix will provide the necessary geometrical factors to prolong 
mechanical retention of the diamonds (Figure 4-4). 
Debris slurry erosion 
<K) 
Direction of segment rotation 
-0 
-- --- 
-0, '46b 
Diamond crystal 
E" Thick coating 
B 
Coating participates to the cutting action 
D 
Coating permits higher protrusion 
Figure 4-4 : Schematic representation of how thick coatings function during the cutting operation. 
Provided that most of the requirements as presented above are satisfied and neglecting the 
additional costs involved, the metal to form the coating should be deposited at the lowest 
possible temperature and for the shortest possible duration in order to minimise the risk for 
diamond degradation. Qualitative coatings can be achieved when the deposition technique 
enables accelerated and effective mass transfer (i. e. metal transport to diamond surface). The 
deposited coatings can acquire an even thickness only if the process enables the access of the 
metal transport medium to all the diamond surfaces [ 114]. 
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4.4 Types of Coated Diamonds 
There are principally two approaches on how to ftilfil the requirements needed to obtain a 
sufficient strengthening of both the diamond-coating and coating-matrix interfaces. According to 
these approaches coated diamonds can be classified into two types: 
n coated diamonds having a single layer of one or more metallic components, or 
coated-diamonds with two or more metallic layers having distinct interfaces between 
them. 
The first type is referred to as "single layer coated diamonds" and the second type as "multi- 
layer coated diamonds". The following paragraphs examine these two types in more detail. 
4.4.1 Single Layer Coated Diamonds 
These types of diamonds have a single layer of coating deposited on their surface. The layer may 
consist of: (a) one metal, (b) an alloy or (c) two or even three metals deposited simultaneously. 
Typically, strong carbide formers are used as single layer coated diamonds. When more than one 
metal are deposited at the same time, the coating that is produced has a complex chemistry, and 
such coatings are referred to as "multi-component" coatings. Alloy or multi-component systems 
nearly always involve at least one carbide-forming element. 
When single layered coated diamonds are incorporated in a metal-matrix two types of interfaces 
exist. The diamond-coating and the coating-matrix interfaces. As already mentioned previously, 
the aim is to strengthen the diamond/coating by carbide formation while simultaneously 
interdiffusion of metal atoms at the coating/matrix interface to provide bonding by solid 
solutions with possible formation of intermetallics depending on the particular system. 
Reaction at the diamond/coating interface may start during deposition, but often this is not the 
case. In the majority of cases a subsequent heat treatment of the coated grit is necessary to 
induce interfacial reactivity. In practice such a step may be avoided and interfacial reactivity may 
be allowed to occur during segment consolidation. 
The coating of a single layer coated-diamond impregnated in the metal-matrix will have a 
variable composition attributed to the various degrees of atom diffusions. Some carbon atoms 
will react at the interfacial region forming carbides while others will diffuse through these 
reaction products and form C-solid solutions, with carbon atom concentration decreasing as 
moving away from the diamond surface. 
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At the outer zone of the coating mutual diffusion of coating and matrix metal atoms will occur. 
Depending on the relative diffusivities of each metal into the other, either the coating will 
dissolve faster into the metal-matrix or the metal-matrix atoms will diffuse into the coating and 
form solid solutions. In the first case the coating/matrix interface will move towards the diamond 
whereas in the second case will move away from it. It is desirable not to have too high mutual 
diffusivities in order to avoid the effects described in the previous section and to avoid the 
formation of voids either in the matrix or the coating due to the Kirkendall-Frenkel effect. The 
above described diffusion phenomena re schematically illustrated in Figure 4-5. 
Coating transition zone 
Single layer 
(gradient composition) 
coated-diamond Diamond - Coating oating - Matrix Interface Interface (Carbides) (Solid solutions and intermediate phases) II-C0 
Diamond Metal 
C Matrix 
tt 
Coating 
Carbon atoms (C) 
Coating metal atoms (M. ) 
Atom concentration 0 Metal-matrix atoms (M,,, ) 
Figure 4-5 : Schematically illustrated diffusion phenomena taking place at the interfacial regions of 
diamond composites impregnated with single layer coated diamonds. 
For a given metal coating to bond to the metal-matrix will not only depend on the relative mutual 
solubility as described above, but also on the degree of metal character of the coating. If excess 
carbide formation of the coating has occurred then less coating metal will be available to diffuse 
and at the same time carbides will reduce the ability of metal-matrix atoms to diffuse into the 
coating. The degree of carbide formation of the coating can be controlled by manipulating the 
deposition parameters, the segment consolidation conditions or by introducing a heat treatment 
of the coated grit subsequent to the deposition. Achieving the optimum degree of carbide 
formation is a difficult task and deviations from this condition may alter significantly the 
bonding ability of the coated particles. When carbide formation of the coating is insufficient the 
diamond-coating interface will be weak. On the other hand when the interactions are excessive, 
the coating will have insufficient amount of free metal atoms to allocate for bonding with the 
matrix. There is a minor possibility for carbon-based bonding at the coating-matrix interface if 
conditions are such to permit substantial diffusion of carbon atoms to take place. However, even 
if it is assumed that bonding at the outer interface may also be attributed to carbon activity, the 
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properties of such coated diamonds most probably will be deteriorated for the following two 
reasons: 
increased carbide content in the coating will increase the possibility of flaws and defects 
within the coating, and 
the excessive carbon diffusion, apart from consuming substantial diamond, it will cause 
the weakening of the abrasive crystal at the regions near the diamond-coating interface 
due to formation of vacancies (Kirkendall-Frenkel effect) [3,97,115,140]. 
Single layer coated diamonds rarely satisfy all the set requirements at the optimum level and if 
they do so, they are only effective for certain metal-matrix compositions. This is because in the 
general situation, a coating might bond well with the diamond, but cannot in principle be 
compatible with all metal-matrices. Apart from that, specific oxidation resistance characteristics 
of the coating, may add additional variables that can further restrict the effectively bonded 
systems. 
According to the above considerations, it can be assumed that for the generic situation of a single 
layer coated diamond impregnated composite, one of the two interfaces will not be strengthened 
at the optimum level. Bearing in mind that the diamond-coating is the most important interface 
[3], three possible solutions can be suggested to confront this situation when designing the 
diamond composite: 
(I) select a coated diamond which adheres strongly to the diamond and optimise the 
poorly bonded coating-matrix interface by appropriately alloying the matrix, or 
(II) compromise with a coated diamond which gives intermediate strength interfaces with 
both the diamond and the matrix, or finally 
(III) select a multi-coated grit instead of a single layer coated diamond. 
The first solution brings back the issues of alteration of the matrix properties omething, which 
might not be acceptable. The multi-coated diamonds are examined in the following section. 
Table 4-5 gives a comprehensive list of metals and alloy systems deposited as single layers on 
diamonds, as has been reported. Most employed metals are titanium (Ti) and chromium (Cr). 
Both exhibit a high activity to diamond and their carbides possess a high level of physical and 
mechanical properties. Their deposition is more economical and requires less complicated 
technologies and equipment compared to the refractory transition metals, such as W, Mo, Ta and 
V. However, their thermal expansion mismatch to diamond is larger than that of the refractory 
metals (see on page 41). 
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Diamond Metal-matrix / Notes 
- 
Characteristics Reference 
Coating 
Type Size 
MBS-960 25/80 Suitable for: Co, low Fe, Bronze and WC bonds [114] 
AC15 16-200 80% Cu 
- 
20% Sn [114] 
AS40 250-315 80% Cu 
- 
2.0% Sn [117,141] 
ASO 80-100 [127] 
Cr AS15 
- 
(142] 
215-250 Ni 
- 
based matrix [120] 
(APR) 50-63 (143] 
- 
Cu 
, 
Al, Cu-Ni-Mn alloy (115] 
[97,110,135,137,140,144,145] 
Co [146] 
AC15 16-200 80% Cu 
- 
20% Sn [1141 
Fe AS40 250-315 80% Cu 
- 
20% Sn [1171 
AS15 [121,146) 
Mn (110] 
AS6 80-100 [147-149] CM 
E ASK-AS32 100-500 [150] 
M 
0 Mo 60/170 Fe/Nl (12/5), Ni/Co/Cr/Fe (34/18/14/5), Fe/Si (63/2), TI/Ni [1051 (37/6), n/Si (34/3), WC-10%Co 
Cu, Al, Cu-Ni-Mn alloy [115] 
[97,135,140,145] 
Nb (115] 
Ni [146,151] 
C 
us Ta (1151 
MBS-960 25/80 Suitable for Co-bronze and Fe-based bonds [152] 
AC15 16-200 80% Cu 
- 
20% Sn [114] 
AS40 250-315 80% Cu 
- 
20% Sn [117,141] 
AS15-AS40 250-315 [142) 
TI (APR) 50-63 [143] 
- 
60/170 Fe/Ni (12/5), Ni/Co/Cr/Fe (34/18/14/5), Fe/Si (63/2), Ti/Ni 
' 
(105] (37/6), FI/Si (34/3), WC-10%Co 
MBS960 30/40/50 Fe, Fe+11.3%Ni [951 
- 
[97,110,135,140,145] 
Cu 
, 
Al, Cu--Ni-Mn alloy_____ 
- ------ 
(115]__ 
v AIS6 
. 
[135] 
(145,153] 
EMBS 30/40 80% Bronze - 20% Cemented WC filler by HP-Ing (94] 
W SDA100 Coating thickness 7.75 
- 
10 microns 
F 
- 
(97,115,135,140,145] 
Cr-Cu r( - - 
- -1 1--,. --. -- - -- ---------- 
(154] 
- . . Cr-Ni AS6 160-200 -- [144] 
ASR-ASK 100-200 80%Cu-20%Sn [1 23] Co 
- 
Ni 
. Coating : 55-60% Co 
- 
40-45% NI (151] 
Cu-Ga-Cr Coating Cu 
- 
17.5% Ga [97,140] C" 
Z Cu-Ga-TI Coating Cu 
- 
17.5% Ga [97,140] 
go 
0 Mo disilicide AS15 125-160 [155] U AS6 63-80 [156] 4.0 C Mo-NI 
- 
[157 158] 
C 0 Ni-Mn-Sn-Ti ASV 50-63 Coating : 40%Ni-60%Mn, (40%Ni-60%lVIn)+20%Sn, (40%Ni- 
, 
[1591 CL 60%Mn)+10%11, (40%Ni-60%lVln)+20%Sn 100/oTi E 
0 Ti-Al AC15 16-200 Reason for Al in coating : Al good compatibility with Ti [114] 
Ti-Cr AC15 16-200 Coating : 0-20% Cr [114] 
Ti-Cr-Al ACIS 16-200 Coating : 16% Al 
- 
20% Cr [114] 
TI-cu AC15 16-200 Cu-based bonds, 80%Cu-20%Sn [114) AS40 250-315 Optimum results for coatings : 0-10% Cu 
Ti-Cu-Al AC15 16-200 Cu-based bonds, Al good compatibility with 11 (114] Optimum results 3.6% Al 
- 
4.5% Al 
Glass Coatings contain oxides of SI, Al, Ca, Mg, LI, Na, B& Fe [125) 
Table 4-5 : Listing of metals and alloys used as single layer coated diamonds as reported in literature. 
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4.4.2 Multiple Layered Metal Coated Diamonds 
Multi-layer metal-coated diamonds have been developed in order to overcome the situation 
where a single layer metal coating cannot offer the optimum level of bonding to both the 
diamond and the matrix. The concept is to gradually modify the chemistry of the coating by 
layering a number of distinct metallic coatings on the diamond surface. The innermost layer of 
such coatings is selected to be compatible to the diamond while the outermost layer is suitably 
chosen to offer compatibility with the selected metal-matrix. Depending on whether these two 
coating materials are compatible with each other an additional number of intermediate layers 
may be included in order to achieve bonding between the layers. The number of intermediate 
metallic layers determines also the number of interfaces that are developed (Figure 4-6). The 
necessary condition for enhanced retention is that each of these interfaces has to be stronger than 
the original interface formed in the non-coated diamond-matrix system. The overall properties of 
a multi-layer coated- diamonds can be fur-ther engineered by incorporating layers with specific 
characteristics. For example, an oxidation resistant layer can be deposited in order to offer 
increased oxidation protection of inner layers and diamond [93,94,104,111,112]. Furthermore, 
a thick layer of a ductile metal can contribute effectively to raising the overall toughness of the 
coated diamond and enable the coating to absorb more efficiently induced stress such as those 
arising from differential thermal contractions [112]. 
Transition zones 
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Figure 4-6 : Schematically illustrated diffusion phenomena taking place at the interfacial regions of 
diamond composites impregnated with multi-layered coated diamonds. 
The advantages of multi-layer coatings are obvious. The ability of manipulating the properties of 
the coated grit provides a great degree of flexibility. Thus, when a certain coating has been found 
to adhere strongly to the diamond possible lack of compatibility with a particular metal-matrix 
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can be avoided by depositing suitable number of additional metallic layers until achievement of 
the optimum chemical composition to allow strong bonding to the metal-matrix. It can be said, 
that multi-layer coated diamond consists the concept of "multi-purpose coated-diamonds ". 
However, the various heating-cycles associated with each coating deposition typically involve 
high temperatures that are well within the range of diamond graphitisation and oxidation. Hence, 
although interfacial bonding may be improved, the inherent strength of the enclosed diamond 
may degrade in such an extent, that during operation the benefits from improved retention to be 
overbalanced by the decreased toughness of the crystal. For this reason, multi-layer coating of 
diamonds makes sense only for premium grade diamonds of high thermal stability and strength. 
in addition, multi-layering is an overall more complex process, which is accompanied by 
increased material, equipment and operational costs. 
From the early years of the research on metal-coated diamonds intended for impregnation of 
diamond MMCs, Farkas [104] conceived the idea of multi-layering the diamonds for improved 
retention and oxidation resistance. With his patent disclosed a method by which initially a thin 
layer of titanium or zirconium was deposited onto the diamond in order to achieve a high 
cohesion bonding attributed to the formation of carbides. Subsequently, a second layer of an 
oxidation resistant metal, such as nickel or copper, was deposited in order to offer protection 
against oxidation to the inner titanium or zirconium coating. 
In another patent, Nicholas et aL [106] achieved improved interfacial bonding by first coating 
the diamonds with an alloy based on either Ni, Cu or Fe with contained a minor amount of a 
carbide former, such as Ti, Cr or V. Compatibility with the metal-matrix was accomplished by 
depositing an additional outer thick layer of nickel. Carbide formation at the diamond/inner- 
coating interface was achieved by a controlled heat treatment that followed the first deposition. 
Caveney [ 107] in a later patent concerning Ti/Ni multi-layered coated-diamonds, disclosed that 
sub ecting the coated grit to progressively longer heat treatments in order to endorse carbide j 
formation improved the titanium-diamond interfacial strength up to heat treatment durations of 
the order of 10 to 15 minutes. Longer heat treatments deteriorated the interfacial strength. The 
inventor suggested that heat treatment should be avoided and that carbide formation at the 
diamond-coating interface should be designed to occur during the segment consolidation. 
Nicholas et aL [146] in a later patent, postulated that carbide formation at the diamond-coating 
interface is not a necessary condition and claimed that strong bonding could be achieved with 
metals capable of dissolving carbon without needing to form stable carbides. Such diamonds had 
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two Ni coatings the inner being deposited at a high temperature and the outer formed by 
electroless plating. Diamond tools utilising such coated diamond showed considerable reduction 
in wear compared to conventional tools impregnated with non-coated grit. 
In another patent [ 160], a technique for producing diamond granules invented by Kimura [ 1611 
was employed to coat diamonds with an inner layer of a carbide former and an outer layer of 
second carbide former or another metal. The prerequisite condition for this invention was that the 
metal selected to form the outer layer should sinter at a temperature at least 50'C below the 
melting point of the inner metal coating. After depositing both coatings, the diamond pellets 
were heated at a sufficiently high temperature in order to cause the melting of the inner layer 
while the sintered outer layer sealed the liquid metal from escaping. Enhanced carbide formation 
at the diamond surface was accomplished due to liquid state of the carbide former. 
Vander Sande et aL [3] reported dual coatings to have increased retention in Fe-, Ni-, Co-based 
matrices compared to single layered coated diamonds and to standard non-coated grit. The dual 
coatings comprised of an inner layer of a strong carbide former and the outer layer of a metal or 
alloy capable of forming extensive solid solutions and intermetallics to the selected metal-matrix. 
Lin et al. [1621 studying the fracture behaviour of diamond composites, found that dual coated 
diamonds increased the toughness of the diamond composite compared to non-coated grit. Their 
diamonds consisted of an inner layer of a Ti-4%V-6%Al alloy and of an outer alloy of Cu- 
I O%Ni capable of bonding to the Cu-400/oNi metal-matrix. 
In a number of patents assigned in the last decade [93,111-113], triple or even fivefold coatings 
on diamonds have been disclosed. McEachron [113] claimed improved retention achieved by 
triple coated diamonds having an inner layer of a carbide former and two outer layers of non- 
carbide forming metals. Combinations of Cr-Co and Cr-Ni gave the best retention and wear 
results. In another patent, Chen [I I I] disclosed triple coated diamonds of improved retention and 
oxidation resistance capability. Oxidation resistance of the coated grit was achieved by an 
intermediate layer of oxidation resistant carbide former. Horton et at [112] engineered the 
mechanical properties of a multi-layered coated diamond by suitably selecting the coating metals 
in order to achieve a tough and stress absorbing coating capable of withstanding thermally 
induced cracking during cooling down. The inventors accomplished such coated grit, by layering 
a thin inner and outer coating of a carbide former with a low CTE, such as tungsten. A thick 
intermediate layer of a metal such as copper was included to enhance stress absorbance. 
Table 4-6 lists the main characteristics of the multi-coated iamonds described above. 
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4.5 Deposition Techniques 
Various techniques have been employed to deposit the metal films on diamonds. These include 
mainly vapour phase depositions but also immersions in molten baths. Vapour phase depositions 
include methods such as chemical vapour deposition (CVD), physical vacuum 
deposition/evaporation (VD or VE), reactive deposition/evaporation (RD or RE) and sputtering 
(SP). Immersion techniques include formation of metal coatings from molten salt baths (IMBS) 
or by electroplating. 
Other techniques occasionally found in literature mainly involve methods of adhering fine metal 
powders on the surfaces of the diamonds to form granules. Although such metal-powder 
encapsulated diamonds may not be directly regarded as coated abrasives, their intended function 
is to concentrate a selected metal at the diamond interface. Since this is basically the same 
principle as that of coated diamonds, the techniques used to formulate such granules are treated 
here as "coating" methods. 
Electrolytic and electroless plating are well-established techniques. Their employment in 
diamond coating [163] is made according to the known art and therefore they are not reviewed 
here. 
The selection of the most appropriate deposition technique depends on the metal to be layered. 
For a given metal, apart from material, equipment and operational costs, the most suitable 
method is the one performed at the lowest possible temperature giving sufficiently fast 
deposition rates so that the desired thickness to be achieved at relatively short times. This is a 
necessary condition in order to minimise exposure of diamonds to high temperatures or 
aggressive environments. Other considerations concern the quality of the deposited metallic 
layer in terms of purity and internal structure of the resultant layer. Reactions taking place at the 
interface during deposition are considered beneficial if such to aid the adhesion of the coating. If 
the chemical bonding at the interface is not achieved during deposition, a post heat treatment of 
the coated diamonds may be required, or alternatively, necessary modifications to the segment 
consolidation cycle must be made to allow reactions at the diamond/coating interface [3,94, 
106]. Finally, the selected process and deposition equipment must ensure that all diamond 
crystals surfaces can be accessed at the same degree by the metal being deposited in order to 
produce continuous and even coatings. 
The various deposition methods discussed above are reviewed in the following sections. 
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4.5.1 Chemical Vapour Deposition (CVD) 
The CVD process can be defined as the deposition of a solid on a heated surface, via a chemical 
reaction from the vapour or gas phase [ 164]. It belongs to the vapour-transport processes that are 
atomistic in nature, which means that the deposition species are atoms, molecules or combination 
thereof [164]. One or more volatile inorganic, metal-organic, or organometallic precursors are 
transported in the vapour phase, often in a carrier gas, to the reactor chamber. They are then 
adsorbed on a heated substrate where they react with it or decompose and subsequently deposit 
as a solid film while the volatile reaction products are transported away from the reactor (Figure 
4-7). Often, the carrier gases are inert, such as Ar or N2 or reducing such as H2 or are a mixture 
of those. The numerous reactions used in CVD include thermal decomposition (pyrolysis), 
reduction, hydrolysis, disproportionation, oxidation, carburization and nitridation. Various types 
of CVD technologies exist differing mainly on the energy source for the activating the chemical 
reaction. A large number of metals, carbides, nitrides, borides and oxides can be layered with 
CVD. 
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Figure 4-7 : Illustration showing the fundamental steps involved in the CVD [165]. 
The main advantages of the CVD are the ability to deposit in holes and recessed areas and the 
deposition of refractory metals at relatively low temperatures and at high rates compared to the 
other techniques. Main disadvantages are the increased cost and the necessity to operate in a 
closed system due to the corrosive and toxic reactants. 
When metallizing diamond, CVD is the preferred method for the deposition of refractory metals 
such as tungsten (W), molybdenum (Mo), tantalum (Ta), zirconium (Zr) etc. Titanium and 
chromium are occasionally reported to be chemical vapour deposited [I 11,120]. Tungsten is the 
metal most commonly deposited by CVD onto industrial diamonds. The deposition of tungsten is 
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achieved by decomposition of tungsten carbonyl MCOW at 300-600T or by hydrogen 
reduction of either tungsten hexachloride (WC16) or tungsten hexafluoride (WF6) at 700-900T. 
The decomposition of the carbonyl results in coatings with minimal internal stresses from 
differential thermal contraction effects due to the lower temperatures involved. From the 
deposition methods involving reductions, the reduction of the halide (WF6) is the preferred 
reaction since the hexafluoride is an easily vaporised liquid. However, implications result from 
the involved atmosphere, which is aggressive and toxic. 
Some details for the CVD deposition of tungsten and other metals are listed in Table 4-7. 
Table 4-8 lists the process parameters for the CVD metallization of industrial diamonds as have 
been reported in literature. 
Metal Precursor Reaction Pressure (Torr) Temperature (OC) 
Halide WF6 + 3H2 4W+ 6HF 10-760 300-700 w Chloride WC16 + 3H2 4W+ 6HCl 15-20 900-1300 
Chloride MOC16 + 3H2 
-) Mo + 6HCl <20 400-1350 IVIO 
....  . .. 
Carbonyl MO(CO)6 ") Mo + 6CO 1-760 300-700 
Cr Chloride CrC12 + H2 
-) Cr + 2110 100 900 
Table 4-7 : CVD reactions and main process parameters for various metals (120,164,165]. 
rý 0C 
. 
Post Heat Treatment Kinetics Ref. 
9 Gases 
E 
I E 
E Atmo- ?G Thickness I= E sphere I= ýE (microns) 
WF6/H2/He at flow 50/300/220 cm3/min 7 700 15-90 01 720 - 1-60 Vacuum or 
60 6-8.5 [111] 
1 920 Reducing 75 10-11 
2% WF6 / 12% H2 25% He / 60% Ar vol. 10 700 60 
- - 
60 
-w 20 [112] 
W 
WF6 H2 1: 12, 0.5 650 75 
- - 
75 20 
Flow rates: WF6=32 and H2=380 sccm 0.5 550 60 N 950 60 Reducing 60 16 
Gases and flow rates as above. (166] T1: 450 tl: 60 After CVD at Tl for tl heat 0.5 N 990 30 Reducing is T2: 650 t2: 60 treated and then CVD at T2 for t2 
Cr + 2HC1 
-) CrC112 + H2 
CrC12 + H2 4 Cr + 2HO 
so 
900to 15-60 0 720- 1-60 Vacuum or 
60 6-8.5 [111] HaO. 2 It/min, Ar 5 It/min, H2 lIt/mln 1000 920 Reducing 75 10-11 
C Cr In form of granules r Cr + TIC14 4 CrC12 + TIC-12 
CrC12 + H2 4 Cr + 2HCI 100 900 60 [120] Ar 2.5 It/min, H2 2.5 It/min, 
Tia4 2% in the Cr granules 
Table 4-8 : CVD process parameters for depositing various metals onto diamond crystals [120,164,165]. 
NOMENCLATUREs IN : Necessary step, 0: Optional step, T: temperature, t: time. 
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Almost all reported tungsten CVD for coated diamonds is performed in a manner and reactor 
similar to the one disclosed in a patent by Wilder et aL [109]. The main design feature of the 
reactor is its tubular shape chamber that has a perforated bottom on which the diamonds are 
placed (Figure 4-8A on next page). The reacting gases enter the chamber from the bottom at 
sufficiently high flow rates in order to set the diamond crystals in a fluidised condition and thus 
allow their even coating. 
Chattopadhyay et al. [120] have deposited chromium onto diamond crystals by a closed-reactor 
CVD process described by Hanni et al. [ 167]. The process parameters are given in Table 4-8 and 
a sketch of the reactor is illustrated in Figure 4-8B. The reactive gases (HCI, C12 and TiC14) were 
carried in a stream either of Ar, H2 or He or a mixture of those through a chamber containing the 
chromium granules, which was kept inside the reactor. The granules reacted with the gas and Cr 
was introduced to the vapour phase in the form of chloride, which was then transported to the 
diamonds where it was reduced to Cr by the H2 gas (see Figure 4-8B). 
Vesna et aL [168] have also reported the CVD deposition of chromium in a chromium iodide 
atmosphere at the temperature range of 700-1000T to achieve thickness of the order of 0.1 to 2 
microns (Figure 4-9). The authors found increasing chromium carbide formation in the coating 
with increasing deposition temperature. Grishachev et aL [155] employing the same method 
deposited molybdenum disilicide coatings on diamond grains from molybdenum chloride and 
silicon chloride gases at temperatures and times between 800-1000T and 30-60 minutes 
respectively. 
Manukyan et al. [ 117,121,122] and Oganyan [ 141,142] used a CVD process they termed as 
thermodififusional saturation, to deposit strongly adhered and uniform coatings of Ti, Cr, Fe and 
other metals in a specially designed reactor. The reactor comprised of a rotating tubular chamber, 
which was loaded with the charge of diamonds, the powder of the material to be deposited and 
ammonium chloride (NH4CI). At a temperature of about 350-400T the ammonium chloride 
decompose and the gaseous products react with the metal powder charge introducing the metal to 
the vapour state in a chloride form. The latter was then reduced to atomic metal on the diamond 
surface. The authors reported that for the case of depositing Fe metal, intense reactions on the 
diamonds had taken place with formation of both carbides and carbon solid solutions. The 
authors claimed that because of the rotational movement of the chamber the gas streams in it 
were brought in a non-steady-state condition accelerating the removal of reaction products and 
brought diamonds in a suspended state, which ensured their uniform coating. (see Figure 4-8C). 
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Figure 4-8 : CVD reactors used for diamond coating as reported in literature, (A) [109], (B) [167] and (C) 
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Figure 4-9 : Thickness of metal coatings deposited by CVD on diamonds as a function of temperature and 
time. [114,117,1681. 
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The process parameters for formation of iron coating on diamonds by thermodiffusion saturation 
as reported by Manukyan et aL [121] are given in Table 4-9. This technique has been used to 
deposit many metals including Ti, Cr and multi-component coatings, such as Ti-Al, Ti-Cr, Ti-Cu 
and Ti-Ni [114]. The dependence of thickness on temperature and time for some thermo- 
diffusionally deposited coatings are included in the graph given in Figure 4-9. 
Range Optimum 
Temperature (OC) 350-750 550-600 
Time (min) 0-75 45-60 
NH4Cl content (%) 1-5 3-4 
Speed of rotation (RPM) 0-50 30 
Container filling (% vol. ) 0-50 20-30 
Diamond content (% vol. of charge) 
- 
20-25 
Fe powder size (pm) 
- 
40 
Thickness of resulting coating (pm) 10-15 
Table 4-9 
. 
Process parameters for thermodiffusional saturation deposition of iron on diamond [121]. 
4.5.2 Physical Vapour Deposition (PVD) 
From the various PVD processes available today, the vacuum and reactive depositions or 
otherwise known as vacuum and reactive evaporations are the most widely reported methods to 
deposit thin metal films on diamonds. Occasionally, magnetron sputtered coatings on diamond 
crystals have been reported. These PVD techniques are reviewed in the following sections. 
4.5.2.1 Vacuum Deposition I Evaporation (VD / VE) 
Vacuum deposition is the process of depositing metals and metal compounds from a source in a 
high vacuum environment onto a substrate [169]. Vapour is generated by heating the source 
material to a high temperature in order to cause its vaporisation. The temperature must be 
sufficiently high so that the vapour pressure significantly exceeds the ambient chamber pressure 
in order to produce sufficient vapour and acceptable deposition rates. Typically, the process is 
carried out at pressures of less than 10" Pa (10-3 Torr). Various heating sources can been 
employed, such as resistance, induction, electron beam, radiation or laser beam heating. 
in the diamond tool industry, vacuum deposition is often referred to as metal vapour deposition 
(MVD). The process consists of heat treatment of a mixture of diamonds and metal powder in a 
vacuum chamber. The metal powder mixture is usually referred to as the metallizer. The heat 
treatment temperature and time must be carefully selected in order to achieve the best 
combination of deposition rates and minimal risk of diamond degradation. This condition can not 
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be satisfied for the refractory metals (W, Ta, Mo, etc. ), which exhibit relatively low vapour 
pressures at temperatures below 1000'C. Deposition of refractory metals would require 
temperatures and times in excess of 1000'C and 10 hours respectively. This is not permissible for 
the sensitive to high temperatures synthetic diamonds. Modifications of the vacuum evaporation 
method include heat treatment in a non-oxidising or inert atmosphere such as argon or hydrogen. 
Table 4- 10 gives a list of process parameters for various metal coatings formed by vacuum 
deposition on industrial diamonds as reported in literature. Table 4-11 gives some kinetics data 
concerning the dependence of coating thickness on temperature and time for some of the vacuum 
deposited metals listed in Table 4-10. 
Powder Source Temperature (OC) Time Post or Posterior 
and to deposition Atmosphere Ref. 
Range Preferred Range Pref. 
Diamond-Powder Ratio Heat Treatments 
Co NJ > 500 
- 
He, Ar, H2, N2 or ý 
vacuum>10'2Torr 1 
(146] 
Ar, Ne or Cr < 1000 1000 < lh 30min [110] 
vacuum> 10-4 Torr 
10gr 30/40 SDA+100 and 720-920 720 0.25-6h 6h 
Prior OutgassIng : 6700C, Ih Vacuum> 10'6 Torr [111] 
Cr 10gr Cr Spm 
-- -------- 
Subseq. HT: 770-8500C, lh or Ar, H2 
Cr 1000 < 10h 
......... ..... 
[112] 
Cr (99.8% pure, Fe 0*1%) 720-920 720 0.25-6h 6h 
- 
VacuumlO-6 Torr [93] 
and diamond SOOpm or CH4, Ar, H2 
Fe Fe > 500 
- - 
He, Ar, H2, N2 or 
vacuum> 10'2 Torr 
[146] 
TI and TIH2 (hydrlte) 350-1000 850-900 > 10min 10- 15min 
Non-oxldizing or 
vacuum> 10'4 Torr 
(104) 
[105] 
TI > 500 [107] 
70% vol-TI + Diamond Ar, Ne or 
< 1000 700 <lh 30min (110] 
11 : 74-88 (37-125pm) vacuum>10'4 Torr 
10gr 30/40 SDA+100 and 720-920 
- 
0.25-6h 
Prior Outgassing : 6700C, lh Vacuum> 10-6 Ton. [111] 10gr Tir Spm Subseq. HT: 770-8500C, lh or Ar, H2 
-n 1000 
- 
< 10h 
- 
[112) 
TI-Dlamond ratio 1: 1 and Subsequent HT at 10000C 
0.1ml HCI per 3gr of TI 
- 
900 
- 
6h for 2h In N2 to riltridate Vacuum 10-1 Torr [93) 
Ti: 325mesh (44pm) the outer region of coating 
NJ 
+ > 500 Boo 30min-2h 30min 
He, Ar, H2, N2 or 
vacuum> 10-2 Torr (106] 
i%-n 
NJ NJ > 500 800 30min-16h 2h He, Ar, H2, N2 or 
vacuum> 10'2 Torr 
[146] 
Mn Mn < 1000 700 < lh 30min 
Ar, Ne or [110] 
vacuum> 10'4 Torr 
Mo Mo > 500 [104) 
V V 101000 < 10h 
- 
[112] 
Zr and ZrH2 (hydrite) 350-1000 > 10min 
- 
Non-oxldlzlng or [104] 
vacuum>10-4 Torr 
zr 10gr 30/40 SDA+100 720-920 0.25-6h 
- 
Prior Outgassing 6700C, lh Vacuum> 10'6 Torr [111] 
and 10gr Zr Spm Subseq. HT: 770-8500C, lh or Ar, H2 I 
zr 111000 < 10h (112]j 
Table 4-10 : Metals and process parameters for metal vapour deposition (MVD) on Industrial diamonds. 
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Temperature Time Atmosphere Diamond Type Metal d 
Outgassing Coating 
(00 (h) & Pow er Thickness Ref. Type / Pressure (Torr) US mesh size (mesh size) Temp. (OC) Time (h) (microns) 
720 4-6 Vacuum 10-1 at least 0.05 
770 2 
----- 
----- - 
--- 
Vacuum lorl- SDAIOO+ . .........  .. - -- 
- 
0.4 OJ 
_ 820 2 Vacuum 10-6 - . - 0.3-0.5 
870 2 Vacuum 10-6 30/40 0.5-08 
9 20_ 1__ Vacuum 10-6 
US mesh 1 
_ 720 Vacuum 10-1 Nominal 670 1 0.05-0.1 
Cr 770 1 Vacuum 10-1 Diameter Nominal 
---670 . ............ 
1 0.05-0.1 
820 0. 
ý 
0.5 Vacuum 10 500 Pm 
Diameter 670 1 -0.1 0.05 
870 0.2 5 
-6 Vacuum 10 5 pm 670 1 0.05-0.1 
720 , 6 - - -- Vacuum 10-6 SIDS 100s (30/40) 670 1 0.05-0.1 
_ 720 6 Vacuum 10-6 MSD (30/40) 670 1 0.05-0.1 
745 16 Vacuum 10*1 200 lim 
-- 
0.05-0.1 
1000 0.5 Vacuum 10,4 - 170/200 0.5 [110] 
700 0.5 Vacuum 10-1 170/200 0.5 TI 
900 6 Vacuum 10-1 500 Pm 325 (44 pm) ........ .... ... .......... . ... ....... ..... ............ 0.1 [93] 
Mn 700 0.5 Vacuum 10-1 170/200 0.5 [110] 
NI 800 0.5 
- - 
Vacuum 10-2 
- 
40/50 
- 
1-2%wt. gain (106) 
_N 
i+i wn F-f8-OO-- 0.5 2 vacu um 10- 40/50 1-2%wt. gain 
Table 4-11 : Thickness of metal coatings deposited by MVD on industrial diamonds as a function of 
temperature and time. 
As can be seen from Table 4-11 for a given temperature and coating time, the deposited 
chromium coatings are thicker than the titanium, which is similar to CVD processes. From 
studying a large number of chromium MVD depositions, Chen et aL [I I I] established that if iron 
contamination in the chromium powder feedstock is greater than 0.2% longer duration or higher 
deposition temperatures will be required for depositing a given layer thickness The authors stated 
that the presence of other contaminations in the metal powder charge was expected to cause a 
similar decrease to deposition rate not only for the MVD of chromium but also for the MVD of 
other metals too. The authors found depositing onto smaller diamonds would have had the same 
effect. 
The use of non-oxidising atmospheres such as Ar or H2 instead of vacuum may also set 
requirements for higher MVD temperatures and times. This is possibly because of the collision 
of evaporating atoms with the gas molecules, which results in lowering their energy and in 
diverging them from their trajectories [169]. When the process is performed under vacuum, no 
deposition takes place during the initial period of the deposition. This is the time required for 
removal of moisture and other surface contamination by the vacuum purnp. Thus, subjecting 
diamonds to the deposition temperature fon'n the beginning of the process can cause unnecessary 
degradation to the diamonds without deposition taking place. It has been found [I I I], that an 
outgassing step at a temperature below that of the oxidation and graphitisation onset of diamond 
prior to exposing the grit to the deposition temperature may decrease the risk for excessive 
graphitisation. At the same time similar thickness is achieved as in deposition cycles without the 
outgassing step (Table 4-11). 
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4.5.2.2 Reactive Deposition / Evaporation (RD / RE) 
Coating diamonds with reactive deposition (RE) is a rather similar process to vacuum deposition. 
The deposition may again be performed under vacuum, but the metallizer is a mixture of 
powders containing the pure metal as well as powders of the oxides of the same or other metal. 
The oxides evaporate or dissociate under the process conditions and contribute to the transfer of 
metal to the diamond surfaces, where they are reduced by reacting with the carbon and deposit 
the metal. The released oxygen returns in the gas phase in the form of carbon monoxide (CO) 
and is evacuated or reacts at the metallizer by reducing higher oxides to lower and lower oxides 
to metal. A group of Russian researchers have studied in detail the mechanism and kinetics of the 
reactive deposition of various carbide former metals and some of their alloys by means of X-Ray 
diffraction techniques and coating thickness measurements (see Table 4-12 and Figure 4- 10). 
Coating Metallizer Oxygen 
content Reference 
Cr Cr powder 
-- 
[97,115,135,140,143-145] 
TI Oxidised T powder consisting of <TI(O)>, TIO 81L T102 15% wt. [97,115,135,140,145,170] 
V Vanadium powder oxidised in air consisting Of V205 and <V(O)> 18% wt. [115,135,145,153, ] 
Mo Oxidised Mo powder consisting of <Mo(O)>, M002 & M003 10% wt. [97,115,118,135,140,145, 147-149,158] 
W Oxidised W powder consisting Of W& W03 10% wt. [97,140,154] 
Cr 
- 
Cu Oxidised Cr and Cu powders 0-6.2% wt. [125] 
Cr- Ni 7-24% Min Cr 
- 
[144] 
Mo 
- 
Ni Mo and NiO powders 2-14.7% wt. [157] 
Table 4-12 : Metallizer compositions as has been reported in literature for reactive deposition of various 
carbide forming metals onto synthetic diamond crystals. 
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Figure 4-10 : Thickness of coating of carbide 
forming metals as a function of temperature. 
Coatings were deposited by reaction deposition (RD) for 1 hour [145]. 
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According to the above studies, the mechanism for reaction deposited coatings of carbide 
forming metals on diamond can be summarised as follows [ 145 ]. 
During the initial stages of the process, metal is transported to the diamond surfaces by the gas 
phase and by solid-state diffusion at the diamond-powder metallizer contacting areas. The gas 
phase present at that moment in the chamber is the result of evaporation of metal (Cr) or oxides 
N003ý V2055 W03). Additionally, gas may result from the dissociation of oxides to metal and 
oxygen or by disproportionation of lower oxides to higher ones when heating is conducted at the 
higher temperatures in the presence of a reducing agent and a vacuum. 
Metal on the diamond is generated by the reduction of the oxide transporters at the diamond 
surface and is additionally brought there by diffusion from the metal powders in contact the 
diamond crystals. Metal atoms react with the available carbon atoms on diamond surfaces. 
Carbon monoxide released by the reduction is either carrier away by the evacuating pump or can 
react with the metallizer, or reduce evaporated oxide gases or reduce metal oxides in the solid 
powder mixture. 
After a continuous layer has formed on the diamond the further thickening of the coating is 
controlled by the diffusion of carbon though this layer. At the same time the carbon content in 
the coating increase and lower carbides (Cr7C3, V2C, W2C) Start to convert to higher carbides 
(Cr3C2, VC, WC), or carbides are saturated by filling the carbon vacancies of their defective 
lattice (a-M02C, TiC, VC). As the coating continues to grow, the formed carbides retard fiu-ther 
diffusion of carbon atoms. The emergence of carbon atoms at the surface of the grits is hindered. 
The lack of available carbon at the surface of the diamonds leads to a reduction of oxide 
dissociation and disrupts the sequence of phenomena and reactions resulting from the reducing 
action of carbon. Changes that occur in the metallizer involve for example, carbide formation in 
Cr-metallizer, increase in flow of volatile higher oxides of Mo-, V- and W-metallizers, which are 
removed unreacted from the chamber. 
The sudden increase in coating thickness at the temperature range of 1000-1 IOOT (see Cr and Ti 
in Figure 4-10) is believed to be attributed to the graphitisation of diamond, which generates 
weakly bonded carbon atoms at the interface. The latter can then diffuse through the coating 
layer and react at the surface increasing the thickness. The sooner the metallizer is depleted, and 
the sooner the carbides are finther saturated the faster is the thickening rate again decreased. 
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4.5.2.3 Magnetron Sputtering 
Sputtering is a coating technique, which uses ion beam or plasma discharges to produce a flux of 
atoms from a target material, by bombardment with energetic ions of an inert gas. A negative 
bias is applied to the target, which acts as the cathode of the electric discharge, and the positive 
ions from the plasma strike the target. The coating material is thus passed into the vapour phase 
by momentum transfer, which is a mechanical process, as opposed to chemical or thermal 
processes described earlier. Because of this mechanical character virtually any material is a 
candidate coating [ 171 ]. Among the advantages of sputtering techniques is the ease of depositing 
refractory metals at low-temperatures, which is of particular importance for the coating of 
diamond crystals. 
One of the variations of the numerous available sputtering configurations is magnetron 
sputtering, in which permanent magnets, placed behind the target material, produce a magnetic 
field which confines the plasma above the substrate. As the electrons that sustain the plasma 
discharge are confined, a high degree of ionization is possible, leading to higher sputtering rates 
and the ability to carry out deposition at lower pressures. 
There are only few reports on the use of magnetron sputtering to deposit chromium [ 1721 
titanium, molybdenum [134,173] and TiN [174] coatings onto synthetic diamond crystals. 
Zhu et aL [172] formed 150 nm thick Cr-coatings onto synthetic diamonds using magnetron 
sputtering with dc mode in an Ar atmosphere achieving deposition rates of the order of 0.3 
nm/sec. The authors found interface diffusion and reaction to form Cr2C3 to take place during 
deposition of the Cr-layer. Increasing the deposition power was found to intensify these 
phenomena. 
Novikov et aL [134] using the magnetron sputtering with a specific power of 95 W. CM-2 
deposited titanium and molybdenum coatings on diamond crystals. Carbide formation was 
detected with X-ray diffraction for the Ti-coatings, but not for the molybdenum, which only 
showed to carbidise after subsequent annealing at temperatures in excess of 300*C. 
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4.5.3 Immersion in Molten Salt Baths (IMBS) 
Several patents exist claiming development of coatings on industrial diamonds by immersion 
techniques in various molten salt baths [113,116,175]. The temperature of the molten bath 
varied in the range of 700-1000'C and deposition duration was from one to several hours. 
According to these patents, the molten salt bath may be a fluoride-containing chloride bath, with 
the chloride bath comprising of at least one chloride of an alkali metal or alkali earth metal. The 
fluoride can be either a fluoride of an alkali metal or of an alkali earth metal. A molten iodide or 
molten fluoride bath may substitute the molten chloride bath. The metal to be deposited was 
introduced to the liquid bath in the form of powder, which could either be powder of the 
elemental metal or powders of oxides, halides, or alloys containing the metal or could even be 
mixtures of all those types. The abrasive particles were held in a wire mesh bucket. 
Coating growth in thickness was controlled by carbon diff-usion. The following graph gives the 
thickness of coating for various carbide-forming elements formed by immersion in molten salt 
baths. The adhesion of coatings was evaluated by the percentage of coating peeling-off when 
milling the coated grains with carbide balls. As can be seen from the graph, unlike the other 
processes, titanium coatings were found thicker than chromium for a given deposition. However, 
their adhesion was found to be inferior. Best combination of thickness and bonding strength was 
found for V, Zr and Nb. 
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Figure 4-11 : Thickness of metal carbide forming metals deposited by immersion in molten salt baths. The 
adhesion of coatings with diamond is given by the % peeling-off when milling with carbide balls at 150 RPM 
for 15 min. Diamond: MBS 50/60 US mesh (General Electric) [116]. 
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4.5.4 Other Methods 
Kimura [161] discloses in his patent a method of forming metal-powder diamond granules. 
According to this method, a slurry of the metal powder with a solution is initially prepared. An 
agglomerating binder dissolved in an organic solvent composes the solution. Agitating the slurry 
brings the metal powder in homogeneous suspension in the slurry. The slurry is then sprayed 
onto a fluidised suspension of diamond particles by an atomising nozzle within a fluid bed 
granulator. A constant flow of warm gas entering the chamber from beneath maintains the grit in 
the fluid bed condition and ensures fast drying. Progressively, diamonds are encapsulated in 
uniform spherical metal envelope. Kimura claims that unlike other granulation techniques, his 
invention ensures that each granule will contain only one abrasive crystal. The diamond granules 
may subsequently heat-treated to achieve a chemical bonding at the interface [94]. 
Minyong et aL [108] disclose in their patent a method of mechanically covering the diamond 
crystal surfaces with metal. They achieved this by milling diamond particles with the metal, with 
the latter smearing onto the abrasive crystals. Subsequent firing the granules accomplishes the 
chemical bonding. 
4.5.5 Post and Posterior Deposition Treatments 
Cleaning and removal of contamination from diamond surfaces is almost always necessary in 
order to achieve good adhesion. Roughening of diamond crystals has also been employed prior 
to deposition to increase the amount of surface imperfections of smooth well-developed 
synthetic crystals in order to enhance adhesion [94]. This can be achieved either by mechanical 
means, such as milling with other abrasive particles, or by chemical means such as oxidation or 
etching at high temperatures by chemicals. 
Treatments subsequent to the deposition and prior to mixing with the matrix powder, may 
include: 
cleaning and removal of surface species which may impair the bonding to the metal 
matrix, achieved either by chemical means or by a heat treatment [III], or 
roughening to increase the surface area of the coated grit and enhance sintering, by 
mechanical or chemical means, or finally 
a heat treatment at a sufficiently high temperature and protective atmosphere to promote 
reaction at the diamond-coating interface and/or reaction between coatings for the case 
of multi-coated diamonds. 
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4.6 Mechanical Properties of Coated Diamonds 
There are basically two aspects when referring to the mechanical properties of coated diamonds. 
The first refers to the strength of the coated crystals and the second refers to the strength of the 
dimnond-coating interface. The latter is the so-called "adhesion strength". 
4.6.1 Strength of Coated Diamonds 
The strength of industrial diamond refers to its ability to resist fracture. As already pointed out, 
coating of the diamond cannot increase the inherent strength of the crystal (§4.2.3). In fact, 
crystals having been exposed to a deposition treatment typically show reduced strength 
compared to the original non-coated grit. The magnitude of this decrease reflects the degree of 
diamond degradation due to the exposure at the deposition conditions. 
The strength of diamonds can be measured by a standardised test known as the "fhability test", 
as already mentioned in §2.3.3.2. The test measures the ability of a predetermined amount of a 
given mesh size diamond crystals to resist fracture when shaken together with a number of small 
carbide balls. After milling for a specified period, the grit is screened with a sieve of a mesh size 
corresponding to that of the tested diamonds. Screening separates the broken diamond pieces 
from the non-fractured grit. The weight percentage of the remaining diamond on the sieve is 
defined as the friability index (M). The closer the index is to unity, the stronger and tougher is 
the diamond characterised. 
Chen et aL [ 111 ] measured the friability index of dual Cr/W-coated iamonds after the coatings 
were chemically removed. The inner chromium layer was deposited by MVD at various 
temperatures and times, while the outer W coating was deposited by CVD at constant conditions. 
The dependence of the friability index with temperature for this study is given in Figure 4-12. As 
can be seen from the graph, increasing the deposition temperature ffectively increased the 
thickness of the coating, but the strength of the diamond was considerably decreased for 
temperatures exceeding 800*C. An outgassing step at a lower temperature to allow removal of 
adsorbed species proved to be beneficial for avoiding the diamond strength reduction. The 
authors claimed that since outgassing was performed at a lower temperature the duration the 
crystals were exposed to temperatures above 700*C during deposition, which are associated with 
accelerated diamond degradation, was effectively reduced. 
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Figure 4-12 : Friability index dependence on temperature and time for dual coated Cr/W diamonds [111]. 
Manukyan et al. [121] measured the force required to fracture coated diamonds in a specially 
developed device. The coatings were deposited by thermo-diffusion saturation process. The 
diamonds were tested without having their coating removed. The results of these mechanical 
tests are graphically presented in Figure 4-13. The coated diamonds were found to withstand 
higher loads than the equivalent non-coated grit. The authors claimed this to be attributed to 
"healing" of the diamond surface defects by the metal layers, which effectively reduced the 
stress raising points on the crystals. 
Time (min) 
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Figure 4-13 : (A) Fracture load of iron coated diamonds as a function of temperature (for 45min 
deposition) and as a function of time (T=550-600"C) [121]. (B) Load required to fracture two grades of 
synthetic diamond at three conditions: Non-coated (at their original condition), Heat-Treated Non-coaed (the 
non-coated after heat treatment at a temperature as high as that of the deposition) & Coated (after coating 
with Ti or Cr by thermodiffusion saturation) [142). The AS40 is a better quality synthetic diamond with less- 
amount of defects than AS15. 
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Interpreting Figure 4-13B it can be seen that the maximum strengthening for superior quality 
diamonds (AS40) was achieved with the titanium coatings, whereas for the inferior quality 
diamonds (AS15) was achieved with the chromium coatings. The authors [142] explained this in 
terms of the reactivity and the "healing" action of the metal atoms. Chromium provided effective 
healing of the defects due to their smaller atomic radius, which permitted them to penetrate in 
confmed defected areas. On the other hand, titanium atoms primarily provided strengthening due 
to their higher activity to carbon with the formation of carbides at the interface. 
4.6.2 Coating Adhesion Strength 
The adhesion strength of coated diamonds refers to the stress required to separate the coating 
from the diamond. Depending on the mode of loading either the adhesion strength in tension or 
in shear can be determined (Figure 4-14). In most of the adhesive testing apparatus, the load is 
applied by a pair of special rods attached on both diamond and coating [97]. The fixing of the 
rods is primarily achieved by brazing. Special care must be given that the load is applied in an 
exactly normal or parallel direction to the coating-diamond interface when testing the adhesion 
strength in tension or shear respectively. The adhesion of coatings on diamonds can also be 
assessed by determining the weight loss caused by coating peeling-off after diamonds have been 
ball milled with carbides [116]. 
Coating 
Diamond 
t 
Costing 0 Costing 
Diamond Diamond 
I 
Tension Shear 
Figure 4-14 : Mode of loading in tensile and 
shearing adhesion strength tests of coated 
diamonds. 
Caveney [1071 in his patent measured the stress required for the shear de-bonding of titanium 
coatings applied on diamonds by vacuum deposition (VD) with a Hounsfield tensometer. He 
found that with increasing the duration of a post deposition heat-treatment, the shear adhesion 
strength reached a maximum and then decreased (Figure 4-15). Since the maximum adhesion 
strength was found for 15 minutes heating, the inventor claimed that a heat treatment should be 
avoided, and instead a suitable modification to the composite consolidation route should be made 
in order to allow carbide formation to take place. 
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Figure 4-15 : Interfacial shear strength of titanium coated diamonds as a function of the duration of the 
Vacuum Deposition at 70011C (107]. 
Nicholas et aL [106,146] using the same apparatus as Caveney [107], measured the shear 
adhesive strength for various diamonds coated with Ni, Ni-alloys and Cu-alloys (Figure 4-16). 
The coatings were layered by vacuum deposition and the coated diamonds were subsequently 
heat treated for various times. The shear adhesion strength was found to depend on time of heat 
treatment in similar manner to what was found for the Ti-coated diamonds tested by Canveney 
[ 107] (Figure 4-15). 
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Figure 4-16 : Interfacial shear strength of Ni, Ni-alloys and Cu-alloys on diamonds as a function of the 
duration a heat treatment that followed the Vacuum Deposition at 700-8000C [106,146]. 
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Horton et al. [112] measured the shear stress for de-bonding of their fivefold multi-coated 
polycrystalline diamonds, which were claimed to exhibit high adhesion and to facilitate a high 
degree of stress absorbency (see Table 4-13 and refer to Table 4-6 and §4.4.2 on page 50). 
W-CVD, 700*C, 5torr Polycrystalline Coating Thickness (microns) Shear De-bonding Strength 
_* 
Diamond W I Nl Cu I Ni IW (MPa) (ksi) 
PCD Non-coated PCD _ L 
? Single layer W-coated 30 117 17 
Ni 
- 
EP (NiCk. 6H, O + HCI) GE2164 20 1-3 40 1-3 -16 138-165 20-24 
Cu 
- 
EP (CuSO,. 5H, O + H, SOJ GE 2102 1 19 76 15 172-186 25-27 
Table 4-13 : Shear cle-bonding strength of multi-coated PCI)s according to the patent by Horton et. aL [112]. 
Naidich and co-researchers [97,115,140,143], in a number of studies measured the adhesion 
strength in tension of coatings of various carbide-forming elements on diamond. Measurements 
were carried out with a specially designed apparatus, which was claimed to ensure strict normal 
loading of the coating in respect to the diamond-coating interface. The measured adhesion 
strengths as a function of the deposition temperature are given in Figure 4-17. 
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Figure 4-17 : Dependence of coating adhesion strength in tension on the deposition temperature. 
Deposition time was 1 hour. Curve Cr (1) : Reactive Deposition [143], all other curves CVD or RD in vacuum [97,115,140]. 
Chromium coatings showed the strongest adherence to diamond, which was however only 
achieved at deposition temperatures of the order of I OOOT. Although the adhesion strengths of 
titanium and tungsten were lower, their maximum strengths were achieved at a considerably 
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lower temperature. In fact, titanium showed measurable increases in adhesion strength at 
deposition temperatures as low as 750T. 
After having established the deposition temperatures at which each metal showed the maximum 
adhesion strength, Naidich and co-researchers [97,115,140,143] examined the influence of 
deposition time on the adhesion strength. Figure 4-18 graphically illustrates the dependence of 
normal adhesion strength on deposition time. The mode of dependence of adhesion strength on 
heat treatment time was found to coincide with what has been found by other researchers (see 
previous paragraphs) [106,107,146]. Strength was found to increase up to a maximum 
corresponding to deposition durations of I hour. Longer times were found to decrease the 
adhesion strength. 
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Figure 4-18 : Dependence of adhesion strength in tension on the deposition time. The deposition 
temperatures were selected in accordance to the highest strengths given in Figure 4-17 [97,115,140]. 
It was observed that failure occurred along the diamond-coating interface when diamonds were 
coated for times falling within the ascending portions of the curves shown in Figure 4-18, while 
for longer times (descending parts of the curves) the fracturing took place within the bulk 
diamond. According to the authors, this indicated that after reaching the maximum point of 
strength the subsequent decrease in strength was attributed to the combined effect of diamond 
graphitisation and the increased number of Kirkendall- Frenkel vacancies. The latter originated 
from excess carbon atom diffusion below and near to the interface within the crystal, thus 
weakening the diamond. 
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Oki et aL [1161 in their patent, measured the coating peeling-off for diamonds coated with 
various carbide forming elements. The coatings were deposited by immersion in molten salts 
baths at 8500C and 9500C for durations of one and two hours. The amount of peeling-off was 
found to depend on the composition of the salts and the temperature (see Figure 4-11 on p. 62). 
Based on the values, the various carbide formers can be ranked according to the increasing 
percent of peeling-off, which is equivalent to ranking them according to decrease in adhesion 
strength. The resultant ranking is: 
(Zr, Nb) V ý11 Ta ý11 (Cr, W) 
--ý" Mo ý11 Ti 
Low % peeling-off 
High adhesion 
High % peeling-off 
Poor adhesion 
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5 
Interfaces in Diamond 
Metal-Matrix Composites 
5.1 Introduction 
In the vast majority of diamond metal-matrix composites consolidation is achieved in the solid 
state by powder metallurgical means. For that reason, the introductory sections of this present 
chapter present some of the fundamental aspects of interfaces developed between two different 
solid phases. The discussion is then carried on to interfaces developed in MMCs, covering 
aspects such as possible type of interfaces, the required properties of interfaces for enhanced 
composite performance and the types of interfacial bonding. Where possible, the general 
discussion will be correlated to the interfacial systems found in diamond MMCs with particular 
attention to those systems reinforced with coated-grit. For reasons of simplicity, wherever coated 
diamonds are being discussed, focus will be given on single layered coated-grit. This does not 
prevent the understanding of the involved phenomena for multi-layered coated-diamonds, since 
these latter systems only differ in the number of interfaces being concerned, but the principles of 
interactions between those interfaces being the same as for the single-layered coated diamonds. 
The final sections of this chapter discuss the wetting of diamonds by molten metals and alloys, as 
well as the reactivity and solubility of metals with respect o diamond and carbon. 
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5.2 Interphase Interfaces in Solids 
The interface in a solid-solid system separates two different phases that can have different crystal 
structures and/or compositions. Depending on the atomic structure at the interfacial boundary the 
interfaces can be divided into three classes: coherent, semi-coherent and incoherent [ 176]. 
5.2.1 Coherent Interfaces 
Coherence between two solids arises if the continuity of aton-tic bonding at the interfacial 
boundary is not disturbed. This is the case when the lattice of the two adjoining crystal match 
perfectly at the interface plane (Figure 5-1). For the general case of crystals of different structure 
and apart from considerations of chemical species, the interfacial coherence will require the 
existence of at least one plane in each crystal in which the atomic configuration is identical. So, 
when the two crystals are oriented in a particular way so that the contact is achieved between 
such planes, the atomic configuration will not alter when moving across the interfacial boundary. 
in the special case of two adjoining phases of the same crystal structure and lattice parameter, the 
above requirement is satisfied for all the planes and coherence at the interface will be achieved 
for a much wider range of crystal orientations. The difference in composition of the two phases 
adds an additional variance in the system, which is the interatomic distance of the two lattices. 
Maintaining coherence is possible according to what was stated above, only if one or both of the 
lattices are strained in order to achieve the matching of the contacting planes (Figure 5- 1 Q. The 
lattice distortions are known as coherency strains. 
46 ol 41 00 ý 00 0ý A0 4 # 10 ý *A' 
. - 
00 00o0 
Figure 5-1 : Coherent interfaces. (A) Each crystal has a different chemical composition but same crystal 
structure. (B) The two phases have different lattices. (C) The two crystals have a slight mismatch in 
interatomic spacing, which leads to coherency strains in the adjoining lattices [176]. 
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5.2.2 Semi-coherent Interfaces 
The strains associated with a coherent interface raise the total energy of the system. When the 
atomic misfit is large or when the interfacial area is wide, the amount of such an energy raise is 
not thermodynamically permitted. Strains have to be locally relaxed in order to reduce the total 
energy. Thus, an excessively strained coherent interface is replaced by a sen-ti-coherent interface 
in which the disregistry is periodically taken up by misfit dislocations (Figure 5-2A). The 
matching in the interface is almost perfect except of the areas around a dislocation where the 
structure is highly distorted and the lattice planes are discontinuous. The dislocation spacing in 
the boundary area diminishes as the misfit (6) between the two lattices increases (6=jdp-d,,, j/d,, ). 
When 6>0.25, the dislocations occurrence is approximately every four interplanar spacings. The 
regions of poor fit in the dislocation neighbourhood overlap each other and the interface can no 
longer be retained coherent and becomes incoherent. 
5.2.3 Incoherent Interfaces 
Incoherent interfaces result when the interfacial plane has a very different atomic configuration 
in the two adjoining phases eliminating any possibility of good matching across the interfacial 
boundary (Figure 5-213). This is either due to the different patterns of atoms of the two 
contacting planes or the interatomic distances differ by more than 25%, as was mentioned in the 
previous paragraph. 
a 
I3 
ý-9) 
Figure 5-2 : (A) Semi-coherent interface. The misfit parallel to the interface is accommodated by a 
series of edge dislocations. (B) Incoherent interface. The large misfit in interatomic distance cannot allow 
any degree of coherence [176]. 
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5.3 Diffusion and Interface Migration 
Diffusion is the process of movement of atoms within a material driven by the need to eliminate 
atomic concentration differences [177]. Atoms supplied with sufficient energy (thermal energy) 
find paths through which they are easier diffused either by squeezing into interstitial sites 
(interstitial difflusion) or by gradually occupying available vacancy sites in crystals (vacancy 
diffusion). The preferable way, by which diffusion will take place, depends on a number of 
factors such as the temperature, the size of the diffusing atom, the crystal structure in which 
diff-usion takes place and others. The diffusion of an atom from a position A to a position B 
across a distance Ax is termed steady-state diffusion if the concentration of the diffusing atom is 
constant at both A and B positions as time elapses. However, in the majority of real situations, 
the concentration will vary with time and the diff-usion is then termed as non-steady state [ 177]. 
In MMCs the non-steady state type diffusion is taking place 
where the reinforcement and matrix come in contact. 
Diffusion rate will be fast at the initial stages of contact, but 
as time elapses the decrease in concentration gradient across 
the interfacial region will slow down the flow of atoms. In 
addition, in case of reactive systems the formation of a 
compound at the interface will act as a barrier and the 
atomic movement will be further impeded. Diffusion of 
atoms from both contacting phases may take place, but in 
the general case the associated speed and diffusion rate will 
differ for these atoms. If this difference is relatively large 
the fastest diffusing type atoms will depart so quickly from 
the regions near the interface so that after some time the 
interfacial boundary will have been moved towards the 
opposite direction of the atomic movement (Figure 5-3). 
This phenomenon of unequal diffusion is known as the 
Kirkendall effect. A result of that effect is that a large 
number of vacancies may be formed at the regions below 
the interface, because of the massive departure of atoms to 
the other side. This concentration of voids may weaken the 
strength of the phase at the areas close to the interface, 
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5.4 Types of Interfaces in Metal Matrix Composites (MMCs) 
The interface in a composite material can be defined as follows [ 178]: 
An interface is the region of significantly changed chemical composition that constitutes 
the bond between the matrix and reinforcement for transfer of loads between these 
members of the composite structure. 
The term "significantly changed chemical composition " in the definition excludes random 
fluctuations of composition and specifies only the systematic changes caused by 
thermodynamically required effects such as solution, segregation, adsorption and reaction. 
Metal matrix composite can be classified into three groups based on the type of chemical 
reaction occurring between the reinforcing inclusion and the metal matrix at the interface: 
a Class I: The reinforcement and the matrix are mutually non-reactive and insoluble, 
- 
Class 11 : The reinforcement and matrix are mutually non-reactive but soluble, and 
a Class III : The reinforcement and the matrix react to form compound(s) at the interface. 
Absolute definition between the classes is not always possible. The term "reactive " refers to 
those systems that the interactions at the interfacial region result in the formation of a chemical 
compound or compounds. 
There is another group of composites not listed above, which under typical processing conditions 
appears free of any interaction between the constituents, but according to thermodynamics it 
should react. Reaction is inhibited by the presence of a barrier preserved at the interfacial region 
between the reinforcement and the matrix. Such a barrier has the form of a thin film surrounding 
the reinforcement and is responsible for the apparent non-reactivity. Most commonly this is an 
oxide layer, but can also be contamination or even porosity. Disruption of this film under 
suitable manufacturing conditions will expose the other wise reactive surfaces of reinforcement 
and matrix to each other, and the system becomes either a Class II or a Class III composite. 
Composites uch as the one described above, where a film preserved at the interface accounts for 
the apparent non-reactivity of an otherwise thermodynamically reactive system, are termed 
pseudo-Class I composites. Both Class 11 and Class III systems may have a transitory existence 
as pseudo-Class I systems until the pre-existing films preserved at the interfacial region are 
dissipated. 
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Classification of diamond composites with the above considerations would characterise for 
example a diamond/bronze (rich in tin) system as Class 1, a diamond/cobalt system as a Class 11 
and a diamo nd/co balt- based bond alloyed with a carbide former as a Class III composite. A 
system in which coated diamonds are employed can be classified as pseudo-Class I system if the 
metal coating has been oxidised and a continuous oxide film prevents the underlying metal of the 
coating to come in contact with the matrix. 
5.5 Types of Interface Bonding 
Depending on the interactions occurring at the interfacial region the bonding in metal matrix 
composites can be classified according to six bond types: mechanical, dissolution, reaction, 
exchange reaction, oxide or mixed type [ 179]. 
5.5.1 Mechanical Bond 
Mechanical bond is the bond achieved when no chemical sources of bonding are present in the 
composite system. Total absence of a chemical source of bonding can never be obtained because 
weak van de Waals forces will always be present. Hence, mechanical bond can be more precisely 
defined as the bonding in which the mechanical nature interactions predominate. Mechanical 
bonding can arise from interlocking effects when irregularly shaped reinforcements with rough 
surfaces are incorporated in the matrix (Figure 5-4). Additionally, adhesion may also arise from 
the frictional effects caused by the contraction of the matrix on the reinforcement, which sets the 
latter under compressive stresses [180]. A primarily mechanically bonded interface is 
characterised by a low strength, which is only associated with loading parallel to the interface, 
while the strength in transverse loading is almost absent. The weak mechanically bonded 
interface is reflected to inferior properties of the composite. 
Diamond) 
............. 
> 
Interlocking effect 
(mechani al keying) 
Figure 5-4 : Mechanical 
bonding at the diamond-metal 
matrix interface. 
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In most of the conventional diamond composites the mechanical bond is the primary source of 
bonding the stiff diamond crystals to the metal matrix. The main reason for mechanical bonding 
being so widely encountered is that it proves to be the easiest way to retain diamond integrity 
and protection from excessive reaction or dissolution, which may cause partial loss of crystal 
strength. The mode of diamond loading during the diamond tool operation induces minimal 
amount of transverse stresses in respect to the working surface of the tool in which the diamond 
crystal is partially embedded. This will allow the mechanical bonding to operate until the 
surrounding metal matrix is incapable of providing a mechanical gripping which can withstand 
the induced forces that tend to pull the diamond out of its socket. Finite element analysis studies 
have shown that failure of mechanical bonding is associated with the exposure of a crystal corner 
at the front side of the diamond [62]. 
5.5.2 Dissolution Bond 
This type of bonding occurs when the matrix dissolves the reinforcement and/or the matrix is as 
well dissolved in the reinforcement, but when no compounds are formed. The interface will be a 
transitional zone of gradually altered concentration in diffusing atoms (Figure 5-5). As moving 
across the interface from the reinforcement towards the matrix the concentration in 
reinforcement atoms will decrease, whereas the concentration of matrix atoms will increase. The 
compositional profile across the interface and the position of the interface at a given time after 
the two constituents were first brought in contact will depend on the relative rates of diff-usion of 
the atoms as described in §5.3 (see also Figure 5-3 on page 74). 
Interfacial region of dissolution (Carbon in metal or alloy) 
Metal Matrix 
Diamond Dia ond ": 
Initial 
interfacial boundary 
Interfacial region of dissolution Metal Coating (Metal in metal or alloy) 
Figure 5-5 : Bonding by dissolution in (A) non-coated- and (13) coated-diamond metal-matrix composites. 
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In diamond composites dissolution bonding takes place at the interfacial region when the metal- 
matrix dissolves carbon without forming stable carbides. For example, such a matrix is cobalt, 
which although it can form stable carbides it primarily dissolves carbon. Carbon atoms, due to 
their smaller atomic radius, are much more mobile than the metal-matrix atoms and diffuse 
considerably faster in the matrix. Even if it is possible for metal atoms to diffuse in diamond, the 
diffusion rate will be much lower than that for carbon atoms. Thus, the diamond-matrix interface 
is migrating towards the diamond side. Conditions of prolonged and accelerated carbon 
diffusion, apart from excess diamond consumption, will cause the Kirkendall effect and can 
weaken the crystal (see §53). 
In the case of coated-diamonds incorporated in a metal-matrix, the diamond-coating interface 
will behave as the diamond-matrix interface of the non-coated-diamond composites, only if the 
metal of the coating is capable of dissolving carbon and not reacting with it. The coating-matrix 
interface may bond according to the dissolution bonding depending on the compatibility of the 
two metals (or alloys) in contact. The dissolution may be mutual. If the coating metal can 
dissolve in the matrix, it is desirable that this dissolution is little in order to avoid consumption of 
the layered metal and dissipation of the coating. Considerations on selected materials and 
consolidation parameters should also be directed into avoiding diffusion of metal-matrix atoms 
at the diamond/coating interface where they can disrupt the achieved bonding. 
5.5.3 Reaction Bond 
This bonding occurs when the matrix reacts with the reinforcement and a new compound is 
formed at the interface. After a uniform thin film of the compound has formed at the interface, 
the reinforcement and matrix become separated and the continuation of the reaction will take 
place either at the reinforcement-compound interface or at the compound-matrix interface 
depending on which of the reacting atoms diffuse faster through the formed layer. The finther 
growth of the compound layer will be controlled by diffusion. 
Reaction at diamond-metal interfaces is realised by the formation of carbides. After a thin 
carbide film has been developed around the diamond, the further growth of the carbide layer will 
take place at the carbide metal interface. Reaction at metal-metal interfaces is understood as the 
formation of intermediate phases (intermetallics). A degree of carbide formation may be also 
accommodated if the outermost metal is a carbide former and if carbon diffusion is sufficient to 
penetrate the inner metallic or compound layer. Metal-metal interfitces are developed between 
the coating and metal-matrix and between the various metal layers in multi-layered coated grits. 
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5.5.4 Exchange Reaction Bond 
This is a special case of the reaction bonding in which the overall reaction can be represented by 
two sequential reactions, although these two reactions may be indistinguishable on a practical 
basis. The term exchange reaction describes the adjustment of equilibrium between two phases 
in a system containing three or more constituents. For example, an exchange reaction bonding 
occurs when a second element in the matrix begins to exchange lattice sites with elements in the 
reaction product. In diamond composites, exchange reaction bonding might take place between a 
multi-component matrix alloy and a diamond-coating which might also be of multi-component 
type. Additionally, such interactions can also occur between the various layers of multi-coated 
diamonds. 
5.5.5 Oxide Bond 
The term oxide bond refers primarily to those composites containing an oxide as the 
reinforcement or to the systems in which bonding is achieved between oxide layers. The 
particular importance of this type of bond for the diamond composites is that many of the metal 
powders or even metal-coated diamonds might have thin oxide layers on their surfaces. 
Conventional diamond tool production, which involves not such strict oxidation protective 
atmospheres, might not be sufficient to cause total removal of the oxide layers. Thus, the 
interaction of diamond with the metal(s) will be affected and the bonding potential of the system 
might alter dramatically in respect to thermodynamic predictions. As has been seen from other 
composite systems (e. g. alumina composites) direct bonding between oxides is possible and 
depends on factors such as the mutual oxygen solubility of the contacting species. Even in 
systems of that kind, it is not clear whether the reaction is achieved by some sort of bonding, 
involving oxides, or the reaction is the result of oxide film dissipation due to processing 
conditions which subsequently allow the direct contact of reinforcement and matrix. Whichever 
the case, the bonding in presence of oxides is particularly important for metal-coated-diamond 
composites. The potential of a metal coating to be able to bond by oxide type bonding with the 
binder is necessary in order to use beneficially the coated grit under standard conditions. 
5.5.6 Mixed Type Bond 
This type of bonding will occur in pseudo-Class I systems during the breakdown from a Class I
to either a Class II or Class III composite. It also refers to systems in which reactivity and 
solubility are simultaneously taking place, both at considerable extent. 
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5.6 Requirements of the Interface 
The primary ffinction of any interface in a composite is to transfer load between the 
reinforcement and the matrix [181]. This may be considered as a mechanical requirement and 
must be satisfied for all types of loading and last throughout the life of the composite. The latter 
condition demand the interface to be stable in respect of time and operational conditions and 
constitutes a physical-chernical requirement of the interface. 
5.6.1 Mechanical Requirements of the Interface 
The ideal situation for load transferring requires a mechanics continuum across the interfacial 
zone, which in other words means a perfect bond between adjacent component members of the 
composite [ 1821. This would require that atomic structure of the components on both sides of the 
interface to be coherent across the interface and that a uniform and constant interfacial strength 
exist all over. However, as will be discussed below, achievement of mechanics continuum is 
difficult due to the nature of chemical discontinuum across the interface. 
5.6.2 Physical-Chemical Requirements of the Interface 
One of the most demanding requirements in achieving a high performance metal-matrix 
composite (MMC) is attaining a stable interface. There are five basic sources of instability in a 
MMC [1791. 
The first form of instability may arise from dissolution and re-precipitation effects similar to 
those causing instability and overaging in precipitation hardened alloys. The driving force for 
this type of instability is the interfacial surface energy that is reduced as the surface area of 
interfitces is reduced. Dissolution without subsequent re-precipitation constitutes the second type 
of instability. The principal disadvantage of dissolution is partial loss of the reinforcement. 
imbalance of atomic diffusion may lead to the formation of voids (Kirkendall effect) and make 
the interfacial region prone to unstable behaviour. 
The third type of instability arises from continued reaction at the interface in a reactive Class III 
system. The magnitude of induced instability of a continued reaction is larger than the case of 
simple solution. The source of instability is attributed to the mechanical properties of the layer 
formed at the interface. In the case of a diamond composite with a reaction product at the 
interface, the strength of the reaction zone (interfacial compound) (ad will be lower than that of 
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diamond (uD) (Figure 5-5A). Since in the general case the reaction compound is a brittle phase 
the strain-to 
-fracture will be lower than that of diamond. The cracks formed in the interfacial 
layer at this strain will determine the subsequent mechanical behavior of the composite (Figure 
5-613). Achievement of good bonding in composite with brittle interfaces requires that the 
interfacial layer remain below a critical thickness. When the interface layer is a solid solution, 
there will be enough ductility and in most cases the fracture is expected to initiate within the 
diamond 
Reaction Zone 
(Interface) Metal Matrix Interface Zone 
Diamond 
'Cracks 
Ow OiD 'iD rim 
Diamond Metal Matrix 
OM 0, OD rD r, rM 
Figure 5-6 : (A) Definition of some strengths for a Class-III diamond composite. (B) Cracks in the 
interfacial reaction zone. 
The fourth source of unstable behaviour might be an exchange reaction. Instability arises from 
variation in concentration of atoms in the vicinity of the compound-matrix interface, caused by 
the exchange reaction. 
The final type of instability is due to breakdown of a pseudo-stable interface (pseudo Class I 
systems). This type of instability involves a change in the interface occurring under 
unpredictable conditions. The dissipation of the film causing the non-reactivity (e. g. oxide) 
allows chemical reaction to begin. The mechanism of breakdown in the general case is complex 
involving mechanical rupture, dissolution or spheroidization. The process of breakdown will in 
the general situation occur at local sites, which is the reason of imbalance. Otherwise, the 
breakdown phenomenon is a beneficial event for the bonding in the composite. 
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5.7 Interfacial Interactions in Diamond Composites 
A limited number of reported work is available in which special attention is given to the 
interfacial region in diamond reinforced composites from a chemical perspective. 
Bronshtein et aL [183] have studied the reaction of defect-free natural diamond with various hard 
metals alloys, commonly used as metal matrices, in terms of measuring the thickness of the 
interfacial reaction or dissolution zone. Their results, which are given in Table 5-1, indicated that 
for matrices containing carbide-forming elements the onset of carbide formation significantly 
slowed down the carbon diff-usion. Diamond consumption for such matrices was minimal 
compared to matrices, which primarily dissolve diamond rather than forming stable carbides 
(pure cobalt matrix). Under conditions of liquid phase sintering, cobalt was found enriched in 
zones of 4-5 microns thick adjacent to the reaction layer and the diamond-carbide interface had 
migrated approximately 3-4 microns towards the diamond. 
Composition of Matrix Composition Reaction Layer Thickness Consolidation Temperattire (Wt. %) (Pm) (1, C) 
Cobalt 100 27 1400 
Tungsten 100 3 1400 
Tungsten carbide 100 2 1400 
WC +6 wt. % Co 62.7 1 1150 Cu 37.3 
WC + 15 wt. % Co 80 
Co, 8 1 1150 
Cu 12 
I WC +6 wt. % Co 1DO 4 1400 I 
Table 5-1 : Reaction layer thickness between natural diamond and various hard metal alloys [183]. 
Naidich et al. [184] having establish in prior work [185] that diamond behaves similarly to 
graphite in wetting, studied the reaction kinetics of graphite wetted by a copper-chromium alloy 
(Cu-l. lwt. %Cr). It was found that increasing contact time and temperature increased the 
thickness of the reaction layer, with temperature being more effective than time. Kinetics was 
found not to be carbon diffusion controlled, but rather controlled by the interfitcial reaction. 
Molinari et at [ 186], have found that when hot-pressing diamond in a pure cobalt matrix both 
graphite and an interstitial Co-C solid solution are present at the interfacial region. As the 
authors report, fracture in such composites occurred in the matrix, thus indicating a strong 
diamond-cobalt interface. Alloying cobalt with small amounts of tin (Sn) inhibited both the 
formation of graphite and Co-C solid solution. The ductile fcc a-CO phase was found to be 
preserved at the areas close to the diamonds, while the bulk matrix was constituted by the 
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thermodynamically stable hcp F. 
-Co phase. This was attributed to the different conditions 
applying at the diamond- interfacial zones caused either by overheating of the matrix in the 
vicinity of the electrical resistive diamonds or by the highly strained field near the rigid diamond 
crystals. The presence of tin in matrix has the effect of arresting oxygen by forming tin-oxides 
thus inhibiting the graphitization of the diamond leaving no carbon available for Co-C solid 
solution formation. Examination of the interface by Auger electron spectroscopy (AES), revealed 
that cobalt carbides were formed and remained stable during cooling down. According to the 
authors, this confirmed that graphitisation during consolidation is not attributed to the 
decomposition of formed carbides, but is the result of direct transformation at the diamond 
surface due to temperature and oxidation. In the case of pure cobalt matrix small amount of Co- 
carbides were identified at zones considerably far from the diamonds. The alloying with tin 
reduced the carbide contents to traces. 
Levin et aL [ 187], studied the bonding of Nichrome (Ni-20wt. %Cr) and Co-20 wt. % W alloys to 
diamond under solid state processing. Consolidation was achieved by cold-sintering, which was 
followed by a heat treatment in either vacuum, a non-oxidizing or reducing (H2) atmosphere. 
With both alloys stable carbides formed at the interface. Reaction kinetics was controlled by the 
supply of carbide forming elements to the interfacial zone. The reaction products were formed by 
rapid surface diffusion at the initial stages of contact during the cold-pressing step. The presence 
of the carbide layers already formed during the cold-sintering step, acted as a barrier for further 
diffusion during the subsequent heat treatment, leaving practically unchanged the thickness of 
the reaction zone. Mechanical testing showed that the formation of the carbides was beneficial 
for the strength of the composites. Fracture occurred in the intermediate layer-matrix interface 
when the thickness of the reaction zone was below 3 microns. For thickness exceeding 5 microns 
the fracture path went mainly along the diamond-intennediate layer interface. As part of the 
study, it was revealed that annealing in a hydrogen atmosphere prevented any reaction from 
taking place. 
This effect of hydrogen has also been reported by Naidich [1151, who reported that annealing of 
Mo-coated diamonds in the presence of hydrogen results in loss of adhesion strength between the 
coating and the diamond due to the disruption of the interfacial bonding. In the same study, Cr- 
coated diamonds annealed in the same atmosphere were not affected by the presence of 
hydrogen. According to the author, the hydrogen penetrated through the coating layer and 
reached the coating-diamond interface where it disrupted the metal-carbon bonds. Molybdenum- 
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carbon bonds were preferably disrupted because of the lower affinity of carbon for molybdenum 
compared to that for hydrogen and chromium. 
Scott et aL [129] investigated the wetting and bonding of copper alloyed with small amount of 
Cr, Ti or V. Similarly to work of others, it was found that the transition elements migrated to the 
interface and formed carbides. It was found that the optimum alloying concentration for 
achieving the highest bonding strength was below that needed to induce wetting. This 
observation coupled with measurements of interfacial carbide layer thickness, led the authors to 
the conclusion that higher concentration of carbide formers result in more intense carbidisation 
leading to interfacial strength reductions. The authors proposed a model for the nucleation and 
growth of the carbide layer. According to this model, initially and after the first contact is 
achieved, islands of carbide nucleate at favoured sites on diamond surface. While bonded to both 
the underlying diamond and the overlying metal matrix, these islands are then grown epitaxially 
and are strengthened. At this stage the carbides form a chemical bridge between the diamond and 
the metal alloy. Increasing the concentration of the reactive element in the alloy increases the 
size and rate of formation of the carbide nuclei, and as these grow they contact each other and 
form a continuous layer at the interface. After this point has been reached, the interface is unable 
to provide any further strengthening probably due to the presence of flaws or porosity in the 
thick brittle carbide layers. The average thickness of the carbide layer to form a continuous layer 
covering the diamond was approximately O. IWn. Similarly to other studies, it was found that 
with intensification of carbide formation the fracture path migrated from the carbide-matrix 
interface to the diamond-carbide interface. 
The same group of researchers in a later article [188], examined the bonding to diamond of Cu- 
and Ni-based alloys with Cr, Ti and V additions under solid state processing. Somewhat similar 
results as those obtained under liquid state bonding were achieved. Addition of carbide fonners 
was found rather beneficial for the copper alloys although the achieved bonding strengths were 
lower than that obtained with the liquid alloys. Alloying of nickel gave also an enhanced 
bonding strength, but the increase was much smaller compared to that obtained for copper alloys. 
Bonding strength increased with processing time and temperature. According to the observations 
and their proposed carbide islands model described above, the authors estimated that the carbide 
islands will coalesce to form a continuous layer when they reach a thickness of about 0.01 
microns. This thickness is smaller compared to when contacting with the liquid phase. This 
observation and the fact that processing takes place at lower temperatures, led the authors to the 
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assumption that under solid state processing there seams to exist more interfacial carbide 
nucleation sites available, so that the islands join to form the layer when they are still thin. 
Lin et aL [189] studied the significant changes in bonding achieved when incorporating 
15wt. %Ti in a bronze (88Cu- I 2Sn wt. %) matrix alloy. In consistency with the work of others, Ti 
was found to migrate from the bulk matrix areas to the diamond-matrix interface. Carbide was 
formed at the interface in a thickness of about 3-5 microns. The titanium reached its alloy 
concentration at distances of the order of 40 microns. While titanium was enriched as 
approaching diamond the other matrix constituents were accordingly depleted. 
Duda [ 15 1] examined by EDAX analysis the element distribution of diamond composites having 
diamonds coated with either a Ni- or a composite Co-Ni layer. When such diamonds were 
incorporated in bronze alloys with additions of SiC fillers and small amounts of A] and Zn, the 
Ni- or Co-Ni-C solid solutions were formed at the interfacial region at a zone of thickness of 
about 5-10 ýtm- A small amount of the other elements was found to have been diffused in the 
interfacial zone, and the author suggested that probably complex intermetallics were formed with 
Cu and Ni being the base elements of such phases. 
Akuyz et aL [190] studied the interfacial bonding in Co-based matrices alloyed with variable 
amounts of chromium. Chromium was found to segregate at the interface with possible carbide 
formation. Enhanced interfacial bonding was associated with increased chromium content as 
indicated by the increased number of cleaved crystals found on examined fractured surfaces. For 
alloying additions exceeding I O%wt. there was no significant change in interfacial bonding. 
There are several other reported studies [ 191-194] on characterization of diamond composites, in 
which the binder consisted of a relatively inert metal or alloy activated by variable additions of a 
carbide-forming element. In all these studies, the carbide-forming element was found to migrate 
towards the diamond surfaces, where it preferentially formed carbides at variable degrees. 
Sfinilarly, to the other studies presented above, an enhancement of interfacial strength was found 
with increasing the carbide forming element additions up to a level beyond which either no 
significant change was evident or even reduction of composite properties were observed 
attributed to the effect of excessive reactivity. 
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5.8 Wetting and Adhesion Strength of Diamond-Metal Interfaces 
Wetting of diamond by liquid metals and alloys is very important when consolidation of the 
diamond composites is to be achieved either by liquid phase sintering or by the inffltration of 
porous diamond-containing compacts with a liquid metal binder. In practice, solid state sintering 
is the dominating processing method, which does not involve any liquid phase. However, 
wetting data may provide a means of qualitatively predicting the diffusion intensity of systems at 
the solid-state processing temperatures [195]. 
Wetting of a solid by a liquid metal can be represented by a liquid droplet resting on a flat solid 
surface. The wettability is assessed by the contact angle (0) and the work of adhesion (W,, ). The 
contact angle is the angle formed at the edges of the liquid meniscus with the solid substrate and 
the work of adhesion is the thermodynamic value, which characterize the energy of the interface 
bond [ 196]. These two factors are related with the well-known Young-Dupre equation: 
Wa YLG * 
(1 
+ COS 0) (Eq. S-1) 
where, W,,, is the work of adhesion (erg/cm), 7, c is liquid/gas interfacial energy (erg/cm) and 0 
is the contact angle (degrees) (Figure 5-7). 
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Figure 5-7 : Graphical representation 
of wetting. 
High wettability of diamond is expected for those elements that enter into substantially intensive 
chemical interaction with carbon i. e. they form carbides, dissolve carbon and diffuse inside the 
solid phase [197]. Diamond and graphite differ very little energetically with their reaction 
intensities being similar. This is expected to reflect sirnilar metal wettability for these two forms. 
This statement has been confirmed experimentally and permitted the substitution of inexpensive 
graphite for diamond in many trial studies [185]. Metals inert to carbon do not wet diamond and 
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their bonding energy (work of adhesion) is low, ranging in the 70-300 nij-tný 2 (erg-crn72) interval. 
Alloying inert metals with small amount of carbide forming elements causes wetting of diamond. 
Adhesion energy of such alloys as well as for carbide-forming or strong carbon dissolving 
elements ranges from 2000 to 3000 mJ-nf2. Elements forming covalent bonds with carbon (such 
as Si, Ge, Al and B) wet the diamond, but their work of adhesion (1000-1200 Mj. nf2) is 
somewhat inferior compared to that for reactive transition metals. 
Appendix B- I contains a listing in a tabular manner of the contact angle, the work of adhesion 
and measured bonding strengths of various metals and alloys to diamond and graphite. 
5.9 Reactivity and Solubility in Diamond-Metal Systems 
The behavior of metals with respect to solubility or reactivity with carbon can be explained from 
their electronic structure. Transition metals tend to react with carbon by overlapping their d- 
orbitals with carbon's p-orbitals [25]. The reactivity of a metal towards carbon is specifically 
determined by its number of electron vacancies in d-orbitals [25,185]. Therefore, the reactivity 
of transition metals generally decreases as moving from Ill-B towards 11-B groups on the 
periodic table. This increase in reactivity is also demonstrated by the increased friction 
coefficient as the number of 3d vacancies increases (Table 5-2). 
Higher friction coefficient means that a greater amount of heat is generated uring machining of 
metals. Cutting at high temperatures can trigger the chemical wear of diamond by oxidation, 
dissolution, graphitization or carbide formation [29,30]. This is one of the reasons why diamond 
is not suitable for machining transition metals with high number of d-vacancies. 
metal Vacant 4s and 3d orbitals Friction Coefficient 
Sc 9 1.0 
Ti 8 0.8 
V 7 0.7 
Cr 6 0.6 
Mn 5 (0.6) 
Fe 4 0.5 
Co 3 0.5 
Ni 2 (0.5) 
Q 1 (0.4) 
Zh 0 (0.3) 
Tabl* 5-2 : Friction coefficients between 
3dtransition metals and diamond [25]. 
Projected value 
with vacant s-orbftl and half-full d-orbitals 
** wM full s- and d-orbitals 
The increasing reactivity between metal and carbon is also reflected in increasing solubility of 
carbon in metal. However, this trend of increasing solubility with increasing number of d- 
vacancies peaks at the iron group metals and then starts to decrease while reactivity is still 
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increasing. This is the result of excessive reaction between the metals and carbon. By exceeding 
a threshold value of dissolved carbon atoms in the metal, the carbon atoms start to loose mobility 
and eventually are engaged into the structure of the metal carbide. The increasing reactivity 
between a metal and carbon can also be seen by the maximum carbon-to-metal (C/M) ratio of 
stable carbides the element forms (Table 5-3). 
Ratio la Ila Illb rVb Vb VIb VlIb V111b lb Ilb 
K ca sc 71 v Cr Mn Fe Co mi Cu Zn 
C/M >3/1 2/1 2/1 1/1 1/1 2/3 3/7 1/3 1/3 1/3 0/1 0/1 
N/M 
- - 
1/1 1/1 1/1 1/1 2/3 2/3 2/3 2/3 0/1 0/1 
H/M 
- - 
2/1 2/1 2/1 2/1 1/1 1/1 1/1 1/1 0/1 0/1 
Rb Sr y Zr Nb Mo (Tc) Ru Rh Pd Ag Cd 
C/M >3/1 2/1 2/1 1/1 1/1 2/3 1/2 0/1 0/1 0/1 0/1 0/1 
N/M 
- - 
1/1 1/1 1/1 1/1 1/1 0/1 0/1 0/1 0/1 0/1 
H/M 
- - 
3/1 2/1 2/1 1/1 1/1 1/1 1/1 1/1 0/1 0/1 
cs Ba La w TA w Re 05 Ir Pt Au Hg 
C/M >3/1 2/1 2/1 1/1 1/1 1/1 1/1 1/1 0/1 0/1 0/1 0/1 
N/M 
- - 
1/1 1/1 1/1 1/1 1/2 0/1 0/1 0/1 0/1 0/1 
H/M 
- - 
3/1 2/1 
- - 
1/1 
- - 
- - 
- 
Table S-3 : Maximum atomic ratios of stable carbides, nitrides and hydrides for transition metals. (C/M) : Carbon/metal ration, (N/M) : Nitrogen/metal ratio, and (H/M) : Hydrogen/metal ration [25). 
The type and intensity of interaction of metals with carbon atoms is in parallel lines to their 
interaction with nitrogen, oxygen and hydrogen atoms. Hence, a transition metal with a higher 
number of d-vacancies (such as Ti) is more easily oxidized during sintering or brazing, which 
sets stringent requirements for environmental control during high temperature processing. 
Indication of the reactivity of metals to carbon can also be drawn from the higher melting points 
of their carbides. Eflingham diagrams for carbides can also provide a comparative means to 
assess the thermodynamic tendency for a metal to react with carbon, with larger negative values 
of free enthalpies of formation (AG) to indicate more stable-carbides (see Appendix B-2). 
If there are not sufficient d-vacancies, the reactivity of the transition metal toward carbon is not 
strong enough to form carbides. Carbon atoms are not tied up in fixed places, but form free- 
moving solutes. However, the amount of such solutes depends on the reactivity of the metals. 
Thus, elements with no vacancies in d-orbitals, e. g. Cu, Ag or Zn, can dissolve only a trace 
amount of carbon. On the other hand, elements with many vacancies, e. g. Sc, Ti or V will readily 
form stable carbides. Only metals with moderate amounts of vacancies in d-orbitals, e. g. Fe, Co 
or NL can dissolve a substantial amount of carbon. Appendix B-3 contains a listing of the 
eutectic solubilities of carbon in solid and liquid metals as well as the estimated carbon 
solubilities for solid and liquid metals at a temperature of I 000oC. 
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6 
Mechanical Properties and 
Performance of Diamond MMCs 
6.1 Introduction 
Diamond MMCs for cutting and sawing applications are composed of a dispersion of diamonds 
in a metal-matrix. This kind of material could be classified as belonging to the category of the 
discontinuous composites having a particulate type of reinforcement. However, diamond 
composites form a special category of particulate MMCs, because of the characteristics of the 
diamond- reinforcement. Diamond crystals have an angular shape, are very large and extremely 
stiff. In typical particulate MMCs, the reinforcement size rarely exceeds the size of 50-100 ýtm, 
whereas in diamond composites for sawing, cutting or drilling typically crystals range in sizes of 
20/80 US mesh (approx. 150-900 ýtm). Only diamond composites for fine grinding or polishing 
utilize smaller grit that fall within the reinforcement size range of common particulate MMCs. 
In the first part of this chapter a brief discussion about basic mechanics and failure mode of 
particulate MMCs will be given with special attention to large and rigid particle reinforcement, 
which best describes the situation of diamond MMCs. The discussion will then be carried on 
reported mechanical properties of diamond MMCs, followed by a presentation of data related to 
mechanical properties and wear performance of coated-diamond MMCs. 
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6.2 Particulate-Composites Mechanics 
Central to an understanding of the mechanical behaviour of a composite is the concept of load 
sharing between the matrix and the reinforcing phase [198]. In any type of composite material 
there is a requirement for some sort of load transfer between the composite constituents in order 
for the composite structure to operate. Composite materials are inherently inhomogeneous, in 
terms of both elastic and inelastic properties. As a consequence, on applying a load a non- 
uniform distribution of stress is set-up within the composite. 
Particulate composites can be divided into two broad categories depending on their deformation 
behaviour under load. Thus, particulate composites can be divided into composites in which the 
dispersed reinforcement particle can deform under load, and composites in which the dispersoid 
does not deform under load [199]. In the former composites, if conditions for load transfer across 
the interface are satisfied (see later section), the dispersed particles can contribute substantially 
to the overall strength of the composites. In such composites, the bonded reinforcement to the 
matrix constrains the deformation of the latter when the composite structure is loaded. 
improvement of the mechanical properties of the composite is realised as increased strength in 
tension or compression as compared to the non-reinforced matrix, which is however 
accompanied by a decrease in ductility (elongation-to-fracture). 
in particulate composites in which the dispersed reinforcement does not deform under load, the 
particulate phase remains essentially rigid, imparting strength to the composite, but drastically 
lowering the ductility below that of the matrix phase alone. In this class of composites the duty 
of the reinforcement may not primarily be the strengthening of the matrix, but to improve other 
properties such as wear resistance, oxidation resistance etc. Diamond composites belong to this 
group of materials, since the diamond particles are rigid and remain elastically strained under 
loading conditions. 
Thus, the discussion that fbHows wiff be restricted only to composites with non-deformable 
particulate reinforcement. 
6.2.1 Elastic Behaviour 
Throughout the years, much effort has been devoted to understanding and predicting the 
distribution of stresses within a loaded composite in order to determine its elastic response. Apart 
from experimentally establishing the elastic properties of composites (Young's modulus, proof 
stress, ductility etc. ) numerous models have been put forward to predict the stress distributions in 
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composites, most commonly such models giving prediction of the modulus of elasticity 
(Young's modulus). 
When the composite is loaded, the matrix is restricted from deforming in the same manner it 
would if it was alone. This restriction of matrix deformation imposed by the presence of the rigid 
particles results in a hydrostatic state of stress generated in the matrix. The magnitude of the 
restrain is unknown and complex, but it is a function of the elastic properties of the composite 
constituents (Young's modulus and Poisson's ratio). Variation in hydrostatic constrain will vary 
from point to point in the composite arising from constructional variations in the composite, such 
as spatial distribution of reinforcement, size of reinforcement, shape of interfaces etc. The 
greater disparity in stiffness between reinforcement and matrix in non-deformable particle- 
reinforced MMCs prevents the hydrostatic stress-state to reach the levels obtained in composites 
with deformable particles. 
One of the basic and fundamental expressions of the elastic modulus in composite materials 
mechanics is the rule-of-mixtures, which results from modelling the situation in a composite 
where both reinforcement and matrix are equally strained [200]. The elastic modulus of a two 
phase non-deformable particle reinforced MMCs will be below the value predicted by the rule- 
of-mixtures and above the value which results when modelling the situation of equally stressed 
composite constituents [ 199]. The bounds of the elastic modulus are given by the expression: 
E,. 
- 
Ep 
< Ec 
V. 
-Ep +Vp E. 
V 
-E +V -E mmpp 
Lower bound 
Equal stress ituation (Reuss Model) 
Upper bound 
Equal strain situation 
Rule-of-Mixtures (VoIgt model) 
where, E is the Young's modulus and V the volume fraction of each phase (V, =I 
-Vp) with the 
subscripts c, m and p denoting the composite, matrix and particle respectively. According to 
Hashin and Shtrikinan [201] the upper and lower bounds of non-defortnable particle reinforced 
MMCs can be predicted with even more stringent elastic modulus bounds than the ones given 
above (see Appendix C. 2). A variety of other expressions for the elastic modulus, some even 
empirical or semi-empirical, have been suggested, with that of Halpin and Tsai [202] and Cohen 
and Ishai [203] being frequently used for relatively fiist and simple calculations (see Appendix 
C. 3 & CA). Most of the models involve mathematical pproximations while some being rather 
limited in terms of properties that can be predicted, while others are computationally daunting. 
The Eshelby method is a useful model for predicting a wide range of composite properties with a 
rigorous mathematical approach. Although the originally derived equations are based on an 
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ellipsoidal particle shape the equations can be fairly easily transfonned to suit other 
reinforcement shapes [204]. 
6.2.2 Plastic Deformation 
Since the stiff reinforcement remains elastic as the composite is loaded, the plastic behaviour of 
the MMCs will depend on factors governing the plasticity of the matrix. These factors can 
broadly be divided into two areas; those affecting the stress state of the matrix, and those, which 
alter the flow properties of the matrix [205]. 
The stress-state in the matrix varies greatly from point to point and is more severe at the sharp 
comers of irregular shaped particles, such as the edges of the angular synthetic diamond crystals. 
Even for low applied stresses to the composite, matrix stress peaks at such regions and might 
exceed the inherent matrix yield stress, while, at the same time, the average matrix stress is far 
below the inherent yield stress of the matrix. It has been found experimentally, that although 
premature micro-yielding occurs at rather low applied stresses, the global yielding of the 
composite will take place only when the average stress in the matrix is sufficiently high [205]. 
Internal stresses in a composite arise also by differential thermal contraction. The large disparity 
in the coefficients of thermal expansion (CTE) of matrix and reinforcement can lead to the build 
up of substantial residual stresses on cooling from the fabrication temperature [205]. Especially 
in the case of diamond composites, such residual stresses are significant due to the very small 
CTE of diamond compared to that of most metal and alloys. After cooling, the diamond particles 
are set in compression by the matrix, whereas the latter is left in a net residual tension. These 
internal stresses effectively pre-stress the matrix and therefore both composite behaviour in 
tension and compression are affected. 
Microstructural. effects arising from the presence of particles in the metal-matrix often modify 
the behaviour of the matrix and thereby the properties of the composite. Such effects might be 
dislocation strengthening and grain size refinement (for composites fabricated by cast methods). 
The elongation of composites reinforced with non-deformable particles such as diamonds, is less 
than a few percent and therefore these composites are classified as brittle materials with low 
. act strength. The inability of the particulate reinforcement to be deformed under load results 
in a dependence of mechanical properties on volume concentration of the reinforcement and thus 
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the mean free matrix separation*. During deformation of the composite the developed stresses 
can temporarily or locally be relaxed. This requires a suitable mechanism of relaxation to exist, 
and that the process to be accompanied by decrease in the system free energy. Relaxation 
processes can be: particle cracking, interfacial debonding or sliding, matrix cavitation, 
dislocation motion and rearrangement, recrystallisation, diffusion and structural transformation 
[205]. The first three processes are catastrophic and therefore will cause the failure of the 
composite. 
6.3 Failure 
In particulate MMCs, fracture is thought to occur primarily by the formation and link-up of voids 
within the matrix formed at or near the particle/matrix interface [206]. Particle cracking has been 
observed for some particle/metal-matrix systems (e. g. SiC/Al-matrix), but in general a damage 
process of that kind has little likelihood to occur at such a scale to govern the composite failure. 
6.3.1 Reinforcement Cracking 
As mentioned above, particle cracking for the general situation cannot be solely responsible for 
the composite failure. The requirement for particle fracture to occur is achievement of interfacial 
bonding, which permits load transfer from the matrix to the reinforcement. Weak bonding is 
associated with absence of load transfer and thus void formation will occur with no particle- 
cracking taking place. If the stress-state in the reinforcement as induced by the load transfer is 
sufficient to cause particle cracking, the composite win be weakened because of the cracked 
particle acting as a void. This is because of a fracture particle being unable to carry significant 
levels of stress when the matrix is subject to loading. The fractured particle will resemble a flaw 
in the composite structure and thus, the loss of strength of the composite imposed by the particle 
cracking will depend on the relative size of this flaw. 
it is known from composite mechanics, that the reinforcement stress is approximately 
independent of the particle size [206]. This suggests that reinforcement fracture will 
preferentially occur for larger particles due to the increased likelihood of larger particles to 
contain a sufficiently large flaw capable of promoting their fracture. If particle fracture was 
independent of particle size and was only a matter of load transfer, then it would be expected that 
smaller particles would tend to fail preferentially, since greater load transfer could take place 
The mean free matrix path (mfp) is a measure of how dose the reinforcing particles are located In the composite and Is given by (mfp) = (2-d / 3. Vp) (1-VP) , where dis the average particle diameter and VP the volume haction of particles. 
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across their increased surface area for a given reinforcement volume. The above considerations 
assign that judgement of degree of interfacial bonding by considering the evidence of particle 
cracking is valid only for comparisons between composites, when: (a) the reinforcement-matrix 
systems are the same; (b) the particle size is restricted to a specific narrow size range; (c) the 
quality of reinforcement is approximately given and constant; and (d) the reinforcement volume 
fraction is the same. 
6.3.2 Void Formation 
Void formation is associated with the ductile failure of a particulate MMC. The nucleation of 
cavities will preferentially take place at or in the immediate vicinity of the particle-matrix 
interface where high levels of hydrostatic stresses are encountered, i. e. interfaces perpendicular 
to the tensile axis. The severe stress-state at these areas is attributed to the high levels of triaxial 
constraint and the increased matrix work-hardening, which result from both localisation of the 
applied plastic strain and from differential thermal contraction effects [206]. After voids or 
cavities have originated in the composite structure the further plastic deformation will cause the 
gradual growth of the voids and possibly the nucleation of new voids. Finally, these voids will 
link-up and the composite will fail (Figure 6- 1). 
Diamond 
t 
Metal Matrix 
Void formation 
Void growth 
Composite failure 
Figure 6-1 :A schematic representation of nucleation and link-up of voids to cause failure shown for a 
diamond reinforced metal-matrix composite. 
For composites that are strongly bonded at the interfaces, voids might originate in the bulk 
matrix. In such cases it is expected that there must be a critical hydrostatic stress characteristic of 
the metal-matrix which when exceeded will allow the onset of void nucleation within the matrix. 
For weakly bonded composites it is probable for a critical normal or radial stress to exist, which 
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would determine the beginning of interfacial de-bonding. Because of difficulties in interfacial 
testing such values of critical stresses for void formation are not readily available and when 
existent are characterised by a lack in reliability. However, useful estimates of the void growth as 
a function of local stress for a given overall composite strain rate can be obtained. Some factors 
which tend to encourage the formation of voids are [206]: (a) large particle size, (b) high matrix 
flow stress, (c) large imposed plastic strain; (d) particle clustering; (e) low adhesion work; (/) 
particles located on grain boundaries (for small size particles); (t) large particle surface normal to 
loading axis; (g) matrix with small grain size and (h) weak interfacial bonding. 
The degree of bonding at the interfacial region is of great importance and will strongly affect the 
composite behaviour. The shape of the reinforcement also plays a significant role in the void 
nucleation process. Angular particles will give rise to high local stresses, which however can be 
relieved by local microplastic flow. In contrast, spherical particles are associated with high 
hydrostatic stresses, which are much more prone to induce voiding. However, comparing the net 
effect of particle shape finds spherical particles to be associated with the lowest rates of void 
nucleation and growth [207]. 
6.4 The role of the Interface 
The role of the interface between the reinforcing particles and the metal matrix is to transfer 
applied loads from the matrix to the reinforcement. If interfacial bonding has been achieved at 
the optimum level, then load sharing between the composite constituents will find the stiff 
particles to carry a higher degree of the applied stress, thus increasing the overall composite 
strength, whereas the matrix will be under an average mild stress-state enhancing the overall 
composite toughness. 
Achieving a high bonding strength might seem straight forward, pointing to the solution of an 
interfacial chemical reaction. However, such interfacial reactions are in practise difficult to 
control and the boundaries from a beneficial to catastrophic effect lie very close. Thus, whether a 
reaction will enhance composite performance is a matter of how to control chemical reactions at 
the interfacial zone, which might occur either during manufacture or under service conditions at 
high temperature. In knowledge of these difficulties, it has been common practice to apply 
diffusion barrier coatings on the reinforcement to inhibit interfacial chemical reactions in 
composite reactive systems (e. g. TiB2 coatings on SiC reinforcements incorporated in a Ti 
matrix) [ 18 1 ]. Interfacial reactions have been found to deteriorate the composite properties either 
by the formation of a thick brittle reaction product at the interfacial region and/or by the attack of 
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the reinforcement. However, there are numerous composite systems where interfacial reactions 
have been found beneficial, provided that the reaction layer thickness remains at low levels. 
Such systems are the diamond composites where many experimental results address the positive 
effects of an interfacial reaction, as has been reviewed analytically in Chapter 4. In addition, 
single or multiple layers have been deposited on reinforcements not for inhibiting reactions, but 
to promote interfacial bonding in non-reactive systems, or in order to manipulate the reaction 
intensities between reinforcement and matrix, or even to provide additional characteristics to the 
interfacial zone, such as stress absorbency, oxidation resistance etc. (see Chapter 4). 
Although a strong bond is usually desirable, there are instances where a weak bond can become 
beneficial for the overall composite toughness since inelastic processes taking place at the 
interfacial zone can promote crack deflection. Inelastic processes at the interfacial region can 
arise from differential thermal contraction and from prior plastic flow of the matrix, as well as by 
the application of an external load. Inelastic interfacial phenomena can activate a variety of 
processes at the reinforcement-matrix boundary as illustrated in Figure 6-2. 
Interfacial Interfacial frictional ttt 
cavitation sliding 
Interfacial 
crack 
Diamond propagation 
Metal Matrix 
Interfacial normal 
debonding Interfacial shear 
debonding 
Figure 6-2 : Schematic illustration of stresses (a) near the interface in a diamond composite arising from 
an applied load and from differential thermal contraction, and (b) the various inelastic interfacial processes 
they initiate. 
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6.6 Mechanical Properties of Diamond MMCs 
This section reviews reported mechanical properties for diamond-impregnated composites with 
particular attention to systems having either reactive alloying elements incorporated in the matrix 
or containing metal-coated diamonds. 
Gutmanas et al. [5 1] prepared cylindrical diamond composites by cold-sintering followed by a 
subsequent heat treatment and obtained the stress-strain curves after loading the samples in a 
specially designed shear testing device. All tested matrices contained alloying elements reactive 
to diamond. Tested matrices included pure tantalum, Inconel 600 (76Ni-l5.8Cr-7.2Fe) and 
stainless steel 830L (46Fe-29Ni-2OCr-3Cu-2Mo). The best results were obtained for sarnples 
cold sintered at the highest pressure of 3.5 GPa (35kbar) and subsequently annealed at 9500C in a 
nitrogen atmosphere. Composites having a tantalum binder gave the highest strengths when 
consolidation was made at the above optimum conditions. From microscopical examination of 
fracture surfaces, the authors observed high strengths to be associated with increased number of 
cleaved diamond crystals. In such samples, layers of a reaction product, which were assumed to 
be carbides, were evident at the interface and were suggested to be responsible for the achieved 
interfacial bonding. 
Novikov et aL [208] examined the mechanical performance of diamond impregnated composites 
that had a metal-matrix of Co-6%wt. W. Their results are given in a tabular manner in Table 6-1. 
r- compolgte parametem 1 
Diamond Size *, 500pm (% 35 US mesh) 
Diamond Concenbation 25 vol. % (100 CON) 
Matrix: Co 
- 
6%wt. W 
Composite density: 15.1 gr/CM3 
Composite hardness: 90-91 HRA 
Measured properties 
Transverse RuptLwe Sbwxjth (in bending) 1570 MPa 
Ultimate Strength In unia)dal compression 3900 MPa 
Impact Sbength 1.67 x 101 3/m' 
Table 6-1 : Mechanical properties of diamond reinforced Co-6%W binder reported by Novikov etal, [208]. 
The authors based on solubility data claimed that initially cobalt at the interface dissolves carbon 
that originates from the diamond. Such dissolution continues until the zones of cobalt around the 
diamonds aturate in diffused carbon. Unable cobalt to further dissolve carbon, graphite will start 
forming at the interface. The onset of graphite formation was associated with the deterioration of 
interfacial strength. The authors suggested that in order to avoid the undesirable graphite growth 
at the interface, the interaction zone containing the dissolved carbon should not exceed 4-5 
microns in thickness. If these conditions were satisfied, then enhanced composite performance 
was achieved. Examination of fractured surfitces after a fracture toughness test showed that the 
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matrix efficiently held the diamonds. The authors also determined that with increasing diamond 
concentration, the strength and fracture toughness decreased, but in all cases remained greater 
than the non-diamond reinforced reference samples. The authors concluded that the bonded 
diamonds offered considerable enhancement in toughness since the crack, which caused 
composite failure, was effectively deflected along the interfacial paths. 
Levin and Gutmanas [107] examined a number of composites having natural, synthetic diamond 
grit or large diamond plaques reinforcement incorporated in a matrix of either pure or alloyed 
nickel or Co-based with W additions. The composites had the diamond reinforcement forming a 
single layer located at their middle. The fabrication process involved an initial cold pressing at 
0.8 GPa followed by annealing of the compacts in various atmospheres and times. A subsequent 
cold sintering at a higher pressure and heat treatment was performed for some of the composites. 
The authors found that carbide-forming elements migrated towards the interface where they 
reacted with dimnond to form carbides at the interfacial zone. Both bending and tensile strength 
of the composites were improved by the achievement of these interfacial reactions (Table 6-2). 
When the reaction zone remained below a thickness of 3 microns the preferred fracture path 
went through the reaction product-matrix interface while for thicker zones the fracture occurred 
at the diamond-reaction product boundary. 
Consolidation INI Ni 
- 
20 wt. % Cr Co 
- 
20 wt. % W Mechanical Property 
steps With diamond No diamond WO diamond No diamond With diamond 
Bending Strength, TRS, (MPa) 1+2 
- 
150 
- 
200 
Bending Strength, TRS, (MPa) 1+2+3+4 1200 600 1500 1100 
Tensile StrerO, MPa (Step 1+2) 1+2 250 
- 
500 
- 
320 
Diamond Natural EMB 16/20, Synthetic SDA100 30/40 US mesh or plaques 
Diamond Concentration Single layer occupying 20% of Intermediate cross-section 
Matrix (A) Pure Ni 1-2 pm, (B) Pre-alloyed Nichrome (NI-20wt. %Cr) 
-325 mesh, (C) Co-20wt. %W with Co : 1-2 pm, W: 
-1 pm. 
Composite consolidation steps (1) Cold pressing 0.8 GPa, (2) Anneolling at 9000C or 100011C for 30,40 or 60 min, (3) Cold sinterIng 3 GPa, (4) Heat treatment 900-1000-11WIC for 30 min, 1h or 3h. 
Table 6-2 : Strength In bending and tension of diamond composites obtained by cold sintering [107]. 
Bronshtein et al. [209] studied in detail the mechanical performance of diamond composites with 
tungsten carbide based binders with 6 and 8 wt. % cobalt alloying additions. The authors, among 
other properties, established experimentally the Young modulus by a dynamic non-destructive 
method, the ultimate bending strength and fi-acture toughness Kic. These properties were also 
calculated with the equations uggested by Majstrenko [210] in an earlier theoretical study on 
predicting diamond composite strength and fracture properties. The complete set of the 
experimentally obtained and calculated values are given in Table 6-3. The authors concluded that 
diamond size practically did not affect the Young's modulus, which was however not the case 
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for the bending strength. Calculated values predicted fairly well the Young's modulus and 
fracture toughness, but not the bending strength. The authors postulated that this large different 
arose from stress concentrations existent at the tensile stressed side of the bended specimens 
attributed to the existence of the angular diamonds. In order to incorporate this effect, the 
experimentally obtained bending strengths, were accordingly corrected and it was then found to 
be closely approached by the predicted values. 
Metal-Matrix Diamond Size CrE Young's modulus Bond strength Fracture toughness 
pm 10-6.1(-1 Ec (GPa) ac (MPa) Kic (MPa-M, 112) 
Measured Calculated Measured Calculated Measured Corrected Calculated Measured Calculated 
Co + 6wt. % W No diamond 6.19 635: t 36 - 1600 ± 19 1600 - 10.1 11.5 - 
200/250 5.99 5.54 630 ± 25 669 490i 5 833 650 9.1 ± 1.1 10.2 
500/630 5.69 5.54 640 ± 36 626 380 17 684 580 10.0: k1.7 9.7 
WC + 8wt. %CO No diamond 6.22 648 8- 1930 ± 23 1930 - 13.6 
200/250 4.82 5.55 630 24 658 460 ±6 782 708 11.2 ± 1.4 12.8 
500/630 5.30 5.55 640 12 618 360 i4 648 536 11.8 ± 1.4 12.3 
Table 6-3 : Experimentally and theoretically calculated values of diamond composites obtained by 
Bronshtein et al. [209]. Calculated values were computed from equations proposed by Majstrenko [210]. 
Lin and Queeney [162] investigated the effect of diamond coating on the fracture resistance of 
notched cylindrical diamond composites in three-point bending. The authors established that the 
presence of the coating promoted interfacial bonding, which showed a significant effect in 
increasing fracture resistance compared to composites, which exhibited no interfacial activity 
(Table 6-4 on next page). The authors also measured the adhesion strength in tension of coated 
and non-coated diamonds brazed onto the matrix alloy. The non-coated diamonds displayed no 
measurable tensile strength, whereas the coated diamonds exhibited an interfacial tensile strength 
being approximately the 115 of the inherent tensile strength of the matrix alloy. According to the 
authors, this indicated that incorporation of the coated diamonds in the matrix alloy had caused 
the deterioration in composite strength, but because a certain degree of load transfer had taken 
place at the interface, the magnitude of composite strength reduction was much lesser compared 
to specimens with the non-coated grit. 
Fýompoidte paranmftro 
Diamond Size 20130 US mesh (600/850 pm) or 80/100 US mesh (150/180 pm) 
Egamond Corxentratlon 25 vol. % (100 CON) 
Matrix Cu - 40 vol. % NI 
Diamond coating Inner: *n-4V-6AJ, 0.1-0.2 pm, Vacuum Deposition-1100OC-15 min 
Outer: Cu-10%Ni, 10-12 pm, Vacuum Deposition-110(Y'C-15 min 
Fmcture Resistance 
If4c (MIPS-M, 112 ) 
Matrix 26.15 
Composite 17.10 
VAth coated diamonds 21.40 
Table 6-4 : Fracture resistance of composites Incorporating with coated and non-coated diamonds as 
reported by Lin and Queeney [162]. 
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Chen and Sung [I I I] tested a number of composites incorporated with multi-layered coated 
diamonds prepared according to their patented method. The tensile test specimens were prepared 
having only a single layer of diamonds arranged normal to the tensile axis and located at the 
middle of the gauge length. The diamonds (SDAIOO+ 30/40 US mesh) had an inner coating of 
Cr deposited by MVD and an outer coating of W layered by CVD. The matrix was a 80wt. % 
bronze (85Cu-15Sn) and 20wt. % W alloy and consolidation was achieved by means of hot- 
pressing (815*C / 24MPa / 3min). The tensile strength varied from approximately 103 to 169 
MPa. Tensile strength was found to depend on the deposition temperature and time of the MVD 
chromium, with the highest values attained for a deposition at 7700C for 2 hours, which 
corresponded to a 0.1-0.4 micron chromium layer thickness. In all cases the tungsten layer had a 
constant thickness of about 10- 11 microns. The tensile strength for composites reinforced with 
non-coated diamonds gave ahnost no measurable strength. Additional details about the coated 
diamonds and methods used in this study were given in Table 4-6. 
The same inventors in a later patent [94] prepared samples in the same manner as above but with 
coated diamonds having an inner W-layer of 10 microns deposited by the same CVD technique 
and an outer layer of nickel, 30 microns thick, deposited by electroless plating. The tensile 
strength was found to be of the order of 138 MPa, but when the diamonds were mechanically 
etched prior to the CVD of tungsten the strength reached the value of 241 MPa, indicating that 
chemical but also mechanical factors contributed to the load transfer. 
6.6 Performance of Coated-Diamond Reinforced MMCs 
As discussed extensively in Chapter 4, there exist numerous published articles reporting 
enhanced diamond retention due to interfacial bonding achieved by either carbide forming 
alloying elements in the matrix or by using specially engineered metal coated diamonds. 
Hsieh et aL [95] examined the effects of incorporating Ti-coated diamonds in iron and Fe- 11.3 
wt. % Ni matrices. The increased retention of the coated diamonds was clearly evident as 
demonstrated by the increased protrusion and the almost absence of puff-out sites as seen from 
worn surfaces inspected by SEM. Cutting tests on granite showed segments incorporated with 
the Ti-coated iamonds to show up to ten-fold reductions in wear. 
Manukyan et al. [ 114] have shown the average fife of tools to be improved up to 3 5-40% with 
the use of coated diamonds. Table 6-5 presents the list of data from their field trials showing the 
lower diamond consumption associated with the coated grit. 
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Diamond wheels in cutting of Glass Ceramic 
Diamond 
coating Matrix 
Specific Consumption 
of diamonds 
Titanium 0.08 Mg/CM3 SOO/oCu-20%Sn 
Uncoated 0.17 Mg/an3 
Iron 0.11 Mg/CM3 
Uncoated 
80%Cu-20%Sn 0.19 Mg/CM3 
Test cDnditions : 
microhardness of workpiece = 8/12 x 103 MPa, F; Drward f6rce 
25 N, PedPheral sPeed = 26 M/s, Feed rate = 30 mrn/min, 
Cutting Tuff 
Diamond 
waiting 
Specific Consumption 
of diamonds 
Comparative 
estimation 
Titanium 0.08 X 10-6 Crt/MM3 1.87 
Chromium 0.09 x 10-6 aVMM3 1.66 
Iron 0.10 X 10-6 atIMM3 1.50 
I Uncoated 0.15 x 10-6 Crt/MM3 1.00 
Diamonds: AC 15 400-SM microns 
Diamond wheels In cutting granite 
Diamond Quantity of Granite Consumption of Specific Consumption 
coating prooessed, (CM3) wheels, G of diamonds 
Tltaniurn 18.8214 177 5.26 x 10-5 gr/CM3 
Uncoated 18.8214 W 9.95 x 10-5 gr/CM3 
Test conditions : Type of wheel : AOCK 500mm, Rotational speed = 540 RPM, Feed rate = 600 mm/min 
Table 6-5 : Results of commercial testing of diamond tools incorporating coated diamonds [114,117]. 
Chen and Sung [I I I] conducted a number of wear tests with diamond blades having segments 
incorporating multi-layered coated diamonds prepared according to their patent (see also 
previous section §6.5 and Table 4-6). The test consisted of sawing slabs of cured concrete at a 
fixed depth. All slabs were prepared under strict and identical conditions in order to ensure 
constant concrete properties. Both the wear and the speed of cut were determined for various 
combinations of diamonds incorporated in bronze-cobalt matrix. The wear of the saw blades was 
determined by the loss in segment height. The use of coated grit was found to significantly 
reduce tool wear. The best results in terms of low wear, were exhibited by the blades with 
segments containing coated diamonds having their inner chromium layer deposited by MVD at 
7700C. This was in fine with the mechanical properties presented in the previous section (§6.5), 
since the same type of composites gave the highest tensile strengths. Comparing the worn 
surfaces of tool segments showed that ahnost twice as much diamond from the coated grit was 
retained. However, non-coated diamonds allowed higher cutting speeds to be achieved. The 
authors explained this behaviour in terms of probable deterioration of diamonds by the various 
coating heat treatments, which might have caused diamonds to become more fiiable than the 
original non-coated grit. It was thus assumed that during sawing the more ffiable coated grit gave 
a larger number of cutting points so that under the constant applied pressure on the tool, each 
individual diamond point received a lesser fraction of the load as compared to the less ffiable 
non-coated grit. Under such mild loading conditions the coated grit could not perform at equal 
rates as the non-coated, thus the total cutting speed of the tool was essentially reduced. 
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7 
Experimental Procedures 
7.1 Introduction and Aim of Experimental Work 
The experimental work described in this thesis is essentially divided into three areas. 
The first part (§7.2) includes the characterisation of the tested coated and non-coated diamond 
crystals and additionally covers the work carried out to investigate the changes occurring to 
diamond crystals when heated at high temperatures with and without the presence of various 
metals. Two types of systems were examined. These were systems of plain non-coated diamonds 
in contact with various elemental metallic powders and systems of metal-coated diamonds. 
The second part (§7.3) covers an in-depth analysis of mechanical properties of coated-diamond 
reinforced MMCs. The aim of this series of tests was to establish which of the commercially 
available coated diamonds were potentially capable of providing enhanced composite properties 
under standard industrial conditions. 
The third and final part (§7.4) was a further stage of the previous experimental step. The goal 
was to explore the potential of achieving enhanced and optimised composite properties of 
selected coated diamonds incorporated in specially engineered alloy metal matrices. 
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7.2 Diamond Characterization & Diamond Reactivity 
The diamonds tested in this research included both metal-coated and non-coated crystals. All the 
employed diamonds are available commercially. Diamond characterisation involved primarily 
SEM examination to establish the morphology and surface status of the crystals. SEM was also 
employed in defining the condition and the approximate thickness of the deposited metal 
coatings. Supplementary X-ray diffraction (XRD) was employed to identify the coating 
composition. 
7.2.1 Tested Diamonds 
- 
Coated & Non-coated 
7.2.1.1 Diamond Types 
Three types of synthetic diamonds were used and are listed in the table below. 
Designation US Mesh Size Source Grade 
SYN-1 30/40 or 40/50 De Beers Industrial Diamonds (DB) SDA100 
SYN-2 50/60 General Electric Superabrasives (GE) MBS960 
SYN-3 30/40 or 40/50 De Beers industrial Diamonds (DB) SDA75 
Table 7-1 : List of the synthetic diamonds used In this research. 
Table 7-2 on next page lists the various types of coated diamonds tested in this research. In 
addition to the type of metal coating the table gives a short description of the deposition method 
as has been disclosed by the manufacturers or is available in literature. 
7.2.1.2 SEM Characterisation 
SEM examination was performed with a JEOL 6400 WINSEM scanning electron microscope 
equipped with a NORAN energy dispersive X-ray EDAX analysis instrument. In addition to 
crystal characterisation, SEM examination at high magnifications also served to determine the 
thickness and morphology of the various metal coatings. Thickness was estimated from crystal 
locations where the metal coating had partially fractured or peeled-off enabling positioning of 
the coating cross-section perpendicular to the scanning electron beam. A minimum of three 
measurements was taken for each type of coated diamond. For some of the metal-powder coated 
diamonds it was impossible to measure a thickness with the above-described method. In those 
cases, the thickness was calculated from weight/volume measurements according to a simple 
model given in Appendix D-1. 
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Coating Diamond Crystal Manufacturer Deposition Description Type Substrate Method 
Co 
- 
powder SYN-3 
Fuji Paudal Kabushiki PC Diamond granulated with fine Co powder. The technique Kaisha (1) Is described in Ref. [161] (see also §4.5.5). 
Cr SYN-1 & SYN-3 Teer Coatings (TC) PVD Process: Closed field unbalanced magnetron sputter Ion plating (Process parameters were not disclosed). 
Nimbus Diamond Tool Chromium powder coating granulation. Process steps Cr 
- 
powder SYN-1 (NDT) PC (a) Mixing of diamonds with metal powder and organic 
substance, (b) sieving, (c) baking, and (d) milling 
Chromium enriched with free carbon. Process : Closed 
Cr(C) SYN-3 Teer Coatings (TC) PVD field unbalanced magnetron sputter Ion plating (Process 
parameters were not disclosed). 
Til SYN-1 De Beers (DB) CVD Chemical Vapour Deposition of 11. Details of the process 
were not disclosed. 
TI SYN-1 & SYN-3 Teer Coatings (TC) PVD Process : Closed field unbalanced magnetron sputter Ion plating (Process parameters were not disclosed). 
Multi-component coating co-deposItion of Tltanium and 
Ti/Cr SYN-3 Teer Coatings (TC) PVD Chromium. Process : Closed field unbalanced magnetron 
sputter Ion plating (Process parameters were not 
disclosed). 
W SYN-3 Teer Coatings (TC) PVD Process : Closed field unbalanced magnetron sputter Ion plating (Process parameters were not disclosed). 
Tungsten Chemical Vapour Deposition. Process is 
W SYN-1 Norton Company (NQ CVD described In Ref. [109] and process parameters can be found in Ref. (111,112]. Additionally refer to §4.5.2 and 
Table 4-6. 
W- powder SYN-1 Van Moppes (VIVI) PC 
Tungsten powder encapsulation. Process steps and 
parameters were not disclosed. 
Table 7-2 : The various types of coated diamonds examined in this research. CVD : Chemical vapour 
deposition, PVD : Physical Vapour Deposition, PC : Powder encapsulation / granulation. 
7.2.1.3 X-ray Diffraction 
X-ray diffraction was performed with a Siemens Kristalloflex diffractometer (13500) employing 
Cu Ka radiation (X=1.5406A) with a Ni filter, operating at 40kV and 50mA. Diamonds were 
placed in the rectangular groove of a specially machined aluminium holder (Figure 7-1). The 
groove had a depth of approximately 0.5 mm and diamonds were attached in it with the aid of a 
two-face sticker tab. Typical testing involved the collection of diffraction data from 15 to 135 
degrees at increments of 0.05 deg. /5-secs. The resulting spectra were analysed with the aid of the 
Siemens Diffrac-AT (Version 3) software that allows determination of peak position and 
intensities. The JCPDS-ICDD database was used as the reference for material identification. 
Figure 7-1 : X-ray diffraction test set-up. 
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7.2.2 Diamond Reactivity 
The examination of the solid-state reactivity of bulk diamond crystals with metals is a difficult 
task for two main reasons. First, the high hardness of diamond makes sample preparation for 
most of the available techniques difficult or even impossible, and secondly, diamond composites 
typically involve alloy metal-matrices with interfacial regions of complex reactivity. It is obvious 
that establishing an understanding of the interaction between synthetic diamonds and metals 
involved in typical diamond-metal composite systems, could provide useful knowledge and 
assist in identifying the net effect of each metal on the diamond. This knowledge could then be a 
powerftil tool in the understanding of reactivity in the complex diamond-composite systems that 
are of interest in practice. 
With these considerations in mind, a testing method was designed based on a series of 
experiments aiming to establish the fundamentals of chemical reactivity/interaction of various 
metals with diamond. This testing method will be referred to as the "Diamond Reactivity 
Experiment (DRE)", throughout the remainder of this work. 
T'he present section of this chapter describes the materials and methods related to the DRE. 
Complementary descriptions and details of individual procedures employed in the DRE and not 
completely described in the text that follows is given in Appendix D. 
7.2.2.1 Diamond Reactivity Experiment (DRE) 
The DRE was built-up by a sequence of experimental procedures, where initially a weighed 
quantity of synthetic diamonds was heat-treated in the presence of a given metal. Diamonds were 
subsequently separated from the metallic environment by a metal leaching process. An additional 
leaching process followed in order to dissolve any graphite that might have formed on the 
diamond surfaces. Diamonds were microscopically analysed following both the metal-leaching 
and the fmal graphite-leaching steps. For a series of systems supplementary diamond weighing 
and crystal counting were made at certain points of the DRE in order to establish the diamond 
weight changes caused by the heat-treatment. 
Three types of systems were examined: 
Synthetic diamonds mixed with elemental metal powders heat-treated in a Differential 
Scanning Calorimetric (DSC) furnace (Figure 7-3 A), 
a Metal-coated synthetic diamonds heat-treated in the DSC furnace (Figure 7-3 Q, and 
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Synthetic diamonds mixed with elemental metal powders and consolidated into disc 
shaped metal-matrix composites (segments) by a standard hot-pressing (HP) sintering 
treatment (Figure 7-3 B). 
The diagrams given in Figure 7-3 on the next page outline graphically the 3 parts of the DRE as 
applied to the 3 types of systems investigated. 
The same three types of synthetic diamonds as listed in Table 7-1 were employed for the DRE 
experiment. Table 7-3 on page 108 lists the metal powders that were employed and Table 7-5 on 
page 108 gives the details of the metal coated diamonds tested with the DRE. 
7.2.2.2 Differential Scanning Calorimetry (DSC) 
A Netzsch 404 DTA/DSC was employed for heat-treating the diamonds/metal-powder mixtures 
and the metal-coated diamonds (refer also to Figure 7-3 on page 107). In all situations samples 
were heated with the same time-temperature program in a constant flow of argon (Figure 7-2). 
Data were acquired by an electronic data collector and were forwarded to a computer allowing 
subsequent peak analysis and drawing of the temperature-heat flow curves. 
Performing the heat-treatment in the DSC furnace served a dual purpose. The compact high 
temperature DSC furnace allowed the heating in a controlled inert atmosphere and at the same 
time permitted the monitoring of metal-diamond interactions. 
DSC t-T Program 
1200- 
1000.. -1025 
10 OQmIn 
600. 
- 
10 QqmIn 
600 
400 
200-- 
-150 
0. ...... -K 
0 30 60 90 120 150 180 210 240 270 300 330 
Thm (min) 
Figure 7-2 : The time-temperature program for the DSC heat-treatments Involved In the DRE. 
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SYNI-I SYN-2 SYN-2 POWDERS 
SDA100 30/40 (DB) MBS960 50/60 (GE) 
11 
MBS960 Co-EF, Fe, Cu, Ni, W 
I 
I 
50/60 Mesh (GE) CuesSnIs 
r ----------- 
------------ 
'a Crystal Weighing Crysta Powder Welgh! ng 0 (Digital Balance) E 
La 2 131- A, : Mixing (C15 or 3.75%vol. ) 
Crystal Counting 
(Optical Microscope) 
I r 
I Graphite Die Filling 
- 
Disc Segments 
POWDER S 
Crystal Re-Weighing No Powder (Digital Balance) 
I Hot-Pressing 
Standard Conditions 
Co-EF 
Co-SIVIS 
--------- 
- 
-------------- Metal Leaching CO (CDC) 
Fe Diamond-Powder Mixing (Bolling Acids) 
Cu (Mixture loaded in DSC crucible) 'L 
Ni mond Crystals Retrieval of Dia 
W r_j Sieving 
- 
Washing 
- 
Drying 
Mo Mixture Weighing 
Til (Digital Balance) Microscopic Examination Lj_j Graphite Leaching 
Cr (SEM) (Boiling Adds) 
DSC Heat Treatment Retrieval of Diamond 
Crystals 
20-150 It at 10 OQmln (13min) Sieving 
- 
Washing 
- 
Drying 
150 OC (60min) 
150-1025"C at 10 OC/min (127min) Microscopic Examination 
1025-200C at 
-100C/min (140min) (SEM) 
Coated Diamonds Metal Leaching SYN-1 and SYN-3 (Boiling Adds) 
I 
Mixture Welghin 
Retrieval of Diamond Crystals (Digital Balance) 
nrvinn I 
Crfstall Weighing 
it lB l (Dig a a ance) 
.9 ch - CrpUl Counting 
(optical Mlawcope) 
Crymi Re-Weighing (Digital Balance) 
---------- 
DSC Heat Treatment 
20-150 'C at 10 'VmIn (13min) 
150 OC (60min) 
150-1025 IC at 10 'C/min (127min) 
1025-20 OC at 
-10 OqmIn (140min) 
I 
Metal Leaching 
(Boiling Adds) 
Retrieval of Diamond Cryftls 
Sieving 
- 
Washing 
- 
Drying 
I 
Crystal Weighing 
(Dlgftl Balance) 
- 
Microscopic Examin on 
I ; ýO Graphite Leaching I I Microscopic Examination Graphite Leaching 
(SEM) 
I 
(Boiling Adds) (SEM) (Boiling Adds) 
Retrieval of DI "a Retrieval Of Diamond 
Crystals yatels Cr 
Sieving 
- 
Washing 
- 
ng Sieving 
- 
Washing 
- 
Drying 
Microscopic Examination Microscopic Examination (SEM 
I 
(SEM) 
Figure 7-3 : Diagram outlining the 3 parts of the "Diamond Reactivity Experiment (DRE)" for systems of 
(A) metal-powders and diamonds, (5) hot-pressed diamond-metal composites and (C) metal-coated 
diamonds. 
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Metal Powder Producer or Supplier Grade 
- 
Powder Spedfications 
Co-EF 
co-sms 
co (COQ 
Fe 
cu 
Ni 
w 
Mo 
Tj 
cr 
Union Minlere (Belgium) 
Union Minlere (Belgium) 
Eurotungstene Poudres (France) 
Union Minlere (Belgium) 
Union Minlere (Belgium) 
Union Miniere (Belgium) 
Union Minlere (Belgium) 
Union Miniere (Belgium) 
Nimbus Diamond Tools (UK) 
Nimbus Diamond Tools (UK) 
Extra fine grade, 1.2-1.5 pm Fisher SSS 
Submicron Size Grade, 0.8 pm FIsher SSS 
CDC, 1.6 ± 0.15 pm Fisher SSS 
Extra fine grade 
Extra fine grade 
Extra fine grade 
Extra fine grade 
Extra fine grade 
Extra fine grade 
-45 pm 
Table 7-3 : List of the metal powders used In the various metal-diamond systems tested with the DRE. 
Disc Segment 
Designation Metal Matrix Diamond 
Type Diamond Concentration 
HP-1 Co-EF SYN-2 (MBS960 50/60 US Mesh GE) C15 (3.15 %vol. ) 
HP-2 Fe SYN-2 C15 
HP-3 Cu SYN-2 C15 
HP-4 NI SYN-2 C15 
HP-5 MO SYN-2 cis 
HP-6 CuasSnis SYN-2 C15 
Table 7-4 : Composition of the disc shaped composites (segments) tested with the DRE. Consolidation was 
made by hot-pressing in graphite moulds at 8500C for 3 minutes at a pressure of 350 bar. 
CwW Diamond 
Designation 
Diamond 
Type 
Diamond Sze 
(US Mesh) Metal Coating 
Coating Deposition 
Met1wod 
Coating 
Manufacturer 
CD2 SYN-3 30/40 Non-coated 
CD3 SYN-3 40/50 Non-coated 
CD4 SYN-1 30/40 Non-coated 
CD5 SYN-1 40/50 Non-coated 
CD6 SYN-1 30/40 TI CVD De Beers 
CD7 SYN-1 40/50 TI CVD De Beers 
CD8 SYN-1 30/40 
'n PVD Teer Coatings 
CD9 SYN-3 30/40 Cr PVD Teer Coatings 
CD10 SYN-3 40/50 Cr PVD Teer Coatings 
CDII SYN-3 1 30/40 Cr(C) PVD Teer Coatings 
CD12 SYN-3 1 30/40 
-n/cr PVD Teer Coatings 
CD13 SYN-3 30/40 w PVD Teer Coatings 
CD14 SYN-3 40/50 W PVD .] Teer Coatings 
Table 7-5 : Details for the metal coated diamonds tested by the DRE. 
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7.2.2.3 Metal-Leaching Procedure 
After the heat-treatment of the diamond-metal systems, diamonds were separated from their 
metallic environment by a leaching procedure. Metallic environment in this sense refers to the 
sintered metal powders (part A of the DRE), the hot-pressed segments (part B of the DRE) or the 
metal-coating of the coated grit (part C of the DRE). Metals were dissolved in boiling acid 
solutions. Sufficient leaching times were allowed in order to ensure complete dissolution of the 
metals. However, even for systems strongly reactive in leaching, a minimum of I hour leaching 
duration was endorsed. Leaching was only terminated when the signs of metal dissolution 
disappeared, in other words when the gas bubbles production at diamond surfaces ended. A full 
description of the metal leaching procedure is given in Appendix D-2. 
7.2.2.4 Graphite-Leaching Procedure 
Retrieved diamonds were subjected to an additional leaching step subsequently to the metal 
leaching, with the aim of removing any graphite that might have formed on the diamond surfaces 
during the heat-treatment. Graphite removal was achieved by treating the previously metal 
leached diamonds in a hot chromic acid bath. Crystals were immersed into the hot bath for at 
least 30 minutes before they were retrieved. Further details of the graphite leaching procedure 
are given in Appendix D-3. 
7.2.2.5 Diamond Retrieval Procedure 
Following each leaching step, diamond crystals were retrieved from the metal-acid solutions. 
The procedure involved initially the dilution of the acid with water. The solutions were then 
poured through a sieving column made of a 250 jAm and a 100 Pm mesh sieves. The sieves were 
then positioned in a stream of hot air in such a way to allow the drying of the oversize, which 
was comprised of the retrieved diamond crystals and occasionally contained small metal 
fragments that were not fully dissolved. In these cases, the metal fragments were carefully 
separated with the aid of vacuum tweezers under the light of a stereoscope. Diamonds were 
afterwards ultrasonically washed in a bath of acetone and then sieved, dried and retrieved in a 
similar manner as described above. 
7.2.2.6 Diamond Weight Change Measurement Procedure 
A series of diamond weight measurements were carried out in order to establish whether any 
crystal weight change occurred on the diamonds heat-treated with metal powders (part A of the 
DRE, see Figure 7-3). This was achieved by determining the average crystal weight prior to the 
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heat-treatment in the DSC furnace and after the retrieval from the metal leaching. The weight 
change was computed according to the following expression: 
--- 
WDB VvTDA 
D=DB 
-DA nB nA (Equation 7-1) 
where, 15 is the calculated weight change in mgr based on the average diamond crystal weight 
values, 15, is the average crystal weight in mgr prior to the heat-treatinent, -DA is the average 
crystal weight in mgr after the heat-treatment, WDBis the weight in mgr of the tested quantity of 
diamond prior to the heat-treatment, WDAis the crystal weight in mgr of the retrieved quantity 
of diamonds after the heat-treatment, and 'qB and nA are the numbers of counted crystals of the 
weighted diamond quantities prior and after the heat-treatment respectively. 
Prior to mixing with the powder, a quantity of fresh diamonds was accurately weighed with a 
high precision digital balance OWDB). The number of crystals comprising the weighed quantity 
was determined by counting the crystals with the aid of the magnifying lens of a stereoscope 
(nB). An additional weighing was performed to ensure that there was no loss of crystals during 
the counting procedure. A similar sequence of weighing and crystal counting was employed for 
the retrieved diamonds afier the metal leaching that followed the heat-treatment of the powder- 
diamond mixture. 
7.2.2.7 Microscopic Examination 
Microscopic examination of the tested diamonds was the most important aspect of the DRE. It 
was mainly based on Scanning Electron Microscopy supplemented by general Optical 
Microscopy. 
7.2.2.7A Scanning Electron Microscopy (SEM) 
Diamonds were examined at 3 stages of the DRE (refer to Figure 7-3 on page 107): 
in the "as received condition", in other words before the thermal treatment, 
after the thermal treatment and after metal leaching, and 
after the final graphite leaching step. 
Analysis was performed either with a Phillips XL30 SEM or an environmental Phillips Field 
Emission Gun SEM (FEG-ESEM) operating in a high vacuum mode and equipped with an 
energy dispersive X-ray facility (EDAX-LEAPI*" Detector with super ultra thin window). Both 
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Secondary (SE) and Backscattered (BSE) electron imaging modes were employed. Examination 
was carried out at a beam voltage of lOkV and a working distance of 10 mm unless otherwise 
stated. Crystals were spread on a self-adhesive carbon tab and were gold coated prior to 
examination. A minimum of 6 micrographs were taken for each sample, including representative 
images of a diamond crystal at a low magnification and micrographs of octahedral and cubic 
diamond faces at a magnification of x2000 in both SE and BSE modes. Additional micrographs 
were taken in those cases where specific surface features were detected. 
7.2.2.7B Optical Microscopy (OM) 
An optical microscope was primarily employed for the diamond crystal counting required for the 
diamond weight change measurements as described previously. However, in addition to this 
function the optical microscope was utilised to identify the colouring and the light reflection of 
diamond crystals after the various treatments. 
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7.3 Properties of Coated-Diamond Composites 
7.3.1 Introduction 
-Aim 
The series of experimental actions comprising the 2 nd part of the experimental work of this 
research was aimed at determining the effect that metal-coating of diamond has on the 
mechanical properties of diamond reinforced composites (referred to as "segments"). The idea 
behind this objective is that improved mechanical properties are directly related to increased 
diamond tool performance by prolonged tool life and/or better cutting rates. In order to explore 
the true potential of beneficial usage of coated diamonds in industrial applications the raw 
material was selected from industrially available sources and the composite (segment) 
manufacturing methods followed common diamond tool production practice. In order to assure 
that any observed variation in the composite mechanical properties could be ascribed to the 
effect of the metal-coating and the coating-diamond interfacial bonding, it was necessary to keep 
as many as possible production parameters constant. Thus, parameters such as the metal-matrix 
composition, the diamond concentration and consolidation thermal treatment were kept the same 
for all tested composites. The diagram in Figure 7-4 outlines the experimental actions 
comprising the second experimental part of this research. 
Diamond Composita Production 
(by standard diamond tool Industy medWs) 
* Only Furnace Sintered 
Reftngular 
Parallelepiped Test 
Specimens 
(Typical segmeft) 
Tensile Test 
Specimens 
("Dog-Boneff segments) 
Density Measurement 
(Archimedes principle) 
Young's Modulus 
(Non-desbuctve medW) 
3-point Bending 
(TRS measLrment) 
SEM exangnation (RwtLwe sufaces) 
Density Measurement 
(Archimedes principle) 
Tensile Testing (Urda)dal tonsionIng) 
SEM examination (Fracture surfaces) 
Figure 7-4 : Flow chart diagram outlining the experimental steps performed under the second experimental 
part of this research. 
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7.3.2 Materials & Composite Preparation 
All types of raw materials that were used are commercially available. The preparation and 
consolidation of the diamond composites was perfortned by the author at the production facilities 
of Nimbus Diamond Tool and Machine Company Ltd., at Burgess Hill, West Sussex, England. 
7.3.2.1 Diamond Composites (segments) Composition 
A series of selected types of both metal-coated and non-coated synthetic diamonds were 
incorporated into a standard metal matrix of cobalt, which is by far the most common metal used 
in the diamond tool industry. Table 7-6 lists some of the properties of the plain cobalt powder 
used as the metal-matrix of the diamond composites. 
Powder type Cobalt COC (min Cobalt 99.7%) 
Source Eurotungstene Poudres (France) 
Fisher grain size 1.60 * 0.15 prn 
Oxygen content Typical 0.5% (max 0.8%) 
Table 7-6 : Details of the cobalt powder used as the metal-matrix for the diamond composites. 
Both the coated and non-coated synthetic diamonds that were employed to formulate the 
diamond composites were from those also involved in the first experimental part and are listed in 
Table 7-3 (see page 108) and Table 7-5 (see page 108). 
Composites were consolidated according to standard diamond tool manufacturing processes into 
rectangular parallelepiped specimens and into shapes to suit tensile testing ("dog-bone" type 
segments). A total of 59 sets of rectangular parallelepiped and 26 sets of "dog-bone" segments 
were prepared. Each set of the rectangular parallelepiped type segments comprised of 5 
specimens whereas "dog-bone" type segments sets consisted of 3 samples. Specimens without 
diamond reinforcement and composites impregnated with plain non-coated diamonds were 
manufactured as well as those with the metal-coating in order to be used as a reference material 
for comparisons. Diamond concentration was 35* (8.75% vol. ) for all rectangular parallelepiped 
segments and 25 (6.25% vol. ) for the "dog-bone" specimens. Table 7-7 and Table 7-8 in the 
following pages list the parameters of the tested specimens. 
In clamond Wd IrKkoy concenbMw Is referred upon an uno(ndal sbmdard where by ddnition concenb-Am 100 equals to 4.4 
Carats per on3 (or 25% by volume). 
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Segment Set 
Code 
6 
M E '15 E 
z 01 
Diamond 
Condition E 9 Manufacturer 
2,8 
1 
Diamond Size 
Range 
(US mesh) 
's 
2 
.2 
Reference 
Non-coated 
Segment 
Reference 
Non-Heat 
Treated 
Segment 
01% (A N6 
CD I- FS 
CD 2- FS 
CD 3- FS 
CD 4- FS 
CD 5- FS 
1-5 
1-5 
1-5 
1-5 
-1--5 
--- 
Blank No dla 
---- 
ýT2Lý9!! ýýo 
-_Refere ments 
Non-cuited DS 30/40 
Non-coated DB 40/50 
Non-coated DB 
_.. ___30/40----. -Wýn`;; ýý 40/SO 
- SYN-3 
SYN-3 
---SYN-I SYN-1 
------------------ 
------ 
---------- 
CD 6- FS 
CD 7- FS 
1-5 
1-5 T 
TI 
- 
coated 
Tl- coated 
DB 
DB CVD 
30/40 
40/50 ___SYN-1 SYN-1 
CD4 
CD5 
- CD 8 FS I Ti 
- 
coated TC PVD 30/40 SYN-3 2 
- 
CD 9- FS 1-5 Cr- coated TC PVD 30/ SYN-3 CD2 
- 
CD io 
- 
FS 1-5 Cr 
- 
coated TC PVD 40/50 SYN-3 CD3 
- 
_2: L 
k-FS 
CD12 
-F 
i 
1-5 
1-5 
C 4C 
--spalýq 
TVCr 
- 
coated 
- 
TC 
TC 
PVD 
PVD 
30/40 
-idj4-F-- SYN-3 SYN-3 
CD2 
CD2 
CD 13 
- 
FS 
CD 14 
- 
FS 
1-5 
1-5 
w-ý; Tbw 
W- coated 
TC 
TC 
PVD 30/40 SYN-3 CD2 
CD3 
CD I- HIP 6-10 Bla No dla nd Im nati Refere ce ments 
CD 2- HIP 6-10 Non-coated DB 30/40 SYN-3 
CD 3- HIP 6-10 Non-mated DB 40/50 SYN-3 
CD 4- HIP 
CD 5- HIP 
6-10 
6-10 
Non-coated 
fTOT-(; iýW- 
DB 
DB 
30/40 
40/50 
SYN-1 
SYN-1 
00% CD 6- HIP 6-10 71- coated DB CVD 30/40 
_SYN-1 
CD4 
IL CD 7- HIP 6-10 11 
-coated DB CVD 40/50 SYN-1 ____ CDS 
CD 8- HIP 6-10 Tl- coated TIC PVD 30/40 SYN-3 CD2 
M9- HIP 6-10 Cr- coated 
coated 
TC 
TC 
PVD 
PVD 
30/40 
40/50 
SYN-3 
SYN-3 
CD2 
M3 
CD 11 
- 
HIP_ 
CD 12 
- 
HIP 
6-10 
6-10 
Cr(C) 
- 
coated___ 
Tl/Cr- coated 
TC 
TC 
PVD 
PVD 
30/40 
30/40 
- SYN-3_ 
SYN-3 
M2 
CD2 
- 
------- 
CD 13 
- 
HIP 6-10 W- coated TC PVD 30/40 SYN-3 CD2 
CD 14 
- 
HIP 6-10 W- coated TC PVD 40/50 SYN-3 CD3 
CD 15 
- 
HP 1-10 Non-mated D8 30/50 SYNA 
CD 16 
- 
HP 1-10 Non-wated DB 30/50 SYN-3 
CD 17 
- 
HP 1-5 Non-coated DB 30/40 SYN-3 
CD 18 
- 
HP 1-5 T1 
- 
coated HT DB CVD 30/50 ._ SYN-1 CD15 CD32 
CD 19 
- 
HP 1-5 T1 
- 
coated HT TC PVD 30/50 SYN-I MIS CD33 
CD 20 
- 
HP 1-5 Cr- coated HT TC PVD 30/50 SYN-1 MIS CD34 
CD 21 
- 
HP TC PVD 30/40 SYN-3 CD17, CD41 CD35 
CD 22 
- 
HP 1-5 TVCr 
- 
coated 
. 
HT TC PVD 30/40 SYN-3 CD17, CD41 CD36 
CD 23 
- 
HP 1-5 
- 
Wated w HT TC PVD 30/50 SYNA MIS CD37 
CD 24 
- 
HP 
I 
1-5 Cr- coated NDT PC 30/50 SYN-1 CD15 
CD 25 
- 
HP 1-5 W- coated 
. 
-1 ------- PC 30/50 SYN-I CD15 
CD 26 
- 
HP 1-5 W- coated HT PC 
-1 MIS CD25 :C CD 27 
- 
HP I- Bla (No diamond impregna Refere segments 
CD 28 
- 
HP 1-5 CD 
- 
coated 3 PC 30/40 SYN-3 CD17, CD41 
CD 29 
- 
HP 1-5 Co 
- 
coated HT i PC 
_30/40 
SYN-3 CD17, CD41 CD28 
CD 30 
- 
HP 1-5 W- coated NC CVD 35/50 SYN-1 CDI S 
CD 31 
- 
HP 1-5 W- coated HT NC CVD 35/50 _ SYNA CD15 
CD 32 
- 
HP 
I 
1-5 71- Coated DB CVD 30/50 SYN-1 MIS 
ad CD 33 - HP 1-5 T1 - coated TC PVD 30/50 
- 
SYN-1 MIS 
0 CD 34 
- 
HP 1-5 Cr- coated TC PVD ]ýjso SYN-1 i 
CD 35 
- 
HP 1-5 Cr (C) 
- 
coated TC PVD 30/40 SYN-3 CD17, CD41 
CD 36 
- 
HP 1-S TVCr 
- 
coated TC PVD VJ40 M-3 CD17, CD41 
CD 37 
- 
HP 1-5 w- costed TC PVD 30/SO _ SYN-1 CD1S 
CD 38 
- 
HP I-S Cr- coated HT NlYr PC 30/SO SYN-1 MIS CD24 
CD 39 
- 
HP 1-S Ti 
- 
coated TC PVD 30/40 SYN-3 CD17, CD41 
CD 40 
- 
HP 1-5 Ti 
- 
mated HT TC PVD 30/40 SYN-3 CD17, CD41 CD39 
CD 41 
- 
HP 1-5 Non-mated DB M L4O SYN-3 
CD 42 
- 
HP I-S Cr- coated TC PVD M L4O SYN-3 CD17, CD41 
CD 43 
- 
HP 1-5 Cr 
- 
mated HT TC 30/40 SYN-3 CD17, CD41 CD42 
CD44 
- 
HP 1-S W- coated 
1 
TC CD41 
CDOIS 
- 
HP 1-5 W- coated HT TC PVD 30/40 SYN-3 
, 
CD17, CD41 
Nomenclature: 
ea : Diamond Heat treatment at SOOT, 20min, in 101-12 / 9ON2 atmosphere Diamond Type : SVW1 Is superior quality SVIN-3 produced by De Beers 
: CVD: Chemical Vapour Deposition, PVD: Physical Vapour Deposition, PC: Powder Coating / Encapsulation 
Manufacturers of Coated Diamonds : DO, : De Beers, NDT : Nimbus Diamond Tool, NC : Norton Company, TC : Teer Coatings, VM : Van moppes, 
3: Fuji Paudal Kabushild Kalsha 
Table 7-7 : Complete listing of the parameters for the rectangular parallelepiped segments. 
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'Dog-Bone" 
ment Seg 
ýV 
CL IFF E Diamond 
'0 t! 
02 r E Manufacturer 
ý Diamond 
Size Range 
Reference 
Non-coated 
Reference 
Non-Heat Equivalent 
tC d S Condition .2 (US mesh) F- 2 S m nt Treated Segment o e e z a eg e Segment 
DBS 1 1-3 No diamond content 
- 
Reference sample CDI, CD27 
DBS 2 1-3 Non-coated 
- 
DB 30/40 SYN-3 CD2, CD17 
DBS 3 1-3 Non-coated 
- 
DB 40/50 SYN-3 CD5 
DBS 4 1-3 Non-coated 
- 
DB 30/50 SYN-1 CD15 
-- ---- - ------ DBS 5 1-3 TI- coated 
--------- --- 
TC PVD 
- ---- 
30/40 
------------ -- 
5YN-3 
----------- 
DB52 
- 
CD8, CD39 
DBS 6 1-3 'n 
-_ 
coated HT TC PVD 30/40 SYN-3 DBS2 DBS5 CD40 
DBS 7 1-3 TI/Cr- coated 
- 
TC PVD 30/40 SYN-3 DBS2 
- 
CD12, CD36 
DBS 8 1-3 -n/cr- coated HT TC PVD 30/40 SYN-3 DBS2 
__ ._ 
DBS7 CD22 
DOS 9 1-3 W- coated TC PVD 30/40 SYN-3 DBS2 _ CD13, CD44 
%. 0 DBS 10 1-3 W- coated HT TC PVD 30/40 SYN-3 DBS2 DBS9 CD45 
Ch DBS 11 1-3 TI 
- 
coated 
- 
DS CVD 30/50 SYN-1 DBS4 CD32 
OC DBS 12 1-6 T! 
- 
coated HT DB CVD 30/50 SYN- I DBS4 DBSI 1 CD18 
2 DBS 13 __ 1-6 Cr- coated 
- 
TC _ PVD . ___ 30/50 - -- SYN-1 ---- DBS4 ___ M33 
DBS 14 1-3 Cr- coated HT TC PVD 30/50 SYNA DBS4 DBS13 CD19 U) 
DBS 15 1-3 Cr (C) 
- 
coated TC PVD 30/40 SYN-3 DBS2 CDI I, CD35 
16 1-3 Cr (C) 
- 
coated HT TC PVD 30/40 SYN-3 DBS2 ---------- DBS15 CD21 
C DBS 17 1-3 W- coated TC PVD 30/50 SYN-1 DBS4 CD37 
-- ------------- DBS 18 -- 1-3 W- coated HT TC PVD 30/50 SYN-1 DBS4 DBS17 CD23 
IW6 DBS 19 1-3 Cr- coated NDT PC 30/50 SYN-1 DBS4 CD24 
DBS 20 1-6 Cr 
- 
coated HT NDT PC 30/50 SYN-1 DBS4 DBS19 CD38 
DBS 21 1-6 W- coated VM PC 30/50 SYN-1 DBS4 CD25 
DOS 22 1-3 W- coated HT VM PC 30/50 SYN-1 DBSOI DBS21 CD26 
DBS 23 1-3 Co 
- 
coated 
- 
I K 30/40 SYN-3 DBS2 CD28 
DOS 24 1-3 Co 
- 
coated HT 3 PC 30/40 SYN-3 DBS2 DBS23 CD29 
DW25 1-3 W- coated NC CVD 35/50 SYN-1 DBS4 CD30 
DBS 26 1 1-6 W- coated , HT NC CVD 1 35/50 1 SYN-1 DBS4 DBS25 CD31 
Nomendmre : 
HT : Diamond Heat btatment at SW*C, 20min, In 1OH2 / 9ON2 atmosphere Diamond Type : SYM-1 Is superior quality SYN-3 produced by De Beers 
Metal coating deposition medWs CVD Chemical Vapour Deposition, PVD : Physical Vapour Deposition, PC: Powder CoaUng / Encapsulation 
Mam"durers of Coated Diamonds D5 De Beers, MDT : Nimbus Diamond Tool, MC : Norton Company, TC : Teer Coatings, VH : Van Moppes, 
I: Fuji Paudal Kabus; hIkJ Kalsha 
Table 7-8 : Complete listing of the parameters for the tensile test type Cdog-boneff) segments. 
7.3.2.2 Production Methods 
The segment formulation was achieved by powder metallurgy (PM) techniques, which involved 
the weighing and mixing of metallic powders and diamonds, the cold compaction of the powder 
mixture into green compacts and finally the hot consolidation to dense segments. Firstly, the 
exact weights of granulated fine cobalt matrix powder, diamond grit and lubricant, were 
calculated according to the cold press mould dimensions, the desired green compact dimensions 
and the diamond concentration in the segment. When calculating the required amount for the 
coated diamonds, the weight of the metal coating had to be taken into account so as to ensure 
that the weighted amount of coated grit would contain the actually required quantity of 
diamonds. For the diamonds that had a very thin coating, the coating was neglected and the 
calculation was similar to that for the non-coated diamonds. However, for diamonds with a thick 
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coating and especially for metals with a high density such as tungsten, the coating had to be 
taken into account. Thus, the initially calculated weight of diamond was adjusted by multiplying 
by a suitable factor, so that the final weight of coated grit contained the actual desired amount of 
diamond. 
The appropriate amounts of diamond grit, cobalt powder and zinc stearate lubricant 
jZn(C18H3502)) were weighed separately and were then mixed in a tubular mixer for sufficient 
time to achieve a homogeneous mixture. The powder mixture was then loaded in the pressing die 
and was uniaxially cold compacted in a hydraulic press to form the green compacts. All 
rectangular parallelepiped segments were cold compacted using a load of 1000 lbs (approx. 4.5 
kN) whereas a higher load of 2800 lbs (approx. 12.5 kN) was required for the larger "dog-bone" 
type specimens. 
The segments were then hot consolidated by three different methods: 
" furnace sintering (FS), 
" furnace sintering followed by container-less hot-isostatic-pressing (HIP), and 
" uniaxial hot-pressing (HP). 
Furnace sintering (FS) took place in a mesh belt furnace. The sintering treatment was done 
under a protective and slightly reducing atmosphere of a gas mixture of a 10/90 hydrogen and 
nitrogen ratio. The travelling speed of the belt was appropriately adjusted so that the segments 
were dewaxed at the first semi-hot sections of the furnace and remained at the hot zone of the 
furnace for the desired time required for sintering. Sintering in the mesh belt furnace was 
employed to produce the tensile test segments and a batch of 14 sets of rectangular 
parallelepiped segments. 
In the case of the tensile test segments the dewaxing of the compacts took place in a separate 
mesh belt furnace of smaller size, but sintering to achieve densification took place in the same 
furnace as the one used for sintering the rectangular parallelepiped segments. 
The diagrams in Figure 7-5 give the time-temperature cycles for the sintering treatments. 
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Figure 7-5 : The heating cycles of the furnace sintering heat treatments. 
The hot-isostatic pressing (HIP) production route involved initially the sintering of the green 
rectangular segments in a mesh belt furnace with the same heating cycle as described in the 
previous paragraph. The sintered segments were then loaded in a HIP vessel without the use of 
any type of encapsulation (container-less HIP). The segments were hot-isostatically pressed at 
850"C for 30 minutes under a pressure of lOOMPa. 
Hot-pressing (HP) was performed in a semi-automatic HP unit. The rectangular cold pressed 
green segments were loaded in batches of five in special graphite assembled moulds and were 
uniaxially hot pressed. Die wall lubricant was used to coat the punch faces and mould cavity 
walls to prevent diffusion bonding between the pressing tools and the compacts. A dewaxing 
step was included in the heating cycle. Pressure was applied from the beginning of the cycle and 
was only released when the temperature dropped below 400'C during cooling down. Figure 7-6 
gives the details for the hot-pressings heating cycle. 
Figure 7-7 on next page presents in a graphical manner the various steps and details for both the 
rectangular and "dog-bone" shaped segments production routes. 
HP 
- 
Rectangular Segments 
900 
800 57 205 Umin 
700 
' 
- 
600 178 Clmin Hot - Press 
500 
-500 
400 139 bar (14 MPa) 1.139 bar CL 
300 ---------------- 6 mi --- 
(14 MPa) 
n 
200 3.5 min 
\ 
100 
- 
0 ar 4 MPa) , n.. ' 4 mi  
0 1iI. i. 16. ii 
0246 a 10 12 14 16 18 
Time (min) 
Figure 7-6 : The heating cycles of the hot-pressing (HP). 
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Cobalt powder Diamond grit 
98% Co (CoC), 2% Cu PP A& ., 4 Size ranges - 30140,40150,30150 or 351.50 US mesh (1.45 
- 
1.75jim) W* Concentration 35 (8.75% vot) forthe rectangularsegmenfs 25 (6.25% vol. ) for the "dog-b one" segments 
Mixing lubricant agent 
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-- -------------- (0,5% of segment weight) Organic 
Mixing 
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Stirrer type 
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91 Diamond containing 
mixture 
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HIP: Hot-Isostaft Pressing 
HP: Hot-Pressing 
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Sieving 
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Woven Wre sieve 91 
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50oc 
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Figure 7-7 : Graphical illustration of the diamond composites (segments) production methods. 
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7.3.3 Test Methods 
The following paragraphs describe the various testing methods and procedures that were 
employed to determine the mechanical properties and the interfacial bonding characteristics of 
the manufactured diamond composites. 
7.3.3.1 Density Measurement 
The density of all the prepared samples was measured to assess the achieved densification. 
Measurement involved a series of weight determinations employing the well-known 
"Archimedes" principle. The theoretical density for each segment was calculated according to 
the matrix chemistry and diamond concentration and was compared to the measured density. 
Details on the density measurement procedures are given in Appendix D-4. 
7.3.3.2 Modulus of Elasticity Measurement (Young's Modulus) 
For the metal-matrix composites (MMCs) the Young's modulus is a very important material 
property that is strongly related to the interfacial bonding between the composite constituents 
and reflects the ability to transfer load from the matrix to the stiff reinforcement. Young's 
Modulus is a material property that is commonly stated when referring to MMCs performance 
and describes the ability of the composite structure to respond elastically to an applied load. 
In the present research work, the Young's modulus was measured by a non-destructive dynamic 
method known as Impulse Excitation Technique (IET). The tests were performed by the author 
at the laboratory for Metal-Matrix Composites in the Department of Materials Science and 
Metallurgy of Cambridge University. The resonant frequencies were determined with the 
Grindo-Sonic MK4x instrument made by Lemmens-Elektronika in Belgium. 
The principle of the Impulse Excitation Technique is to 
deduce the composite stiffness by measuring the 
fundamental resonance frequencies (1) of vibration after the 
specimen has been excited with a light mechanical impulse 
(tap) [211 ]. The segment was resting on two small parallel 
cylinders located at 22.4% of the segment length from 
either end (see Figure 7-8). After positioning, the segment 
was excited by striking it with a small metallic ball. The 
transducer located at the bottom centre of the segment 
Metallic son 
Microphone-I-' 
Supports 
-_-- 
Figure 7-8 : The experimental set-up of 
the IET. The small steel ball causes the 
segment to vibrate in the fundamental 
flexural mode and the microphone 
detects the resulting vibrations. 
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picked up the mechanical vibration. The microprocessor analysed the signal and finally after a 
couple of seconds displayed a reading on the MK4x instrument panel, which corresponded to the 
duration of two periods (R) of the fundamental vibration expressed in microseconds (As). This 
procedure was repeated three times for each segment in order to certify the consistency of the 
readings. The Young's Modulus (E) for a prismatic specimen of rectangular cross-section is 
given by the following formula [2121: 
E=0.94642 
-h2T. 
10-12 (Gpa) (Equation 7-2) 
where, p is the density of the segment (g/cm 3 ), L and h is the segment length and height 
respectively (mm), f is the resonant frequency (Hz) and is related to the instrument reading (R), 
f=2 
. 
106 IR. T is a dimensionless shape factor, which depend on segment length (L), width (b) 
and Poisson's ratio according to the following expression [212]: 
248.340. 
(] 
+ 0.2023v + 2.173v'). (h 
T= 1+6585-(J+0.0752v+0.8lO9V2). 1) 
-0.868. 
(h) Lý (Equation 7-3) RL 
1+6.338-(1+0.1408]v+1.536V2). h2 (L) 
where, P is the Poisson's ratio of the composite. The Rule-of-Mixtures was employed to 
calculate the Poisson's ratio of the composites and was expressed as: 
Vsegment 
-ý Vmatrix 0/0) - Vmatrix + Vdiamond (0/0) * Vdiamond (Equation 7-4) 
where, V&..,, d r1o) and Vtft r1o) are the volume fraction of the segment occupied by the 
matrix and the diamonds respectively (V,,. ti,, (916) + Vdj ..... d ('16)=100). The Poisson's ratio for 
the cobalt matrix and the diamond were selected to be the average of values found in the 
literature. Tbus, the values that were used in the calculation were: Pc,, =(0.29-0.32)=0.305 [213] 
and PdO. Od=0.2 [21]. The diamond concentration of 35 is translated to V. tt' (0/6) = 91.25% = 
0.9125 and Vdimd ('16) = 8.75% = 0.08 75. Inserting the above values in Equation 7-4 results in 
a Poisson' ration of 0.29 for the composite. For the blank segments that had no diamond 
impregnation the Poisson's ratio of the plain cobalt matrix (Pc,, =0.305) was used instead. In the 
calculation of the Poisson's ratio of the diamond composites the presence of any metal coating 
on the diamond crystals was neglected. 
The Young9s modulus of a composite containing 30/40 US mesh size diamonds was calculated 
from the equations of Hashin-Shtrikman [201], Tsai-Halpin [202] and Cohen-Ishai [203], which 
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provide a theoretical prediction of the modulus of elasticity for composite structures (for details 
see Appendix C). The calculated values were compared to the experimentally obtained ones in 
order to evaluate whether these relatively simple models can be successfully applied in 
predicting modulus of elasticity of diamond MMCs. 
7.3.3.3 3-Point Bending 
The 3-point bending of the rectangular parallelepiped specimens was made with a Mayes 
Universal Testing apparatus according to the British Standard BS EN 23327 [214] applicable to 
brittle materials, which determines the Transverse Rupture Strength (TRS). The standard 
designates two types of test specimens with dimensions as given in Table 7-9. The manufactured 
diamond composites had dimensions closer to those of the type A test specimen as designated by 
the BS standard. For that reason the 3-point bending test was designed according to the 
specifications for type A specimens as is stated in the standard. 
The distance between the 6 mm diameter WC rollers that were used, was modified to keep 
approximately the same specimen length/span aspect ratio as for the type A standard test 
specimen (see Table 7-10 and Figure 7-9). 
Test Dimensions (mm) Rollers Span 
Specimen Length Width Height (mm) 
Type A 35 ±1 5±0.25 5±0.25 30 ± 0.5 
Type B 20 ±1 6.5 ± 0.25 5.25 ± 0.25 14.5 ± 0.5 
Table 7-9 : The specifications for the test specimens and span between the rollers according to BS EN 
23327 (2141. 
Test Average Dimensions (mm) Rollers Span (mm) 
Segments Length Width Height Calculated Used 
Sintered 33.1 11.2 4.1 28 28 
HIP-ed 32.4 10.9 3.9 27.4 27.2 
HP-ed 39.8 9.9 3.4 34.8 34.7 & 35. 
Table 7-10 : The average dimensions of the as-manufactured segments tested in 3-point bending and the 
distance of the supports that was used in each case so that to keep the Length to Span ratio equal to what 
is designated in the BS EN 23327 [214]. 
-1111 
Hlp. ed 
-Z V- 
Hp. ed 
.1N- 
'00, 
Figure 7-9 : The 3-point bending configuration showing the used distance of the supports for each case. 
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The transverse rupture strength (TRS) in 3-point bending is calculated according to the following 
equation [214]: 
3FL 
TRS = 2bh' 
where, F is the applied load at failure (N), L is the distance 
between the supports (mm), b is the specimen width (mm) and 
h is the specimen height (mm) (see Figure 7-10). The 
calculated TRS is given in units of MPa. All five segments 
from each set were tested in bending. 
The width (b) and height (h) used in the computations were the 
average values of measurements taken at three locations in 
each segment and were obtained by a point micrometer. 
(Equation 7-5) 
Since dimensions of tested specimens did not exactly comply with the BS EN 23327, the 
calculated TRS values had to be corrected. Bars made of WC II %Co cemented carbide were 
machined to the dimensions of the type A standard specimen and to the average dimensions of 
each of the three (3) types of tested diamond composites (sintered, HIP-ed and HP-ed). A total of 
20 bars were used to produce 4 sets of 5 specimens of each type. Specimens were subjected to 3- 
point bending according to the testing conditions that were applied for each of the three (3) types 
of diamond composites whereas the specimens machined to type A standard dimensions were 
tested exactly as directed by the BS EN 23327. With this procedure, it was possible to measure 
the deviation of the measured TRS values of the diamond composites from the BS standard TRS 
values, in other words from the TRS values that would have yielded if the test specimens have 
had the dimensions of type A test pieces as designated by the BS EN 233227. 
Table 7-11 gives the TRS correction factors as resulted from the previously described procedure. 
Whether or not the dimensions of the test specimens are according to the standard test pieces 
does not affect the comparison of values of the tested samples. However, in order to have the 
ability to compare with values of other published 
studies, it was found necessary to follow this 
procedure for obtaining an estimation of the 4'true" 
TRS values for the manufactured diamond 
Segment Type TRS Correction Factor 
Fumace Sintered (FS) 1.25 
Hot-Isostatic Pressed (HIP) 0.98 
Hot Pressed (HP) 0.90 
composites. It should be noted here, that the validity 
of this correction method depends on the 
Table 7-11 : The TRS correction factors 
as computed from the bending test of the 
WC+11%Co cemented carbides 
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consistency of quality of the tested cemented carbide, something, which was however not 
certified 
As is known, the shape and amount of porosity influences the strength of materials [215]. Since 
the density of the manufactured diamond impregnated segments varied in a relatively wide 
range, it was necessary to eliminate the scatter in the measured TRS values, which accounted for 
the variation of the porosity levels in the composites. The demand for such a correction arose 
from the need to ensure that any variation in the measured TRS values between the segments 
could be accounted for by the effect of the metal-coating of the diamond particles and not by the 
porosity. Theoretical analysis studies [216] have shown that the strength of particulate 
composites is a linear function of porosity content in the low porosity regime. Correction of the 
TRS values was based on the theoretical density as was calculated for the diamond composite 
composition. The correction was done by adding to each measured TRS a certain positive value, 
which corresponded to the percentage of porosity in the segment compared to the 100% 
theoretical density. For example, the TRS of a segment with a relative density of 90% of 
theoretical (10% porosity) should increase by 10%. From this point forward in the thesis, this 
correction procedure will be referred to as normalisation for porosity. In this procedure it was 
assumed that the shape of the porosity in all the segment types was identical and had no 
additional effect in bending strength reduction and that only the net amount of porosity was 
critical. 
7.3.3.4 Tensile Testing 
- 
Unlaxial Tension 
The "dog-bone" shaped specimens produced with the furnace- 
sintering route (see Figure 7-7 and Table 7-8) were tested in 
uniaxial tension. Following sintering the average gauge length of 
the segments was 29 mm and with an average cross-sectional 
area of 6 mm x 4.3 mm. The samples were loaded on a Mayes 
tensile test machine fitted with a 100 kN load cell equipped with 
wedge grips (see Figure 7-11). Load-displacement curves 
obtained on a chart recorder were used to calculate the ultimate 
tensile strength (UTS), ductility and proof stress (0.2%) of the 
segments. 
Figure 7-11 : Uniaxial tensile 
test set-up configuration. 
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7.3.3.5 SEM Examination 
SEM work was performed with 3 different microscopes, a JEOL 6400 WfNSEM microscope 
equipped with a NORAN EDAX analysis system, a Phillips XL30 SEM and a Phillips Field- 
Emission Gun SEM (FEG-ESEM) operating at a high vacuum mode and equipped with an ultra 
thin window EDAX detector. The JEOL microscope was used mainly for the examination of 
fractured surfaces at low magnification, because of its particular sample stage design, which 
offered the best possibility of loading at the same time both the positive and negative fractured 
surfaces for each sample (Figure 7-12). The FEG-ESEM was used for high-resolution imaging 
and EDAX analysis, whereas the XL30 on all other circumstances. 
Sample fractured in bending 
Negative Positive 
fracture surface fracture surface 
Examined surfaces 
'%--. go. . 0.000' 
Sample as loaded in the microscope 
Figure 7-12 : Sketch showing how the two developed fracture surfaces for each sample were assembled in 
order to be examined simultaneously in the SEM. 
SEM was employed to examine the bonding of the diamond reinforcement to the metal-matrix. 
Analysis was made on the fracture surfaces after breaking the samples by the 3-point bending 
and tensile testing. Both the positive and negative fracture surfaces for each sample were 
analysed. One specimen from each set of composites was examined. Particular interest was given 
to the interfacial regions and to the surface morphology of the diamonds. A series of observation 
features were counted and classified for each fracture surface in order to quantify the 
examination results. Table 7-12 on next page lists the features that were observed and counted 
for the SEM fracture surface analysis. 
Based on the counted observation features, the number of lost diamonds (L) and the total number 
of crystal sites found at the fracture surfaces has been calculated for each segment according to 
the following expressions: 
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Lost Diamonds 
SurfaccA SurfaceB 
i--1,2,3 i= 1,2,3 
(DP)i + F, (DP)i 
- 
(PO)A 
- 
(PO)B 
i (Equation 7-6) 
2 
Sur&ceA 
i-- 1,2,3 
Total No. of Diamond Sites S Fd (Dp)i+(PO)A (Equation 7-7) 
i 
where, (DP)i is the number of diamond crystals protruding at Wevel with i=1,2 or 3, and (PO) the 
number of pull-out sites. 
Obtained values were compared to the theoretical number of diamond crystals (SN) expected to 
be found at the fracture plane. It is assumed that crystals have a spherical shape with diameter 
being the average value of the diamond mesh size and that the fracture plane cuts the crystals at 
their middle. The calculation takes into account the crystal size, the diamond concentration in the 
segment and the cross-sectional area at the plane of fracture. 
Theoretical No. of Diamond Sites SN=2-10 4 
C*(a. b) (Equation 7-8) 
ir-D 2 
where C is the diamond concentration (100 equals 250/ovol. ), a and b are the dimensions of the 
fracture plane (in mm), D is the average diameter of the diamond as calculated from the mesh 
size (in Am). 
Obseripatlon Feature Scale Values / Levels 
Diamond Protrusion (DP) 3 (3) Much, (2) Medium, (1) Little 
Fractured Diamond TD) 3 (6) Much, (5) Medium, (4) Utde 
Diamond Fragment remained In Pull-Out Crater (DF) 3 (9) Large, (8) Medium, (7) Small 
Degree of Diamond Surface Modification (due to 3 (12) High, (11) Medium (10) Low 
graphitization, reaction, dissolution etc. ) (SM) , 
signs of Reaction at the Interfacial Region (111) 3 (15) Many Signs, (14) Few Signs, (13) No Signs 
metal-Matrix remains on diamond surfaces (MR) 3 (18) Much, (17) Medium, (16) Little 
C6wed Diamond (CL) 1 (19) Cleaved Diamond 
Cracked Diamond (CR) 1 (20) Cracked Diamond 
Pull-Out Crater (PO) 1 (0) Pull-Out 
Lost Diamond (L) 1 (0) Lost Diamond 
Lost Diamond Fragment from Pull-out crater (LF) 1 (0) Reacted Pull-Out 
Table 7-12 : List of the features that were counted and observed for the SEM Fracture Surfaces Analysis. 
Note that the numbers and symbols in brackets denote the labelling method on the SEM micrographs. 
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7.4 Coated-diamond Composites with Alloy Metal-Matrices 
7.4.1 Introduction 
- 
Alm 
The series of experiments described under the above experimental procedures (§7.3) examined 
the mechanical properties and bonding of composites made of metal-coated diamonds 
incorporated in a standard matrix of cobalt. As already explained, the aim was to evaluate the 
various coated 
-diamonds. This required impregnating them in the same metal-matrix (standard 
cobalt matrix) in order to measure the net effect of the metallic coating. However, this restricted 
optimising the coating-matrix interface (2nd interface) because the various metals used as 
coatings do not have the same degree of affinity for cobalt. 
In order to explore the true potential of coated diamonds it is necessary to incorporate the coated 
diamonds in metal-matrices that are chemically compatible with each particular metal of the 
coating. For that reason in this 3"d part of the experimental work a selection of the coated 
diamonds were incorporated in to alloyed metal-matrices of various compositions in order to 
achieve chemical bonding at the coating-matrix interface. 
The criteria for selecting the matrices were primarily based on published data. Firstly, metal- 
matrix alloy components potentially compatible with each metallic coating were selected. Exact 
composition was then detennined by adjusting to suit the alloys used in practice in the diamond 
tool industry. 
7.4.2 Diamond COmPosites (segments) 
All types of raw materials that were employed are commercially available. The preparation and 
consolidation of the diamond composites was made by the author at the production facilities of 
Nimbus Diamond Tool and Machine Company Ltd., at Burgess Hill, West Sussex, England. 
Both coated and non-coated diamonds that were employed were among those tested in the 
previous experimental sections (7.2 and 7.3). Rectangular parallelepiped composites were 
consolidated with the hot-pressing route as described in paragraph 7.3.2.2 on page 115. 
Maximum sintering temperature was selected appropriately to suit matrix composition. For all 
hot-pressing heating cycles, duration at maximum sintering temperature (dwell time) was kept 
constant at 3.5 min. Diamond concentration was 35 (8.75% vol. ) and was the same for all 
composites. For each metal-matrix composition a series of reference segments were 
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manufactured in addition to the coated diamond impregnated composites. These included 
segments of plain metal-matrix with no diamond reinforcement and segments impregnated with 
non-coated diamonds. 
The table below lists the type, main characteristics and origin of the powders that were employed 
to formulate the alloyed matrices. 
Powder Trade Name Pardde Size % Oxygen Manuftcturer (Product Code) (FSSS) Typical (Maximum) 
Bronze 
85/15 
CuasSnIs 
(PAA8515EP30) -325 Mesh MBC Metal Powders (UK) 
Cobalt 
EKtra Fine 
Co-EF 
(00098) 1.5 Pm 0.13(0.6) OMG KDkkola Chemical Oy (Finland) 
iron 
Catonyl type 
Fe (CN) 
(Fe 2000) 4-6 lim < 0.2 Eurotungstene Poudres (France) 
Next 100 
Pre-alloyed Fe-Co-Cu Next 100 <1 Pm Eurotungstene Poudres (France) 
Nickel Ni (99.95%) Ronald Britton & Company (UK) 
Tungsten WP30 (AW 2118) 2.5 : l: 0.4 pm Eurotungstene Poudres (France) 
Table 7-13 : Listing of main details of the various powders used to formulate the tested alloyed metal- 
matrices. * Data not available. ** Composition not disclosed. EDAX analysis has shown Fe-Cu-Cu 
28.6/25.2/46.2 %wt. 
Table 7-14 on next page lists the complete set of Parameters of the rectangular parallelepiped 
segments with the alloyed matrices that were manufactured and tested. 
Same test methods as those used in experimental part-H (section 7.3) were employed for 
evaluating the mechanical properties and interfacial bonding of the composites. 
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Segment Diamond , 
r-, 
M 
Ir-7"Ou 
' 
Diamond 'or_ 
0 
Metal-Matrix C31 P, 0 Reference 
Reference 
Segment 
Set Condition 'm :3 '9 Mt 0 Size Range E Composition 2L Blank with Code r_ 1 uX (US mesh) (%Wt. ) E Ln Segment Non-coated M 8 I Diamonds 
M1111-111 Blank segment 
- 
No diamond content 
- 
Reference Sample Co + 15%wt. Ni 870 
W4 
Ch 110111111-1141 Non-coated 
- - 
30/40 SYN-3 Co + 15%wt. Ni 870 MBI-B 
MBI-C Co-coated I PC 30/40 SYN-3 Co + 15%wt. Ni 870 MB1-B MBI-N 
M1132-113 Blank segment 
- 
No diamond content 
- 
Reference Sample Co + 10%wt. W 850 
C4 
gh MB2-N Non-coated 
- 
30/40 SYN-3 Co + 10%wt. W 850 MB2-B 
M82-C Co-coated I PC 30/40 SYN-3 Co + 10%wt. W 850 MB2-B MB2-N 
M1113-113 Blank segment 
- 
No diamond content 
- 
Reference Sample Co + 10%wt. bronze 85/15 850 
M 
MB3-N Non-coated 30/40 
J 
SYN-3  Co + 10%wt. bronze 85/15 850 MB3-B 
_ 
MB4-B 
M1113-C Cr-coated TC PVD 
1 
30/40 
1 
SYN-3 Co + 10%wt. bronze 85/15 850 MB3-B MB3-N MB4-B MB4-N 
114111114-113 Blank segment 
- 
No diamond content 
- 
Reference Sample Co + 10%wt. bronze 85/15 850 
M64-N Non-coated 30/40 SYN-3 Co + 10%wt. bronze 85/15 850 MB3-B MB4-B 
M54-C Cr(C)-coated TC PVD 30/40 SYN-3 Co + 10%wt. bronze 85/15 850 MB3-B MB3-N MB4-B MB4-N 
10111115-11111 Blank segment 
- 
No diamond content 
- 
Reference Sample Co + 20%wt. bronze 85/15 870 
1141 
MBS-N Non-coated 30/50 SYN-1 Co + 20%wt. bronze 85/15 870 MB5-B MB6-B 
M11115-C 'n-coated DB CVD 30/50 SYN-1 Co + 20%wt. bronze 85/15 870 
I MB5-B MBS-N 
MB6-B MB6-N 
M56-8 Blank segment 
- 
No diamond content 
- 
Reference Sample Co + 20%wt. bronze 85/15 870 
1 
- - 
MB6-N Non-coated 30/50 SYN-1 Co + 20%wt. bronze 85/15 870 MB5-B MB6-B 
MB6-C Ti-coated TC PVD 30/50 
I 
SYN-1 Co + 20%wt. bronze 85/15 870 MB5-B MB5-N MB6-B MB6-N 
M1117-113 Blank segment 
- 
No diamond content 
- 
Reference Sample NEXTIOO + 20%wt. Fe (CN) 820 
MB7-N Non-coated 30/50 SYN-1 NEXTIOO + 20%wt. Fe (CN) 820 MB7-B MB8-B 
M07-C W-coated TC PVD 30/50 SYN-1 NEXT100 + 20%wt. Fe (CN) 820 MB7-B MB7-N MB8-B MB8-N 
M1118-111 Blank segment 
- 
No diamond content 
- 
Reference Sample NEXTIOO + 20%wt. Fe (CN) 820 
CO 
M11118-1141 Non-coated 
- 
I- 1 
35/50 SYN-1 NEXT100 + 20%wt. Fe (CN) 820 MB7-B 
1 
I MB8-B 
M1118-C w-coated NC CVD 35150 SYN-1 NEXTIOO + 20%wt. Fe (CN) 820 MB7-B MB7-N MB8-B MB8-N 
110111119-B Blank segment 
- 
No diamond content 
- 
Reference Sample NEXT100 + 20%wt. W 880 
(it 
Cb M69-N Non-coated 30/50 SYN-1 NEXT100 + 20%wt. W 880 
MB9-B 
MBIO-B Z 
110111119-C W-coated TC PVD 30/50 SYN-1 NEXTIOO + 20%wt. W 880 MB9-B 
MB9-N 
MB10-B MB10-N 
MB10-B Blank segment 
- 
No diamond content 
- 
Reference Sample NIEXTIOO + 20%wt. W 880 
0 I 
VII - MS10-N 
- 
Non-coated 
- 
35/50 SYN-1 NEXT100 + 20%wt. W 880 IVIB9-5 C6 MBIO-B [_M_BJ_O_-C_j 
w-coated NC CVD 35/50 SYN-1 NEXTIOO + 20%wt. w 880 MB9-B MB9-N MBIO-B I MB10-N 
Nomendature: 
Diamond Type SYN-1 is superior quality SYN-3 produced by De Beers 
metal coating deposition methods : CVID : Chemical Vapour Deposition, PVD : Physical Vapour Deposition, PC : Powder Coating / Encapsulation 
Manufacturers of Coated Diamonds : DS : De Beers, NC : Norton Company, TC : Teer Coatings, I: Fuji Paudal Kabushiki Kaisha 
Table 7-14 : Listing of parameters for the rectangular parallelepiped segments with alloyed metal matrices. 
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8 
Results 9 Part-I 
""Material Characterisation 
- 
Diamond Reactivity" 
8.1 Introduction 
This chapter presents the results of the series of experiments included in the first part of the 
experimental work of this thesis (Section 7.2). The work was carried out to characterise the raw 
material and to investigate the fundamentals of chemical reactivity/interactions of metals with 
bulk diamond crystals. 
8.2 Diamonds Characterisation 
8.2.1 Non-coated diamonds 
All three different types of tested synthetic diamonds were cubo-octahedrons with either the 
octahedral or the cubic faces predominating. In the "as received" condition, crystals had sharp 
edges with smooth and flat surfaces. The SYN-1 & SYN-2 types were of superior quality 
compared to SYN-3 as could be visually judged from the amount of crystal defects, such as 
surface cavities, fractured areas and other imperfections. The main type of crystal defect was 
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large cavities located at the centre of the SYN-3 diamonds (Figure 8-1). Further SEM work on 
non-coated diamonds can be found in the section 8.3.3.1 presenting the results from the DRE. 
8.2.2 Coated diamonds 
SEM examination of the "as received" coated diamonds revealed that many of them had partially 
fractured and peeled-off coating layers. Stripped diamond surfaces appeared to have retained the 
flat and smooth morphology observed for the "as received" non-coated crystals. Layered vapour 
deposited coatings exhibited a dense columnar structure. 
SEM analysis also served in determining the thickness of the various coatings (Figure 8-2). The 
results on coating thickness are presented in Figure 8-3. Calculated thickness for the powder- 
encapsulated crystals for which the SEM measurement was not feasible are listed in Table 8-1. 
Figure B-2 : SEM micrograph 
showing a site on a PVD Ti-coated 
synthetic diamond that permits 
measurement of the coating layer 
thickness. 
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Figure 8-1 : SEM micrographs of the "as received" non-coated synthetic diamond crystals. SYN-1: SDA100 
(De Beers), SYN-2: MBS960 (General Electric Superabrasives), SYN-3: SDA85 (De Beers). 
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All vapour deposited coatings had a thickness of the order of few microns. In areas where 
coatings had fractured or were partially removed, interfacial fissures could be seen separating the 
coatings from the diamond surfaces. 
The cracking and fracturing of coatings is typically related to internal stresses arising from 
thermal expansion mismatches between the deposited layer and the substrate. In such coated 
systems, the internal stresses are expected to increase as the thickness of the coating increases. 
Considering the above, it can be assumed that fracturing of the metal coatings on diamond 
crystals occurred preferentially at locations where the deposited layer was thicker. Since 
measurement of the coating thickness was performed from cross-sections of fractured layers it 
can be assumed that these values should represent he thicker parts of the deposited coatings. 
Colour Codes 
0 Ti 
- 
coated 
0 Cr-coated 
0 Cr(Q-coated 
Ti/Cr-coated 
m W-coated 
6 
5 
0, 
c 
IE 
1 
0 
CVD--- 
---CVD PVD PVD PVD 
PVD 
PVD 
Ti (DB) Ti (TC) Cr (TC) Cr(C) (TC) Ti/Cr (TC) W (TC) W (NC) 
Metal Coating 
Figure 8-3 : Thickness of the metal-coating for the various examined coated-diamonds. (Manufacturer 
codes : DB-De Beers, TC-Teer Coatings & NC-Norton Company). 
Damond Condition Type of Coating Manufacturer / Source Calculated Thickness of Metal Coating 
Cr- coated Powder encapsulation (PC) NDT 53.6 pm 
W- coated 
--- 
Powder encapsulation (PC) 
- 
vM 11.9 pm 
Co 
- 
coated- F wrder ncappsulabon 
iý7 (PC) I 18.4 pm 
Table 8-1 : Calculated average thickness of the metal jacket of the metal-powder encapsulated diamonds. 
Refer to Appendix D-1 for calculation details. (Manufacturer codes : NDT-Nimbus Diamond Tools, VM-Van 
Moppes & J-Fuji Paudal Kabushiki Kaisha). 
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8.2.3 X-ray Diffraction 
All obtained spectra confirmed the diamond structure and contained the characteristic diamond 
peak at 20 angle 43.917' (JCPDS-ICDD standard No. 6-675), which corresponds to the 
octahedral (I 11) planes. In all the cases of tested coated diamonds that included both the 
diamonds in the "as received" condition after the deposition process, but also the heat-treated grit 
(500T, 20 min, 10/90 H2/N2). the obtained diffraction spectra did not reveal the presence of any 
formed compound such as carbides. The spectra contained only the diamond peaks and those 
corresponding to the deposited metal. This is for example shown in Figure 8-4 with the XRD 
spectra obtained for both the "as received" and heat-treated W-PVD-coated diamonds. 
00 240 1 
w Diamond 
Al W (PVD) 
20000 
] 
W (PVD), Heat-treated 
16000 
12000 Diamond 
c 
(220) 
Al 
8000 wW Al 
-ww 
4000- 
- L 
- 
L 
20 30 40 50 60 70 80 90 100 110 120 
Diffraction Angle (20) 
Figure 8-4 : XRD spectra from W-PVD-coated synthetic diamonds. The heat-treated diamonds were 
annealed at 5000C for 20 minutes in a 1OH2/9ON2 atmosphere. The aluminiurn peaks originated from the 
aluminium holder containing the monolayer of diamonds (see Figure 7-1). 
8.3 Diamond Reactivity Experiment 
8.3.1 Diamond Weight Change Measurement 
The measured average crystal weight changes for diamonds mixed with metal powders and heat- 
treated in the DSC furnace are given in Figure 8-5 and Figure 8-6 for SYN-1 and SYN-2.1 
diamonds respectively. 
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SYN-1 (SDA 100 30/40 US Mesh De Beers) 
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-0,010 SYN-1 Co-EF 
Figure B-5 : Average weight change per crystal as measured for the SDA100 30/40 US Mesh (SYN-1) 
synthetic diamonds that have been heat-treated with metal-powders in the DSC-furnace. Measurements 
comprise the comparison of average crystal weight of the "as received" diamond and the crystals retrieved 
after metal-powder leaching. 
SYN-2 (MBS 960 50/60 US Mesh GE) 
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Figure B-6 : Average weight change per crystal as measured for MBS960 50/60 US Mesh (SYN-2) synthetic 
diamonds that have been heat-treated with metal-powders in the DSC-furnace. Measurements comprise the 
comparison of average crystal weight of the "as received" diamond and the crystals retrieved after metal 
powder leaching. 
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Similar behaviour was found for both SYN-I and SYN-2 diamonds. Heat-treating of synthetic 
diamonds mixed with metal powders of the VIIIB & IB group of the periodic table of elements 
(Co, Fe, Ni & Cu) was found to cause the weight loss of the crystals. Greater relative weight 
losses were found to be associated with the SYN-2 diamonds. Fe-powder caused the greatest 
weight-loss followed by Co, Ni and Cu in the ranking as listed. 
Heat-treating in the presence of metals belonging to the IV to VIIB group of the periodic table of 
elements (Mo, W, Ti & Cr) resulted in weight gain of the crystals. Greater weight gains were 
found to be associated with the SYN-I diamonds. W-powders yielded the highest weight 
increase of the synthetic crystals. Weight gain was also found for Cr, Ti and Mo but at smaller 
magnitudes compared to W. 
8.3.2 DSC Analysis 
The DSC thermographs for the various diamond-metal combinations tested are given in the 
following series of figures. 
SYN-1 (SDA100 30/40 US Mesh De Beers) 
4. OOE+06 
SYN-1 
. ----Co (COC) 
6 3.50E+0 
- 
Co-EF 
-Fe 
mi 
3. OOE+06 
- Cu 
w 
mo 2.50E+06 
Ti 
Cr 
2. OOE+06 
co 
U. 
41 1.50E+06 10 
=Z=v 
1. OOE+06 
5. OOE+05 
O. OOE+00 
-5. OOE+05 11 --4 
150 250 350 450 550 650 750 850 950 1050 
Temperature ("C) 
Figure 8-7 : DSC thermographs for the mixtures of SYN-1 type diamonds with elemental metal powders. 
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Figure 8-8 : DSC thermographs for the mixtures of SYN-2 type diamonds with elemental metal powders. 
As can be seen in Figure 8-7, Figure 8-8 and Figure 8-9 none of the thermographs for the various 
kinds of diamond-metal systems exhibited any distinguished peaks apart from those with the Fe- 
powder. 
The thermographs for the 2 diamond-Fe systems contained 2 endothermic peaks in the part of the 
curves related to the heating cycle and accordingly 2 exothermic peaks related to the cooling 
stage. These peaks were not present in the thermographs for the tested plain synthetic diamonds. 
Table 8-2 summarises list the various temperatures related to the monitored peaks. 
Heating Curve Cooling Curve 
Approx. Transition Range Approx. Peak Temp. Approx. Transition Range Approx. Peak Temp. 
Powder (0c) (0c) (11c) (0c) 
Fe 1"t peak 743-781 768 675-705 688 
2nd peak 916-929 922 878-895 889 
Table B-2 : Transition temperatures for the detected peaks for the Diamond/Fe-powder systems. 
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Figure 8-9 DSC thermographs for the metal-coated diamonds. 
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8.3.3 SEM 
The following sections present the results of the SEM work performed as part of the experiment 
named "Diamond Reactivity Experiment" as described in Chapter 7. Results are presented 
according to the metal in contact with diamond. Within each paragraph, observations are further 
subdivided into sections according to the diamond type and metal-diamond system. 
8.3.3.1 Plain Synthetic Diamonds 
8.3.3.1A SYN-1 Diamonds (SDA100 30/40 US Mesh made by DB) 
The "as-received" SDAIOO synthetic diamonds were well-defined cubo-octahedral crystals with 
sharp edges and relatively smooth and flat surfaces. Large surface cavities could be found in 
some crystals. Heat treatment caused no distinctive large-scale change. Edge sharpness loss 
varied from none to very little (Figure 8-10A). Surfaces retained their relative flatness and 
contained only few microvoids. Subsequent graphite leaching of the diamonds confirmed that 
macroscopically crystals were unaffected by the heat-treatment. However, high magnification 
examination revealed that octahedral fIIII surfaces were etched by a network of intersecting 
parallel oriented triangles (trigons) and occasionally other polygonal shapes such as hexagons 
(Figure 8- 1 OB). Cubic f 100) planes exhibited no particular change from their original status. 
(,, j lei ai LI ystcd view cif to I uit ti uitl i lul iL. 
Figure 8-10 : SYN-1 diamonds (SDA100 30/40 US Mesh by DB) heat-treated in the DSC furnace and 
subsequently subjected to a leaching process for graphite removal. 
8.3.3.113 SYN-2 Diamonds (MBS960 50/60 US Mesh by GE) 
Similarly to SYN-1 the SYN-2 diamonds were well-defined cubo-octahedral crystals with sharp 
edges and relatively smooth and flat surfaces. Examination at higher magnification showed that 
surfaces contained planar irregularly shaped features that appeared visually to protrude from an 
underlying flat surface. This was more pronounced for the cubic 11001 surfaces. Crystals 
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examined after having been subjected to the DSC treatment appeared almost identical to the 
originals. No major degradation features could be identified macroscopically. However, high 
magnification imaging revealed that cubic {100) planes contained a network of numerous small 
voids giving a slightly spongy appearance to the surface (Figure 8-1 IA). Similar etch features 
but at lower concentration were also found on the octahedral IIIII surfaces (Figure 8-11 B). 
Figure 8-11 : Status of the surfaces of SYN-2 diamonds (MBS960 50/60 US Mesh by GE) after heat- 
treatment in the DSC furnace and subsequent leaching for graphite removal. 
8.3.3.1C SYN-3 Diamonds (SDA75 30/40 US Mesh made by DB) 
The "as received" SYN-3 diamonds were predominantly cubo-octahedral with macroscopically 
flat surfaces and sharp edges. Heat-treatment caused no obvious and macroscopically detectable 
crystal shape change. However, careful examination at higher magnification revealed octahedral 
(I III surfaces to contain numerous small oriented pyramidal shaped cavities, (Figure 8-12A). 
Cubic planes had a general irregular etching and did not contain pyramidal voids (Figure 8-12B). 
Figure B-12 : Status of the surfaces of SYN-3 diamonds (MBS960 50/60 US Mesh by GE) after heat- 
treatment in the DSC furnace. 
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8.3.3.2 Diamond 
- 
Cobalt Systems 
8.3.3.2A SYN-1 heat-treated with Co-EF powder 
SYN-I diamonds heat-treated with Co-EF powders were macroscopically uniformly etched, with 
a slightly overall spongy appearance and partial loss of edge sharpness (Figure 8-13A). 
Octahedral {I III planes contained hexagonal depressions, which occasionally intersected 
(Figure 8-13B). Larger cavities appeared to be rather irregularly etched. The flat diamond 
substrate could be distinguished in between the various features and at the bottoms of the 
depressions (Figure 8-1313). Cubic {100) surfaces looked rather spongy containing irregular and 
small sized cavities. The macroscopically spongy appearance of the crystals was preserved even 
after the subsequent graphite leaching process, however some flat and smooth regions were 
revealed. Octahedral IIIII surfaces clearly contained hexagonal depressions as previously 
described, but the irregular morphologies found earlier in the larger cavities had disappeared 
(Figure 8-13C). On the other hand, cubic (1001 planes had changed appearance to a morphology 
that was constructed of a large number of truncated pyramidal depressions of variable depth, 
being parallel oriented to each other and having either square or rectangular cross-sections 
(Figure 8-13D). A flat substrate could still be distinguished at the bottom of the hollow features. 
y: 
r 
J, 0 
A (7, (-rjer, jj vit-vi of SYN -1 crystal after leaching of the Co-EF 
Figure 8-13 : Various SEM micrographs of SYN-1 diamonds heat-treated with Co-EF powder. 
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B Octahedral (111) surface after leaching of the Co-EF. 
C Octahedral (111) surface after graphite leaching. D Cubic (100) surface after graphite leaching. 
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8.3.3.2B SYN-1 heat-treated with Co (CoC) powder 
Heat-treatment of SYN-1 diamonds with the Co (CoC) grade powder produced similar surface 
features as those observed for the SYN-1 crystals heated with the Co-EF. However, the etched 
cavities were easier distinguished at low magnification (Figure 8-14A). It could be said that the 
concentration of etch features was reduced compared to the case with the Co-EF. High 
magnification examination confirmed that etch patterns were present at lower surface 
concentrations (Figure 8-1413). 
Figure 8-14 : Various SEM micrographs of SYN-1 diamonds heat-treated with CO-(COC) powder. 
8.3.3.2C SYN-2 heat-treated with Co-EF powder 
SYN-2 diamonds appeared more severely attacked by the Co-EF environment compared to the 
SYN-1 crystals. SYN-2 diamonds had been considerably rounded and greater loss of edge 
sharpness had taken place (Figure 8-15A). At first sight, surfaces appeared to have been etched 
randomly and with a rather irregular pattern. However, it could be recognized that flat diamond 
surfaces existed beneath the irregular features that had formed on the crystal surfaces (Figure 
8-15B). With a more careful examination, one could identify that what was initially appearing to 
be random etching, was in fact a formed network of intersecting hexagonal or pyramidal 
geometries, like those found in the previously described diamond-cobalt systems, for which 
however their sharp boundaries have been lost probably due to an extended or more intensive 
surface attacking process (Figure 8-15B & Q. This loss of etch pit sharpness produced the 
macroscopically observed random and irregular pattern. Subsequent graphite leaching revealed 
the triangular and hexagonal patterns associated with the octahedral (I III surfaces and the 
truncated pyramidal depressions on the cubic (100) surfaces, similarly to what has been found 
for the other diamond-cobalt systems previously described. 
A General view of SYN-1 after leaching of the Co (CoQ. B Octahedral (111) surface after the two leaching processes. 
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Figure B-15 : Various SEM micrographs of SYN-2 diamonds heat-treated with Co-EF powder. 
8.3.3.2D SYN-2 heat-treated with Co-SMS powder 
Co-SMS powder caused similar morphologies on SYN-2 diamond surfaces as those observed in 
the previous system with the Co-EF. Crystals were attacked to a slightly greater extent than 
when treated with the Co-EF powder (Figure 8-16A). Trigon, hexagonal and truncated pyramidal 
etch geometries were clearly present and formed on octahedral and cubic faces respectively 
(Figure 8-16B). 
i. 
 
,, 
A General view of SYN-2 crystal after leaching of the Co-SMS. 
Figure B-16 : Various SEM micrographs of SYN-2 diamonds heat-treated with Co-SMS powder. 
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8.3.3.2E SYN-2 hot-pressed with Co-EF powder 
SYN-2 diamonds hot-pressed in Co-EF had also undergone surface attack and shape 
modification, which was however considerably smaller in extent than what was seen for all other 
systems of diamond-Co-powders heat-treated in the DSC furnace (Figure 8-17A). 
Both octahedral {1111 and the cubic 11001 surfaces had a different morphology, which instead 
of geometrical depressions were composed of numerous spherical and rounded features 
appearing to be attached on a flat substrate. The density of these rounded structures was 
considerably greater for the cubic faces for which the flat underlying plane could hardly be 
distinguished (Figure 8-17B). 
After graphite leaching, the rounded features almost disappeared from the diamond surfaces. 
Octahedral II 11) planes were rather flat containing shallow depressions that made up a pattern 
that appeared to have been formed from numerous intersecting hexagons (Figure 8-17C). Cubic 
t 100) surfaces were clearly modified more than the octahedral ones. Careful observation could 
reveal that the etch pattern resembled a surface that could possibly be formed by a high 
concentration of shallow and small sized intersecting parallelepiped depressions, 
Figure B-17 : Various SEM micrographs of SYN-2 diamonds hot-pressed with Co-EF powder. 
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A General view of SYN-2 crystal after leaching of the Co-EF. Cubic (100) surface after leaching of the Co-EF. 
C octahedral (111) surface after the final graphite leaching. D Cubic (IUU) sultace after the final graphite leaching (bt)E 
mode). 
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8.3.3.3 Diamond 
- 
Copper Systems 
8.3.3.3A SYN-1 heat-treated with Cu powder 
SYN-I diamonds heat-treated with Cu-powders appeared macroscopically slightly etched with 
little loss of edge sharpness compared to diamonds treated with cobalt (Figure 8-18A). 
Octahedral (IIII surfaces remained relatively flat and smooth containing few oriented 
triangular (trigons) depressions (Figure 8-18B). Cubic 11001 faces were planar, but contained 
numerous protruding irregularly shaped islets. The latter were removed by subsequent graphite 
leaching leaving a relatively flat surface, which only contained few shallow depressions. 
Figure 8-18 : Various SEM micrographs of SYN-1 diamonds heat-treated with Cu powder. 
8.3.3.313 SYN-2 heat-treated with Cu powder 
Heat-treatment of SYN-2 diamonds with Cu-powder resulted in similar surface morphologies on 
the crystal as was found for the SYN-1 and described previously (Figure 8-19A). Etch trigons 
were found on octahedral {I 11) faces and were relatively larger and deeper. They were visually 
observable at relatively low magnifications compared to those observed on the SYN-1 diamonds. 
Depressions were also found on cubic {100) faces being relatively slightly more pronounced 
than those found on the SYN- I diamonds (Figure 8-19B). 
8.3.3.3C SYN-2 hot-pressed with Cu powder 
SYN-2 diamonds retrieved from the hot-pressed Cu-matrix segment had almost intact surfaces, 
retaining the well-defined cubo-octahedral shape of the original diamonds (Figure 8-20A). 
Octahedral (I III faces contained few etch trigons, whereas square and parallelepiped shallow 
depressions of small size could be detected on the cubic ( 100 1 planes. 
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Figure B-19 : Various SEM micrographs of SYN-2 diamonds heat-treated with Cu powder. 
8.3.3.3D SYN-2 hot-pressed with Cu85Sn, 5 powder 
The SYN-2 diamonds retrieved from the hot-pressed bronze matrix segment showed almost no 
signs of diamond shape change or edge sharpness loss (Figure 8-20B). Octahedral IIIII faces 
were relatively clean and smooth. Cubic I 1001 surfaces gave the impression of being slightly 
modified in comparison with the {1 I 11, but compared to the previously described systems were 
practically intact. 
A SYN-2 diamond hot-pressed with Cu-powder. Crystal is 
shown after retrieval from the final graphite leaching. 
B SYN-2 diamond hot-pressed with 85/15 bronze. Crystal is 
shown after retrieval from the final graphite leaching. 
Figure B-20 : Various SEM micrographs of SYN-2 diamonds hot-pressed with Cu and bronze 85/15 powder. 
8.3.3.4 Diamond 
- 
Nickel Systems 
8.3.3.4A SYN-1 heat-treated with Ni powder 
SYN-1 diamonds heat-treated with Ni-powders appeared macroscopically considerably etched 
with surfaces containing distinct cavities (Figure 8-21A). Compared with diamonds treated in 
cobalt powders, the overall crystal shape retained the cubo-octahedral form without rounding and 
only slight loss of edge sharpness. However, etch features were larger and deeper than those 
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A SYN-2 crystal after the final graphite leaching. B Cubic (100) surface after final graphite leaching. 
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developed on diamond surfaces in contact with both Co- and Cu-powders (Figure 8-2113). A 
network of oriented intersecting hexagonal and truncated pyramidal depressions had formed on 
octahedral {IIII (Figure 8-21 Q and cubic { 100) surfaces respectively (Figure 8-2 1 D). Low and 
high magnification examination revealed that cubic (100 1 faces were attacked to a greater extent 
than the octahedral IIII) faces. 
A General view of SYN I uy, A, 11 ittei iuidmiy uf (lie Ni 
Figure B-21 : Various SEM micrographs of SYN-1 diamonds heat-treated with Ni powder, 
8.3.3.413 SYN-2 heat-treated with Ni powder 
SEM observations of SYN-2 crystals heat-treated with Ni-powders were similar to those found 
for the SYN-1 diamonds as described in the previous paragraph. However, the degree of SYN-2 
surface attack was greater than that for the SYN- I (see Figure 8-22). The difference between the 
etching of octahedral and cubic faces was not so clear as in the case of the SYN- I diamonds. The 
cubic f 100 1 faces were distorted slightly more than the octahedral fIIII ones. 
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C Octahedral (111) surface after the final graphite leaching. D Cubic (100) surface after the final graphite leaching. 
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Figure 8-22 : SYN-2 diamond (MBS960 50/60 US Mesh by GE) initially heat-treated with Ni-powders in the 
IDSC furnace and subsequently subjected to a Ni-leaching process. 
8.3.3.4C SYN-2 hot-pressed with Ni powder 
Surfaces of SYN-2 diamonds retrieved from the hot-pressed Ni-matrix segment were damaged at 
considerably lesser levels than those crystals heat-treated with Ni-powders in the DSC furnace. 
Hexagonal and truncated pyramidal etch cavities were present on octahedral (IIII and cubic 
(100) faces respectively. The size and depth of the formed depressions was smaller than those 
found on the previously described diamond-nickel systems. Generally, it could be said that the 
overall appearance of the diamonds showed a finer scale attack than the one that took place 
during DSC treatment. 
Figure B-23 : SEM micrographs of surfaces of SYN-2 diamonds hot-pressed with Ni powder. 
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8.3.3.5 Diamond 
- 
Iron Systems 
8.3.3.5A SYN-1 heat-treated with Fe powder 
The SEM examination of SYN-I diamonds heat-treated with Fe-powder revealed that the 
crystals had been greatly damaged. Crystals had acquired a spongy surface morphology with 
considerable loss of edge sharpness (Figure 8-24A). Etch cavities were clearly visible even at 
very low magnifications. Large hexagonal depressions had formed on the octahedral flllj 
surfaces, which had however fully or partially lost their original angular shape and edge 
sharpness. In other words, the remaining area, the depression bottoms and walls, had been etched 
by numerous smaller sized hexagonal depressions, giving a macroscopically finer scale spongy 
look (Figure 8-24C) 
- 
Cubic { 100 1 faces had been attacked similarly to the octahedral IIII) 
faces, but instead of the hexagonal depressions the etching geometry was truncated pyramids as 
had been seen before (Figure 8-2413). The overall degree of etching appeared to be slightly 
greater for the cubic f 1001 faces compared to the octahedral III I) ones. 
Figure 8-24 : Various SEM micrographs of SYN-1 diamonds heat-treated with loose Fe powders. 
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A General view of SYN-1 crystal after leaching of the Fe. B Cubic (100) surface after leaching of the Fe. 
C Octahedral (111) surface after the final graphite leaching. 
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8.3.3.5B SYN-2 heat-treated with Fe powder 
SYN-2 diamonds were etched by the Fe-powder in the same way as the SYN-I crystals as 
described above. The only difference was that the degree of etching for the SYN-2 was greater 
compared to SYN-1 diamonds (Figure 8-25). 
Figure B-25 : SYN-2 diamond (MBS960 50/60 US Mesh by GE) initially heat-treated with Fe-powders in the 
DSC furnace and subsequently subjected to a Fe-leaching process. 
8.3.3.5C SYN-2 hot-pressed with Fe powder 
SYN-2 diamonds retrieved from the hot-pressed segment with the Fe-matrix had been etched at 
considerably lesser levels than the diamonds heat-treated with the loose Fe-powders in the DSC 
furnace, with etch features being smaller and shallower. Hexagonal etch features had developed 
on the octahedral III I) faces whereas cubic (100 1 surfaces were etched at a very fine scale, 
being difficult to identify whether or not this pattern arose from numerous intersecting small 
truncated pyramidal depressions. 
Figure 8-26 : SEM micrographs of surfaces of SYN-2 diamonds hot-pressed with Fe powders. 
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8.3-3.6 Diamond 
- 
Molybdenum Systems 
8.3.3.6A SYN-1 heat-treated with Mo powder 
SEM examination of SYN- I diamonds that had been heat-treated with Mo-powders revealed that 
the abrasive grains were macroscopically almost unaffected (Figure 8-27A). Observation at 
lower magnifications showed diamond surfaces to retained their smoothness and flatness, while 
crystal edges remained sharp. Inspection at higher magnification in backscattering mode 
revealed that both the octahedral (I III and cubic (100) faces contained numerous very smal I 
rounded contrasting islets (Figure 8-2713). These were particularly concentrated at specific areas 
such as larger surface cavities. 
8.3.3.613 SYN-2 heat-treated with Mo powder 
Similarly to SYN-1 diamonds, the SYN-2 crystals seemed unaffected by the heat-treating with 
the Mo-powders when examined at low magnification (Figure 8-27C). Backscattered imaging 
revealed a spread concentration of contrasting features such as bright white islets and irregular 
planar areas of grey colours (Figure 8-27D). 
C General view of sV, 4 2 Liystal after final yi, iphitu lucu-nwy. D Cubic (IUU) suitace of SYN-2 after the leaching or Mo. 
Figure 8-27 : Various SEM micrographs of SYN-1 and SYN-2 diamonds heat-treated with loose Mo powder. 
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8.3.3.6C SYN-2 hot-pressed with Mo powder 
SYN-2 diamonds retrieved from the hot-pressed segment with the Mo-matrix appeared to be 
unaffected by the sintering process in the metallic environment (Figure 8-28A). Octahedral 
(I III faces had developed a few small etch trigons as well as a few rounded cavities (Figure 
8-2813). Cubic f 1001 faces contained a pattern of planar features evenly protruding from the 
underlying surface similar to what was found on the original SYN-2 crystals. 
A 
I-- 
Figure 8-28 : Various SEM micrographs of SYN-1 diamonds hot-pressed with MO powder. 
8.3.3.7 Diamond 
- 
Tungsten Systems 
8.3.3.7A SYN-1 heat-treated with W powder 
Low magnification SEM examination of SYN-1 diamonds that had been initially heat-treated 
with W-powders and subsequently exposed to the W-metal leaching revealed a white contrasting 
layer to have been developed on diamond surfaces (Figure 8-29A). The layer almost fully 
covered the crystals apart from the edges, where coverage was not entire (Figure 8-29A & B). 
inspection at higher magnifications revealed that both octahedral (I III and cubic (100) faces 
where covered by a dense formation of platelets. The platelets seemed to have grown in groups, 
randomly grown outwards from the underlying diamond surface. (Figure 8-29C & D). 
Subsequent graphite leaching removed almost all the platelets from the SYN- I diamonds (Figure 
8-29E). The uncovered diamond surfaces were macroscopically smooth and the edges retained 
the sharpness of the original crystals. Examination at higher magnifications revealed octahedral 
(I 11) faces to contain traces of a network of intersecting hexagonal shallow depressions (Figure 
8-29F). Etching of cubic {1001 surfaces occurred also at a very fine scale but it was difficult to 
distinguish whether the observed pattern arose from very small and shallow truncated pyramids. 
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C octahedral (111) surface of SYN-2 after the leaching of W 
(Magnification 2000x). 
E General view of SYN-1 crystal after final graphite leaching. F Octahedral (111) surface after final graphite leaching. 
Figure 8-29 : SYN-1 diamond (SDA100 30/40 US Mesh by DB) initially heat-treated with W-powders in the 
IDSC furnace and subsequently subjected to a W-leaching process. 
8.3.3.713 SYN-2 heat-treated with W powder 
Platelets identical to those observed on the SYN-I diamonds as described in the previous 
paragraph were also found on the SYN-2 diamond surfaces (Figure 8-30A to D). However, the 
crystals were not entirely covered, as was the case for the SYN-1. Cubic (100) faces were 
covered to a greater extent compared to the octahedral (I III planes (Figure 8-30A & B). 
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A General view of SYN-1 crystal after leaching of the W. 
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B MiLfuyiopli A, vit, vv in BSE mode. 
D Cubic (100) surface of SYN 2 after the leaching of Mo 
(Magriffication 20000x). 
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Subsequent graphite leaching removed the majority of the platelets leaving crystals with 
relatively smooth surfaces and sharp edges. Some platelets appeared to withstand the final 
leaching, and were preferentially located at crystal defected areas, such as large cavities and 
surface irregularities. Octahedral III I) surfaces clearly had acquired an etch pattern formed by a 
network of intersecting hexagonal depressions occasionally containing few rounded cavities but 
also some small white contrasting islets (Fig. 8-30E). Cubic (100) surfaces contained dendritic 
planar features evenly protruding from the underlying surface similar to those found on the 
original crystals. A limited number of white contrasting islet were also detected (Figure 8-30F). 
(_ ý, 
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Figure 8-30 : Various SEM micrographs of SYN-2 diamonds heat-treated with loose W powder. 
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8.3.3.7C SYN-3 coated with W by PVD (Code CD13) 
SEM examination revealed that a continuous coating layer was not present on the surfaces of the 
W-PVD-coated SYN-3 diamonds (Figure 8-31A). Platelets identical to those described above 
were found in crystal defected areas (Figure 8-31B). Occasionally, pieces of a dense coating 
could be found on flat faces and the layer appeared to include some form of platelet structure. 
Subjecting the crystals to W-leaching followed by graphite leaching, caused almost the total 
removal of all contrasting structures. The octahedral {111) surfaces appeared smooth, but 
contained numerous grey elongated and irregular features, which seemed to be incorporated in 
the underlying diamond surface (Figure 8-3 1 Q. Traces of small and shallow truncated pyramidal 
etch depressions could be identified on cubic {1001 faces as well as small grey contrasting islets. 
No particularly different observations could be made for the coated crystals that had been heat- 
treated in the DSC furnace and subsequently W-leached compared to the "as received" crystals. 
Subsequent graphite leaching of these crystals showed that diamonds were practically intact 
macroscopically. Octahedral II 11) faces contained numerous small and shallow cavities. Cubic 
( 100 1 faces were also etched similarly, but at reduced level. 
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B Magnified view of (111) surface of crystal shown in A. 
Figure 8-31 : SEM micrographs of W-PVD-coated (CD13) diamonds at various stages of the DRE. 
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A As received W-PVD-coated diamond after leaching of W. 
D (111) surface of a heat-treated W-PVD-coated iamond 
after the final graphite leaching process. 
C ý111) surface of "as received" W-PVD-coated iamond 
after final graphite leaching (BSE mode). 
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8.3.3.71) SYN-3 coated with W by PVD industrially heat-treated (Code CD23) 
The leaching process for metal removal resulted in considerable dissolution of the coating for the 
W-PVD-coated SYN-3 diamonds that had been annealed at 5000C for 20min in a reducing 
10112/90N2 atmosphere (Figure 8-32A). The coating that withstood the leaching appeared to be 
dense but was extensively cracked (Figure 8-3213). Subsequent leaching in chromic acid 
removed the majority of this dense coating and only few contrasting features were evident on 
diamond surfaces. The stripped diamond surfaces showed signs of very limited etching. 
Figure 8-32 : SEM micrographs of W-PVD-coated (CD23) heat-treated at 5000C / 20min. / 1OH2-9ON2- 
8.3.3.8 Diamond 
- 
Titanium Systems 
8.3.3.8A SYN-1 heat-treated with Ti powder 
SEM examination of SYN-1 crystals that had been heat-treated with Ti-powders revealed that a 
thick coating had been formed on the diamond surfaces (Figure 8-33A). The coating partially 
covered the grains and was heavily cracked along the surface (Figure 8-33B). The underlying 
diamond surfaces contained small shallow depressions. Graphite leaching resulted in the total 
removal of the coating. It was then revealed that octahedral tIIII faces had a surface pattern, 
which was built-up by a large number of intersecting shallow depressions (Figure 8-33C). 
Because of their small size, it was difficult to distinguish whether these formed cavities were 
intersecting hexagonal or triangular etch pits. Cubic f 100) faces had an overall fine scale etching 
by very small etch pits (Figure 8-33D). 
8.3.3.8B SYN-2 heat-treated with Ti powder 
Low magnification SEM observation of SYN-2 crystals heat-treated with Ti-powders showed 
that grains did not undergo any type of macroscopically visible shape change or surface etching. 
Backscattered imaging demonstrated an even coverage of small contrasting islets (Figure 
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8-34B). Their surface concentration appeared to increase in large diamond crystal defect areas. 
Examination of faces at high magnification revealed that the majority of contrasting islets had 
the form of platelets, partially emerging form the underlying diamond substrate appearing to be 
growing outwards and in random directions (Figure 8-34B). 
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A Aspect of a SYN-I crystal after leaching of T (BSE mode). 
Figure B-33 : SEM micrographs of SYN-1 diamond heat-treated with loose Ti-powder. 
Figure 8-34 : SYN-2 diamond (MBS960 50/60 US Mesh by GE) initially heat-treated with Ti-powders in the 
DSC furnace and subsequently subjected to a Ti-leaching process. Some of formed platelets as described in 
the text are pointed out by the cycles. 
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B Octahedral (111) surface of crystal shown in A (SE mode). 
C Octahedral (111) surface of after final graphite leaching. D Cubic (1001 surface of after final graphite leaching. 
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8.3.3.8C SYN-1 coated with Ti by CVD (Code CD6) 
SEM examination showed that metal leaching of the CVD Ti-coated SYN-1 diamonds resulted 
in total dissolution of the Ti-coating (Figure 8-35A). This demonstrated that the diamonds had 
not undergone any macroscopically significant change during the CVD deposition. Inspection of 
octahedral III I) faces at higher magnifications revealed the presence of numerous imprints of 
etch trigons that seemed evenly spread (Figure 8-3513). Cubic (100) faces were also etched but 
to a comparably lesser extent and without signs of any particular geometrical etch pits. Further 
graphite leaching of the "as received" Ti-coated diamonds did not change the appearance of 
crystals as described previously. Few contrasting platelet features could be found on surfaces. 
Following heat-treating of the diamonds in the DSC furnace, the Ti-coating remained almost 
entirely attached to the crystals even after the Ti-leaching process. A small degree of coating 
peeling-off or cracking had taken place in the parts of the coating that covered large diamond 
defective areas (Figure 8-35C). The coating in these locations was brighter as seen in the 
backscattered imaging mode of the SEM (Figure 8-35D). Examination at higher magnifications, 
revealed that the coating was dense with only few cracks. In areas where peeling-off had 
occurred, the underlying diamond surface appeared almost intact. 
C vievý of lieat-treated Ti-CVD-coated crystal 
Figure 8-35 : SEM micrographs of Ti-CVD-coated (CD6) diamonds at various stages of the DRE. 
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8.3.3.81) SYN-1 coated with Ti by CVD (by DB) industrially heat-treated (Code CD18) 
SEM examination showed that metal leaching of the CVD Ti-coated SYN- I diamonds that had 
been heat-treated under industrial conditions at 5000C for 20min in a 1OH2/9ON2 atmosphere 
resulted in broad peeling of the Ti-coating (Figure 8-36A). Coating was preserved to a higher 
extent on octahedral {I III than on the cubic (100) faces. White contrasting islets were visible 
even at low magnifications. Overall crystal shape and edge sharpness did not change compared 
to the original non-coated SYN-1 diamonds. A high concentration of features such as small islets 
and larger spheres were observed on octahedral III I) surfaces. Backscattered imaging showed 
islets to contrast as bright white spots whereas the larger spheres left imprints of black cycles 
(Figure 8-36B). Cubic (1001 planes also contained small contrasting islets but the concentration 
was lower than what observed for the octahedral {111) faces. No spherical features were 
observed. Subsequent graphite leaching caused the entire removal of the Ti-coating. Crystals had 
smooth faces and sharp edges similarly to the original non-coated SYN-1 diamonds. 
Examination at high magnifications showed octahedral IIIII faces to be smooth with few small 
contrasting islets, whereas cubic {I 00) faces contained few shallow depressions. 
A CD18 Ti-CVD-coated iamond shown after Ti-leaching 
Figure 8-36 : Micrographs of Ti-CVD-coated (CD18) diamonds heat-treated at 5000C / 20min. / 10112-90N2- 
8.3.3.8E SYN-1 coated with Ti by PVD (Code CD8) 
SEM examination showed that metal leaching of the "as received" PVD Ti-coated SYN-1 
diamonds resulted in total dissolution of the Ti-coating (Figure 8-37A). Diamonds had not 
undergone any macroscopically significant change during the PVD deposition. Inspection of 
octahedral {1111 faces at higher magnifications revealed a stepped morphology containing 
numerous small white contrasting islets (Figure 8-3713). Cubic flOOj faces appeared almost 
intact. 
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Diamonds heat-treated in the DSC furnace were found to be partially covered by the coating 
layer. The coating appeared to preferentially remain attached at the large scale defected areas of 
the crystals (Figure 8-37C). Examination at higher magnifications, revealed that the coating was 
dense but contained some cracks (Figure 8-37D). In areas where peeling-off had occurred, the 
underlying diamond surface appeared almost intact. Further graphite leaching revealed numerous 
platelets emerging from octahedral {I III faces. Hexagonal contrasting prints were visible on 
diamond surfaces in areas in between the platelets (see Figure 8-38 on page 159). Cubic 11001 
planes also contained numerous contrasting features, but they were rather rounded and small in 
size compared to those found on (I I 11. 
B (111) surface of crystal after leaching of Ti. 
D (111) surface of crystal after leaciiing of Ti (BSE mode). 
Figure B-37 : SEM micrographs of Ti-PVD-coated (CD8) diamonds at various stages of the DRE. 
8.3.3.8F SYN-1 coated with Ti by PVD (by TC) industrially heat-treated (Code CD19) 
SYN-I diamonds PVD coated with titanium by the TC manufacturer appeared to have lost a 
great part of the coating after the Ti-metal eaching that followed the heat treatment at 500'C for 
20min in aI 01-12/90N2 atmosphere (Figure 8-39A). Octahedral IIIII faces contained numerous 
contrasting features such as small grey islets and white cubic structures. The latter appeared as 
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black traces when viewed in BSE mode. Cubic f 1001 faces contained a large number of white 
contrasting platelets that appeared as lightly emerging from the diamond surface (Figure 8-3913). 
Figure 8-38 : Backscattered SEM micrograph of an octahedral (111) face of a PVD Ti-coated SYN-I 
diamond (SDAIOO 30/40 US Mesh by DB) initially heat-treated in the DSC furnace and subsequently 
subjected to metal and graphite leaching processes. Some of formed platelets and the contrasting hexagonal 
prints as described in the text are pointed out by cycles. 
Figure 8-39 : Micrographs of Ti-PVD-coated (CD19) diamonds heat-treated at 5000C / 20min. / 1OH2-9ON2- 
8.3.3.9 Diamond - Chromium Systems 
8.3.3.9A SYN-1 heat-treated with Cr powder 
SEM exanunation of SYN-I crystals that had been heat-treated with Cr-powders revealed that a 
product had formed on diamond surfaces. This product took the form of a coating in which a 
large number of intersecting stripes dividing it into numerous pieces, creating thus an appearance 
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A CD19 Ti-PVD-coated iamond shown after Ti-leaching. B (100) surface of crystal after leaching of Ti (BSE mode). 
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that resembled a crazed surface (Figure 8-4013). The stripes were non-reacted diamond surfaces. 
The formed coating had a spongy surface morphology. Areas where coating had either peeled off 
or not entirely formed appeared to contrast as grey coloured regions when viewed in BSE mode 
of the microscope. Cubic f 1001 faces appeared to have a greater concentration of the formed 
coating product (Figure 8-40A). Further graphite leaching of the diamonds resulted in the entire 
removal of the formed coating described above. Crystal faces were left with fine scale etched 
morphology. 
Figure 8-40 : SYN-1 diamond (SIDA100 30/40 US Mesh by IDIB) initially heat-treated with Cr-powders in the 
DSC furnace and subsequently subjected to a Cr-leaching process. A product appears to have formed on the 
diamond surfaces, in the form of a coating layer that is divided into pieces by numerous intersecting non- 
reacted diamond stripes. 
8.3.3.9B SYN-2 heat-treated with Cr powder 
Low magnification SEM examination of SYN-2 crystals heat-treated with Cr-powder showed 
that grains did not undergo any type of shape change. It was clearly visible that surfaces 
contained some contrasting features (Figure 8-41A). Examination at higher magnifications 
revealed octahedral ýIII) faces to be etched at a fine scale and contained small contrasting 
features (Figure 8-41 B). Small etch trigons could be found. Similar appearance was also found 
for the cubic f 100) surfaces, without however any signs of etch trigons. Contrasting features had 
a platelet shape and seemed to emerge from the diamond surfaces (Figure 8-41C). The 
concentration of contrasting features was higher for the cubic ý1001 compared to octahedral 
ýIII) faces. Further graphite leaching of the diamonds entirely removed all types of contrasting 
features. Octahedral IIIII faces contained shallow etch cavities, which seemed to be triangular 
or hexagonal depressions that had lost their edge sharpness. Similarly, cubic f 1001 faces 
contained a series of etch depressions without any special geometrical form. Generally, the 
overall appearance of the grains resembled that of the original "as received" SYN-2 diamonds. 
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Figure 8-41 
. 
SEM micrographs of SYN-2 diamonds heat-treated with loose Cr powder. 
8.3.3.9C SYN-3 coated with Cr by PVD (Code CD9) 
SEM examination showed that parts of the PVD Cr-coating remained attached on the SYN-3 
diamonds after the Cr-metal leaching process. The coating was preferentially retained at the 
diamond defected areas (Figure 8-42A). Inspection at higher magnifications revealed diamond 
faces to be slightly etched and containing some small contrasting features. These were however 
entirely removed by the subsequent graphite leaching, which returned the diamonds to their 
original non-coated state. 
Heat-treating the diamonds in the DSC furnace resulted in the removal of virtually none of the 
Cr-coating even after the Cr-leaching process (Figure 8-42B). The degree of coverage was found 
to be higher for the octahedral {111) faces than the cubic flOO1. Examination at higher 
magnifications revealed a dense coating, which was partially cracked but to a lower extent 
compared to the Ti-coatings (Figure 8-42C). With a careful inspection a series of small 
contrasting islets could be identified on coating surfaces. Especially on cubic tIO01 faces 
uncovered diamond areas were found to contain some small platelets appearing to emerge from 
the surface, even after the subsequent graphite leaching (Figure 8-42D). 
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A "As ieccivtd- did woW dt tui I cdLImig of Cr (BSE mode) 
Figure 8-42 ; SEM micrographs of Cr-PVD-coated (CD9) diamonds at various stages of the DRE. 
8.3.3.91) SYN-1 coated with Cr by CVD industrially heat-treated (Code CD20) 
SYN-I diamonds CVD coated with chromium appeared to have lost a considerable part of the 
coating after the Cr-metal leaching that followed the heat treatment at 5000C for 20min in 
lOH2/9ON2 atmosphere (Figure 8-43A). Coating was extensively cracked and diamond 
uncovered areas contained numerous contrasting islets that seemed to be small platelets 
emerging from the crystal faces (Figure 8-43B). Cubic {100) faces additionally contained some 
large spherical prints of grey contrasting colour. Subsequent graphite leaching removed almost 
entirely the contrasting features and revealed diamond faces to be slightly etched. 
8.3.3.9E SYN-3 coated with C-enriched Cr [Cr(C)] by PVD (Code CD11) 
Metal and subsequent graphite leaching of the "as received" Cr(C)-coated SYN-3 diamonds 
resulted in the complete removal of the PVD deposited layer (Figure 8-44A). SEM examination 
of the crystals showed that the diamonds were unaffected by the PVD coating process and had 
retained the smooth surfaces and the sharp edges of the original SYN-3 crystals. On the contrary, 
when the Cr(C)-coated diamonds were initially heat-treated in the DSC furnace, the metal 
leaching did not dissolve the coating. Instead, it remained entirely attached on the surfaces 
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forming a shell enclosing the crystals (Figure 8-4413). SEM examination at higher magnification 
revealed that the coating was dense and continuous with only very few cracks (Figure 8-44C). In 
areas where peeling-off had occurred, the underlying diamond surface seemed to have changed 
containing a number of ripples and appearing in grey contrast when viewing in BSE mode 
(Figure 8-44D). 
tis 
Figure 8-43 : Micrographs of Cr-PVD-coated (CD20) diamonds heat-treated at 5000C / 20min. / 1OH2-9ON2- 
C Cubic (100) diamond surface of diamond shown in B. 
1 D (100) surface of heat-treated crystal after graphite leach. 
Figure 8-44 : SEM micrographs of Cr(C)-PVD-coated (CD11) diamonds at various stages of the DRE. 
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leaching of Cr (BSE mode). 
B Octahedral (111) surface of Cr-PVD-coated (CID20) 
diamond after leaching of Cr (BSE mode). 
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Subsequent graphite leaching caused the entire removal of the coating. Macroscopically, crystals 
did not undergo any shape change. However, diamond surfaces had acquired a morphology 
constructed of ripples. 
8.3.3.9F SYN-3 coated with C-enriched Cr [Cr(C)] by PVD industrially heat-treated (Code CD21) 
The metal leaching that followed the heat treatment at 5000C for 20min in lOH2/9ON2 
atmosphere of the SYN-3 diamonds PVD coated with C-enriched chromium resulted in the loss 
of almost the entire deposited layer (Figure 8-45A). Macroscopically diamonds retained surface 
flatness and edge sharpness. SEM examination revealed diamond faces to contain numerous 
small contrasting features (Figure 8-45B). It seemed that the concentration of these islets was 
higher in the octahedral (IIII than the cubic I 100) faces. Subsequent graphite leaching did not 
change the appearance of crystals. Coating remains were still present. Contrasting features 
appeared well attached on diamond faces and appeared to have been grown from the crystal 
surfaces. 
Figure 8-45 
. 
Micrographs of Cr(C)-PVD-coated (CD21) diamonds heat-treated at 500OC/20min. /lOH2-9ON2. 
8.3.3.10 Diamond 
- 
Titanium / Chromium Systems 
8.3.3.10A SYN-3 coated with Ti/Cr by PVD (Code CD12) 
SEM examination showed that metal leaching of the "as received" SYN-3 diamonds co- 
deposited with titanium and chromium by PVD resulted in almost total dissolution of the coating 
(Figure 8-46A). The diamonds had not undergone any macroscopically significant changes 
during the PVD deposition retaining surface flatness and edge sharpness. Inspection of diamond 
faces at higher magnifications revealed traces of etching which seemed to be slightly higher for 
the cubic I 100) faces. Further graphite leaching of the "as received" Ti/Cr-coated diamonds did 
not change the appearance of crystals as described previously. 
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Heat-treating the diamonds in the DSC furnace resulted in the Ti/Cr-coating remaining partially 
attached on the crystals following the metal leaching process (Figure 8-46B). Examination at 
higher magnification revealed that the coating was dense with only few cracks (Figure 8-46C). 
Uncovered diamond surfaces appeared intact. The morphology of the coating was found to be 
varying in different locations on the cubic I 100 1 faces. Instead of a dense layer it had the form 
of a spongy film that seemed however, strongly attached to the underlying surface (Figure 
8-46D). Subsequent graphite leaching caused the entire removal of the coating leaving crystals 
with only a few tiny contrasting features. 
C Cubic (100) diamond surface of diamond shown in B. 
Figure 8-46 : SEM micrographs of Ti/Cr-PVD-coated (CD12) diamonds at various stages of the DRE. 
8.3.3.1013 SYN-3 coated with Ti/Cr by PVID industrially heat-treated (Code CID22) 
SYN-3 diamonds co-deposited with titanium and chromium by PVD appeared to have lost a 
considerable part of the coating after the metal leaching that followed the industrial heat 
treatment (Figure 8-47A). Macroscopically diamonds had retained their shape with flat surfaces 
and sharp edges. Some contrasting features were found on diamond faces. Examination at high 
magnification revealed that these features were small platelets appearing to be growing from 
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diamond surfaces (Figure 8-4713). Subsequent graphite leaching removed entirely all the 
contrasting features leaving diamonds in a state similar to the original crystals. 
Figure 8-47 : Micrographs of Ti/Cr-PVD-coated (CD22) diamonds heat-treated at 500OC/20min. /lOH2-9ON2. 
8.3.4 OM Analysis 
The results of the optical microscope examination are given in the following tables. 
DSC Heat Treatment Diamond crystal colour in Optical Microscope I Stereoscope 
[D: 
I: aýmmoýnd 
- 
Metal Powder System After Metal Leaching After Graphite Leaching 
Plain SYN-1 diamonds Very bright yellow Very bright yellow (as previously) 
to E Co-EF powder Grey/Black - Appears coated Yellow - Coating removed 
in Co (CoQ powder Grey - Appears coated Yellow - Coating removed 
Cu powder Grey - Non coated Yellow 
E 
M (P Ni powder Grey/Gold - Non coated Yellow +W 
3: Fe powder Grey 
- 
Appears coated Yellow 
- 
Coating removed 
Z IL Mo powder Yellow - Black spots Yellow 
- 
Spots removed 
W powder Yellow 
- 
Non coated Yellow 
Ti powder Yellow 
- 
White spots Yellow 
- 
Spots removed 
Cr powder Silver/Grey 
- 
Appears coated Yellow 
- 
Coating removed 
Plain SYN-2 diamonds Very bright yellow Very bright yellow (as previously) 
E Co-EF powder 
Grey 
- 
Appears coated Yellow 
- 
Coating removed 
Co-SMS powder Grey/Gold 
- 
Non coated Yellow 
- 
Coating removed 
Cc Cu powder Yellow 
- 
Non coated Yellow 
E Ni powder 
- 
Yellow 
- 
Non coated Yellow 
+W 
3: Fe powder Grey - Appears coated Yellow 
- 
Coating removed 
IL Mo powder Yellow 
- 
Non coated Yellow 
(A W powder Yellow 
- 
Non coated Yellow 
Ti powder Yellow 
- 
Non coated Yellow 
Cr powder Gold - Partially coated Yellow 
- 
Coating removed 
Table 8-3 : optical microscope examination results. 
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Hot-Pressed Segments After Metal Leaching After Graphite Leaching 
HPI: SYN-2 + Co-EF Grey / Black Yellow 
C 03 
HP2: SYN 
-2+ Fe Grey / Black Yellow 
0 E0 H133: SYN-2 + Cu Yellow / Grey Yellow 20 
f4 V Iz 
HN: SYN-2 + Ni Yellow / Grey Yellow 
2E X J-_ t! 1-1135: SYN-2 + Mo Yellow Yellow 
3: 
1-1136: SYN-2 + CU85Sn15 Yellow Yellow 
Coated Diamonds Diamond crystal colour in Optical Microscope / Stereoscope 
As Received DSC Heat Treated 
Diamond 
- 
Metal Powder 
System After After After After Original Metal Graphite Metal Graphite 
Leach Leach Leach Leach 
CD2 : Plain SYN-3 Yellow Yellow Yellow Yellow Yellow 
CD6 Ti-(CVD) SYN-1 Silver Yellow Yellow Yellow White Yellow 
CD8 Ti-(PVD) SYN-1 Silver Yellow Yellow Yellow White Yellow 
. 1 4.0 CD9 Cr-(PVD) SYN-3 Grey Yellow Yellow Black / Grey Yellow 
CD11 Cr(C)-(PVD) SYN-3 Silver / Grey Yellow Yellow Grey Yellow 
CD12: Ti/Cr-(PVD) SYN-3 Grey Yellow Yellow Grey / Yellow Yellow 
CD13: W-(PVD) SYN-3 Silver Yellow Yellow Yellow Yellow 
oý% 
z 1 Cl)I8: Ti-(CVD/DB)SYN-1 Grey/Yellow 
Yellow & Some 
clustering Yellow 0 to a% CD19: Ti-(PVD/TQ SYN-1 Grey / Yellow Yellow & Some Yellow 
clustering 
. 
40 CD20: Cr-(PVD) SYN-1 Grey / Yellow Yellow Yellow 
ZE CD21: Cr(C)-(PVD) SYN-3 Blue Yellow Yellow 3 
y CD22: Ti/Cr-(PVD) SYN-3 Blue Yelllow Yellow 
Q 
C0 pf In 1.0 CD23: W-(PVD) SYN-3 Blue 1 Yellow Yellow 1 1 
Table B-4 : Optical microscope examination results. 
Table 8-3 shows that the diamonds crystals appeared grey or black under the light of the optical 
microscope after their heat-treatment with Co, Ni, Fe and Cu. These metals were those found to 
cause diamond weight loss. The Mo, W, Ti and Cr did not cause the darkening of the crystals. 
Similar observations were made for diamond retrieved from the hot-pressed specimens (Table 
8-4). Almost all "as received" and industrially heat-treated coated diamonds were yellow at all 
stages of the DRE. Colour changes were evident for the DSC heat-treated coated diamonds, but 
crystals were not blackened as was seen with Co, Fe and Ni. In all cases the final graphite 
leaching process restored in most of the cases the yellow colour, which is characteristic of such 
industrial diamonds. 
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9 
Results o Part=II 
"Characterisation & Properties of Coated-Diamond Composites" 
9.1 Introduction 
This chapter presents the results of the series of experiments included in the second part of the 
experimental work of this thesis as described in Chapter 7. The work was carried Out to 
characterise interfacial bonding and determine the main mechanical properties of P/M 
composites made of a cobalt metal-matfix impregnated with coated diamonds. 
9.2 Density 
Measured Archimedes densities compared to the calculated theoretical density are given in the 
three graphs of Figure 9-1 on the following page. The three plots correspond to the three 
different composite consolidation methods employed. 
The pressure assisted manufacturing routes (HIP & HP) yielded segments of higher densities 
compared to those produced by furnace sintering under atmospheric pressure. Hot-pressed 
segments exhibited the highest densities accompanied with the smallest variation. 
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Figure 9-1 : Density of the rectangular parallelepiped segments compared to calculated theoretical density. 
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As can be seen from the graphs in Figure 9-1, it appears that for the segments produced by 
furnace sintering (FS) and hot-isostatic-pressing (HIP) the densities of the segments impregnated 
with the fmer grit (40/50 US mesh) was slightly greater than the density for segments with the 
coarser grade diamonds (30/40 US mesh). Densities of coated diamond impregnated segments 
produced by FS-ing and HIP-ing was at the same level or slightly lower than the densities of 
segments reinforced with plain non-coated grit. 
On the other hand, segments produced by uniaxial hot-pressing (HP) had densities of the same 
level regardless of the presence of coating. However a small increase in density could be 
distinguished with the use of coated grit. Composites impregnated with diamonds that were 
encapsulated in metal powder (PC) showed slightly higher density values than the equivalent 
segments reinforced with diamonds coated by vapour deposition methods. 
9.3 Modulus of Elasticity (Young's Modulus) 
The values of Young's modulus (E) as measured by the Impulse Excitation Technique (IET) are 
illustrated graphically in Figure 9-2. 
Table 9-1 lists the average Young's modulus as well as the various calculated comparison values 
between the tested segments. 
All diamond reinforced furnace sintered composites apart from those with the Ti/Cr-coated grit 
(CD12) exhibited average Young's moduli superior than the blank reference segment (CDI). 
Coated diamonds appeared to deteriorate the composite E-moduli as compared to the segments 
reinforced with the non-coated grit. Only composites with Ti-coated diamonds (CD6-CD8) were 
at similar levels to the non-coated ones. Tungsten-coated (CD13, CD14) and the two types of 
chromium coated diamonds (CD9-CD 11) gave composite E-moduli of similar levels, but 
relatively lower than the Ti-coated (CD6-CD8), followed by the dual Ti/Cr-coated (CD12). The 
overall scale of variance between the various segments did not exceed 10- 15 GPa. 
Results show that composites impregnated with the finer grit (40/50 US mesh, marked with "o') 
exhibited a slightly higher elasticity modulus than those reinforced with the coarser diamonds 
(30/40 US mesh, marked with'Go"). 
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Figure 9-2 : Young's modulus of the rectangular parallelepiped segments obtained by the Impulse Excitation Technique (IET). *Coating method not denoted by symbol refers to PVD. 
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Diamond Diamond Diamond Average % change compared to reference Segment 
Set Code Coating Metal 
Heat 
Treatment 
Manu- 
facturer 
Coating 
Method Size Range (mesh) 
Diamond 
Type E modulus (GPa) Blank Non-coated Impregnated 
Non 
Heat-Treated 
Impregnated 
CD I- FS Blank 
- 
158.4 
- CD 2- FS I DB 30/40 SYN-3 167.0 5.4 
CD 3- FS DB 40/50 SYN-3 168.4 6.3 
CD 4- FS DB 30/40 SYN-1 162.4 2.15 
CD 5- FS DB 40/50 SYN-1 166.1 4.9 
%. 0 CD 6- FS T! DB CVD 30/40 SYN=1 161.4 J., 
f 
1 9 
-0.7 CD 7- FS 
'n D5 CVD 40/50 SYN-1 166.4 I 5.0 .  0.1 CD 8- FS 11 TC PVD 30/40 
_SYN-3 161.5 1.9 -3.3 
C CD 9- FS 
- 
Cr TC PVD 30/40 1 SYN-3 159.6 0.7 
-4.5 CD 10 
- 
FS Cr TC PVD 40/50 SYN-3 162.6 2.6 
-3.5 CD 11 
- 
FS Cr(C) TC PVD 30/40 SYN-3 160.4 1.2 
-4.0 CD 12 
- 
FS TVCr TC PVD 30/40 SYN-3 151.6 
-4.3 -9.2 CD 13 
- 
FS w TC PVD 30/40 SYN-3 159.7 0.8 
-4.4 CD 14 
- 
FS w TC PVD 40/50 SYN-3 164.7 4.0 
-2.2 CD I- FS Blank 
- 
208.7 
- CD 2- FS DB 30/40 SYN-3 208.7 0.0 
CD 3- FS S  DB 40150 SYN-3 203.9 
-2.3 CD 4- FS  S  DB 
- 
30/40 SYN-1 200.6 
-3.9 CD 5- FS  S   DS 
- 
40/50 SYN 
-1 204.0 
-2.2 
- 
w 
Pq 
CD 6- FS 
CD 7- FS 
 
 
S 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
71 
Ti 
DB 
DB 
CVD 
CVD 
30/40 
40150 
SYN-1 
SYN-I 
195.6 
204.8 
6-3 
-2.5 
0.4 
CD 8- FS 
- 
FS CD 9 - 
   
K 
71 
Cr 
TC 
TC 
PVD 
PVD 
30/40 
30/40 
SYN-3 
-3 SYN 
205.6 
197.2 
-1.5 
- 
5.5 
_5g 
.5 55 
-1.5 
-5.5
Pd 
CD 10 
- 
FS Cr TC PVD 40/50 SYN-3 196.7 
- 
.5 -3.5 
's 
CD 11 
- 
FS Cr(C) TC PVD 30/40 SYN-3 188.5 
-9.7 
-9.7 CD 12 
- 
FS -FS TVCr TC PVD 30/40 SYN-3 191.4 
-8 .3 
-8.2 CD 13 FS 
- 
w TC PVD 30/40 SYN-3 1 8 94.8 
-6.7 
-6.6 D 14 
- 
FS C  w TC PVD 40/50 SYN-3 192.7 
j ; 
-7.7 1 
$
-5.5 27 
- 
HP CD Blank 183. 4 
- C- HP D 15 DB 39150 SYN I 2 21.1 L 0.5 2
CD 16 
- 
HP DS 30150 SYN-3 j 213.8 16.6 
17 
- 
HP DB 30/40 SYN-3 210.9 15.0 
CD 32 
- 
HP T1 DB CVD 30/50 SYN-1 232.4 28.7 5.11 
CD 18 
- 
HP I T1 HT DB CVD 30/50 SYN-1 216.5 18.0 
-2.1 
-6.9 CD 33 
- 
HP TI TC PVD 30/50 SYN-1 230.3 25.6 4.2 
CD 19 
- 
HP 
"n HT TC PVD 30/50 SYN-1 231.6 26.3 4.7 0.6 
CD 39 
- 
HP TI TC PVD XV40 SYN-3 226.8 23.7 7.5 
CD 40 
- 
HP Ti HT TC PVD 30/40 SYN-3 230.6 25.7 9.3 1.7 
CD 34 
- 
HP Cr TC I PVD 30/50 SYN-1 229.3 25.0 3.7 
- 1: 11. CD 20 
- 
HP Cr HT TC PVD 
. 
30/50 SYN-1 227.8 24.2 3.0 
-0.6 CD 42 
- 
HP Cr TC PVD 30/40 SYN-3 225.8 23.1 1 7.11 
- CD 43 
- 
HP Cr HT TC PVD 30/40 SYN-3 229.1 24.9 8.8 1.4 
CD 24 
- 
HP Cr NDT PC 
. 
30/50 SYN-1 221.5 20.8 0.2 
- CD 38 
- 
HP Cr HT NDT PC 30/50 SYN. 1 226.6 23.6 2.5 2.3 
CD 35 
- 
HP Cr (C) 
- 
TC PVD 30140 SYN-3 225.2 22.6 6.8 
CD 21 
- 
HP Cr (C) HT TC PVD 30/40 SYN-3 223.8 22.0 8.1 
-0.8 CD 36 
- 
HP 11/Cr 
- 
TC PVD 30/40 SYN-3 223.9 22.1 8.1 
CD, 22 
- 
HP TI/Cr HT TC PVD 30/40 SYN-3 227.4 24.0 7.8-- - 1.6 
CD 30 
- 
HP w NC CVD 35/50 SYN-1 238.0 29.8 7.7 
- CD 31 
- 
HP W HT NC CVD 35150 SYN-1 233. S 27.3 5.6 
-1.9 CD 37 
- 
HP w TC PVD 30150 SYN-1 227.9 24.3 3.1 
CD 23 
- 
HP w HT TC PVD 30/50 SYN-1 228.2 24.4 3.2 0,1 
CD 44 
- 
HP W TC PVD 30140 SYN-3 224.6 22.5 1 0.5 
CD 45 
- 
HP w HT TC PVD 30/40 SYN-3 226.6 23.6 7.4 0.9 
CD 25 
- 
HP w VM PC 30/50 SYN-1 197.8 7.8 
-10.5 CD 26 
- 
HP w HT VM PC 30/SO SYN-1 199.4 8.7 
. 
9.8 0.8 CO 
# 
: 
! * 
I PC 
, 
30/40 SYN-31 221.5 20.8 &0 
CO H T 3 PC 30/40 1 SYN-3 1 225.8 23.1 7.0 
Nor, InClatUra: 
Iff : Diamond Heat treatrnent at 5001C, 20min, in 1OH: 90% atrnosphere Diamond Type : SYN-1 Is superior quality SYN-3 produced by De liftra 
Metal coating deposition mediods : CVID : Chemical Vapour Deposition, WO : Physical Vapour DeposMon, PC : Powder Coating I Encapsulation 
Manufacturerso(CoaWDIamonds: DB: DeBeers, NOT: NknbusDWrWWT004 NC: Norton Company, 
I: Ful Paudal Kabushild Kaisha 
TC : Tear Coa", VIN : Van Moppes, 
Table 9-1 : Average Young's modulus of tested rectangular parallelepiped segments. Table also lists the 
calculated comparison values for the various diamond conditions. 
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Hot-Isostatic-Pressed (HIP) Seamen 
The moduli for the HIP-ed segments were higher than the FS-ed, approximately 30 to 40 GPa. 
However, in contrast to FS-ed segments, where the composite modulus was higher than the 
blank segments, the HIP-ed composites exhibited average Young's modulus which was inferior 
to that of the blank segments. However, coated-diamonds appeared to deteriorate composite E- 
modulus as compared to the segments impregnated with the non-coated grit (CD2-CD5), with 
only the Ti-coated diamonds (CD6-CD8) giving composite modulus of similar levels to the 
latter. Obtained ranking of the composites is similar to that found for the FS-ed with only the 
Ti/Cr-coated (CD12) impregnated to have improved in position to similar levels as the W-coated 
diamond reinforced (CD 13, CD 14). 
Hot--pressed (HP) Saments 
Hot-pressing yielded the composites with the highest Young's modulus. Diamond reinforcement 
improved the composite modulus up to levels reaching 25-30% increase. Coated diamonds 
(CD18-CD45) provided composites with higher modulus than the corresponding segments 
impregnated with the non-coated grit (CD15-CD17). Only the W-encapsulated (CD25, CD26) 
exhibited considerable decrease in modulus. The 30/40-mesh grit (marked with "e") appeared to 
improve relatively at higher levels the composite modulus compared to the wider reinforcement 
fraction of the 30/50-mesh (marked with "+"). 
interpreting the results for the hot-pressed composites the following comments can be made as 
regarding the effect of the heat-treatment of the coated grit prior to consolidation. Comparing for 
the Ti-coated diamonds (see Table 9-1), one could identify that heat-treatment of the diamonds 
provided small levels of modulus improvement, which only applied for the composites with the 
PVD-coated grit, with greater increase observed for the SYN-3 diamonds. The same behaviour 
was exhibited for the segments with the Cr-coated diamonds (see Table 9-1). When 
encapsulating the diamonds in either Cr-powder (CD38) or Co-powder (CD29) the heat 
treatment provided, on average, an increase in E-modulus of the order of 2.3% and 1.9% 
respectively, compared to the segments with the non-heat-treated diamond-granules (CD24 and 
CD28). Heat-treatment provided no positive effect for the diamonds with the Cr(C)-coatings 
(CD21, CD35) and the W-CVD-coatings (CD30, CD31). However, heat treatment was found to 
have a slightly beneficial effect for the diamonds with the Ti/Cr-coating (CD22-CD36) and those 
with the W-PVD-coatings (CD23-CD37, CD44-CD45) (see Table 9-1). 
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The highest moduli were measured for composites reinforced with the W-CVD-coated diamonds 
(CD30, CD31). Encapsulating diamonds in Co-powder (CD28-CD29) gave composites with 
superior Young's modulus compared to the segments with the non-coated diamonds (CD17), 
although the composition of the segments remained practically the same. 
9.4 3-point Bending 
The measured values of the Transverse Rupture Strength (TRS) as obtained by the 3-point 
bending are illustrated graphically in Figure 9-3 on the page 176. Table 9-2 lists the average TRS 
as well as the various calculated comparison values between the tested segments. Figure 9-4 and 
Table 9-3 give the 3-point bending results in the same manner but after the originally obtained 
TRS values have been corrected according to the Standard Test Size Specimen A and normalised 
for porosity as has been described in Chapter 7. 
All diamond reinforced furnace sintered segments exhibited lower strengths than the blank 
cobalt segments. The TRS values of the diamond impregnated segments varied between 650 and 
713 MPa (Figure 9-3). 
Best results were obtained for the segments reinforced with the Ti-coated diamonds (CD6-CD8), 
followed by those with the non-coated grit (CD2-CD5). The rest of the segments with the coated 
abrasives performed on average slightly lower than the composites incorporated with the non- 
coated crystals. 
Hot--isostatic-Pressed (HIP) Ig9ments 
similarly to FS-ed segments, all diamond reinforced HIP-ed specimens had lower bending 
strengths than the blank cobalt reference. Composites impregnated with the finer grit (40/50 
mesh) exhibited slightly higher average TRS values than those with the coarser diamonds (30/40 
mesh). The measured TRS values were higher than those of the FS-ed segments when comparing 
the same coating. However, following correcting and normalising for porosity this trend was 
reversed. 
Similar to the case for FS-ed specimens, the Ti-coated impregnated segments (CD6-CD8) were 
the strongest together with the non-coated diamond reinforced composites (CD2-CD5). 
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Hot-Pmssed (HP) 52gments 
Measured bending strengths of the hot-pressed (HP-ed) segments were higher than those of the 
FS-ed and the HIP-ed. Diamond reinforced composites exhibited lower average TRS values than 
the reference blank, but the difference was reduced considerably compared to the FS-ed and the 
HIP-ed segments. For some samples the measured TRS was even higher than the average value 
of the blank. Composites impregnated with coated grit exhibited higher bending strengths 
relatively to the composites with the non-coated abrasives (Table 9-2 and Table 9-3). 
Examining the results for the composites impregnated with Ti-coated diamonds (Table 9-2 and 
Table 9-3), one can identify that there was practically no difference between the obtained TRS 
values for the CVD and PVD coated SYN- I diamonds (CD 18-19 & CD32-3 3). Heat treatment of 
the grit was only beneficial in the case of the SYN-3 diamonds (CD40). The composites 
impregnated with the coarser SYN-3 quality grit (CD39-40) gave the best average bending 
performance compared to the other Ti-coated specimens, although the difference was relatively 
small. 
As for the composites with the Ti-coated diamonds (Table 9-2 and Table 9-3), the segments 
produced with the 30/40 SYN-3 Cr-coated grit (CD42-43) had superior TRS than that with the 
30/50 SYN-I type (CD20 & 34). Bending properties of the composites impregnated with the Cr- 
powder encapsulated diamonds (CD24 & 38) were slightly inferior to those involving the PVD 
grit. Diamond heat-treatment was found to deteriorate the performance of those composites 
involving diamonds with chromium containing coatings apart from those with the dual Ti/Cr- 
coating (CD 22 & 36). 
composites impregnated with the various W-coated diamonds exhibited relatively high bending 
strengths. In particular, the CVD-coated (CD30-3 1) diamonds gave high levels of composite 
strength. The grade with the W-POwder encapsulated diamonds (CD25-26) reached the level of 
the PVD-coated grit (CD23 & 37). 
The highest average TRS values were obtained for the segments impregnated with Co-powder 
encapsulated diamonds (CD28-29), which reached the levels of the blank reference samples. 
Heat-treatment of the encapsulated grit did not provide considerable increase in composite 
bending strength. 
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Colour Codes 
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- 
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Heat-Treatment 
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, 
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+ 30/50 US mesh 
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Figure 9-3 : Transverse Rupture Strength (TRS) of the rectangular parallelepiped segments obtained by the 3-point bending. *Coating method not denoted by symbol refers to PVD. 
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Diamond Diamond Diamond Avera e 
% change compared to reference 
Segment 
Set Code Coating Metal 
Heat 
Treatment 
Manu- 
facturer 
Coating 
Method Size Range (mesh) 
Diamond 
Type 
g 
TRS 
(MPa) 
---- 
Blankj Non-coated Impregnated 
Non 
Heat-Treated 
Impregnated 
CD 1- FS Blank 866 
CD2-FS I 
- -I DB, - 30/40 1 SYN-3 689 -20.4 
CD 3- FS 
- 
- 
DB; 
- 
40/50 SYN-3 713 
-17.7 
CD 4- FS 
- - 
DB SYN-1 675 
-22.1 
CD 5- FS 
- 
DB 
- 
40/50 SYN-1 684 
-21.0 
CD 6- FS 11 DB CVD 30/40 SYN-1 701 
-19.1 3.9 
CD7-FS 71 
- 
DB CVD 40/50 SYN-1 685 
-20.9 0.2 
CD 8- FS Ti 
- 
TC PVD 30/40 SYN-3 703 
-18.8 2.0 
CD 9- FS Cr 
- 
TC PVD 30/40 SYN-3 679 
-21.6 -1.4 C 
us CD 10 - FS Cr - TC PVD 40/50 SYN-3 650 -25.0 
-8.8 
CD 11 
- 
FS Cr(C) 
- 
TC PVD 30/40 SYN-3 676 
-22.0 
-2.0 
CD, 12 
- 
FS Tl/Cr 
- 
TC PVD 30/40 SYN-3 661 
-23.7 -4.1 
I 
CD 13 
- 
FS W 
- 
TC PVD 30/40 SYN-3 650 
-24.9 -5.7 
CD 14 
- 
FS W TC PVD 40/50 SYN-3 672 
-22.4 -5.7 
CD I- FS Blank 
- - 
1336 
- - 
CD 2- FS 
- 
DB 30/40 SYN-3 792 
-8.6 
CD 3- FS DB 40/50 SYN-3 845 
-2.5 
- 
DB 30/40 SYN-1 790 
-8.8 
CD 5- FS 
- 
DB 40/50 SYN-1 835 
-3.6 
CD 6- FS 
CD 7- FS 
CD 8- FS 
T1 
Tl 
Tl 
- 
- 
- 
DB 
DB 
TC 
CVD 
CVD 
PVD 
30/40 
40/50 
30/40 
SYN-I 
SYN-1 
SYN-3 
764 
849 
840 
-11.8 
-1.9 
-3.0 
-3.2 
1.7 
6.0 
CD 9- FS Cr 
- 
TC PVD 30/40 SYN-3 712 
-17.7 
-10.0 
CD 10 
- 
FS Cr 
- 
TC PVD 40/50 SYN-3 726 
-16.2 
-14.1 
CD 11 
- 
FS I Cr(C) 
- 
TC PVD 30/40 SYN-3 681 
-21.3 
-14.0 
C D 12 
- 
FS      11/cr 
- 
TC PVD 30/40 SYN-3 747 
-13.8 
-S. 7 
C DD 13 
- 
FS     W 
- 
TC PVD 30/40 SYN-3 736 
-15.0 
-7.1 
CD 14 
- 
FS      W TC PVD 40/50 SYN-3 774 
-10.6 
-8.4 
CDD 27 
- 
HP I    7  Blank 
- 
1233 
- 
P 15 
- 
H  CD DS 30150 SYN-1 948 
-23.2 
I CD 16 
_ 
HP 
- 
DB 0 so SYN-3 974 
-21.0 
17. HP 
V 
CD, z L DB; 30/40 SYN-3 882 
-28.5 
CD 32 Hip  P - Ti DB CVD 3050 SYN-I 1061 -14.0 11.9 
CI D 18  HP 
- 
2 Ti HT D6 CVD 30/50 SYN-1 994 -19.4 4.9 -6.3 
CD 33 _ HP 
- 
R 2 2 'n TC PVD 30/50 SYN-1 1039 -15.8 9.6 
CD 19 
. 
HP 
- Ti HT TC PVD 30/50 SYN-1 1016 -17.6 7.3 -2.1 
CD 39. HP Ti TC PVD 30/40 SYN-3 1047 -15.1 18.7 
- 
40 CD 
_ 
Hip 
- 
P Ti HT TC PVD 30/40 SYN-3 1062 -13.9 20.4 1.4 
u. 14P 
2 
CD 31A4 
. 
H4P  Cr TC PVD 30/50 SYN-1 1054 
-14.5 11.3 
CD 20 
- 
HP Cr HT TC PVD 30/50 SYN-1 1045 
-15.2 10.3 
-0.9 
- 
HP Cr TC PVD 30140 SYN-3 1125 
-8.8 27.5 
CD 43 
- 
HP Cr HT TC PVD 30/40 SYN-3 1093 
-11.4 23.9 
-2.9 
CD 24 
- 
HP Cr NDT PC 30/50 SYN-1 1071 
-13.1 13.0 
CD 38 
- 
HP Cr HT NDT PC 30150 SYN-1 936 
-24.1 -1.2 
-12.6 
CD 35 
- 
HP Cr CC) TIC PVD 3" SYN-3 1094 
-11.3 24.0 
- 
CD 21 
- 
HP Cr (C) HT TC PVD 3" SYN-3 1032 
-16.3 17.0 
-5.6 
CD 36 
- 
HP Tl/Cr TC PVD 30/40 SYN-3 996 
-19.2 12.9 
CD 22 
- 
HP TVCr HT TC PVD 30140 SYN-3 1073 
-13.0 21.6 7.7 
CD 30 
- 
HP w NC CVD 35/50 SYN-1 1195 
-3.1 26.1 
- 
CD 31 
- 
HP w HT NC CVD 35/50 SYN-1 1109 
-10.1 17.0 
-7.2 
CD 37 
- 
HP W TC PVD 30/50 SYN-1 1093 
-11.4 15.3 
CD 23 
- 
HP W HT TC PVD 30/50 SYN-1 1083 
-12.2 14.3 
-0.9 
CD 44 
- 
HP w TC PVD 30/40 SYN-3 1124 
-8.9 27.4 
- 
CD 45 
- 
HP w HT TC PVD 30/40 SYN-3 1029 
-16.6 16.6 
_8. S_ 
CD 25 
- 
HP w VM PC 30/50 SYN-1 1093 
-11.4 1S. 3 
CD 26 
- 
HP w FrT VM PC 30/50 SYN-1 1072 
-13.1 13.1 
-1.9 
CD28-HP CO 3 PC 1 30/40 1 SYN-3 1 1206 -2.2 36.7 tCD29-HP CO HT 3 K V 1 
-2.0 37.0 
: 0: 2: 
j 
Nomenclature: 
HT : Diamond Heat treatment at SWIC, 20mIn, In 1OH2 / 9ON2 atmosphere Diamond TYPe : SYN-1 IS superior quality SYN-3 produced bV De Beers 
Metal coa*V deposition medvods CVD : Chemical Vapour Deposition, PVD : PhYSICal VaPOur Deposition, PC : Powder Coating / Encapsulation 
MgmuNcturers of Coated Diamonds D5 : De Beers, NDT : Nimbus Diamond Tool, NC : Norton Company, TC : Teer Coatings, VM : Van Moppes, 
3: FUP Paudal Kabushfkl Kalsha 
Table 9-2 : Average Transverse Rupture Strength (TRS) of tested rectangular parallelepiped segments. 
Table also lists the calculated comparison values for the various diamond conditions. 
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Figure 9-4 : Transverse Rupture Strength (TRS) of the rectangular parallelepiped segments obtained by the 3-point bending. The values are normalised for porosity and corrected to standard test specimen size. 
*Coating method not denoted by symbol refers to PVD. 
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Diamond Diamond Diamond Average % change compared to reference Segment 
Set Code Coating Metal 
Heat 
Treatment 
Manu- 
facturer 
Coating 
Method Size Range (mesh) 
Diamond 
Type TRS (MPa) Blank Non-coated Impregnated 
Non 
Heat-Treated 
Impregnated 
CD I- FS Blank 
- 
- 
1243 
- CD 2- FS 
- - 
I DB 30/40 SYN-3 983 
-20.9 CD 3- FS 
- - 
DO 40/50 SYN-3 1014 
-18.4 CD 4- FS 
- - 
DO 30/40 SYN-I 968 
-22.1 le CD 5- FS 
- - 
DB 
- 
40/50 SYN-1 976 
-21.4 CD 6- FS T1 
- 
DO CVD 30/40 SYN-I 1011 
-18.6 4.5 CD 7- FS Ti 
- 
DB CVD 40/50 SYN-I 987 
-20.6 1.1 CD 8- FS Ti 
- 
TC PVD 30/40 SYN-3 1012 
-18.6 2.9 CD 9- FS Cr 
- 
TC PVD 30/40 SYN-3 963 
-22.5 
-2.0 CD 10 
- 
FS Cr 
- 
TC PVD 40/50 SYN-3 926 
-25.5 -8.6 CD 11 
- 
FS Cr(C) 
- 
TC PVD 30/40 SYN-3 962 
-22.6 
-2.2 CD 12 
- 
FS IVCr 
- 
TC PVD 30/40 SYN-3 944 
-24.1 
-4.0 CD 13 
- 
FS w 
- 
TC PVD 30/40 SYN-3 930 
-25.1 -5.4 CD 14 
- 
FS w 
- 
TC PVD 40/50 SYN-3 iW3 
-24.1 -7.0 CD I- FS Blank 
- 
1356 
- CD 2- FS 
- - 
DB 
- 
30/40 SYN-3 817 
-34.3 CD 3- FS 
- - 
DB 
- 
40/50 SYN-3 877 
-29.4 
CD 4- FS 
- 
DB 
- 
30/40 SYN-I 819 
-34.1 
CD 5- FS 
- - 
DB 40/50 SYN-1 861 
-30.7 IL 
O'ý CD 6- FS CD 7- FS 
T1 
11 
- 
- 
DB 
DB 
CVD 
CVD 
30/40 
40/50 
SYN-1 
SYN-1 
797 
882 
8 
-35.8 
r-29. 
0 
-2.6 
2.4 
- 
FS CD 8 11 TC PVD 30/40 
-3 SYN 871 
_29 
.9 -29.9 6.7 CD 9- FS Cr TC PVD 30/40 SYN-3 750 
. 
. 
39 7 
-39.7 
-8.2 CD 10 
- 
FS Cr TC PVD 40/SO SYN-3 761 
.1 RR  8.8 
-322 
-13.2 CD 11 
- 
FS Cr(C) TC PVD 30/40 SYN-3 723 
-41.9 
-11.5 CD 12 
- 
FS TVCr TC PVD 30/40 SYN-3 793 
-36.2 
-2.9 CD 13 
- 
FS W TC PVD 30/40 SYN-3 776 
-37.5 
-4.9 CD 14 
- 
FS W TC PVD 40/50 SYN-3 813 
-34.6 
-7.2 CD 27 
- 
HP Blank 
- 
1160 
- CD 15 
- 
HP DB 30/50 SYN-1 934 
-19.5 
CD 16 
- 
HP DB 30/50 SYN-3 949 
-18.2 
CD 17 
- 
HP DB 30/40 SYN-3 869 
-25.1 
CD 32 
- 
HP Ti DB CVD 30/50 SYN-I 1020 
-12.1 9.2 
CD 18 
- 
HP T! HT DB CVD 30/50 SYN-1 980 
-1s. 5 4.9 
-3.9 CD 33 
- 
HP Ti TC PVD 30/50 FYN-I 998 -14.0 6.8 
CD 19 
- 
HP 11 HT TC PVD 30150 SYN-I 992 
-14.5 6.2 
-0.6 CD 39 
- 
HP 11 TC PVD 30/40 SYN-3 1002 
-13.6 15.2 
CD 40 
- 
HP Ti HT TC PVD 30/40 SYN-3 1019 
-12.2 17.2 
4 
1.7 
CD 34 
- 
HP Cr TC PVD 30/SO SYN-I 1007 
-13.2 77 
. - CD 20 w HP Cr HT TC PVD 30/SO SYN-I 1022 
-11.9 9 4 .  1.5 
CD 42 
- 
HP Cr TC PVD 30/40 SYN-3 1076 
-7.3 23.8 
CD 43 
- 
HP Cr HT TC PVD 30/40 SYN-3 1047 
-9.7 20.5 
-2.7 CD 24 
- 
HP Cr NDT PC 30/50 SYN-1 1034 
-10.9 10.7 
- 
_CD 
38 
- 
HP Cr HT NDT PC 30/50 SYN-1 896 
-22.7 4.1 
-13.3 CD 35 
- 
HP Cr CC) 
- 
TC PVD 30/40 SYN-3 1114 
-4.0 28.2 
CD 21 
- 
HP Cr (C) HT TC PVD 30/40 SYN-3 1007 
-13.2 15.8 
-9.6 CD 36 
- 
HP 11/Cr TC PVQ 30/40 SYN-3 953 
-17.9 9.6 
CD 22 w HP Tl/Cr HT TC PVD 30/40 SYN-3 1043 
-10.1 20.0 9.5 
CD 30 
- 
HP w NC CVD 35/50 SYN-I 1114 
-4.0 19.2 
CD 31 
- 
HP w HT NC CVD 35/50 SYN-1 1035 
-10.8 10.8 
-7.1 CD 37 
- 
HP w TC 30/50 SYN-I 1042 
-10.2 11.5 
CD 23 
- 
HP w HT TC PVD 30/50 SYN-I 1066 
-8.1 14.1 2.3 
CD 44 
- 
HP w TC PVD 30/40 SYW3 1232 6.2 41.7 
CD 45 
- 
HP w HT TC PVD, 30/40 SYN-3 982 
-15.3 13.0 
-20.3 CD 25 w HP w VM PC 30/50 SYN-1 1018 
-12.2 9.0 
CD 26 
- 
HP w HT VM PC 30/50 SYN-I 1003 
-13.6 7.3 -1.6 CD 28 
- 
HP Co PC 30/40 SYN-3 1117 
-3.7 1 285 * 1 I CD29-HP I Co HT 31 PC 30/40 SYN-3 ills 
-3.9 3 1 28 1 -0.2 
Nomeniclature: 
HT : Diamond Heat bw&nwt at SWOCý 20min, In 1OH2 / 9ON2 atmosphere Diamond Type : SYN-1 Is superior quality SYN-3 produced by De Beers 
Metal coating deposition methods : CVD : Chemical Vapour Deposlaw, PVD : A"c8l Vapour Deposition, PC : Powder Coating / Encapsulation 
markskWersofCDated Diamonds: IDS: De Beers, NDT: Nimbus, Nc: Norton CO., TC: Tear, VM: Van Moppes, 3 Fuji Paudal Kabushild Kalsha 
Table 9-3 : Average Transverse Rupture Strength (TRS) of tested rectangular parallelepIped segments. The 
values are normallsed for porosity and corrected to standard test specimen size. Table also lists the 
calculated comparison values for the various diamond conditions. 
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9.5 Tensile Testing 
Results obtained from the tensile testing are given graphically in Figure 9-5 (page 181). Table 
9-4 lists the calculated average tensile properties derived from the tests as well as the computed 
comparison values between the various composites. 
All diamond reinforced segments exhibited lower tensile strength and ductility compared to the 
blank reference samples. Proof strength of the reinforced segments was found to be at the same 
levels or even exceeding that of the blank reference. 
- 
t 0) 9- 
UTS Elongation Proof Strength 0.2% 1 
- 
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RX 
'D ý 
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9M , 0 
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10 0 , a. E gý T CU 0) T d- 
% change compared 
to referen e Q) 
T 3, 
% change compared 
to reference Q) 01 T0 
% change compared 
to reference 
0 llý to 6 a (U E > < Blank 
I Non 
coated 
I Non 
HT Blank 
Non 
coated 
Non 
HT 
. (U 1: 
Blank Non 
coated 
Non 
HT 
DBS-I Blank 553 
- 
10.11 268 
- 
DB5-2 DB 30/40 SYN-3 312 
-43.5 1.49 
-85.3 222 
-17.1 
DBS-3 DB 40/50 SYN-3 302 
-45.4 1.53 -84.9 219 
-18.3 
DBS-4 DB 30/50 SYN-1 288 
-47.9 1.56 
-84.6 217 
-19.2 
DBS- 11 T, DB CVD 30/50 SYN-1 276 
-50.0 -4.0 - 1.07 -89.4 -31.3 
- 
213 
-20.7 
-1.8 
DBS-12 TI HT DB CVD 30/50 SYN-1 370 
-33.0 28.6 34.0 2.02 
-80.0 29.5 88.4 260 
-2.9 20.2 22.4 
DBS-5 
-n TC PVD 30/40 SYN-3 298 -46.2 -4.7 - 1.08 -89.3 -27.2 - 227 -15.4 2.0 - 
DBS-6 -n HT TC PVD 30/40 SYN-3 321 
-41.9 2.9 7.9 1.82 -82.0 22.5 68.2 226 
-15.7 1.7 
-0.3 
DBS-13 Cr 
- 
TC PVD 30/50 SYN-I 390 
-29.5 35.3 - 2.59 -74.4 66.1 
-1 276 2.7 27.2 
- 
DBS-14 Cr HT TC PVD 30/50 1 SYN-1 353 
-36.1 22.6 -9.4 1.42 -86.0 
-9.2 -45.3 278 3.6 28.2 0.8 
DBS-19 Cr NDT PC 30/50 SYN-1 382 
-30.9 32.7 
- 
2.06 
-79.6 32.3 - 285 6.2 31.4 
DBS-20 Cr HT NDT PC 30/50 SYN-1 409 
-26.1 42.0 7.0 3.69 
-63.5 1 136.5 78.7 268 
-0.1 23.7 -5.9 
DBS-15 Cr(C) TC PVD 30/40 SYN-3 364 
-34.2 16.6 
- 
2.08 
-79.4 
1 39.9 
- 
263 
-2.1 18.0 
- 
-ýBS-16 Cr(C) HT TC PVD 30/40 SYN-3 3SI 
-36.6 12.4 -3.6 1.55 -84.7 4.3 
-25.4 269 0.3 20.9 2.5 
DBS-7 TI/Cr 
- 
TC PVD 30/40 SYN-3 329 
-40.5 5.4 - 1.43 -85.8 -3.6 
- 
261 
-2.8 17.2 - 
DBS-8 TI/Cr HT TC PVD 30/40 SYN-3 313 
-43.3 0.4 
-4.7 1.49 -85.2 0.4 4.1 238 
-11.3 6.9 
-8.8 
DBS-25 W NC CVD 35/50 SYN-1 342 
-38.2 18.7 - 1.43 -85.8 
-8.3 - 267 
-0.6 23.1 
DBS-26 W HT NC CVD 35/50 SYN-1 388 1 -29.9 34.7 13.5 3.82 -62.2 144.8 166.9 239 
-10.9 10.3 -1o. 4 
DBS- 17 W TC PVD 30/50 SYN-1 329 
-40.5 14.4 
- 
2.22 
-78.0 42.3 
- 
230 
-14.4 6.0 
- 
DBS-18 W HT TC PVD 30/50 SYN-1 Y - 320 
-42.2 11.0 -2.9 1.59 -84.3 1.9 
-28.4 244 9.2 12.5 6.0 
DBS-9 w 
- 
TC PVD 30/40 SYN-3 Y  3 334 
-39.6 7.1 - 1.09 -89.2 -26.4 
- 
274 2.2 23.2 
- 
DBS-10 W HT TC PVD 30/40 SYN-3 283 
-48.8 -9.4 -15.4 1.21 
-88.0 -18,5 10 .8 207 
-22.7 
-6.8 -24.3 
DBS-21 W vM PC 30/50 SYN-1 385 
-30.3 33.9 - 3.89 -61.5 149.5 
- 
229 
-14.6 5.7 - 
DBS-22 W HT VM 30/50 SYN-1 356 
-35.6 23.6 
-7.7 2.83 72.0 81.7 _27 -27.2 226 
-1.1 
DBS-23 CO 
- 
j 30/40 
- 
SYN_3 -3 434 
-21.5 39.1 3.98 -60.7 1 167.4 
- 
260 
DBS-24 Co HT JI PC 1 30/40 1 SýN_3 Y - 404 1 
-26.9 
1 29.5 1 
-6.9 
1 2.22 
-78.0 
1 49.3 1 
-44.2 1 305 17.1 
Nomenclature 
IfT : Diamond Heat treatment at 5001C, 20min, In 1OH2 / 90N2 atmosphere Diamond Type : SYN-1 is superior quality SYN-3 produced by De Beers 
Metal coating deposition methods : CVD Chemical Vapour Deposition, PVD : Physical Vapour Deposition, K: Powder Coating / Encapsulatlon 
Manufacturers of Coated Diamonds : DB De Beers, NIDT : Nimbus, NC : Norton Co., TC : Teer, VIM : Van Moppes, J: Fuji Paudal Kabushlki Kalsha 
Table 9-4 : Average values of tensile test results for the tested "dog-bone" segments. Table also lists the 
calculated comparison values for the various diamond conditions. 
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600 Ultimate Tensile Rre-nq- h 
I Colour Codes 
0 Blank 
M Non-coated 
* Ti 
- 
coated 
E Cr-coated 
* Cr(C)-coated 
Ti/Cr-coated 
* W-coated 
Co 
- 
coated 
Codes for Diamond 
Heat-Treatment 
0 Non Heat-Treated 
Diamonds 
A Heat-treated 
Diamonds 20min, 
500-C, 1OH2/9ON2 
Diamond Size 
o 30/40 US mesh 
w 40/50 US mesh 
o 35/50 US mesh 
+ 30/50 US mesh 
Coating Method 
CVD: Chemical 
Vapour Deposition 
PVD: Physical 
Vapour Deposition 
PC: Diamond Powder 
Encapsulation 
A. 550 ý 
SI 
500 
450 
IA C. ) 
400 
c 9T 
350 
'1 
/+ + 
+ 300 
+++ 
250 
Segment Set Codes 
12 
[Ebý6ýatioin] 
10 
4 
2 ý-l T+ 
+++ +++ 
Segment Set Codes 
FO. 2% Prý4 Strength] 
. 
''I T"1 'I-iJ-. I+I 
++ 
35 
300 
250 
200 
150 
100 
50 
0 
ýý000. ý0ý--ý -ý4 Z Z: -- ZmM- ;ýgý.. 
Segnwnt Set Codes 
Figure 9-5 : Results of the tensile testing of the "dog-bone" shaped segments. *Coating method not denoted by symbol refers to PVD. 
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Comparing the segments impregnated with Ti-coated diamonds (DBS5 & DBS 11) it can be seen 
that the use of the coated grit slightly deteriorated the performance when compared to the non- 
coated grit. However, if diamonds were heat-treated (DBS6 & DBS 12) the situation changed and 
composite strength was considerably improved. 
Chromium coatings (DBS13-14, DBS 19-20) appeared to improve composite tensile strength to 
a greater degree than that achieved with the heat-treated Ti-coated diamonds. The Cr-powder 
encapsulated grit (DBS19-20) provided the highest tensile and proof strength among all 
specimens with chromium containing coated abrasives. Regarding tensile strength and ductility, 
heat-treatment was only found to be beneficial in the case of the Cr-powder encapsulated 
diamonds. The improvement in strength for the Cr-coated composites was followed by those 
containing Cr(C) (DBS I 5-16)and Ti/Cr-coated diamonds (DBS7-8). 
Composites impregnated with the various W-coated diamonds exhibited similar tensile test 
performance as those with the Cr-coated grit. In some cases ductility was also drastically 
improved. Heat-treatment of the CVD W-coated diamonds (DBS-26) provided considerable 
enhancement in both tensile strength and ductility but not in proof stress. Heat treatment was 
found to improve the proof strength but deteriorated both the tensile strength and ductility. The 
segments impregnated with the W-powder encapsulated diamonds (DSB21-22) showed 
relatively good performance similar to the levels for CVD W-coated grit. For these diamonds 
heat-treatment was found to deteriorate composite tensile response. 
The highest ensile strength and ductility was demonstrated by the composites impregnated with 
Co-encapsulated diamonds (DBS23). However, proof strength was inferior to most of the 
systems incorporating the Cr- and Ti-coated grit and some of the systems with the W-coated 
diamonds. Heat-treatment of the grit (DBS24) was found to improve drastically the proof 
strength, but simultaneously deteriorated tensile strength and ductility. 
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9.6 SEM Examination 
This section presents the results of the SEM examination of the fractured surfaces produced by 
the mechanical testing. 
9.6.1 Qualitative Fracture Surface Examination 
9.6.1.1 FS-ed & HIP-ed segments 
- 
Fractured by 3-point Bending 
Results presented here concern the microscopic analysis of the fractured surfaces produced after 
fracturing the segments by 3-point bending. Observations for both the ftimace sintered (FS) and 
the hot-isostatically pressed (HIP) segments were similar and therefore are presented combined 
in this single thematic section. 
9.6.1. IA Non-coated Diamonds (CD2, CD3, CD4, CD5) 
Non-coated diamonds exposed on fracture surfaces appeared with a slightly altered surface 
morphology, produced by fine scale etching (Figure 9-6 and Figure 9-7 on the next page). 
The finer grit (40/50 mesh) (Figure 9-6B and Figure 9-7B) seemed to have been modified to a 
relatively larger degree than the coarser grade (30/40 mesh) (Figure 9-6A and Figure 9-7A). The 
degree of etching was also higher for the diamonds incorporated in the segments consolidated by 
the HIP route. Fissures were clearly evident at the diamond-cobalt interfaces. 
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Figure 9-6 : SEM micrographs showing sections of fracture surfaces of segments produced by the HIP route 
and impregnated with the SYN-3 type of non-coated diamond. 
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(A) CD 4 Non-coated 30/40 US-mesh SYN-1 (DB) 
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(8) CD 5 Non-coated 40/50 US-mesh SYN-1 (DB) 
Figure 9-7 : SEM micrographs showing sections of fracture surfaces of segments produced by the HIP route 
and impregnated with the SYN-1 type of non-coated diamond. 
9.6.1.1B Ti-coated Diamonds (CD6, CD7, CD8) 
Examination of fracture surfaces of segments impregnated with the SYN-1 Ti-coated diamonds 
(CD6, CD7) revealed that interfacial de-bonding occurred either at the Ti-coating/diamond or the 
Ti-coating/Co-matrix interface. Coating was either detached from the surfaces of the grit and 
remained in the pull-out craters (Figure 9-8A) or remained attached on the surfaces, partially 
fractured, but retaining the plate-layered morphology produced by the CVD (Figure 9-8B). 
Diamond surfaces stripped from the coating were macroscopically smooth and flat retaining 
edge sharpness and contained considerably lower concentration of etch features compared to the 
non-coated grit as described previously. Fissures at the interfacial regions were evident but 
appeared to be slightly narrower compared to those found for the non-coated diamonds. 
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Figure 9-8 : SEM micrographs showing sections of fracture surfaces of segments produced by the HIP route 
and impregnated with the Ti-CVD-coated diamonds (Ti-CVD, 30/40 mesh, SYN-1, DB). 
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The situation was generally similar for the segments with the Ti-coated SYN-3 diamonds (CD8). 
However, the titanium appeared to have interacted with the diamonds to a greater extent 
compared to the SYN-I grade. Coating-diamond interaction appeared to have been slightly 
higher for the cubic t 100) surfaces of the grit. (Figure 9-9A). Sites of good contact between the 
abrasive crystals and the Co-matrix were found (Figure 9-913). 
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Figure 9-9 : SEM micrographs showing sections of fracture surfaces of segments produced by the HIP route 
and impregnated with the Ti-PVD-coated diamonds (Ti-PVD, 30/40 mesh, SYN-3, DB). 
9.6.1.1C Cr-coated Diamonds (CD9, CD10) 
Examination of fracture surfaces of segments impregnated with the SYN-3 Cr-coated (PVD) 
diamonds (CD9, CD 10) revealed that the coating preferentially remained intact in diamond pull- 
out sites (Figure 9-10A on next page). In most cases the Cr-coating shells retained the diamond 
shape with minimal degree of fracturing or cracking. The diamond surfaces that had lost their 
Cr-coating retained their smoothness and edge sharpness with very low levels of any type of 
diamond surface etching or interaction features as compared to Ti-coated grit. However, 
observation at higher magnifications revealed the presence of rectangular depressions whose 
bases had a rough irregular morphology constructed of small protruding features. These 
depressions were preferentially formed near diamond surface edges and on cubic f 100) faces 
(Figure 9-1 OB on next page). 
9.6.1.1D Cr(C)-coated Diamonds (CD11) 
Observations of fracture surfaces of composites impregnated with the Cr(C)-coated diamonds 
were similar to what was found for the case of segments with the Cr-coated diamonds as 
described in the previous paragraph. 
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Figure 9-10 : SEM micrographs showing sections of fracture surfaces of segments produced by the HIP 
route and impregnated with the Cr-PVD-coated diamonds. 
9.6.1. IE Ti/Cr-coated Diamonds (CD12) 
No particular preference of adhering to the cobalt matrix or remaining attached on diamond 
surfaces could be identified for the dual Ti/Cr-coated. Interfacial fissures were present in the 
majority of interfacial regions. Evidence of interaction phenomena could be found on diamond 
surfaces such as fine cobalt matrix remains and etch features. Etch trigons oriented parallel to the 
edges of octahedral faces were found on diamond surfaces (Figure 9-11). 
[Jfi" 
Figure 9-11 : SEM micrograph 
showing oriented etch trigons 
found on the octahedral (111) 
surface of a diamond exposed on 
the fracture surface of a segment 
impregnated with the Ti/Cr-coated 
diamonds. 
9.6.1.1F W-coated Diamonds (CD13, CD14) 
Examination of fracture surfaces of the segments impregnated with the PVD W-coated grit 
revealed that the degree of interactions between the diamonds and the metallic constituents of the 
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composite was considerably greater than any other system previously described (Figure 9-12A). 
A distinctive pattern constructed by bands of flat unaffected diamond surfaces had formed on 
diamond surfaces. The area in between these bands appeared to have been etched and was the 
region were metallic remains could be found attached on the diamond surfaces (Figure 9-1213). 
Examination at high magnifications revealed that the area in between the diamond bands, which 
appeared macroscopically irregularly etched, was constructed from intersecting hexagonal 
depressions (Figure 9-1213). This band pattern was more pronounced on the octahedral {I III 
faces (Figure 9-12C), whereas cubic (1001 surfaces appeared to have been etched at greater 
extent and contained larger quantities of metallic remains. Diamonds appeared to be tightly 
enveloped by the Co-matrix with fissures being considerably reduced at the interfacial regions. 
Areas of good interfacial contact were abundantly found (Figure 9-12D). 
Figure 9-12 : SEM micrographs showing sections of fracture surfaces of segments produced by the HIP 
route and impregnated with the various grades of W-coated diamonds. 
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9.6.1.2 Hot-Pressed segments (HP) 
- 
Fractured by 3-point Bending 
Results presented here concern the microscopic analysis of the fractured surfaces of hot-pressed 
segments produced by 3-point bending. 
9.6.1.2A Non-coated Diamonds (CD15, CD16, CD17) 
Non-coated diamonds exposed on fracture surfaces appeared almost unchanged compared to the 
as received abrasive crystals (Figure 9-13). Dissolution etching was considerably reduced 
compared to the sintered (FS-ed) and hot-isostatically-pressed (HIP-ed) segments. In particular, 
the SYN-I quality diamonds (CD15) appeared almost unaffected by the hot-pressing treatment, 
retaining clean and smooth surfaces and sharp crystal edges (Figure 9-13A). The surfaces of the 
SYN-3 diamonds revealed that crystals had undergone fine scale etching, which was however 
relatively milder than what was found for the FS-ed and HIP-ed composites (Figure 9-1313). 
Cubic {100) surfaces appeared to be slightly more prone to surface etching than the octahedral 
(IIII faces. Interfacial fissures were narrower than those found for the FS-ed and HIP-ed 
segments giving the impression that diamonds were held tighter in the Co-matrix sockets. 
r, ____ 
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Figure 9-13 : SEM micrographs showing sections of fracture surfaces of segments produced by the HP 
route and impregnated with the various grades of non-coated diamonds. 
9.6.1.213 Ti-coated Diamonds (CD18, CD19, CD32, CD33, CD39, CD40) 
CVD (DB) SYN-1 30/50 US mesh (CD32, CD18) 
SEM examination revealed that the majority of diamond pull-out craters were covered by the Ti- 
coatings indicating a preference of the coating to remain attached to cobalt (Figure 9-14A). 
There were however instances where parts of the Ti-coating remained on diamonds with the 
fracture occurring either at the Co-Ti interface or within the coating itself (Figure 9-14B to D). 
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Surfaces of diamonds stripped from the coating were clean and smooth with minimal amount of 
etch pits. Heat-treatment of the diamond crystals prior to hot-pressing was found to have no 
particular effect on the interfacial bonding of the composite (CD 18) apart from increasing the 
amount of diamond etching. EDAX analysis performed at the interfacial regions revealed 
segregation of oxygen at both the diamond/Ti and the Ti/Co interfaces. 
0 0, 
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Figure 9-14 : SEM micrographs showing sections of fracture surfaces of segments produced by the HP 
route and impregnated with the CVD Ti-coated SYN-1 30/50 US mesh diamonds (DB). 
PVD CfQ SYN-1 30/50 US mesh (CD33. CD19) & SYN-3 30/40 (CD39. CD40) 
The examination of segments impregnated with the diamonds coated with titanium deposited by 
PVD showed clearly that the titanium coating was very well bonded to the cobalt matrix. There 
were many interfacial sites where additionally the diamond to titanium bonding appeared to have 
been achieved. The degree of diamond-to-metal interaction was clearly higher than that found 
for the CVD Ti-coated diamonds. Fracture had occurred primarily at the diamond-titanium 
interface but there were many sites where fracture also took place at the cobalt-titanium interface 
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or within the bulk of the titanium coatings (Figure 9-15A and Figure 9-15B). The reaction 
products that had formed at the interface were dense but also contained cracks. These had 
formed a network of cracks that travelled along the interface intersecting with the numerous 
smaller cracks perpendicular to the interfacial plane (Figure 9-15C and Figure 9-15D). The 
reaction layer thickness was approximately 10-12 microns. Spherical features were found in the 
fractured cobalt matrix zones that surrounded the diamond crystals. 
Heat-treatment of the diamond crystals prior to hot-pressing did not produce any observable 
differences compared to the segments with the non heat-treated Ti-coated diamonds, apart from 
the presence of etch trigons on surfaces of the SYN-3 diamonds. 
Macroscopic examination of the fracture surface of the CD39 segment showed clearly the effect 
of the bonded diamonds in that the crack that caused the rupture in bending was deflected 
(Figure 9-16). 
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Figure 9-15 : SEM micrographs showing sections of fracture surfaces of segments produced by the HP 
route and impregnated with the PVD Ti-coated SYN-3 diamonds (TC). 
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9.6.1.2C Cr-coated Diamonds (CD20, CD24, CD34, CD38, CD42, CD43) 
I igure 9-16 : SEM micrographs 
liowing section of the fracture 
jrface of segment produced by 
the HIP route and impregnated 
with the PVD Ti-coated SYN-3 
30/40 mesh diamonds (TC). 
PVD (TC) SYN-1 30/50 mesh (CD34, CD20) & SYN-3 30/40 mesh (CD42. CD43) 
Inspection of fracture surfaces of segments impregnated with the PVD Cr-coated diamonds 
revealed that the chromium coatings were bonded well with the cobalt matrix. A dense reaction 
product was formed at the interfacial regions (Figure 9-17A). Reaction zones were thicker 
compared to what was found for the Ti-coated grit, approaching 40-50 microns at particular 
sites. The formed reaction product contained cracks the majority of which were located closer to 
the diamond (Figure 9-1713). Other smaller cracks lay at directions perpendicular to the 
interfacial plane. The concentration of cracks was reduced as the cobalt-chromium interface was 
approached. EDAX analysis of the reaction product showed that the carbon content was reduced 
when moving towards the cobalt-matrix. In general, the concentration of cracks was lower than 
that for the Ti-coated diamonds. Failure occurred preferentially parallel at the diamond-coating 
interface or close to it within the coating. 
It is interesting to note that although thick reaction layers were formed at the interfacial region of 
some of the diamonds, for other diamonds this reaction zone was much thinner and for many 
others such a reaction layer did not exist at all. It appeared that reaction was promoted for some 
of the diamonds preferentially to others. Macroscopic examination of the fracture surface at low 
magnification revealed that reaction was promoted at the interfaces of the larger crystals. This 
phenomenon was dramatically enhanced for the diamonds that were located in areas where the 
diamond concentration parallel to the hot-pressing direction (in other words across the width of 
the segment) was high. Additionally, increased thickness of the reaction zone was observed near 
the angular edges of the diamond crystals. For some of the 30/40 US mesh diamonds (CD42 and 
CD43) dendritic features protruding from the diamond surfaces were found (Figure 9-17C). 
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These were preferentially located on the cubic (1001 diamond faces. EDAX analysis showed 
that these dendrites were 95-98% carbon. Heat-treatment of the diamonds prior to hot-pressing 
was found to slightly increase crack density in the reaction product layers. 
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Figure 9-17 : SEM micrographs showing sections of fracture surfaces of segments produced by the HP 
route and impregnated with the various Cr-coated diamonds. 
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PC (NDT) SYN-1 30/50 mesh (CD24. CQ38) 
Chromium granules could easily be distinguished around diamond crystals on the fracture 
surfaces of segments impregnated with the Cr-powder encapsulated grit. Diamonds were not 
entirely encapsulated by the Cr-granules, which could be found even at significant distances 
from the diamonds. Examination revealed that reaction took place for the chromium granules 
that retained contact with the diamonds during hot-pressing (Figure 9-17E & F). Cubic (100) 
diamond faces were found to be slightly more reactive than the octahedral {111) surfaces 
(Figure 9-17D). Fragments from partially fractured diamonds remained attached at the bottom of 
pull-out craters. Composite rupture occurred preferably through the chromium zone or at the 
diamond-metal interface. 
9.6.1.2D Cr(C)-coated Diamonds (CD21, CD35) 
The segments impregnated with the carbon enriched Cr(C)-coated iamonds exhibited a different 
behaviour from what was observed for the other chromium coated diamonds. A distinctive 
reaction product layer was not formed and coatings appeared to remain non-reactive with respect 
to both the cobalt-matrix and the diamonds. However, coatings preferentially remained almost 
entirely on the diamond surfaces. Diamond surfaces tripped from the coating were smooth and 
relatively clean from any etch features or nuclei of reaction products. Crystal edge sharpness was 
equivalent to that of the original grains. 
9.6.1.2E'n/Cr-coated Diamonds (CD22, CD36) 
Inspection of fracture surfaces of composites reinforced with the Ti/Cr-coated iamonds revealed 
that coating preferentially bonded to the cobalt-matrix. However, sites where the coating 
remained attached on diamonds could be found as well as locations where cobalt fragments 
adhered on diamond surfaces. A limited number of interfacial sites where a reaction product 
similar to that observed for the Ti- and Cr-coated iamonds was found. EDAX analysis indicated 
that chromium preferentially migrated towards the cobalt matrix whereas titanium followed the 
opposite direction towards the diamonds. Diamond surfaces tripped from the coating show a 
small degree of etching. 
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9.6.1.2F W-coated Diamonds (CD23, CD25, CD26, CD30, CD31, CD37, CD44, CD45) 
CVD (NQ SYN-1 35/50 mesh (CD30, CD31) 
Examination of the fracture surfaces of segments impregnated with CVD W-coated grit revealed 
that the thick W-coating layers bonded excellently to the cobalt-matrix (Figure 9-18). Tungsten 
appeared to have formed rigid jackets enclosing the diamonds. There were numerous diamonds 
that retained their dense W-coating with almost no signs of coating fracture. Stripped diamond 
surfaces were relatively free from any signs of etching. Heat-treatment of the CVD W-coated 
diamonds prior to hot-pressing was found to slightly improve the bonding of the coating to the 
crystals. Fracture surfaces contained a relatively high number of fractured crystals and diamond 
fragments remained attached in pull-out craters. In general, it could be said that composite 
failure in 3-point bending preferentially occurred at the diamond-tungsten coating interface. 
(A) CD 30 W-coated 35/50 US 
mesh SYN-1 (CVD, NQ, BSE mode 
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Figure 9-18 : SEM micrographs showing sections of fracture surfaces of segments produced by the HP 
route and impregnated with the CVD W-coated SYN-1 35/50 US mesh diamonds (NC). 
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PVD (TC) SYN-1 30/50 mesh (CD37, CD23) & SYN-3 30/40 mesh (CD44. CD45) 
SEM inspection revealed that the PVD W-coatings bonded excellently to the cobalt matrix 
similarly to the CVD W-coated grit, as described previously. At numerous interfacial locations it 
appeared that tungsten had reacted with both the cobalt and the diamond (Figure 9-19A & B). 
The reaction product contained cracks, which were smaller in size and at considerably lower 
levels of concentrations than those found in the cases of both the Ti- and Cr-coated crystals 
(Figure 9-19C). Cracks were preferentially located near to the diamonds. At areas where bonding 
of the W-coating had been achieved to both the cobalt matrix and the diamond, a considerable 
extent of the fracture causing composite failure had gone through the cobalt-tungsten interface 
on the cobalt side (Figure 9-19D). Examination at high magnification revealed the presence of a 
closed-packed network of platelets growing from the diamond surface towards the cobalt, 
indicating the formation of carbide (Figure 9-19D). Diamonds stripped from the coating retained 
overall smooth surfaces, free from extensive etching and with sharp edges (Figure 9-19A). 
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Figure 9-19 : SEM micrographs showing sections of fracture surfaces of segments produced by the HP 
route and impregnated with the PVD W-coated SYN-3 diamonds (TC). 
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PC (VM) SYN-1 30/50 mesh (CD25, CD26) 
Examination of the fracture surfaces of segments impregnated with the W-powder encapsulated 
revealed that the diamonds were entirely surrounded by a zone of W-powder (Figure 9-20). A 
high degree of tungsten remains were found on the surfaces of exposed diamonds, providing 
evidence of diamond-tungsten reaction. Heat treatment of the W-granulated diamonds prior to 
hot-pressing was found to slightly increase the concentration of tungsten fragments found on 
diamond surfaces. However, the general appearance of the interfacial regions indicated that the 
tungsten powder was preferentially bonded to the cobalt and remained in the majority in the 
formed pull-out craters. A continuous crack that followed the shape of the tungsten-cobalt 
interface had formed indicating that failure occurred primarily within the W-zone but very near 
to the W-Co interface (Figure 9-20). Exposed diamonds retained the angular edges and flat 
surfaces with a minimal degree of etching. 
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(A) CID 25 W-powder encapsulated 30/50 US mesh SYN-1 (VM) 
Figure 9-20 : SEM micrographs showing sections of fracture surfaces of segments produced by the HP 
route and impregnated with the W-powder encapsulated diamonds (VM). 
9.6.1.2G Co-powder encapsulated Diamonds (CD28, CD29) 
PC (1) SYN-3 30/40 mesh (CD28. CD29) 
inspection of the fracture surfaces of segments impregnated with the Co-powder encapsulated 
diamonds revealed that the abrasive crystals were enveloped in the matrix similarly to that 
observed for the segments reinforced with the non-coated grit. Diamond surfaces remained 
smooth and clean with only the previously heat-treated crystals showing a small degree of 
etching. This was particularly noticeable for the cubic (100) faces (Figure 9-21A). Careful 
examination revealed the existence of a zone surrounding each diamond which was of higher 
density when compared to the bulk Co-matrix. This zone appeared to form a thick metal jacket 
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tightly enclosing each crystal (Figure 9-2 1 B). The interfacial fissures between the diamonds and 
cobalt were considerably narrower than those found in the segments with the non-coated grit. 
CD 29 
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(A) CD 28 Co-powder encapsulated 30/40 US mesh SYN-3 (1) (B) CD 29 Co-powder encapsulated 30/40 US mesh SYN-3 HT (1) 
Figure 9-21 : SEM micrographs showing sections of fracture surfaces of segments produced by the HP 
route and impregnated with the Co-powder encapsulated diamonds (3). 
9.6.1.3 Tensile test segments (DBS) 
- 
Fractured by Uniaxial Tension 
Results presented here concern the microscopic analysis of the fractured surfaces of sintered 
segments produced by uniaxial tensile testing. 
9.6.1.3A Non-coated Diamonds (DBS-2, DBS-3, DBS-4) 
Appearance of fracture surfaces of the tensile 
test segments ("dog-bone") impregnated with 
the various types of non-coated grit were 
similar to those of the FS-ed and HIP-ed 
segments reinforced with non-coated 
diamonds and tested by 3-point bending. 
Exposed diamond surfaces provided evidence 
that dissolution etching had taken place at a 
fine scale (Figure 9-22). The finer grit (40/50 
mesh) seemed to have been etched at a 
relatively larger degree than the coarser grade 
(30/40 mesh). Interfacial fissures were clearly 
evident at the diamond-cobalt interfaces. 
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Figure 9-22 : SENI micrograph showing an exposed 
diamond on a fracture surface of a "dog-bone" segment 
impregnated with the SYN-3 30/40 US mesh non-coated 
diamonds. 
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9.6.1.3B Ti-coated Diamonds (DBS-5, DBS-6, DBS-11, DBS12) 
CVD (DB) SYN-1 30/50 US mesh (DBS-1 
, 
DBS-12) 
The examination of the fracture surfaces of the "dog-bone" segments impregnated with the CVD 
Ti-coated diamonds revealed that chemical interactions had occurred at the interfacial regions. 
Compared with the corresponding sintered segments tested by 3-point bending, it could be said 
that reactivity was slightly increased. Crystal edges were the preferential sites of reaction in 
addition to crystal defect areas such as fractured sites or other surface imperfections developed 
during crystal growth (Figure 9-23A). The interfacial reaction product was composed of planar 
whiskers that gave an overall appearance of a woven texture (Figure 9-2313). EDAX analysis of 
diamond surfaces that appeared etched, revealed the presence of titanium and cobalt, but also 
considerable levels of oxygen. The microscopic inspection revealed that the titanium coatings 
remained preferentially attached to the diamonds rather than in the cobalt pull-out craters. On the 
other hand, fragments of cobalt were found attached on the exposed diamond surfaces. These 
observations provided evidence that the cracks causing failure had preferentially followed the 
coating-cobalt interface within the cobalt side. Heat-treatment of the Ti-coated diamonds prior to 
consolidation sintering of the composite was found not to have any particular effect. 
t", vje-. 444 -, "I -ý 
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Figure 9-23 : SEM micrographs showing an exposed diamond on a fracture surface of "dog-bone" segment 
impregnated with the CVD Ti-coated 30/50 US mesh SYN-1 diamonds (DB). 
PVD (TC) SYN-3 30/40 US mesh (DBS-5. DBS-6) 
The examination of the fracture surfaces of the "dog-bone" segments impregnated with the PVD 
Ti-coated diamonds revealed that interactions between the diamonds and the metal constituents 
of the composite had occurred (Figure 9-24A). Fragments of the PVD Ti-coating layers were 
found attached on only a few diamond surfaces. The majority of the exposed diamond surfaces 
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contained a large quantity of etch features, primarily etch trigons. Almost every such etch feature 
contained a spheroidal cobalt fragment attached at the centre of each etched cavity (Figure 
9-24B). Heat-treatment of the Ti-coated diamonds prior to consolidation sintering of the 
composite was found not to have any particular effect. 
NIL 
Figure 9-24 : SEM micrographs showing an exposed diamond on a fracture surface of "dog-bone" segment 
impregnated with the PVD Ti-coated 30/40 US mesh SYN-3 diamonds (TC). 
9.6.1.3C Cr-coated Diamonds (DBS-13, DBS-14, DBS-19, DBS20) 
PVD (TO SYN-1 30/50 US mesh (DBS-13. DBS-14) 
The inspection of the fracture surfaces of "dog-bone" segments impregnated with the PVD Cr- 
coated diamonds revealed that many of the exposed diamonds had retained the Cr-coating to a 
large extent (Figure 9-25). 
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Figure 9-25 : SEM micrographs showing an exposed diamond on a fracture surface of "dog-bone" segment 
impregnated with the PVD Cr-coated 30/50 US mesh SYN-1 diamonds (TC). 
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Fragments of cobalt were found attached on exposed diamond surfaces. Diamond surfaces 
stripped from the Cr-coating were relatively smooth and clean. The heat treatment of the coated 
grit prior to the consolidation increased the amount of the coating found to be retained on to the 
diamond surfaces (Figure 9-25). 
PC (NDT) SYN-1 30/50 US mesh (DBS-19, QBS-20) 
SEM examination of fracture surfaces of the "dog-bone" segments impregnated with the Cr- 
powder encapsulated diamonds showed that a pattern of shallow craters were formed on the 
exposed diamond surfaces, which appeared to be the imprint of the chromium powders (Figure 
9-26). 
This pattern revealed the sites where contact of the chromium powders and diamond surfaces 
had taken place. Each crater contained a relatively large knoll, which as the EDAX analysis 
showed was composed mainly of chromium and carbon with small percentages of oxygen and 
cobalt (Figure 9-2613). The relative atomic percentages in carbon and chromium atoms suggest 
that possibly chromium carbides with high carbon content were formed as well as chromium 
oxides, The chromium to carbon atomic ratio varied in the range of 0.6 to 0.77. 
In general, reactivity appeared to be greater than that observed for the segments impregnated 
with PVD Cr-coated diamonds. Many sites of very good interfacial contact between diamonds 
and cobalt were found. Additionally, a large amount of cobalt fragments were found on the 
diamond surfaces. 
I 
p 
Figure 9-26 : SEM micrographs showing an exposed diamond on a fracture surface of "dog-bone" segment 
impregnated with the Cr-powder encapsulated 30/50 US mesh SYN-1 diamonds (NDT). 
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9.6.1.3D Cr(C)-coated Diamonds (DBS-15, DBS-16) 
PVQ (TC) SYN-3 30/40 mesh (DBS-15. DBS-16) 
The inspection of the fracture surfaces of "dog-bone" segments impregnated with the PVD 
carbon-enriched-chromium coated diamonds showed that the mode of interactions between the 
composite constituents and the abrasive grit was similar to that found for the PVD Cr-coated 
segments as described previously. However, the intensity of the interactions was relatively 
milder compared to the other chromium-coated diamonds. 
Cobalt remains were found on diamond surfaces. Some of the stripped diamond surfaces 
contained etch trigons that had spheroidal cobalt fragments attached to their centre (Figure 
9-27B), giving surface morphologies similar to what was found for the PVD Ti-coated diamonds 
(see §9.6.1.3B on page 198). However, the concentration of the etch features with the cobalt 
fragments was much lower than what was found for titanium. Heat treatment of the coated grit 
prior to the consolidation slightly increased the extent of Cr(C)-coatings retained on the diamond 
surfaces. 
Figure 9-27 : SEM micrographs showing an exposed diamond on a fracture surface of "dog-bone" segment 
impregnated with the PVD Cr(C)-coated 30/40 US mesh SYN-3 diamonds (TC). 
9.6.1.3E Ti/Cr-coated Diamonds (DBS-7, DBS-8) 
PVQ (TC) SYN-3 0L40 mesh (DBS-7, QBS-8) 
Inspection of fracture surfaces of composites reinforced with the Ti/Cr-coated diamonds revealed 
that coatings preferentially remained attached to the diamond surfaces (Figure 9-28A). 
Microscopic examination and EDAX analysis showed that the interfacial areas close to the 
diamond surfaces were rich in titanium. Titanium-rich fragments were preferentially found on 
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diamond surfaces (Figure 9-2813). However, the mean composition of the coating as calculated 
from EDAX data was richer in chromium. The chromium to titanium atomic percentage ratio 
varied from about 2 to 4.7. High levels of oxygen were detected in the coating. The majority of 
stripped diamond surfaces were relatively smooth and clean, indicating that the diamond 
deterioration processes remained at a low level. The degree of diamond attack increased slightly 
when diamonds were heat-treated prior to sintering. 
Figure 9-28 : SEM micrographs showing an exposed diamond on a fracture surface of "dog-bone" segment 
impregnated with the PVD Ti/Cr-coated 30/40 US mesh SYN-3 diamonds (TC). 
9.6.1.3F W-coated Diamonds (DBS-9, DBS-10, DBS-17, DBS-18, DBS-21, DBS-22, DBS-25, DBS-26) 
CVD (NCLEYNN--l 35/50 mesh (DBS-25. DBS-26) 
The examination of the "dog-bone" segments impregnated with the CVD W-coated diamonds 
revealed that the thick CVD coating was perfectly bonded to the cobalt matrix similarly to what 
was found for the hot-pressed rectangular segments. There were quite a few instances where the 
coatings remained almost intact on the diamond surfaces indicating that occasionally the 
diamond-tungsten bonding was stronger than the tungsten-cobalt one (Figure 9-29A). However, 
the cases where failure had taken place at the tungsten coating-diamond interfaces were clearly 
dominant (Figure 9-29B). Inspection at high magnifications revealed that the diamond 
deterioration processes had been almost avoided since the stripped diamond surfaces were quite 
smooth, planar and clean. Heat treatment of the diamonds prior to sintering seemed to increase 
the number of interfacial sites of good bonding of the diamonds with both the coating and the 
matrix. Furthermore, the number of fractured diamond crystals was also increased in the 
segments impregnated with the heat-treated iamonds. 
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Figure 9-29 : SEM micrographs showing an exposed diamond on a fracture surface of "dog-bone" segment 
impregnated with the CVD W-coated 35/50 US mesh SYN-1 diamonds (NC). 
PVD (Q SYN-1 30/50 mesh (DBS-17. DBS-18) & SUN-3 30/40 mesh (DBS-9, DBS-10) 
The inspection of the "dog-bone" segments impregnated with the PVD W-coated diamonds did 
not show any W-coating in the form of a layer attached on either the exposed diamond surfaces 
or the developed pull-out craters. Examination at high magnifications revealed that diamond 
surfaces contained a high concentration of metallic features (Figure 9-30). EDAX verified the 
presence of both W and Co on the diamonds, In the space between the metallic areas the 
diamonds had undergone a degree of etching resulting in the formation of a network of trigon 
pits. The quantity of tungsten and cobalt remains found on diamond surfaces was greater for the 
coarser and inferior quality synthetic diamond grade (30/40 US mesh SYN-3). In addition, the 
number of fractured diamonds was higher for the segments impregnated with the 30/40 US mesh 
SYN-3 grit and on average the interfacial fissures were narrower compared to the samples with 
the 30/50 US mesh SYN-1 crystals. 
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Figure 9-30 : SEM micrographs showing an exposed diamond on a fracture surface of "dog-bone" segment 
impregnated with the various types of PVD W-coated (TC). 
PC (VM) SYN-1 30/50 mesh (DBS-21, DBS-22) 
The observations made for the fracture surfaces of the "dog-bone" segments impregnated with 
the W-powder encapsulated grit were quite similar to those made for the equivalent hot-pressed 
rectangular segments. A zone of tungsten powder surrounded the diamond crystals. Fragments of 
W-powder were evident on crystal surfaces (Figure 9-31). Heat treatment of the W-granulated 
diamonds prior to sintering appeared to increase the amount of powder remained attached to the 
grit surfaces. The edges of the diamond crystals seemed to be the preferred sites for the various 
interaction phenomena. The cubic 11001 faces of the diamonds were found to contain larger 
amounts of attached powder. 
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Figure 9-31 : SEM micrograph 
showing an exposed diamond on a 
fracture surface of a "dog-bone" 
segment impregnated with the W- 
powder encapsulated diamonds (VM). 
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Closer inspection at the uncovered diamond surfaces revealed that the shallow etch pits 
contained a fine textured material. EDAX analysis revealed this material to possess a high W/C 
ratio (Figure 9-32). This material seemed to have grown from within the attacked diamond 
surface, appearing to be strongly bonded to the latter. Large sintered cobalt powder blocks were 
also occasionally found attached on diamond surfaces, but did not look as strongly adhered to the 
diamonds as the material within the shallow etch craters. 
Quantitative EDAX analysis 
Position Element wt. % W/C ratio 
A c 93,84 0,03 
Co 2,90 
w 3,26 
B c 91,93 0,05 
Co 3,76 
w 4,31 
c c 40,08 1,24 
Co 10,20 
w 49,72 
D c 35,21 1,52 
Co 11,30 
w 53,49 
E c 88,20 0,11 
Co 2,11 
w 9,69 
F c 47,29 1,03 
Co 3,81 
w 48,90 
G c 29,40 2,27 
Co 3,84 
w 66,76 
H c 88,21 0,08 
Co 4,53 
w 7,26 
c 52,79 0,72 
Co 9,22 
w 37,99 
c 54,95 0,73 
1 Co 5,09 
w 39,97 
K c 93,37 0,03 
Co 3,58 
1 w 3,05 
Figure 9-32 : SEM micrographs from segments sintered at 10100C for 30 minutes containing the W-powder 
encapsulated diamonds. The results of EDAX analysis carried out at various points on the diamond surfaces 
are also shown. 
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9.6.1.3G Co-powder encapsulated Diamonds (DBS-23, DBS-24) 
PC (3) SYN-3 30/40 mesh (DBS-23. DB5: L41 
Inspection of the fracture surfaces of the segments impregnated with the Co-powder 
encapsulated diamonds, revealed that the abrasive crystals were enveloped in the matrix in a 
similar manner to that found for the rectangular parallelepiped segments. Interfacial fissures 
were relatively narrow. Examination showed that diamonds had undergone a fine scale etching 
that appeared to be of the same magnitude for all crystal faces (Figure 9-33). A distinctive denser 
zone of cobalt surrounding the diamonds could not be detected as in the case of the hot-pressed 
segments. 
Figure 9-33 : SEM micrograph 
showing an exposed diamond on a 
fracture surface of "dog-bone" 
segment impregnated with the Co- 
powder encapsulated diamonds (1). 
9.6.2 Quantitative Fracture Surface Examination 
The graphs and tables on the following pages present some selected counted observation features 
resulting from the quantitative SEM analysis method, which was applied to the examined 
fracture surfaces as described in Chapter 7. 
Based on composite materials theory, it is expected that enhanced mechanical properties and 
interfacial bonding of composite constituents can be related to a low number of lost diamonds 
(L) from the fracture surface, a low total number of diamonds (S) intersected by the fracture 
plane and finally a high number of fractured crystals. Interpretation of results at this stage is 
made according to these basic statements. 
In the text that follows, and for any comparisons being made, a composite will be considered to 
show "enhanced performance" if it exhibits a combination of a lower number of lost diamonds 
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(L), a reduced number of exposed crystals at the fracture surface (S) and a high number of 
fractured crystals. The factors of "lost diamonds" and "fractured crystals" are directly associated 
with interfacial bonding and are thus assumed to be slightly more important than the total 
number of exposed crystals (S), which may also depend on other parameters related to how 
effectively the diamonds were distributed in the composite mass. 
9.6.2.1 FS-ed segments 
- 
Fractured by 3-point Bending 
The presentation of results included in this paragraph considers Figure 9-34 and Table 9-5. 
A general overview of the results, indicated that the SYN-3 grade diamonds provided enhanced 
composite performance compared to the SYN-1. A comparison of segments with the same 
diamond grade and size, showed that the non-coated 30/40 mesh SYN-1 (CD-4) increased 
performance compared to the Ti-CVD (CD-6). However for the SYN-I 40/50 mesh this trend 
was reversed (CD5 & CD7). The comparison for the 30/40 SYN-3 grade segments was generally 
inconclusive. It appeared that non-coated diamonds were performing better than the coated 
grades. The only clear result was that the Cr(C)-coated yielded the worse performance. The 
situation for the 40/50 mesh size was however different. The segment with the W-PVD-coated 
diamonds (CD14) clearly performed better than the equivalent composite with the non-coated 
grit (CD-3). The comparison of the 40/50-mesh Cr-PVD with the equivalent non-coated grade 
(CD-3) was rather inconclusive. 
9.6.2.2 HIP-ed segments 
- 
Fractured by 3-point Bending 
The presentation of results included in this paragraph considers Figure 9-34 and Table 9-5. 
Similarly to FS-ed segments, the samples reinforced with the SYN-3 grade diamonds appeared 
to perform relatively better than the SYN-1. Among the segments with SYN-1 diamonds, the 
non-coated grades were found to give better results than the Ti-CVD-coated. However, for the 
SYN-3 diamonds, the various coated grades were at the same levels or even better than the non- 
coated. It could be said that W-coated seemed to distinguish from the other coated types. The 
segment incorporating the Cr-PVD (CD-10) gave the worse results among the composites 
impregnated with 40/50-mesh SYN-3 type diamonds. 
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9.6.2.3 HP-ed segments 
- 
Fractured by 3-point Bending 
The presentation of results included in this paragraph considers Figure 9-35 and Table 9-5. 
Two different types of diamonds were used to impregnate the hot-pressed segments and 
therefore results presented below are divided accordingly. 
ComDadson for30/50 US mesh SYN-1 diamonds: 
Comparing in between the non-coated 30/50 mesh diamonds, the composite with the SYN-I 
grade (CD- 15) performed better than that with the SYN-3 grade (CD- 16). The segment with the 
Ti-CVD-coated grit (CD-32) was slightly reduced in performance than the equivalent non-coated 
system (CD- 15). However, this situation was improved when the composite incorporated the 
heat-treated grit (CD 18). Performance was then found to be at similar levels with the segment 
having non-coated diamonds (CD- 15). The Ti-PVD-coated grit (CD 19 &3 3) performed slightly 
better than the non-coated (CD-15). However, this was not the case the Cr-PVD-coated 
diamonds (CD20 & 34), which were associated with reduced performance. The segment with the 
Cr-powder encapsulated grit (CD24 & 38) showed slightly better performance than those using 
the Cr-PVD-coated type (CD20 & 34), but were still slightly inferior to the non-coated (CD 15). 
The W-CVD diamonds (CD30-3 1) exhibited the best combination of counted values. The rest of 
the W-coated diamonds varied in performance to levels similar to those found for the Cr-PVD- 
coated diamonds. For all the PVD-coated iamonds, the heat-treatment of the coated grit prior to 
consolidation appeared to be have a small but noticeable beneficial effect. However, for the 
CVD and powder encapsulated types the heat-treatment effect was inconclusive. 
30/40 US mesh SYN-3 diamonds: 
The situation for the 30/40 SYN-3 grade was different to that of the SYN-1 type. For these 
segments, the majority of coated grades provided composite properties at equal or greater levels 
than the non-coated references. Apart from the Ti-PVD (CD39-40) and Cr-PVD (CD42-43) 
grades, all other types gave a better combination of counted features. 
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Figure 9-34 : Listing of selected counted observation features as resulted from the quantitative SEM 
analysis method applied to the fracture surfaces of the 3-point bencled Sintered (FS) and Hot-Istostatic- 
Pressed (HIP) segments. 
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Figure 9-35 : Listing of selected counted observation features as resulted from the quantitative SEM 
analysis method applied to the fracture surfaces of the 3-point bended Hot-Pressed (HP) segments. The 
striped coloured bars represent the segments impregnated with diamonds that have been heat-treated at 
5000C for 20 min in 1OH2/9ON2 atmosphere. If not otherwise marked, deposition method is PVD. 
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CD13-FS W TC PVD 30/40 SYN-3 3 0 58 
-20,5 40 444 2 
-5 
CD14-FS w TC PVD 40/50 SYN-3 4 
-1 114 
-10.2 79 434 9 9 
CD2-HIP DB 30/40 SYN-3 4 
- 
74 
- 
46 602 5 
- 
CD3-HIP DB 40/50 SYN-3 5 123 73 68.8 12 
CD4-HIP DB 30/40 SYN-1 1 78 37 _ 111.5 8 
CD5-HIP DB 40/50 SYN-1 3 112 73 54.3 14 
CD6-HIP 11 DB CVD 30/40 SYN-1 3 2 65 
-167 37 74.2 1 
-7 LJ gý CDTHIP In DB CVD 40150 SYN-1 3 0 _ 133 188 72 843 2 
-12 
CD8-HIP In TC PVD 30/40 SYN-3 1 
-3 52 -29.7 36 44 7 0 5 
%-0 CD9-HIP 
- 
Cr TC PVD 30/40 SYN-3 2 
-2 
_ 66 
-10,8 37 
. 
78.9 0 
. 
-5 - 
CDIO-HIP Cr TC PVD 40/50 SYN-3 10 5 123 0.0 73 68,2 01 
-12 
CDII-HIP UP TC PVD 30/40 SYN-3_ 
_2 -2 
68 
-81 37 81.8 3 
-2 
CD12-HIP TI/Cr TC PVD 30/40 SYN-3 3 
-1 46 
-37.8 48 46 3 
-2 
w TC PVD 30/40 SYN-3 
. 
2 
-2_ 69 
-6.8 3-7 87A 4 
-1 
w TC PVD 40/50 SYN-3 3 
-2 114 -7.3 74 54,3 4 
-8 
CD15-HP DB 30/50 SYN-1 0 47 37 25.9 4 
CD16-HP DB 30/50 SYN-3 2 62 
- 
38 61.4 1 
CD17-HP DB 30/40 SYN-3 2 
- 
41 
P 
29 39,9 3 
CD32-HP 'n DB CVD 30/50 SYN-1 10 10 67 42,6 
- 
37 828 4 0 
- CD18-HP TI HT DB CVD 30/50 SYN-1 3 3 
-7 60 27.7 
- 
IO 4 38 58.7 
P 
4 0 0 
CD33-HP TI 
- 
TC PVD 30/50 SYN-1 1 1 
-1 60 27.7 37 63 6 6 2 
- CD19-HP TI HT TC PVD 30/50 SYN-1 0 0 
-1 65 38.3 8.3 37 1 74 .  4 0 
-2 
CD39-HP 71 
- 
TC PVD 30/40 SYN-3 5 3 85 107.3 
- 
28 2036 1 
-2 - 
CD40-HP M HT TC PVD 30/40 SYN-3 6 4 1 72 75,6 
-15,3 28 153.9 6 3 5 
CD34-HP Cr TC PVD 30/50 SYN-1 8 8 64 36.2 36 76.9 1 
-3 - 936 CD20-HP Cr HT TC PVD 30/50 SYN-1 3 3 
-5 57 21ý3 -10.9 37 55.9 3 
-1 2 x CD42-HP Cr TC PVD 30/40 SYN-3 9 7 
- 
57 39ýO 
- 
28 102.8 2 
-1 
CD43-HP Cr HT TC PVD 30/40 SYN-3 11 9 2 71 73.2 24.6 28 151.0 2 
-1 0 CD24-HP Cr 
- 
NDT PC 30/50 SYN-1 2 2 
- 
68 447 
- 
37 8-48 9 1 
-: 
CD38-HP Cr HT NDT PC 30/50 SYN-1 2 2 0 81 72.3 19.1 36 122ýO 
-3 -1 
CD35-HP Cr (C) TC PVD 30/40 SYN-3 2 0 39 A9 
- 
28 
-2 
Q. CD21-HP 
. 
Cr (C) HT TC PVD 30/40 SYN-3 31 1 1 46 12.2 17.9 29 1 3 
CD36-HP TI/Cr TC PVD 30/40 SYN-3 1 
-1 36 -12.2 28 
-2 
CD22-HP -n/cr HT TC PVD 30/40 SYN-3 2 0 1 46 12.2 27 29 60.6 4 1 3 
C 
-HP D30 w NC CVD 35/50 -1 SYN 2 2 56 19.1 45 23.7 13 9 
- CD31-HP w FfT NC CVD 1 35/50 SYN-1 1 5 5 3 66 40.4 9 17.9 45 46.4 12 8 
.1 CD37-HP W TC PVD 30/50 SYN-1 1 4 4 
- 
49 43 
- 
37 33.7 T- -7- 2 
CD23-HP WI HT TC PVD 30/50 SYN-1 1 61 6 21 66 404 34.7 38 74-0 -4 -0 2 
CD44-HP W 
- 
TC PVD 30/40 SYN-3 4 2 
.1 46 122 
- 
28 62.7 5 2 
- CD45-HP W HT TC PVD 30/40 SYN-3 2 0 
-2 1 39 
-4ý9 -152 28 3T5 15 2 0 CD25-HP w VIA K 30/1 ý 2 
-SYNI 
4 4 55,3 36 100.2 2 
-2 
- CD26-HP W HT VIVI K 30/5 0 iýwl 7 7 34.0 
-13.7 37 70.4 0 
-4 2 CD28-HP CO 11 K1 30/40 SYN-3 2 0 - 
-22,0 28 15.9 3 0 [ 
C D29-HP CO HT I II PC 1 30/40 SYN-3 3 1 28 13,41) 1 0 0 
Nomenclature : 
liff : Diamond Heat treatment at 500*C, 20min, in 101-12 / 90N2 atmosphere Diamond Type : SYN-1 is superior quality SYN-3 produced by De Beers 
metal coating deposition methods CVD Chemical Vapour Deposition, lPVD : Physical Vapour Deposition, PC : Powder CoatJng / Encapsulation 
Manufacturers of Coated Diamonds IDS De Beers, INDT: Nimbus Diamond Tool, NIC Aorton Company, TC : Teer Coatings, VM : Van Moppes, 
3: Fuji Paudal Kabushlkl Kalsha 
Table 9-5 : Listing of counted and calculated values of selected observation features as resulted from the 
quantitative SEM analysis method applied to the fracture Surfaces of the 3-point bencled segments. 
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9.6.2.4 Tensile Test (DBS) segments 
- 
Fractured by Unlaxial Tension 
The presentation of results included in this paragraph considers Figure 9-36 and Table 9-6. 
Two different types of diamonds were used to impregnate the sintered segments and therefore 
results presented below are divided accordingly. 
ComQadson for 30/50 US mesh SYN-1 diamonds: 
Comparing for the 30/50 SYN-I finds the non-coated (DBS-4) and the W-powder encapsulated 
(DBS21-22) grades to give the worse segment performance. The Ti-CVD (DBS 11) and Cr-PVD 
(DBS13) exhibited similar intermediate performance. The heat-treatment of those coated 
diamonds prior to sintering provided no positive effect (DBS12 & DBS14). The CVD (DBS25- 
26) and PVD (DBS 17-18) W-coated grit provided the best composite performance. For those W- 
coated diamonds the heat-treatment was found to act considerably beneficially. 
Comparing for the 30/40 mesh SYN-3 grade diamonds finds the non-coated grit (DBS-2) to 
show the worse performance. The Ti-PVD (DBS5-6) and the Ti/Cr-PVD (DBS7-8) coated 
diamonds provided similar levels of performance, whereas the Cr(C)-PVD (DBS 15-16) gave the 
best combination of measured values among all segments impregnated with the 30/40 mesh 
SYN-3 diamonds. The W-PVD (DBS9-10) and Co-PC (DBS23-24) followed the Cr(C)-PVD in 
performance. The heat-treatment of the coated grit prior to sintering was found to have beneficial 
effect only for the W-PVD (DBS 10) and Co-PC (DBS24) coated diamonds. 
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I SINTERED TENSILE-TESTED (DBS) I 
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Deposition Method : CVD Chemical Vapour Deposition, PVD Physical Vapour Deposition, PC Powder Encapsulation 
Figure 9-36 : Listing of selected counted observation features as resulted from the quantitative SEM 
analysis method applied to the fracture surfaces of the tensile tested Sintered (DBS) segments. The striped 
coloured bars represent the segments impregnated with diamonds that have been heat-treated at 5000C for 
20 min in 1OH2/9ON2 atmosphere. If not otherwise marked, deposition method is PVD. 
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Lost Diamond Crystals Number of Diamond Sites Fractured Crystals 
Segment U 
0 
'ý 's 
. 
0 E WM 4) Ch CM (U CM 6 t Set Code EE MC iR M 
Zr (v x 
CC 
a) 2: 0 r 0 6 
M0 
z 6 a 6 60 z CS z U 6 8 r- 
M0 
z ; ýt 0 Z 42 1- 
0 
. 6 Zp 
. 
z 
DBS-2 DB 30/40 SYN-3 14 36 23 58.5 1 
0-% V) DBS-4 DB 30/50 SYN-1 13 51 22 136.2 1 
CO 
a 
DBS-11 In 
- 
--- 
D8 CVD_ 30/50 SYN-1 8 
-5 - 40 -21.6 
- 
21 91.3 2 1 
- 
%. 0 DBS-12 11 HT DB CVD 30/50 SYN-1 2 
-11 -6 40 -21.6 0.0 21 92.9 0 
-1 -2 
DBS-5 TI TC PVD 1 30/40 SYN-31 10 1 -4 -1 27 
-25.0 - 17 61.1 11 0 
DBS-6 In HT TC PVD 30/40 SYN-3 8 
-6 -2 32 -11.1 18.5 16 96.7 0 
DBS-13 Cr TC PVD 30/50 SYN-1 5 
-8 - 30 -41.2 - 21 46.2 2 1 
t DBS-14 Cr HT TC PVD 30/50 SYN-1 10 
-3 5 54 5.9 80.0 20 165.8 1 0 
-1 
r- DBS- 19 Cr 
- 
NDT PC 30/50 SYN-1 6 
-7 
- 
41 
-19.6 - 20 105.7 2 1 0 
Co DBS-20 Cr HT NDT PC 30/50 SYN-1 4 
-9 -2 45 -11.8 9.8 20 125.1 2 1 0 
DBS-15 Cr(C) TC PVD 30/40 SYN-3 3 
-11 - 21 -41.7 - 16 34.7 4 3 
DBS-16 Cr(c) HT TC PVD 30/40 SYN-3 7 
-7 4 35 -2.8 66.7 16 125.3 1 0 
-3 2: DBS-7 -n/Cr 
- 
Tc PVD 30/40 SYN-3 10 
-4 - 34 -5.6 - 16 
- 
113.5 2 1 - 
DBS-8 TvCr HT TC PVD 30/40 SYN-3 13 
-1 3 38 
. 
5.6 11.8 16 135.1 2 1 0 
C DBS-25 w NC CVD 35/50 SYN-1 4 
-9 - 65 27.5 
- 
25 158.5 2 1 
4) 
E DBS-26 w HT NC CVD 35/50 SYN-1 7 -6 3 56 9.8 -13.8 26 113.4 5 4 3 
DBS- 17 w TC PVD 30/50 SYN-1 10 
-3 - 53 3.9 20 161.6 1 0 
DBS-18 w HT TC PVD 30/50 SYN-1 11 
-2 1 55 7.8 3.8 20 169.5 4 3 3 
to DBS-9 w 
- 
TC PVD 30/40 SYN-3 11 
-3_ 42 16.7 
- 
16 158.4 0 
-1 
DBS-10 
- 
w HT TC PVD 30/40 SYN-3 8 
-6 -3 31 -13.9 -26.2 16 93.8 2 1 2 
DBS-21 W VM PC 30/50 SYN-1 14 1 
- 
56 9.8 
- 
21 172.8 0 
-1 
r DBS-22 VNI PC 30/50 -6 -7 44 -13.7 -21.4 20 1 123.7 0 
-1 
DBS-23 i PC 30/40 
-14 15 -58.3 
- 
15 
-1.9 0 
-1 
DBS-24 i PC 30/40 
-9 5 32 -11.1 113.3 15+ 107.0 2 1 2 
Nomendature :
HT : Diamond Heat treatment at 5001C, 20min, In 101-12 / 90N2 atmosphere Diamond Type : SYN-1 Is superior quality SYN-3 produced by De Beers 
metal coating deposition methods CVD : Chemical Vapour Deposition, PVD : Physical Vapour Deposition, K: Powder Coating / Encapsulation 
Manufacturers of Coated Diamonds DB : De Beers, NDT : Nimbus Diamond Tool, NC : Norton Company, TC : Teer Coatings, VM : Van Moppes, 
3: Fuji Paudal Kabushlkl Kalsha 
Table 9-6 : Listing of counted and calculated values of selected observation features as resulted from the 
quantitative SEM analysis method applied to the fracture surfaces of the tensile tested segments. 
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10 
Results e Part=III 
"Coated- Diamond Composites with Alloy Metal- Matrices" 
10.1 Introduction 
This chapter presents the results of the series of experiments included in the third and final part 
of the experimental work of this thesis as described in Chapter 7. The work was carried out to 
characterise interfacial bonding and determine mechanical properties of P/M composites made of 
various alloy metal-matrices impregnated with coated diamonds. 
10.2 Density 
Measured Archimedes densities compared to the calculated theoretical density for each different 
metal-matrix are given in the graphs of Figure 10-1 on the next page. Results show that density 
variation for the diamond containing segments was small and all of them had higher densities 
than the corresponding blank metal-matrices. All the diamond reinforced composites exhibited 
densities above 96% of the theoretical apart from the two compositions, which had a high W 
content (M139- 10). 
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Figure 10-1 : Archimedes density of the rectangular parallelepiped segments compared to calculated 
theoretical density. NEXT 100 is registered trade name of Eurotungstene Poudres (France) for a pre-alloyed 
Cu-Fe-Co powder. 
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10.3 Modulus of Elasticity (Young's Modulus) 
The values of Young's modulus (E) as measured by the Impulse Excitation Technique (IET) are 
illustrated graphically in Figure 10-2. Table 10-1 lists the average Young's modulus as well as 
the various calculated comparison values between the tested segments. 
All diamond reinforced composites exhibited average Young's moduli superior than that of the 
corresponding blank reference segment. The magnitude of increase varied typically from 15% to 
20% 
Coated diamonds appeared to further improve the composite E-moduli as compared to the 
segments reinforced with the non-coated grit. Only composites impregnated with the Co-powder 
encapsulated grit were found to deteriorate the modulus of elasticity. The greatest improvement 
was found for the PVD Ti and Cr-coated diamonds reinforcing cobalt-bronze matrices. 
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Figure 10-2 : Young's modulus of the rectangular parallelepiped segments obtained by the Impulse 
Excitation Technique (IET). 
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' O Segment Diamond t -M C ' - 
Diamond C :0 K Metal-Matrix Avergae % change % change Set Condition 98 Z; I  .Z 8 2: 
Size Range E 
LO Composition E modulus to to Code r_ M (US mesh) (%Wt. ) (GPa) blank non-coated 2: 
MB1-6 Blank 
- 
No diamond content Co + 15%wt. Ni 203.5 74 
1ý MIBIL-N Non-coated I 
-I -1 30/40 SYN-3 Co + 15%wt. Ni 225.1 10.6 
- 
:E MBI-C Co-coated I II PC 1 30/40 SYN-3 Co + 15%wt. Ni 221.2 8.7 
-1.7 
M82-B Blank 
- 
No diamond content CO + 10%wt. W 197.5 f4 
C6 M132-N Non-coated 
-I -1 30/40 SYN-3 CO + 10%wt. W 222.1 12.4 - 
x 
M1112-C Co-coated II PC 1 30/40 SYN-3 CO + 10%wt. W 206.8 4.7 
-6.9 
M83-B Blank 
- 
No diamond content CO + 10%wt. bronze 85/15 192.0 
- M 
MB3-N Non-coated 30/40 YN-3 Co + 10%wt. bronze 85/15 220.3 14.7 
- 
M1133-C Cr-coated TC I PVD 30/40 SYN-3 CO + 10%wt. bronze 85/15 230.7 20.2 4.7 
M1134-8 Blank 
- 
No diamond content CO + 10%wt. bronze 85/15 192.0 
- - 
M1134-N Non-coated 30/40 SYN-3 Co + 10%wt. bronze 85/15 220.3 14.7 
- 
M1134-C Cr(C)-coated TC PVID 30/40 SYN-3 Co + 10%wt. bronze 85/15 219.8 14.5 
-0.2 
M1135-113 Blank 
- 
No diamond content Co + 20%wt. bronze 85/15 179.5 
- - tn 
C6 M135-N Non-coated 30/50 SYN-1 Co + 20%wt. bronze 85/15 208.3 16.0 - 
:E 
- MBS-C Ti-coated D13 CVD 30/50 SYN-1 Co + 20%wt. bronze 85/15 216.4 20.5 3.9 
MB6-6 Blank 
- 
No diamond content Co + 20%wt. bronze 85/15 179.5 
- - 
MB6-N Non-coated 30/50 SYN-1 Co + 20%wt. bronze 85/15 208.3 16.0 
- 
MB6-C Ti-coated TC PVD 30/50 SYN-1 Co + 20%wt. bronze 85/15 219.3 22.1 5.3 
M1137-113 Blank 
- 
No diamond content NEXTIOO + 20%wt. Fe (CN) 177.7 
- - 
Cl 13 M1137-N Non-coated 30/50 SYN-1 NEXT100 + 20%wt. Fe (CN) 205.2 15.5 
- 
M67-C W-coated TC PVD 30/50 SYN-1 NEXTIOO + 20%wt. Fe (CN) 210.5 18.5 2.6 
M68_6 Blank 
- 
No diamond content NEXTIOO + 20%wt. Fe (CN) 177.7 
- - Go 
I go M68-N Non-coated 30/50 SYN-1 NEXT100 + 20%wt. Fe (CN) 205.9 15.9 
- 
MBS-C W-coated NC CVD 35/50 SYN-1 NEXTIOO + 20%wt. Fe (CN) 209.7 18.0 1.8 
M1139-113 Blank 
- 
No diamond content NEXT100 + 20%wt. W 173.5 
- - 
MB9-N Non-coated 30/50 SYN-1 NEXTIOO + 20%wt. W 203.8 17.5 
- 
M09-C W-coated TC PVD 30/50 SYN-1 NEXTIOO + 20%wt. W 207.1 19.4 1.6 
MB10-B Blank 
- 
No diamond content NEXT100 + 20%wt. W 173.5 
- - 
MB10-N Non-coated 30/50 SYN-1 NEXTIOO + 20%wt. W 205.2 18.3 
- 
MBIO-C W-coated NC CVID 35/50 SYN-1 NEYT100 + 20%wt. W 207.8 19.8 1.2 
Nomenclature : 
Diamond Type SYN-1 is superior quality SYN-3 produced by De Beers 
Metal coating deposition methods CVD : Chemical Vapour Deposition, PVD Physical Vapour Deposition, PC : Powder Coating / Encapsulation 
Manufacturers of Coated Diamonds DB : De Beers, INC : Norton Company, TC Teer Coatings, 3: Fuji Paudal Kabushiki Kaisha 
Table 10-1 : Average Young's modulus of tested rectangular parallelepiped segments. Table also lists the 
calculated comparison values for the various diamond conditions. NEXT 100 is registered trade name of 
Eurotungstene Poudres (France) for a pre-alloyed Cu-Fe-Co powder. 
10.4 3-point Bending 
The measured Transverse Rupture Strengths (TRS) as obtained by the 3-point bending are 
illustrated graphically in Figure 10-3. Table 10-2 lists the average TRS as well as the various 
calculated comparison values between the tested segments. 
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Figure 10-3 : Transverse Rupture Strength (TRS) of the rectangular parallelepiped segments obtained by 
the 3-point bending. 
As can be seen from the results presented in Figure 10-3 and Table 10-2 all diamond 
impregnated composites exhibited lower bending strengths than the corresponding blank 
reference segments. The smallest relative decrease compared to the blank segments was found 
for the segments with metal-matrices containing the pre-alloyed Cu-Fe-Co powder alloyed with 
20% W and impregnated with the two types of W-coated grit (MB-9, MB- 10). Highest absolute 
TRS values were obtained for segments with the Co-Ni (MB-1) and Co-W (MB-2) alloy 
matrices 
Apart from two compositions, in all other cases the TRS of the segments with the coated grit was 
greater than that of the segments impregnated with the non-coated diamonds. Greatest 
improvement was measured for the Co-powder encapsulated iamonds when incorporated in the 
Co-Ni binder (MB-1). High levels of improvement were also found for both the PVD Ti and Cr- 
coated grit impregnated in the two Co-bronze alloy matrices. 
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ýF 
' Segment Diamond Diamond R Metal-Matrix Avergae % change % change Set Condition Size Range Composition TRS to to Code C 215 (US mesh (%wt. ) (MPa) blank non-coated 
T-4 
MBIL-5 Blank 
- 
No diamond content CO + 15%wt. Ni 1291 
MBI-N Non-coated I 
- - 
30/40 SYN-3 Co + 15%wt. Ni 945 
-26.8 - 
MBI-C Co-coated 31 PC 30/40 1 
- 
SYN-3 Co + 15%wt. Ni 1164 
-9.8 23.1 
MB2-B Blank 
- 
No diamond content CO + 10%Wt. w 1524 
jý MB2-N 
- 
Non-ccated I 
-I -1 30/40 
1 SYN-3 CO + 10%Wt. w 1204 
-21.0 Z 
M52-C Co-coated 
1 31 PC 1 30/40 1 SYN-3 CO + 10%wt. w 1128 
-26.0 -6.3 
M1133-113 Blank 
- 
No diamond content Co + 10%wt. bronze 85/15 954 
- 
MB3-N 
- 
Non-coated 30/40 SYN-3 Co + 10%wt. bronze 85/15 702 
-26.4 - Z 
M83-C Cr-coated TC PVD 30/40 SYN-3 Co + 10%wt. bronze 85/15 786 
-17.5 12.0 
MB4-B Blank 
- 
No diamond content CO + 10%wt. bronze 85/15 954 
- - 
cc MB4-N Non-coated 30/40 SYN-3 Co + 10%wt. bronze 85/15 702 
-26.4 - 
X 
- MB4-C CqC)-coated TC PVD 30/40 SYN-3 Co + 10%wt. bronze 85/15 811 
-14.9 15.5 
MIBS-B Blank 
- 
No diamond content Co + 20%wt. bronze 85/15 1005 
- - Ul 
MBS-N Non-cDated 30/50 SYN-1 Co + 20%wt. bronze 85/15 700 
-30.3 - 
1 
M1135-C T-coated DB CVD 30/50 SYN-1 Co + 20%wt. bronze 85/15 737 
-26.7 5.2 
MB6_B Blank 
- 
No diamond content Co + 20%wt. bronze 85/15 1005 
- - 
MB6-N Non-coated 
- - 
30/50 SYN-1 Co, + 20%wt. bronze 85/15 700 
-30.3 - 
MB6-C Ti-coated TC PVD 30/50 SYN-1 Co + 20%wt. bronze 85/15 805 
-19.9 15.0 
M67-8 Blank 
- 
No diamond content NEXT100 + 20%wt. Fe (CN) 1032 
- - 
C6 M87-N Non-coated 30/50 YN-1 NE)MOO + 20%wt. Fe (CN) 1024 
-0.8 - 
M11117-C W-coated TC I PVD 30/50 SYN-1 NEXT100 + 20%wt. Fe (CN) 793 
-23.1 -22.5 
MBS-B Blank 
- 
No diamond content NIEXTIOO + 20%wt. Fe (CN) 1032 
- - 00 
CO MBS-N Non-cDated 30/50 YN-1 NUT100 + 20%wt. Fe (CN) 841 
-18.5 - 
:E 
MB8_C W-coated NC CVD 35/50 SYN-1 NEXT100 + 20%wt. Fe (CN) 812 -21.4 -3.5 
MB9-B Blank 
- 
No diamond content NEXTIOO + 20%wt. W 906 
- - 
M1139-N Non-coated 30/50 SYN-1 NEXT100 + 20%wt. W 831 
-8.3 - 
MB9_C W-coated TC PVD 30/50 SYN-1 NEXTIOO + 20%wt. W 845 
-6.8 1.7 
C) MBILO-S Blank - No diamond content NEXI`100 + 20%wt. W 906 
MBIO-N Non-coated 30/50 SYN-1 NEXTIOO + 20%wt. W 831 
-8.3 - 
:E 
miglo-c W-coated NC 
I CVD 1 35/50 _ rSYN-1 
I NEXT100 + 
20%wt. W 882 
-2.6 6.1 
Nomenclature : 
Diamond Type SYN-1 is superior quality SYN-3 produced by De Beers 
Metal coating deposition methods CVD : Chemical Vapour Deposition, PVD : Physical Vapour Deposition, PC : Powder Coating / Encapsulation 
Manufacturers of Coated Diamonds DB : De Beers, INC : Norton Company, TC : Teer Coatings, J: Fuji Paudal Kabushiki Kaisha 
Table 10-2 : Average Transverse Rupture Strength (TRS) of tested rectangular parallelepiped segments. 
Table also lists the calculated comparison values for the various diamond conditions. NEXT 100 is registered 
trade name of Eurotungstene Poudres (France) for a pre-alloyed Cu-Fe-Co powder. 
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10.5 SEM Examination 
This section presents the results of the SEM examination of the fractured surfaces produced by 
3-point bending. 
10.5.1 Qualitative Fracture Surface Examination 
10.5.1.1 MB-1 : Co + 15%wt. Ni, Co-powder encapsulated 30/40 mesh SYN-3 
10.5.1.1A Non-coated 30/40 US mesh SYN-3 Diamonds (MBI-N) 
SEM inspection of the fracture surfaces of the segments with the Co + 15%wt. Ni matrix and 
impregnated with the 30/40 SYN-3 non-coated diamonds revealed that the abrasive crystals had 
been etched and that interfacial fissures had formed. The degree of etching was found to be 
higher for the cubic I 100) faces (see Figure 104A). 
10.5.1.113 Co-powder encapsulated (3) 30/40 US mesh SYN-3 Diamonds (MB1-Q 
In contrast to the segments impregnated with the non-coated grit (MBI-N), the Co-powder 
encapsulated diamonds exposed to the fracture surfaces appeared to have retained an overall 
smooth and clean surface status with minimal signs of etching (see Figure 10-413). Careful 
examination revealed a narrow dense Co-jacket surrounding each diamond. Interfacial fissures 
had however formed at similar widths as the segment with the non-coated grit. 
I 
SE-Mode / WO 39 MM 100 pm i*1 i, II 18kV 
-x 130 
an 
- 
=M=M 
(A) Metal-Matrix : Co + 150/owt. Ni (B) Metal-Matrix : CO + 1511/owt. Ni
Diamond : Non-coated 30/40 mesh SYN-3 (DB) Diamond : Co-encapsulated 30/40 mesh SYN-3 (3) 
Figure 10-4 : SEM micrographs showing exposed non-coated and Co-powder encapsulated diamonds on 3- 
point bending fractures surfaces of segments with the Co + 15%wt. Ni metal-matrix produced by HP. 
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10.5.1.2 MB-2 : Co + 10%wt. W, Co-powder encapsulated 30/40 mesh SYN-3 
10.5.1.2A Non-coated 30/40 US mesh SYN-3 Diamonds (MB2-N) 
SEM inspection of the fracture surfaces of the segments with the Co +I O%wt. W matrix and 
impregnated with the 30/40 SYN-3 non-coated diamonds revealed that a great number of crystals 
had fractured (see Figure 10-5A). Diamond surfaces appeared to have reacted with the metal- 
matrix containing remains of both W and Co as backscattered imaging revealed. 
10.5.1.213 Co-powder encapsulated (3) 30/40 US mesh SYN-3 Diamonds (MB2-C) 
Interaction with the metal-matrix was considerably reduced for the Co-powder encapsulated 
diamonds. Metallic remains could not be identified on the exposed crystal surfaces and crystals 
appeared to have been slightly etched, with the cubic (1001 faces being more prone to this 
deterioration process (Figure 10-513). There were no macroscopically fractured diamonds found 
and a considerably lower number of crystals were exposed to the fracture surface compared to 
the segment with the non-coated grit. Developed interfacial fissures were however narrow. 
IC= 
r 
I Ift 10' 
Tow-- 0 
20kV 
-x 43 SE-mode WD 39 mm 100 Jim m 
(A) Metal-Matrix : Co + 101)/owt. W 
Diamond : Non-coated 30/40 mesh SYN-3 (DB) Diamond : Co-encapsulated 30/40 mesh SYN-3 (3) 
Figure 10-5 : SEM micrographs illustrating sections of 3-point fracture surfaces of segments with a Co + 
10%wt. W matrix impregnated with non-coated and Co-powder encapsulated diamonds. (A) Section of the 
fracture surface of a segment impregnated with the non-coated grit showing the large degree of 
reinforcement fracture, (B) view of a Co-powder encapsulated diamond exposed on the fracture surface. 
10.5.1.3 MB-3 : CO + 10%wt. bronze 85/15, Cr-PVD 30/40 mesh SYN-3 
10.5.1.3A Non-coated 30/40 US mesh SYN-3 Diamonds (MB3-N) 
Examination of the fracture surfaces of the segments with the Co +I O%wt. bronze (85Cu/ 15 Sn) 
matrix and impregnated with the 30/40 SYN-3 non-coated diamonds revealed that a very small 
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degree of diamond etching had taken place preferentially at the cubic ý 100 1 diamond faces (see 
Figure 10-6A). 
10.5.1.3B Cr-PVD (TC) 30/40 US mesh SYN-3 Diamonds (MB3-C) 
Chromium PVD coatings were found detached from diamonds and preferentially remained in the 
developed pull-out craters (see Figure 10-6B). The Cr-coatings did not however retain the form 
of layers originally produced by the CVD, but appeared to have dissolved in the matrix. The 
stripped diamonds had smooth and clean surfaces retaining the edge sharpness. There were no 
fractured diamonds found. 
cm 
Chromium 
u Cobalt 
0 Diamond ýp 
N 
20kV 
-x 75 SSE-Mocle / WD 39 mm 10-0--tim ýý 
(B) Metal-Matrix Co + 10%wt. bronze (85Cu/15Sn) 
Diamond Cr-PVD 30/40 mesh SYN-3 (TC) 
Figure 10-6 : SEM micrographs illustrating sections of 3-point fracture surfaces of segments with a Co + 
10%wt. bronze matrix impregnated with non-coated and Cr-PVD-coated diamonds. (A) View of a non-coated 
diamond exposed on the fracture surface showing the slight etching of cubic (100) faces, (B) section of the 
fracture surface of a segment impregnated with the Cr-PVD-coated grit view in the BSE mode and showing 
Cr-coating to remain bonded to the developed pull-out craters. 
10.5.1.4 MB-4 : Co + 10%wt. bronze 85/15, Cr(C)-PVD 30/40 mesh SYN-3 
10.5.1.4A Non-coated 30/40 US mesh SYN-3 Diamonds (MB4-N) 
Similar observations as those stated above for the MB3-N (refer to §10.5.1.3A) applied to the 
MB-4 segments impregnated with the non-coated grit. 
10.5.1.4B Cr(Q-PVD (TC) 30/40 US mesh SYN-3 Diamonds (MB4-C) 
Similar observations as those stated above for the MB3-C (refer to §10.5.1.313) applied to the 
MB-4 segments reinforced with the Cr(C)-coated diamonds. 
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(A) Metal-Matrix Co + 10%wt. bronze (85Cu/15Sn) 
Diamond Non-coated 30/40 mesh SYN-3 (DB) 
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10.5.1.5 MB-5 : Co + 20%wt. bronze 85/15, Ti-CVD 30/50 mesh SYN-1 
10.5.1.5A Non-coated 30/50 US mesh SYN-1 Diamonds (MB5-N) 
Examination of the fracture surfaces of the segments with the Co + 20%wt. bronze (85Cu/ I 5Sn) 
matrix and impregnated with the 30/50 SYN-I non-coated diamonds revealed that practically no 
interaction between the diamonds and the matrix had taken place. One could possibly identify a 
minor degree of diamond etching on the cubic I 100 1 diamond faces. 
10.5.1.5B Ti-CVD (DB) 30/50 US mesh SYN-1 Diamonds (MB5-Q 
Examination showed that the Ti-CVD coatings were preferentially detached from the diamonds 
and were found in the developed pull-out craters. However, there were instances where 
fragments of Ti-layers remained on the exposed diamond surfaces. inspection at high 
magnifications showed that the Ti-coatings did not retain the form of the solid layers produced 
by CVD. EDAX analysis confirmed that Ti-coatings had partially dissolved in the metal-matrix 
and revealed the presence of oxygen at the interfacial region. There were some locations where a 
reaction product had formed at the interface. This interfacial product had a thickness of up to 15 
microns and contained numerous cracks (Figure 10-7). 
Figure 10-7 : SEM micrographs illustrating sections of the interfacial region of an exposed diamond in a 3- 
point fracture surface of segment with a Co + 20%wt. bronze matrix and impregnated with the Ti-CVD- 
coated diamonds. (A) Magnified view of the interfacial area showing the formation of a dense but cracked 
product, (B) micrograph A as viewed in the BSE mode illustrating clearly the cracks and the Ti-dissolution in 
the matrix. 
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(A) Metal-Matrix : Co + 200/owt. bronze (85Cu/15Sn) (5) Microyrdph A viewe(J in 135L mode. 
Diamond : Ti-CVD-coated 30/50 mesh SYN-1 (DB) 
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10.5.1.6 MB-6 : Co + 20%wt. bronze 85/15, Ti-PVD 30150 mesh SYNA 
10.5.1.6A Non-coated 30/50 US mesh SYN-1 Diamonds (MB6-N) 
Similar observations to those stated above for the MB5-N (refer to §10.5.1.5A) apply for the 
MB-6 segments reinforced with the non-coated diamonds. 
10.5.1.613 Ti-PVD (TQ 30/50 US mesh SYN-1 Diamonds (MB6-Q 
Observations made for the MB6-C segment with the cobalt-bronze matrix impregnated with the 
Ti-PVD-coated diamonds were generally similar to those for the Ti-CVD coated diamonds. 
Coatings were preferentially detached from the diamonds and were found in the developed pull- 
out craters. Examination at high magnifications revealed that the Ti-coatings did not retain the 
form of the solid-dense layers produced by PVD but they seemed to have partially dissolved into 
the matrix. The mode of adherence of the Ti-coating layers to the metal-matrix implied that a 
strong bonding had been achieved (see Figure 10-8A on next page). The coating/matrix interface 
was not a plane of steep chemical composition change, but had been transformed into a region of 
gradual chemical variation. EDAX analysis confirmed the previous statement showing Ti atoms 
to have migrated towards the metal-matrix but also that Cu, Co and Sn had dissolved towards the 
diamond and into the Ti-coating layers. Additionally, EDAX revealed that tin and oxygen had 
segregated at the coating and the coating/matrix interfacial region. Traces of chlorine were also 
identified at the interfacial zone. 
There were some locations at the interfacial regions where a reaction product had formed. In 
most of the cases, this product appeared to be thicker but also more cracked than those found for 
the Ti-CVD-coated dimnonds as was presented in the previous section (see Figure 10-8). 
10.5.1.7 MB-7 : Pro-alloyed Cu-Fe-Co + 20%wt. Fe, W-PVD 30/50 mosh SYNA 
10.5.1.7A Non-coated 30/50 US mesh SYN-1 Diamonds (MB7-N) 
Examination of the fracture surfaces of the MB7-N segments revealed that the pre-alloyed Cu- 
Fe-Co alloyed with 20%wt. of Fe-powder metal-matrix had caused considerable etching to the 
non-coated diamonds. The degree of etching was found to be significantly higher for the cubic 
f 100) faces as compared to the octahedral (I 11 ). Etching on the cubic surfitces had the form of 
large cavities whereas that on the octahedral planes was rather irregular with some large sized 
etch trigons (Figure 10-9). 
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Figure 10-8 : SEM micrographs illustrating sections of 3-point fracture surfaces of segments with a Co + 
20%wt. Bronze (85Cu/lSSn) matrix impregnated with the Ti-PVD-coated diamonds (30/50 mesh SYN-1 TC). 
10.5.1.7B W-PVD (TC) 30/50 US mesh SYN-1 Diamonds (MB7-C) 
SEM examination revealed that the W-coatings did not retain the layered form produced by the 
PVD deposition but they were rather dissolved to a considerable extent by the pre-alloyed Cu- 
Fe-Co + 20%wt. Fe binder. Metallic islets high in tungsten were found on cubic 11001 faces 
whereas the octahedral ýIII) planes remained almost free from any metal, having undergone 
only a small scale etching by very shallow etch features. Diamonds appeared to be very tightly 
enveloped by the metal-matrix and the interfacial fissures when existent were very narrow. 
10.5.1.8 MB-8 : Pre-alloyed Cu-Fe-Co + 20%wt. Fe, W-CVD 35/50 mesh SYN-1 
10.5.1.8A Non-coated 30/50 US mesh SYN-1 Diamonds (MB8-N) 
Observations are similar to those for the M137-N (§ 10.5.1.7A) (see Figure 10- 10). 
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(C) Magnified view of interfacial product. 
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(D) Micrograph L as viewed in BSE mode. 
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Figure 10-10 : SEM micrographs illustrating an exposed diamond on the fracture surface of a segment with 
the pre-alloyed Cu-Fe-Co + 20%wt. Fe-powder matrix impregnated with the non-coated diamonds. Cubic 
(100) faces have been etched at a higher extent compared to the octahedral (111) planes. 
10.5-1.8B W-CVD (NQ 35/50 US mesh SYN-1 Diamonds (MB8-C) 
The W-CVD-coated diamonds were bonded excellently to the Cu-Fe-Co (MB-8) metal-matrix. 
Coatings retained their original layered form produced by CVD without being consumed by 
dissolution as was found for the thinner W-PVD-coating presented previously (see Figure 
10- 11 C to F on next page). 
I 
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showing the metallic islets on the cubic (100) faces. tungsten rich. 
Figure 10-9 : SEM micrographs illustrating an exposed diamond on the fracture surface of a segment with 
the pre-alloyed Cu-Fe-Co + 20%wt. Fe-powder matrix impregnated with the W-PVD-coated diamonds (TC). 
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(C) Fractured diamond tightly enveloped in the W/matrix pocket. (D) Magnified view of the interfacial region. 
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Figure 10-11 : SEM micrographs from the fracture surface of the segment having a pre-alloyed Cu-Fe-Co 
matrix alloyed with 20% Fe and impregnated with the 5 micron thick W-CVD-coated diamonds (35/50 mesh 
SYN-1 NC). Micrographs show that almost all of the diamonds had fractured and that the adherence of the 
W-coatings to both the diamond and the metal-matrix is excellent without signs of diamond etching. 
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(E) View of the interfacial region of a broken diamond. (F) BSE of micrograph E. 
(B) Magnified section 0: i: i.,. q,,; ýý v 
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EDAX analysis at points lying on a line perpendicular to the interfacial plane revealed that C- 
atoms had diffused into the W-coating reaching distances well within the metal-matrix. The 
tungsten to carbon atomic ratio in the coating (W%at. /C%at. ) near the coating-diamond interface 
was found to vary close to the value 1.5. Metallic atoms of the binder had been found to diffuse 
towards the diamond with Fe-atoms reaching slightly higher atomic concentrations closely 
followed by cobalt and then copper. EDAX analysis also revealed the segregation of oxygen at 
the coating/matrix interface. 
However, the most significant observation for this composite was that almost all the exposed 
diamonds had fractured (see Figure 10- 11 A and B). Both the positive and negative diamond 
fragments of all crystals were retained on the fracture surface by the tight tungsten/matrix 
pockets. 
10.5.1.9 MB-9 : Pre-alloyed Cu-Fe-Co + 20%wt. W, W-PVD 30/50 mesh SYN-1 
10.5.1.9A Non-coated 30/50 US mesh SYN-1 Diamonds (MB9-N) 
Observations were very similar to what was found for Cu-Fe-Co+20%Fe binder impregnated 
with the non-coated diamonds. Considerable etching of the crystals has taken place with cubic 
ý 100) faces being clearly modified to a greater extent than the octahedral ýIII) surfaces (Figure 
10-12). 
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(A) Section of fracture surface. (5) Micrograph A viewed in BSE mode. 
Figure io-12 : SEM micrographs illustrating an exposed diamond on the fracture surface of a segment with 
the pre-alloyed Cu-Fe-Co + 20%wt. W-powder matrix impregnated with the non-coated diamonds. Cubic 
(100) faces have been etched at a higher extent compared to the octahedral (111) planes. 
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10.5.1.9B W-PVD (TC) 30/50 US mesh SYN-1 Diamonds (MB9-C) 
SEM examination of the W-alloyed Cu-Fe-Co pre-alloyed matrix showed that the interaction 
phenomena between the diamond crystals and the metal-matrix were similar to those found for 
the Fe-powder alloyed type matrix reinforced with the W-PVD-coated grit (refer to §10.5.1.7B 
on page 226). The W-coatings appeared to partially cover the cubic f1001 and dodecahedral 
{I 10 1 planes whereas they were totally removed from the octahedral ýIII) faces (Figure 10- 13). 
The degree of coverage of the faces by the metallic layers was considerably higher than what 
was found for MB7-C type segment with the Fe alloyed version of the metal-matrix. 
10.5.1.10 MB-10 : Pre-alloyed Cu-Fe-Co + 20%wt. W, W-CVD 35/50 mesh SYN-1 
10,5.1.10A Non-coated 30/50 US mesh SYN-1 Diamonds (MB10-N) 
Sin-fflar observations as those for the MB9-N as described above apply for the segment with the 
Cu-Fe-Co+20%wt. W impregnated with the non-coated 30/50 mesh SYN-I grit (refer to 
§ 10.5.1.9A for details). 
10.5.1.10B W-CVD (NQ 35/50 US mesh SYN-I Diamonds (MBIO-C) 
The situation for this system was similar to the MB8-C segment with the W-CVD-coated 
diamonds. The W-coatings were excellently bonded to the W-alloyed Cu-Fe-Co and retained 
their original layered form produced by the CVD. Composite failure occurred at the W/diamond 
interface as indicated by the W-coating shells found attached in pull-out craters. The stripped 
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(A) Exposed diarrioncl crystal on fracture surface. (B) Magnified section of micrograph A viewed in BSE mode. 
Figure 10-13 : SEM micrographs illustrating an exposed diamond on the fracture surface of a segment with 
the pre-alloyed Cu-Fe-Co + 20%wt. Fe-powder matrix impregnated with the W-PVD-coated diamonds (TC). 
(A) View of a diamond exposed on the fracture surface showing the metallic islets on the cubic (100) and 
cloclecahedral (110) faces, (6) magnified section of micrograph A viewed in BSE mode and showing the W- 
rich coating layers. 
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diamond surfaces from the W-coatings were clean and smooth without significant signs of 
etching. A considerable number of diamonds on the fracture surface were broken, but by no 
means approached the very high levels of reinforcement cracking observed for the MB-8 
segments. The diamond enclosure by the metal-matrix appeared relatively tight and the 
interfacial fissures did not exceed in any case a value of I micron. 
Figure 10-14 : SEM micrographs from the fracture surface of the segment having a pre-alloyed Cu-Fe-Co 
matrix alloyed with 20% W and impregnated with the 5 micron thick W-CVD-coated diamonds (35/50 mesh 
SYN-1 NQ. Micrographs show that a large number of crystals had fractured and that the adherence of the 
W-coatings to the metal-matrix is excellent. 
10.5.2 Quantitative Fracture Surface Examination 
The graphs and tables on the following pages present some selected counted observation features 
as resulted from the quantitative SEM analysis method, which was applied to the examined 
fracture surfaces as described in Chapter 7. Interpretation of results is similarly to that carried out 
for the SEM results in Chapter 9 (see §9.6.2). 
In the text that follows, and for any comparison being made, a composite will be considered to 
show "enhanced performance" if it exhibits a combination of a lower number of lost diamonds 
(L), a reduced number of exposed crystals at the fracture surface (S) and a high number of 
fractured diamonds. 
Results show that in most cases the segments impregnated with the coated diamond grades 
exhibited lower L and S combined with greater number of fractured crystals compared to 
segments with non-coated diamonds. Such kmd of combinations was exhibited from all 
segments impregnated with the various W-coated diamonds compared to the corresponding 
versions with the non-coated grit. The composites with the various bronze containing metal- 
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(A) ýýic fracture surface at low magnification. (B) Magnified view of a tection of a fractured diamond. 
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matrices exhibited no such clear behaviour. However, apart ftom the MB-6 alloy, the 
quantitative SEM analysis showed that for the remaining 3 alloys the segments with the coated 
grit were at the same levels or slightly improved compared to the non-coated versions. 
The Co-powder encapsulated diamonds were found to improve performance when incorporated 
into the Co-Ni matrix (MB-1). However, when the same diamonds were incorporated into the 
Co-W alloy matrix, the Co-powder encapsulated diamonds were found to be associated with 
higher L and S and lower number of fractured crystals. 
Lost Diamond Fractured 
Crystals Number of Diamond Sites Crystals 
Segment Coating 'd LO 0 Alloy Metal Matrix 0 Set Code Metal D C Zl_ 
LO 4) M 
O 
0 
a -@ R 0, Z 0ý - i5 0- "q a 
- 
- 
!§ :3 
50 U 56 UZ g8 g Cc Z 
.2Z . 5-1 Z 
MB-1-N Non-coated DB 
- 
30/40 SYN-3 Co + 15%wt. Ni 12 
- 
51 
- 
29 74 2 
- 
MB-1-C Co I PC 30/40 SYN-3 Co + 15%wt. Ni 10 
-2 36 -29.4 28 27 3 1 
1 
MB-2-N Non-coated DB 
- 
30/40 SYN-3 Co + 10%wt. W 2 
- 
42 
- 
29 45 28 
MB-2-C Co 3 PC 30/40 SYN-3 Co + 10%wt. W 4 2 29 
-31.0 29 1 3 -25 
MB-3-N Non-coated DB 30/40 SYN-3 Co + 10%wt. bronze 85/15 2 
- 
60 
- 
28 117 8 
MB-3-C Cr TC PVD 30/40 SYN-3 Co + 10%wt. bronze 85/15 2 0 47 
-21.7 28 70 1 -7 
MB-4-N Non-coated DB 
- 
30/40 SYN-3 Co + 10%wt. bronze 85/15 2 
- 
60 
- 
28 117 8 
- 
MB-4-C Cr(C) TC PVD 30/40 SYN-3 Co + 10%wt. bronze 85/15 0 
-2 27 -55.0 28 -2 0 -8 
MB-5-N Non-coated DB 
- 
30/50 SYN-1 Cc + 20%wt. bronze 85/15 1 
- 
44 
- 
32 37 4 
- 
MB-5-C T, DB CVID 30/50 SYN-1 Co + 20%wt. bronze 85/15 1 0 51 15.9 33 53 2 
-2 
MB-6-N Non-coated DB 
- 
30/50 SYN-1 Co, + 20%wt. bronze 85/15 1 
- 
44 
- 
32 37 4 
- 
MB-6-C T, TC PVD 30/50 SYN-1 Co + 20%wt. bronze 85/15 4 3 75 70.5 33 129 8 4 
MB-7-N Non-coated DIB 30/50 SYN-1 NEXT100 + 20%wt. Fe(CN) 0 
- 
44 
- 
36 23 1 
- 
MB-7-C w TC PVD 30/50 SYN-1 NEX71`100 + 20%wt. Fe(CN) 0 0 43 
-2.3 36 19 7 6 
MB-8-N Non-coated DB 
- 
30/50 SYN-1 NEXT100 + 20%wt. Fe(CN) 0 
- 
44 
- 
36 1 23 1 - 
MB-8-C w NC CVD 35/50 SYN-1 NIEXTIOO + 20%wt. Fe(CN) 0 0 58 31.8 45 29 44 43 
MB-9-N Non-coated DB 30/50 SYN-1 NEXT100 + 20%wt. W 3 
- 
58 
- 
36 60 5 
MB_ 
-C w 
[ 
C T PVD 30/50 SYN-1 NEXTIOO + 20%wt. W 4 1 53 
-8.6 37 44 7 2 
MB-10-N Non-coated OB t 30/50 SYN-1 NEXTIOO + 20%wt. W 3 
- 
58 36 60 5 
- 
MB-10-C w NC CVD 35/50 SYN-1 NEXT100 + 20%wt. W 0 
-3 51 
-12.1 45 13 13 8 
Nomendature : 
Diamond Type : SYN-1 is superior quality SYN-3 produced by De Beers 
Metal coating deposition methods CVD : Chemical Vapour Deposition, PVD Physical Vapour Deposition, PC : Powder Coating / Encapsulation 
Manufacturers of Coated Diamonds DB : De Beers, RIC : Norton Company, TC Teer Coatings, 3: Fuji Paudal Kabushilki Kaisha 
Metal Matrices NEXT100 is a pre-alloyed metal matrix consisting of Cu-Fe-Co (46.2-28.6-25.2 %wt. ) 
Table 10-3 : Listing of selected counted observation features as resulted from the quantitative SEM analysis 
method applied to the fracture surfaces of the 3-point bended Hot-Pressed (HP) segments with alloy metal- 
matrices. 
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Part III 
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Figure 10-15 :L isting of selected counted observation features as resulted from the quantitative SEM 
ana lysis method ap plied to the fracture surfaces of the 3-point bended Hot-Pressed (HP) segments with alloy 
metal-matrices. 
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11 
Discussion 
11.1 Introduction 
This chapter discusses the findings of the work carried out and is divided into three parts 
corresponding to the three chapters in which the experimental results were presented. 
The first part (11.2) deals with the findings concerning the fundamental interactions and changes 
occurring to synthetic diamonds when heated in the presence of elemental metals. The latter 
were brought in to contact with the diamonds either in the form of metallic powders or in the 
form of thin metal coatings deposited onto the diamonds by vapour deposition methods. 
The second part (11.3) discusses the primary evaluation of metal-coated diamonds. Examined 
systems were MMCs having a metal matrix of plain cobalt that were reinforced with various 
grades of metal-coated diamonds. 
The third and final part (11.3) is the final evaluation of selected metal-coated diamonds. 
Examined systems contained selected coated diamonds from those tested in the second 
experimental part. The coated diamonds were incorporated into alloy metal matrices with the 
intention of formulating strong interfacial bonding at the metal-coating/binder interface. 
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11.2 Solid-State Interactions of Synthetic Diamonds with Metals 
One problem in understanding chemical interactions between metal constituents and synthetic 
diamonds in real metal-bonded diamond composites, as has been addressed in previous chapters, 
is that commonly the diamond-metal systems are highly complex. This arises from the use of 
multi-metal alloy matrices, which in the majority of cases have been empirically selected by the 
manufacturers, based on field-testing and experience. Although from a practical point of view 
the true interest is to evaluate interactions of the diamonds with the alloy matrices, one must first 
understand the fundamental chemical phenomena that take place in the two component systems 
(diamond and metal) in order to determine the influence of involved parameters such as for 
example the chemical affinity of metal to diamond/carbon, the process temperature and time and 
the atmospheric conditions. Acquiring this fundamental knowledge will help in understanding 
the chemical interaction phenomena occurring in the complex systems and furthermore provide 
valuable information to future research and development for the optimisation of diamond 
composites. 
The majority of published research in the field of metal-bonded diamond composites concerns 
with the study of interactions in complex systems and the determination of mechanical and wear 
resistance properties. Early works, mainly by Russian scientists [122,129,130,132,184,197, 
217-221], dealing with the chemical interactions in diamond-metal systems have been reported, 
but the vast majority of them concerned "contact angle" studies in which the metal that was 
brought in to contact with synthetic or natural diamonds was in the liquid state. Although 
information resulting from these kind of tests is extremely valuable, the studies were mainly 
restricted to metals and alloys with relatively low melting points because of the graphitisation of 
diamond at higher temperatures. Thus, high melting point and refractory metals that are of great 
use and importance for the diamond tools industry have only been examined when incorporated 
as minor alloying additions in other metals or alloys of lower melting points. Liquid phase 
sintering and molten-metal infiltration is used to a considerable extent in the consolidation of 
metal-bonded diamond composites, but the most widely used method is solid-state sintering. For 
these reasons, the understanding of the fundamentals of solid-state interactions in metal- 
diamonds systems is of great importance and it is the reason of including the series of tests 
presented in the first experimental section. 
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11.2.1 Interactions in Diamond / Metal Systems 
- 
Introduction 
Transition metals can interact with diamond either by dissolving carbon or by combining with it 
to form carbides. Some transition metals can even be relatively inert to diamond with respect to 
chemical reactions. It is clear that in order for carbon atoms to be available for any sort of 
interaction with the metallic environment, they must first break away from the diamond 
structure. It has been the subject of scientific debate over the last decades, whether carbon atoms 
on the diamond surfaces are initially forming graphite or are directly broken away from the 
diamond structure. Experimental work on measurements of activation volumes for the 
graphitisation process has led researchers to also debate the issue of whether carbon atoms are 
released in groups or whether the graphitisation process involves detachment of individual atoms 
[7,33]. 
Metals that were examined in the DRE experiment, as described analytically in Chapter 8, have 
been selected to be among those mostly employed either as alloy components of the matrices or 
as metals to form coatings on diamond crystals. 
The following series of paragraphs discuss the results obtained from the DRE experiment. 
11.2.2 Interactions in Diamond 
- 
Metal Powder Systems 
This section examines the findings of the DRE for the systems in which the metals brought in to 
contact with synthetic diwnonds were in the fonn of loose powders. 
11.2.2.1 Mode of Interaction between diamonds and metals 
Diamond weight changes provided a primary tool for identifying the mode of interaction of the 
examined elemental metals to synthetic diamond crystals. Diamond weight reductions were 
mainly associated with loss of carbon atoms by dissolution into the metal, assuming that the 
atmosphere in the heating ftimace was completely free from oxidising agents. On the contrary, 
weight gain was related to carbide formation, with metal being attached on to the diamond 
surface in the form of carbides. 
For the plain diamond crystals heat-treated in the absence of metal, weight reductions were 
directly associated with surface graphitisation and oxidation of the diamond crystals, with carbon 
surface atoms escaping in to the environment in gaseous forms. 
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In respect to the above presented analysis, iron (Fe), cobalt (Co), nickel (Ni) and (Cu), which 
belong to the transition metals of the VIII-B and I-B groups of the periodic table of elements, 
were found to dissolve diamond. These metals, or their alloys, are known to catalyse the carbon 
dissolution and are readily used in commercial practice to synthesize diamond at high pressures 
(high-temperature high-pressure HPHT synthesis) in the stability region of diamond. It is thus 
expected that these metals will catalyse as well the reverse process of the backconversion of 
diamond to graphite at low pressures. 
On the contrary to the above metals, chromium (Cr), molybdenum (Mo), titanium (Ti) and 
tungsten (W) caused the weight gain of diamond crystals indicating that reaction had taken place 
and metal atoms had been attached on diamond surfaces. 
The behaviour of metals with respect to solubility or reactivity with carbon can be explained 
from the electronic structure of the metals. The ability of a transition metal to interact with 
carbon appears to increase with increasing number of electron vacancies in d-orbitals [25,185]. 
initially, an increasing number of d-vacancies is reflected as increasing solubility, which peaks at 
the iron group metals (see Table II -I). Further increase of the d-vacancies, results in excess 
reaction between metal and carbon, with carbon atoms gradually losing mobility in solution and 
eventually tending to lock-up in the structure of the metal, forming carbides. 
metal d-orbital vacencles 
Titanium (T) 8 
Tungsten (W) 6 
Chromium (Cr) 5 
Molybdenum (Mo) 
-------- 
5 Increasing reactivity 
-------------- ----- Iron (Fe) -------------- 4 Solubility peak 
Cobalt (Co) 3 
Nickel (NI) 2 
Copper(Cu) 0 Increasing solubility 
Table 11-1 : oLorbital vacancies of transition metals. 
According to the magnitude of weight changes produced to the diamonds the Mowing ranking 
in decreasing order has been found (see also Figure II-I and Figure 11 
-2): 
Diamond dissolution : Fe > Co-SMS > Co (CoQ > Co-EF > Ni > Cu 
Carbideformation :W> Ti > Cr > Mo 
Diamond graphitisation (oxidation) : SYN-2 > SYN-1 
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SYN-1 
Co-EF Plain diamond 
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Figure 11-1 : Graphical representation of the average weight changes produced to SYN-1 (SDA100 30/40 
US mesh) and to SYN-2 (MBS960 50/60 US mesh) diamonds when heat-treated with metal powders. 
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Figure 11-2 : Graphical comparison of the average crystal weight changes produced to SYN-1 (SDA100 
30/40 US mesh) and to SYN-2 (MBS960 50/60 US mesh) diamonds when heat-treated with metal powders. 
The mode of interaction for all the metals is in accordance with predictions based on 
thermodynamical and chemical data. The ranking of the metals in terms of carbon dissolution or 
carbide formation is in general agreement with findings of the experimental work of Tanaka et 
al. [128] and the theoretical study of Sung et al. [25], who have evaluated reactivity and 
solubility of transition metals with carbon, based on the electronic configuration of the elements. 
Diamond crystal weight measurements and SEM analysis, indicated that SYN-2 crystals 
(MBS960 50/60 US mesh, GE) suffered from carbon dissolution to a greater extent when 
compared to SYN-1 diamonds (SDAlOO 30/40 US mesh, De Beers) and at the same time their 
reaction with the carbide forming elements was found to be relatively n-fflder to that of the SYN- 
I grains. 
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The more intense dissolution of the SYN-2 could be justified from a crystal size point of view. 
Provided all other parameters are constant, finer crystal mesh sizes are associated with increased 
diamond surface area being available for true contact to metal powders producing a greater 
number of sites where dissolution is nucleated. However, this approach can not explain the fact 
that when it comes to heat treatment with metals that are characterised. by a decreasing C- 
dissolution tendency (like Cu) or increasing reactivity (like Mo, Cr, Ti and W), the SYN-2 
diamonds were less active than the SYN-1. This controversial behaviour suggests that additional 
factors should play a significant role. A factor to be considered could be the number of 
dislocations that are close to the surface or end up at the surface of diamonds. It is now well 
established that dislocations meeting at the surface of diamonds are preferred sites for the 
reconstruction or etching of diamond [26,222-224]. Since dislocation density increases with 
crystal size, one could possibly explain the above controversial behaviour by considering that the 
increased surface area provided by the finer grit is balanced by the considerable reduction of the 
surface active sites, such as dislocations. 
However, one should bear in mind that the diamond weight change results could be strongly 
influenced by experimental errors. Such errors could originate from inaccuracies in weight 
measurements or could be associated with factors related to the effectiveness of the various 
leaching processes with the boiling acids. Further investigation into the origin of the different 
behaviour between the above two types of synthetic diamonds was not conducted, since such in 
depth analysis was beyond the scope of the present work. 
Heat-treatment with tungsten caused the greatest diamond weight gain among all examined 
carbide forming metals. interpreting the theoretical ranking in respect to reactivity potential, as 
expressed by the increasing number of d-orbital vacancies (see Table II -I), one should expect 
titanium to be the most reacting element followed by tungsten. A reasonable explanation for this 
result could be credited to the different atomic weights of titanium and tungsten with the latter 
having an atomic weight that is approximately 4 times that of titanium. However, SEM analysis 
confirmed that tungsten powder had reacted at a greater degree with the synthetic diamonds and 
a high concentration of carbide crystallites had formed on the surfaces of the abrasive grains (see 
§8.3.3.7A and B). It was thus apparent that titanium powders had exhibited reduced reactivity 
although thermodynamically they should be favoured compared to tungsten. Reasonable 
explanation to this behaviour could be related to the presence of oxide layers on the surfaces of 
titanium powders that have inhibited their reactivity. The high number of d-vacancies is also 
responsible for the easier oxidation of titanium compared to tungsten. This is reflected in higher 
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degree of oxygen levels in the Ti-powders with possible oxide surface layers surrounding the 
powders. Since the atmosphere in the heat-treatment furnace was not particularly selected to 
ensure a reducing atmosphere for the Ti oxides it can be postulated that carbon atoms originating 
from the diamond would be initially consumed in reducing the surface oxides of titanium before 
reaction could take place. Due to the increased affinity of titanium for oxygen compared to 
tungsten, a greater amount of carbon would be needed to reduce the oxides with an immediate 
effect of slowing down the kinetics for titanium carbide formation. This would not only result in 
reduced quantity of formed carbides, but additionally there would be increased consumption of 
carbon originating from the diamond; the former being a factor to the measured crystal weight 
gain, whereas the latter being a factor contributing to the reduction of the diamond weight. 
11.2.2.2 Morphological changes occurring to diamonds with heat-treatment 
with metals 
This section contains the discussion of the findings from the microscopic examination of the 
retrieved diamonds as part of the DRE experiment (refer to Chapter 7). 
Microscopic examination of the diamond crystals after the metal and graphite leaching processes 
that followed the heat-treatment with the various metal powders confirmed the results of the 
diamond weight change measurements. The surface morphology of the diamonds provided 
further evidence of the mode (dissolution or reaction) and the relative intensity to which the 
examined metals had interacted with the diamonds, as discussed in the previous section. 
11.2.2.2A Plain diamonds 
All three types of diamonds tested throughout this work (SYN-1, SYN-2 & SYN-3) were well- 
formed cubo-octahedral crystals. SYN-3 (type SDA75, De Beers) was found to be slightly 
inferior to the other two types of diamonds with respect to crystal imperfections such as cavities, 
incompletely grown sections etc. This was expected as SYN-3 synthetic diamonds are 
commercially marketed as inferior quality to SYN-I (SDAlOO, De Beers). 
Heating the diamonds up to 1025T in argon was found to produce very little etching to the 
crystals. The two De Beers grade diamonds (SYN-1 and SYN-3) exhibited similar types of 
etching although to different magnitudes. The SYN-3 diamonds showed the greatest level of 
etching. Their octahedral planes {I III were found to be etched by parallel "positively" oriented 
triangular pits, known as 'Irigor&', at a however different magnitude (see Figure 11-3). Etching 
of {I III surfaces of synthetic diamonds by positive trigons has been reported by numerous 
researchers [26,2251. Cubic surfitces f 100) had acquired a fine scale rough morphology that did 
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not indicate etching by some form of patterned geometry. It could be concluded, that octahedral 
surfaces were slightly more susceptible to etching than the cubic f 100 1 ones. 
Figure 11-3 : Sketch showing positive orientation of trigons. 
The General Electric diamond grade (SYN-2) showed limited signs of trigon pit formation. Their 
etching proceeded at a fine scale and with no distinguishable pattern. 
All three types of diamonds exhibited a relatively low degree of surface modification indicating 
low levels of surface graphitisation. This correlated well with the nowadays well-established 
knowledge that in the absence of oxidising agents the onset of diamond graphitisation can be 
considerably delayed [33,43]. In fact, under ultra high vacuum the graphitisation starts at 
temperatures of the order of 1500'C [32]. However, in the presence of oxygen graphitisation can 
be detected at temperatures as low as 500 - 600'C and becomes significant at temperatures 
above 7000C [28,32,226]. 
11.2.2.2B Diamonds heat-treated with Co-powders 
Three types of cobalt powders, two fme grades (Co-EF, Co-CoC) and one of submicron size 
(Co-SMS), were used for the heat-treatment with the diamonds. All three types are widely used 
by diamond tool manufacturers. 
SYN-1 (SDA100,30/40 US mesh, De Beers) diamonds retrieved after the heating with the Co- 
EF grade and subsequent to chemical removal of Co appeared to have clearly undergone 
considerable etching. Octahedral IIIII surfaces contained a large number of hexagonal and 
triangular well-shaped depressions formed on relatively flat and smooth diamond surface 
regions. Larger sized etch pits were filled with a somewhat different material that was far less 
smooth, contained pores and had terminal edges that were randomly etched. Openings and 
fissures in this material revealed that an underlying smooth and intact diamond surface existed. 
At the same time crystals appeared black in the optical microscope. These observations strongly 
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suggested that the formed material should be graphite. Subsequent leaching with chromic acid 
removed this material from the large pits and diamond surfaces remained flat and smooth 
containing only well defined hexagonal and triangular depressions (see Figure 8-13C and D). 
The bright yellow colour of the diamonds was restored under the light of the optical microscope 
(refer to Table 8-3). This phenomenon provided further evidence for the graphite formation. 
De Theije et al. [222] have reported the formation of oriented hexagonal and positive triangular 
etch pits on cleaved diamond (IIII surfaces after oxidising the crystals in various environments 
and at temperatures as high as 900'C. They found the slope of the sidewalls of the pits as well as 
the orientation of the pits to depend on etching temperature. The steep point bottomed pits were 
related to dislocations emerging to the surface. The authors postulated that hexagonal pits were 
developed from merging trigons that grew parallel to the surfaces at equal speeds but in different 
directions. 
Another possible explanation for the formation of the hexagonal pits could be attributed to the 
known habit of epitaxial growth of graphite [00011 on diamond octahedral surfaces [25,33,43, 
227]. However, the simplest approach could be to consider that the etch pits developed on the 
diamond surfaces should be the mirror image of growth steps or put in other words to be the 
reverse of the growth process. Visualising the diamond lattice along the octahedral <I I I> and 
cubic <100> directions, hexagonal and square geometries forming tunnels travelling along these 
directions are evident (see Figure I 14A on next page). 
Cubic {100} diamond surfaces showed clear signs of modification. They were almost totally 
covered by the graphite. After the first leaching process for the removal of cobalt, cubic (1001 
surfaces appeared to have acquired a relatively rough morphology (see Figure 8-15C), containing 
pores and numerous large sized cavities (pore sizes of the order of 1-5 microns). Similar to the 
octahedral surfaces, the secondary leaching process totally removed the graphite and revealed the 
underlying diamond cubic surfaces, with diamonds acquiring again their macroscopically visible 
bright yellow colour (see Table 8-3). However, the etch pattern that was revealed did not contain 
any hexagonal or triangular pits, but it was constructed of numerous parallel oriented truncated 
pyramidal depressions with either square or rectangular cross-sections (see Figures 8-13D and 8- 
15D). The larger in size etch pits had flat bottoms, whereas the smaller ones had square cross- 
sections, with bottoms ending up in a point or fine edge (see Figure 11-5 on next page). 
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Figure 11-4 : Aspects of the diamond lattice viewed along the (A) <111> and (B) <100> directions. 
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Figure 11-5 : SEM micrograph (BSE mode) showing a cubic surface of a SYN-1 diamond (SIDA100 30/40 US 
mesh, De Beers) annealed with Co-EF powder and treated with chromic acid for graphite removal. The 
surface contains well defined and parallel oriented truncated etch depressions with rectangular or square 
cross-sections. 
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De Theije et aL [222] have also observed formation of square etch pits on 11001 surfaces in 
oxidative etching of synthetic diamonds at temperatures up to 900'C. The well-defined square 
etch pits were oriented with their sides along the <I I O> directions. The authors suggested that 
larger etch pits were associated with dislocations emerging at the surface, whereas for the 
smaller depressions located in between the large ones, growth was credited to agglomerated 
impurities or submicron inclusions in the diamonds. 
Yin et aL [223,224] have also studied etch pits formed on HPHT grown diamonds. They 
suggested that point and line bottomed etch pits were associated with dislocations emerging at 
the surface. These pits were subsequently grown to depressions with flat bottoms due to 
dislocation movement. 
After careful inspection of the etch morphology of the cubic 1100) surfaces it appeared that all 
large flat bottom depressions had similar depths. It was also noted that as etch pit size increased 
there were a decreasing number of depressions that had a cross-section close to the geometry of a 
square. Larger pits had preferentially rectangular cross-sections elongated to either of the two 
orientation directions. The smaller in size pits had pyramidal shapes with sharp point or edge line 
bottoms and square cross-section (Figure 11 -5). 
Taking into consideration the above described observations and combined with the suggestions 
made in the studies of the afore mentioned authors, a mechanism for the etching/graphitisation f 
diamond cubic surfaces is proposed as Mows. 
With the effect of temperature and the presence of the C-dissolving metal (in this case cobalt) 
etch pits are nucleated on the diamond cubic surfaces. Etch pits nuclei are preferentially formed 
at the points where dislocations emerge to the surface. Initial stages of growth proceeds 
perpendicular to the diamond cubic surface forming point bottomed etch pits with square cross- 
sections. Formation of pits with such a geometry appearing macroscopically as inverted 
pyramids could be associated with screw dislocations. Growth continues with this manner until 
the pit reaches a certain depth at which the driving force for sideways growth becomes greater 
than that for perpendicular growth. The etch pit is then grown parallel to the diamond surface 
along one of the two directions to which the etch pits are macroscopically oriented (typically the 
<1 I O> directions). The proposed mechanism for the formation of truncated pyramidal etch pits 
on diamond cubic surfaces is given schematically in Figure 11 
-6. 
Further investigation into the origins of the etch pit shapes developed on diamond surfaces was 
beyond the scope of the work presented with this thesis. 
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Figure 11-6 : Proposed mechanism for the formation and growth of the oriented truncated pyramidal 
depressions found on etched / graphitised diamond cubic f 100) surfaces. 
As described above, microscopic analysis after the metal leaching showed a graphite layer that 
covered portions of both octahedral fIIIý and cubic f 100 1 surfaces (see Figures 8-13 B and 8- 
15B and Q. This indicates that carbon atoms break away from the diamond structure forming 
graphite and do not dissolve directly into the metal. The fact that graphite layers were found on 
the surfaces suggests that the rate for graphite formation was higher than the rate with which it 
was consumed by dissolving into cobalt. Manukyan et al. [114] have also addressed the 
possibility of development of interfacial graphite if the speed of reaction or dissolution of the 
graphite to the metal in contact is slower than the speed of its formation (see also §4.3, p. 37). 
The observed phenomenon could also be the result of areas on the diamond surfaces not being in 
true contact with the loose cobalt powders, since the diamond powder mixture was not 
compacted prior to the heat treatment. 
Heat-treatment of the SYN- I diamonds with the Co (COC) type powder produced similar type 
and magnitude of etching as was observed with the Co-EF grade (see Figure 8-14). 
The SYN-2 (MBS960,50/60 US mesh, General Electric) diamonds exhibited the same type of 
etching as that of SYN-1. However, their degree of diamond dissolution was clearly greater than 
that observed for the SYN-1 confirming the results obtained with the diamond crystal weight 
measurement experiment (see Figure 8-15A). 
Greatest dissolution etching was found for the SYN-2 diamonds that had been treated with the 
sub-micron siZe cobalt powder (CO-SMS). The greater degree of etching was clearly visible even 
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at low magnification with diamonds having acquired rough surfaces and a considerable loss of 
edge sharpness (see Figure 8-16). This is probably attributed to the higher oxygen levels of this 
sub-micron powder, with oxygen catalysing the graphitisation phenomena occurring at the 
diamond surfaces. According to the cobalt powder producers, the oxygen level of Co-SMS is 
typically 0.7% whereas the other two extra fine grades, Co-CoC and Co-EF, typically possess 
0.5% and 0.4% oxygen, respectively. 
11.2.2.2C Diamonds heat-treated with Ni-powder 
Both types of synthetic diamonds (SYN-1 & SYN-2) annealed with nickel powders were etched 
in a similar manner to that of diamonds treated with cobalt powders. The overall degree of 
etching appeared to be at similar levels to Co-EF & Co-CoC powder. 
it was clearly evident that under the heat-treatment conditions the cubic surfaces (100) of the 
diamond crystals had been etched by nickel at greater levels than the octahedral {I III ones (see 
Figures 8-21 and 8-22). This observation contradicts the ranking found by numerous researchers 
who studied the oxidation and graphitisation rates of the various surfaces of synthetic diamond 
crystals in oxidising atmospheres or high vacuum respectively [33,137,228]. However, studies 
on the wetting of diamond surfaces by molten metals and alloys have shown the cubic surfaces 
to be those exhibiting the highest affinity for metals, either with the formation of carbides or with 
carbon dissolution [128]. Cubic surfaces were also etched at high levels when hot-pressed with 
various cobalt-based alloys in the study of Liao et al. [229]. Although not mentioned by the 
authors, it was clearly evident as seen in the published SEM micrographs that the diamond cubic 
surfaces were etched relatively more than the octahedral ones. 
From examining the diamond crystal structure it follows that cubic 1100) surfaces have two 
dangling bonds associated with each carbon atom if they are visualized as being the terminal 
surfaces, whereas the octahedral (I I I) surfaces have only one dangling bond per carbon atom 
(see Figure 11-7). If one considers that oxygen catalysed graphitisation would require the 
reaction of oxygen atoms with carbon atoms it could be postulated that the availability of two 
dangling bonds would be much more effective, thus explaining the observed increased reactivity 
of the cubic surfaces. The fact that cubic (100) diamond planes are much less dense than the 
octahedral 1111) planes also points to the same conclusion. Furthermore, easier removal of 
carbon atoms from cubic 1100) surfaces can be recognised from the lower abrasion resistance 
exhibited by these surfaces when abraded in random direction compared to the octahedral (III)- 
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Results of abrasion tests on diamonds have shown largest depths of cuts to be produced on the 
cubic ý1001 surfaces when abraded in random directions [230,231]. 
(A) Octahedral (111) planes 
0 
o. àI" 0 
00414b*00000 
0 00000000000 
(B) Cubic {1001 planes 
SOP do 
0 Atoms belonging to (111) plane 0 Atoms belonging to (100) plane 
Figure 11-7 : Aspects of the diamond lattice viewed in suitable way to show the dangling bonds for the 
octahedral (A) and cubic planes (B). 
11.2.2.2D Diamonds heat-treated with Fe-powder 
Dissolution etching of both diamond types by the iron powder resulted in the formation of thick 
graphite layers on diamond surfaces. The degree of surface etching was much greater than all the 
other systems producing extended surface modification to the diamonds (see Figures 8-24A and 
8-25). Crystals were considerably roughened and rounded. Careful examination of the surface 
topography indicated that the mechanism of etching was the same as that proposed above, with 
etching of 11111 and ý1001 surfaces to have proceeded by the nucleation and growth of 
hexagonal and rectangular pits respectively. Because of the increased dissolution intensity of Fe, 
the etch pits had grown in to each other as well as perpendicularly to the planes, producing the 
final extensively roughened topography visible in the SEM after the graphite leaching process. 
11.2.2.2E Diamonds heat-treated with Cu-powder 
Copper powder produced the smallest degree of diamond dissolution from all tested metals (see 
Figure 8-18A). Although diamonds were annealed with copper to temperatures up to 1025'C, C- 
dissolution was kept to low levels and the crystals had retained their angular shape and sharp 
edges. Etching on the octahedral IIIII surfaces had occurred with oriented shallow trigons, 
whereas on cubic I 100) surfaces by numerous shallow pits. Similar to the cobalt systems, S YN- 
2 diamonds had been etched at slightly higher levels and the cubic 11001 surfaces were found 
most susceptible to dissolution / graphitisation than the octahedral IIII) ones. 
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11.2.2.2F Diamonds heat-treated with Mo-powder 
Diamonds annealed with the molybdenum powder remained practically unaffected. Examination 
of the surfaces at high magnification in backscattering mode of the SEM revealed a small 
concentration of contrasting islets, which indicated nucleation of carbides. The remaining parts 
of the surfaces remained flat and smooth providing evidence that no dissolution had taken place. 
The small degree of reactivity was in agreement with the results of the diamond crystal weight 
measurement experiment, which was discussed earlier in this chapter. 
11.2.2.2G Diamonds heat-treated with W-powder 
Diamonds annealed with loose tungsten powder provided an excellent example of a reactive 
system with formation of carbides on the diamond surfaces (see Fig. 8-29 and 8-30). The SEM 
examination provided further evidence to support the results of the crystal weight measurement 
experiment, that the diamond-tungsten system was the most reactive. Carbide sub-micron sized 
platelets appeared to grow in bundles outwards from the diamond surface. The orientation of the 
platelets in each bundle appeared to be random. High magnification imaging revealed that the 
diamond substrate, where platelets had grown, was slightly etched compared to the flat and 
smooth non-reacted surfaces. This indicated that platelets had preferentially formed at the sites 
were etching had initially taken place. This supported the hypothesis that reactivity with 
diamond is possible when C-atoms are broken-out of the diamond structure. Whether graphite 
was formed prior to diffusion of C-atoms into the interstitial sites of the W-metal to form the 
carbides or whether the C-atoms were directly entering the metal upon release from the diamond 
structure was not possible to be identified and was beyond the scope of the present work. 
The intersecting carbide platelets formed an even and almost complete coating of the surfaces of 
the SYN- I diamonds. Coverage was incomplete only at the edges of the surfaces. Comparing the 
reactivity intensity between the two types of tested synthetic diamonds, it was clearly apparent 
that SYN-1 (SDAlOO, 30/40 US mesh, De Beers) diamonds had reacted to a greater extent than 
the SYN-2 (MBS960,50/60 US mesh, General Electric). As it was explained earlier in this 
chapter (§11.2.2.1), this behaviour could be related to the greater number of dislocations 
emerging at the diamond surfaces associated with larger sized crystals. A variation in reactivity 
was also evident between the octahedral (1111 and cubic (100) surfaces of the diamond 
crystals, with the latter being the more reactive (see Figure 11-8). 
Graphite leaching resulted in the total removal of the carbide platelets. The uncovered diamond 
surfaces contained numerous shallow etch pits. These had either hexagonal or rectangular form 
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on the octahedral 11111 and cubic tlOO) surfaces respectively (see Figure 11-9). This 
morphology of the etch pits suggests that dissolution etching takes places during the initial stages 
of the interaction between tungsten and diamond. The mechanism of this process could be 
similar to that proposed earlier in this section for the case of the diamond-cobalt system. 
Figure 11-8 : SYN-2 type diamond crystal (MBS960,50/60 US mesh, General Electric) retrieved after the 
metal leaching process that followed the annealing with the tungsten powder. The coverage of diamond 
surfaces with carbide platelets is higher for the cubic ý1001 surfaces. 
Figure 11-9 : Octahedral ý1111 surface of a SYN-2 diamond crystal (MBS960,50/60 US mesh, General 
Electric) that had been annealed with the tungsten powder. The crystal has been subjected to two 
sequential leaching processes for the removal of the metal and graphite respectively. Hexagonal etch pits 
are clearly evident on the diamond surfaces. 
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11.2.2.2H Diamonds heat-treated with Ti-powder 
The SEM examination confirmed that the diamond-titanium system was the second most 
reactive. SYN-1 crystals retrieved after the metal Ti leaching process had developed a thin 
coating layer (see Figure 8-33A). The fact that the coating was not dissolved during the leaching 
process suggested that the formed layered product was mainly composed of titanium carbide. 
The extensive cracking and peeling of the coating provided evidence of the brittle nature of the 
carbide layer. Stripped diamond surfaces were relatively smooth with only a very fine scale 
etching. This verified that titanium did not dissolve diamond. Etching only took place at a small 
degree and released carbon atoms were consumed in forming the titanium carbides. 
The reactivity of the SYN-2 diamonds with the Ti-powder was greatly reduced compared to 
what was found for the SYN-1 diamonds (see Figure 8-34). One possible explanation for this 
behaviour could be related to the concentration of dislocations emerging to the diamond 
surfaces, as has been addressed earlier in this section. 
11.2.2.21 Diamonds heat-treated with Cr-powder 
Microscopic inspection revealed that a reaction product had formed on the surfaces of the SYN- I 
diamonds that had been annealed with loose chromium powder. The reaction product had formed 
as a dense layer in the shape of a coating (see Figure 8-40). However it was extensively fractured 
into large pieces separated from each other with gaps of the order of I to 2 microns. A closer 
inspection of the surface morphology revealed that each piece of the coating layer could form a 
continuous layer if brought in contact with the neighbouring pieces. The whole pattern 
resembled a crazed surface. This observation suggested that a continuous coating had formed at 
the elevated annealing temperature and was subsequently cracked into pieces due to thermal 
contraction effects. The fact that the reaction product could withstand the extensive leaching 
process provided strong indication of chromium carbide formation. 
Similar to other systems discussed previously, the cubic (1001 surfaces of the diamonds 
exhibited the highest reactivity in terms of the degree of coverage by the chromium carbide 
layer. In agreement with the results of the other systems presented above, the reactivity of the 
SYN-2 diamonds with the Cr-powder was greatly reduced. 
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11.2.3 Interactions in Hot-Pressed Diamond 
- 
Metal Composites 
The previous sections discussed the mode and relative intensity of the interactions between 
synthetic diamonds and selected metal powders. Having acquired a basic knowledge of the 
interactions in these systems, it became possible to examine to what extent these interaction 
phenomena occur when the diamond-metal systems are forced to interact under industrial 
conditions, which represent the real situation in which these systems are treated. The conditions 
and environment chosen in which to study the interactions should be a true representation of the 
industrial practice. For that reason it was selected to consolidate the samples by hot-pressing, 
which is by far the most widely employed manufacturing process. 
Cold-pressed diamond-metal green compacts were consolidated with hot-pressing in graphite 
moulds at 850'C for 3 minutes. Because some of the refractory metals could not sinter at the 
above temperature, the fist of metals examined was limited to those that are typically sinterable 
at the above selected hot-pressing conditions. The fist of examined systems is given in Table 7-4 
of Chapter-7. 
Apart from the diamonds sintered with molybdenum, all of the other microscopically examined 
diamonds retrieved from the leaching baths of the consolidated samples had acquired a surface 
morphology that indicated considerably lower levels of dissolution etching compared to the 
equivalent diamond-powder metal systems as discussed previously. However, the relative 
ranking of the metals in terms of the etching that they produced on the diamond surfaces was in 
agreement with the findings presented earlier. 
The reduced attack on the diamonds is attributed to the lower temperature at which the systems 
were exposed combined with the very short dwell time at the maximum temperature as well as 
with the considerably higher heating and cooling rates involved in industrial hot-pressing 
compared to those applied during the DSC heat-treatments. Another factor that could be 
responsible for the inhibited attack on the diamonds is the reducing sintering atmosphere (CO & 
C02) produced by the graphite moulds [226]. The presence of such a reducing atmosphere could 
decrease the amount of diamond consumed in reducing the oxides present in the metals and thus 
inhibit the etching processes. 
Graphite had formed on the surfaces of diamonds hot-pressed with iron, nickel and cobalt as was 
observed in the SEM and as indicated by the black/grey colouring of the crystals under the 
optical microscope (see Table 8-4). Subsequent leaching of the graphite revealed the etched 
diamond surfaces. Hexagonal and tetragonal depressions were found on the octahedral VI I) 
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and cubic I 100 1 diamond surfaces respectively conforming to previous results. The size of these 
etch pits was considerably reduced compared to those formed during annealing of the loose 
powders with the diamonds in the DSC furnace under argon atmosphere. This further indicated 
that the process of dissolution of the diamond surfaces had remained in the primary stages. It 
provided evidence however that the same mechanism of dissolution etching was in effect. 
Similarities with the previously discussed results were also found for the relative intensity at 
which the various surfaces of the diamonds had been etched. It was again confirmed that under 
the hot-pressing conditions, the cubic 11001 diamond surfaces appeared to be etched at greater 
levels than the octahedral IIIII ones. 
Diamonds sintered with copper, bronze (85/15) and molybdenum remained practically 
unaffected. Copper and bronze caused a very fine scale etching with only few oriented trigons 
visible on the octahedral IIIII diamond surfaces. The relatively inert action of copper is typical 
at standard hot-pressing conditions [60,188-189]. The presence on tin (Sn) has also been known 
to further reduce the degree of diamond etching [229,232]. On the other hand, hot-pressing 
diamond with molybdenum, which is a known carbide former, produced no reaction product or 
any large-scale dissolution etching. High magnification imaging revealed only the formation of 
some small trigons on the octahedral ýIIII surfaces. It is apparent that with the selected hot- 
pressing conditions the reaction to form carbides was not favoured. 
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11.2.4 Interactions in Metal-Coated Diamonds 
Metal-coated diamonds have been microscopically examined after metal and graphite leaching 
processes similarly to the diamond-metal systems previously discussed. The various types of 
metal-coated diamonds were examined in three states, which were: 
" "as received" metal-coated crystals, 
" metal-coated diamonds annealed at high temperature (1025*C) in the DSC furnace, and 
" metal-coated diamonds annealed at a lower temperature of 500'C for 20 minutes in a 
H2/N2 reducing atmosphere, which is typical industrial practice. 
The examination of the "as received" crystals served the need to identify the type of the 
deposited coatings and the possible effects of the deposition method on the diamond. The 
inspection of the annealed coated-diamonds aimed to detect possible diamond-metal interactions 
produced by the two heat-treatment methods. 
11.2.4.1 Titanium coatings 
Two types of vapour deposited titanium-coated diamonds were tested. Both deposition methods 
have resulted in the formation of dense coatings with thickness of the order of I micron. 
11.2.4.1A Chernical-Vapour-Deposited (CVD) coating 
Chemical vapour deposited titanium layers on diamonds had formed with a columnar structure, 
typical of CVD coatings [1671. X-ray diffraction (XRD) measurements of the "as-received" Ti- 
CVD-coated diamonds did not detect the formation of any titanium carbides. Metal leaching 
caused the total removal of the Ti-coatings confirming the XRD results and providing further 
evidence that the coatings were totally composed of titanium metal and that no reaction to form 
carbides with the diamond substrate had occurred. The stripped diamond surfaces appeared to 
have very limited degree of etching indicating that the crystals have not been damaged from the 
high temperature deposition. High magnification examination of the uncovered diamond surfaces 
revealed that a few small trigons had formed on octahedral IIIII surfaces. These had both 
positive and negative orientations. The cubic (100) surfaces remained practically intact, 
exhibiting only a relatively very fine scale etching of no particular pattern at certain locations. 
Etching intensity appeared to be greater for the (I I I) surfaces conforming to the well-known 
preference of graphitisation of the octahedral surfaces compared to the cubic [33]. 
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Annealing of the Ti-CVD coated diamonds in the DSC furnace (temperature reaching 1025'C) 
resulted in the coating remaining attached onto the crystals even after the treatment with boiling 
acids for titanium removal. This provided strong indication of titanium carbide formation. A 
number of authors have indicated that carbide formation of metallized diamonds takes places 
only after annealing [134,170]. Carbides may start to form at temperatures as low as 300'C in 
high vacuum, but typically temperatures in excess of 800*C are needed to yield considerable 
levels of reaction [134,172]. The coating was brittle and that was evident from its extensive 
cracking. Cracking is attributed to thermal contraction effects during cooling down as well as to 
the handling of the crystals such as leaching and sieving processes. Uncovered crystal surfaces 
showed negligible levels of diamond etching demonstrating the protective effect of the coating to 
high temperature exposure, which has been also claimed from other researchers [114]. 
Leaching of Ti-CVD coated grit after annealing at a lower temperature of 500'C resulted in total 
removal of the metallic layers indicating that carbide formation was not achieved. However, 
inspection of crystal surfaces at high magnification revealed the presence of small angular 
crystallites emerging from the diamond substrate. These crystal nuclei resisted the dissolving 
action of the boiling acid and were thus considered to be carbide crystals. However, their 
concentration and spreading over the diamond surfaces suggested reaction to have occurred 
locally and at limited levels. The etching of the surfaces was negligible providing evidence that 
the annealing did not affect the diamond. 
11.2.4.113 Physical-Vapour-Deposited (PVD) coating 
Observations made on titanium-coated diamonds by physical vapour deposition (PVD) were 
similar to those of the CVD coated grit discussed above. Reaction did not take place during 
deposition but occurred to a considerable extent during annealing in the DSC ftimace. The 
reacted coating was cracked and upon subsequent leaching revealed that the underlying diamond 
surfaces contained a great number of carbide crystallites growing outwards from the diamonds 
surface. The crystallites had shapes resembling rectangular parallelepipeds. Their horizontal 
orientation appeared to be random whereas it was recognized that they had a tendency to be 
aligned perpendicularly to the diamond surface. In agreement with the CVD-coated grit, it 
seemed that the reactivity of octahedral IIII) surfaces was greater than that exhibited by the 
cubic (100). Both annealing processes caused no particular etching to the diamonds, confirming 
that coating offered a good protection to high temperature processing. 
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Comparing the two types of examined Ti-coated diamonds in terms of the degree of carbide 
formation on annealing finds the PVD-coating to be slightly more reactive than the CVD one. 
11.2.4.2 Chromium coatings 
Two types of chromium-coated diamonds have been examined. Both types of coatings were 
formulated by PVD on the SYN-3 grade diamonds (SDA75,30/40 US mesh, De Beers), which is 
of inferior quality to the SYN-I grade used with titanium. The first type was a standard 
chromium coating whereas for the second type of coating, the deposition of chromium was 
carried out with simultaneous deposition of carbon. The latter were termed as carbon-enriched 
chromium-coated diamonds and designated as "Cr(C)". The thickness of both coatings were 
typically of sub-micron size. However, especially for the carbon-enriched type, thickness 
occasionally and locally reached higher values and in some cases was up to 2 microns (Fig. 8-3). 
11.2.4.2A Standard chromium PVD-coating 
Metal leaching resulted in almost total removal of the Cr-coating of the "as-received" crystals. 
However, fractions of the coating resisted the leaching, indicating possible carbide formation. 
The regions where this had occurred were crystal defected areas, such as cavities and fractured 
comers, which were readily available for the SYN-3 diamonds (see Figure 8-42A). Considering 
such defected areas to be preferred sites for carbon atoms to break away from diamond structure 
provided a good reasoning for carbide formation. This conformed to the report of Manukyan et 
aL [117] on the ability of chromium coatings to fill surface irregularities. The authors postulated 
that chromium "healed" the diamond surface defects and it was for that reason lower decreases 
in strength due to high temperature treatment were monitored for the Cr-coated grit. Oganyan et 
aL [142] claimed that chromium was more effective at healing the diamond surfaces compared to 
other metals (Ti, W etc. ) because of its smaller atomic radius, which enabled it to penetrate more 
easily confined surface defects. 
Almost the entire coating remained attached onto the diamonds after the leaching process when 
the Cr-metafized diamonds had been annealed in the DSC Rimace (see Figure 8-42B). This 
provided strong indication of extended chromium carbides formation. The coating was 
extensively fractured and cracked which were the results of the thermal contraction effects, 
attributed to the large mismatch in thermal expansion coefficients between diamond and 
chromium carbides (see Table 4-4). When annealing took place at the lower temperature of 
5000C, only fractions of the coating remained bonded to the diamond after the leaching process. 
This gave reasons to consider carbide formation to have progressed at reduced levels with major 
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part of the coating to be chromium metal, which was easily removed by the leaching acid 
medium. The low number of carbide crystallites found on diamond surfaces after the final 
leaching in the chromic acid, supported the hypothesis that at the lower temperature carbides had 
only formed to a limited extent at certain points of the interface. 
For all types of examined crystals discussed above, the diamond surfaces free from the coating 
were relatively smooth and flat indicating very low levels of etching, suggesting both that the 
deposition process did not deteriorate the diamonds but also that the formed coating protected 
the crystals during the annealing treatments. 
The above findings are in agreement with the results of several researchers who examined 
chromium depositions from gaseous phases. Carbide formation has been detected during 
deposition of chromium from gaseous phases [120,167-168]. Studies have shown, that upon 
formation of a carbide thin film at the diamond/coating interface the reaction of the outer section 
of the coating is controlled by the rate at which carbon atoms are released from the diamond 
structure and are diffused through the interfacial carbide layer. This is the reason why higher 
temperatures and prolonged deposition or annealing times are associated with higher carbide 
levels in chromium coatings as has been reported by several authors [134,143,172]. At the 
initial stages of interaction lower carbides are formed (Cr7C3) [143]. If conditions are such to 
allow sufficient diffusion of carbon atoms to occur, inner carbides are gradually saturated in 
carbon and transform into higher carbides (Cr3C2). whereas outer coating regions react to form 
Cr7C3- Chuprina et al. [143] reported that at temperatures of the order of 1000"C the rate of 
chromium carbide formation was considerably high, similarly to what was observed for the Cr- 
coated diamonds annealed in the DSC ftunace. It is for this reason that Chattopadhyay et al. 
[ 1201 had to reduce the deposition temperature and time in order to inhibit excess reaction and 
avoid the extensive cracking of the coating. 
The protective function of chromium coatings in terms of oxidation resistance and in minimizing 
the strength decrease associated with high temperature treatment of synthetic diamonds has been 
identified in the several reports [136,144]. 
11.2.4.213 Carbon-enriched chromium PVD-coating [Cr(C)] 
Examination of "as received" Cr(C)-coated diamonds indicated that although carbon was 
simultaneously deposited with chromium, no carbide formation had taken place. However, on 
annealing in the DSC furnace extensive reaction took place, with the coatings remaining entirely 
on the diamond surfaces even after the leaching process (see Figures II 
-10 and 8-19,8-20). This 
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was attributed to the carbon content of the coating. For this coating, the availability of carbon 
atoms for reaction with the chromium was not dependent on diff-usion from the diamond, but 
temperature alone was the controlling parameter. This hypothesis was supported when 
examining the coated diamonds that have been heat-treated at the lower temperature of 5000C. 
For these diamonds leaching caused almost the total removal of the coating with only a few sites 
of possible reaction. 
The hard coating formed with the high temperature annealing in the DSC furnace contained 
some cracks. However, these were considerably reduced in number compared to those that had 
formed at the plain chromium coated grit. Subsequent removal of the hard coating revealed 
diamond surfaces with clear signs of reaction with the coating. 
surface 
Figure 11-10 : SEM micrograph (backscattered mode) of a PVD C-enriched Cr-coated SYN-3 diamond 
(SDA75 30/40 US Mesh by DB) initially heat-treated in the DSC furnace and subsequently subjected to metal 
leaching. The coating did not dissolve by the leaching, but instead remained attached on diamond surfaces 
indicating strong carbide formation. 
11.2.4.3 Titanium/Chromium Dual coating 
The dual titanium/chromium-coated crystals were formed with simultaneous PVD deposition of 
the two metals on to the SYN-3 diamonds. 
The dual component coating was totally removed with the leaching treatment, indicating that 
reactions had not been favoured. Stripped diamond surfaces showed no signs of any degradation, 
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providing proof that, similarly to the other PVD coatings discussed above, the deposition did not 
appear to have deteriorated the diamonds. 
Annealing the encapsulated grit in the DSC resulted in large parts of the coating remaining 
attached to the diamond surfaces even after the first leaching process (see Figure 8-46), 
suggesting that partial reaction to form carbides had been achieved. The coating was 
preferentially bonded on crystal defected areas such as cavities and surface irregularities possibly 
associated with the easier detachment of carbon atoms from such sites as discussed earlier for the 
Cr-PVD-coated diamonds. Coating layers were cracked as a result of the contraction during 
cooling attributed to the considerable thermal expansion coefficient difference between Ti- and 
Cr-carbides with diamond (see Table 4-4). Heat-treatment at a lower temperature of 500'C 
resulted carbide formation to very limited (see Figure 8-47), sirnilar to that found for the other 
coated diamonds discussed earlier in this section. 
11.2.4.4 Tungsten coating 
Microscopic inspection of W-coated SYN-3 diamonds after having been leached for metal 
removal revealed that some limited reaction had occurred during the PVD deposition (see Figure 
8-3 1A and B). Annealing of the coated grit in the DSC promoted reactivity. This was clearly 
evident especially at the defected areas of the crystals where carbide platelets had formed, 
similar to those grown on diamonds treated with W-powder. Carbide reaction at these sites is 
associated with the easier detachment of carbon atoms from the diamond structure as has been 
discussed in previous sections. Platelets appeared to be growing outwards onto a modified 
diamond surface, which was associated with hexagonal patterns (see Figure 11-11). This 
suggested that carbides had been formed on transformed diamond surfaces, which would most 
probably be interfacial graphite. This hypothesis was supported by the observation that 
subsequent leaching with the chromic acid resulted in entire removal of these platelets. This 
could have happened not because of chemical removal of the carbides, but rather because of 
detachment of the coating due to the dissolution of the graphite substrate. However, the final 
leaching could not remove the reaction product from heavily defected areas, indicating that 
extensive reactivity had occurred locally for the reasons given previously. 
Annealing at the lower temperature of 5000C resulted in limited reactivity. Parts of the coating 
could withstand the chemical leaching indicating some degree of carbide formation. Although it 
appeared highly dense, it was extensively cracked suggesting that thermal contraction effects 
were detrimental (see Figure 8-32B). 
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In all cases stripped diamond surfaces showed limited signs of surface etching providing 
evidence of the protective effect of the coating to high temperature treatment of diamonds. 
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Figure 11-11 : SEM micrograph (backscattered mode) of a W-PVD-coated SYN-3 diamond (SDA75 30/40 US 
Mesh by DB) initially heat-treated in the DSC furnace and subsequently subjected to metal leaching. Carbide 
platelets have grown on a modified diamond substrate, which could be interfacial graphite. 
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11.3 Interfacial Bonding in Coated-Diamond reinforced Co-matrix MMCs 
This section discusses the results obtained from the series of tests included in the second part of 
the experimental work as presented in Chapter 9. Discussion of the results is made in terms of 
the effect of metal-coating of diamonds on mechanical properties and interfacial bonding of 
composites. 
11.3.1 Densification of the Coated-Diamond Composites 
The obtained densities for the composites with the plain cobalt matrix were given in Figure 9-1. 
Furnace sintering (FS) failed to produce samples with less than 10% porosity. The container-less 
hot-isostatic-pressing (HIP) improved the density of previously furnace-sintered specimens to 
levels of the order of 93-95% of theoretical density. However, higher densities could not be 
achieved. This was attributed to incomplete pore closure attained with the first sintering cycle. 
According to solid-state sintering fundamental theory, pore closure begins at about 15% porosity 
and is completed at 5% residual porosity [233]. Thus, the sintered specimens subsequently 
subjected to HIP with densities less than 90% theoretical contained open pores. The existence of 
open porosity had merely or totally ruled-out the hydrostatic pressure exerted during HIP, thus 
minimizing the effect of pressure on the sintering stress. Under those conditions, it could be 
considered that the HIP acted practically as an extra furnace sintering cycle. The measured 
additional densification of about 5% achieved by HIP was attributed to this extended sintering 
cycle, but was not assisted by pressure. 
The above results are in agreement with the work of Del Villar et aL [2341. They have studied 
the pressure-less/ HIP manufacturing route for 3 types of cobalt powders with different particle 
sizes. Their results showed that unless the cobalt powder was of ultra fine size (-OAýLrn), 
densities in excess of 92% could not be achieved when sintering at temperatures below 10001C, 
with subsequent HIP consolidation unable to produce sufficient densification. 
Although pressure during hot-pressing (HP) is applied uniaxially, the constraint from the die 
wall introduces radial stresses. The diflerential stress between the axial and radial directions 
generates a shear state that aids particle rearrangement, the collapse of large pores, the 
elimination of flaws and effectively increases the particle contacts compared to HIP enhancing 
densification [235]. This was demonstrated with the densities obtained by hot-pressing in the 
present work, which were highest in all systems. 
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Observed variations in the measured densities of the systems were mainly attributed to the 
experimental error associated with the various weighing procedures in the liquid medium 
required by Archimedes density method. Error is also expected to have arisen from the fact that 
the thin metal coatings were neglected in the calculation of the theoretical densities. 
11.3.2 Mechanical Properties 
This section discusses the results of the mechanical property tests. 
11.3.2.1 Modulus of Elasticity (Young's modulus) 
The measured Young's moduli of the diamond composites with the plain cobalt matrix were 
given in §9.3. 
The highest Young's moduli were obtained for the hot-pressed (HP) segments, followed by the 
hot-isostatically-pressed (HIP) and with lowest values exhibited by the pressure-less sintered 
(FS) specimens. This ranking followed the order found for the density as presented previously. 
Closely interpreting the moduli for the pressure-less (FS) and hot-isostatically (HIP) sintered 
segments in direct comparison with the density graphs, one can further notice the influence of 
porosity (see Figures 9-1 and 9-2). 
The variation in E for the sintered segments did not in any case exceed 6.3% suggesting that 
there was no significant difference between them (see Table 9-1). The variation was slightly 
increased when composites were consolidated by HIP specimens, but did not go above 10% 
Hot-pressed specimens clearly demonstrated an increase in the modulus of elasticity as a result 
of reinforcing the cobalt matrix with diamond particles providing evidence of the beneficial 
effect of the shear stress state during hot-pressing. Young's moduli increases of up to about 30% 
were achieved. All types of coated diamonds, apart from the W-powder encapsulated grit, 
provided increased modulus of elasticity compared to the equivalent segments reinforced with 
the same type but non-coated diamond. These increases were relatively small, not exceeding 
10%, but in the majority of cases being in excess of 5%. 
The segments impregnated with the W-powder encapsulated iamonds (samples CD25 & CD26) 
were the only ones that exhibited decrease of the Young's modulus compared to the non-coated 
diamond reinforced reference composite. The W-powder granules were essentially diamonds 
encapsulated in W-powder with the aid of an organic binder. Considering that tungsten typically 
sinters at temperatures well above 1000'C [236], it can be postulated that inadequate 
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consolidation of tungsten had taken place around each diamond crystal at the hot-pressing 
temperature of 840T impairing composite performance. 
Highest absolute moduli values were obtained for the W-CVD coating, which had a thickness of 
approximately 5 microns. Highest relative increase was found for the segments containing the 
SYN-3 diamonds with PVD coatings of titanium (CD39 & CD40) followed by those with 
chromium (CD42 & CD43). 
The annealing of the coated diamonds at 500'C in a H2/N2 atmosphere prior to consolidation did 
not provide a conclusive effect on the Young's modulus. 
In addition to experimental measurements, Young's moduli were calculated according to 3 
relatively simple models of composite mechanics, suitably adapted for the diamond composites 
as analytically described in Appendix-C. Good approximation of experimental results and 
predicted values was obtained with 2 of the models that included consideration for porosity in 
their calculation. These models predict modulus values of the order of 235-245 GPa if complete 
densification is achieved, or approximately 204-226 GPa for 5% porosity in composites 
impregnated with 8.75% vol. diamonds ("35" concentration). Considering that most of the hot- 
pressed segments had a residual porosity of the order of 4-5% and that measured Young's 
moduli varied in the 210-230 range, good fitting of predicted values and experimental results 
could be justified. 
Based on chosen parameters, the best fit was achieved by calculation with Cohen and Ishails 
equation [203]. 
11.3.2.2 Transverse Rupture Strength (TRS) in 3-point Bending 
The transverse rupture strength (TRS) results from the 3-point bending test for the diamond 
composites with the plain cobalt matrix were given in §9.4. 
In all cases, the blank references exhibited higher TRS than the diamond reinforced segments. 
Such behaviour is typical for particulate MMCs reinforced with non-deformable dispersoids such 
as the diamond composites [199]. The smallest relative decrease of composite TRS was observed 
for the HP segments followed by the HIP, with FS specimens howing greatest decrease for the 
non-corrected and porosity normalised values (Figure 9-3, Table 9-2). This ranking matches the 
density order and is similar to the ranking found- for the Young's modulus. Correction and 
normalization of the measured TRS values reversed the ranking of the HIP and FS confirming 
the great influence of porosity (Figure 9-4, Table 9-3). 
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In all cases, diamond coating was found to improve the bending strength of the composites 
compared to the equivalent non-coated diamonds. Increases of TRS up to 40% were measured. 
In general, all composites impregnated with diamonds having vapour deposited metal coatings 
showed TRS improvements of more than 5%. 
Refractory metal (W or Cr) powder diamonds granules were associated with relatively small 
TRS increases compared to the CVD and PVD coated diamonds. This was attributed to the 
inadequate sintering of the powder encapsulation as described in the previous section. 
Titanium coatings were the only coating found to give slightly higher TRS values than the non- 
coated grit for HIP and FS segments. Although the observed difference was not significant, it 
could indicate that under prolonged sintering and with the lack of shear stress the interfacial 
interactions associated with these coatings were beneficial. 
The PVD coatings of titanium (CD39, CD40) and chromium (CD42, CD43) deposited on the 
inferior quality diamonds (SYN-3) proved to be the most efficient for these systems. Tungsten 
coatings in general exhibited considerable increases of the bending strength of the HP 
composites. Both these results are in agreement with Young's moduli measurements. 
Best results were obtained for the segments impregnated with the cobalt powder encapsulated 
diamonds. Considering that cobalt granules sinter with the cobalt matrix, it can be assumed that 
only the Co/diamond interface exists in these composites. These encapsulated diamonds have 
been subjected to a sintering cycle after their granulation with the Co-powder. Thus, during hot- 
pressing the cobalt powder surrounding each diamond, which originated from the granules, was 
sintered to a higher density than the bulk cobalt. The lack of a second interface and the dense 
nature of the metal surrounding the diamonds could effectively improve the response of the 
composite in bending. 
Further analysis for each particular system is carried out later in this chapter. 
The annealing of the coated diamonds at 500'C in a H2N2 atmosphere prior to consolidation did 
not provide a conclusive effect on the Young's modulus. 
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11.3.2.3 Tensile Strength 
The results of the tensile strength were analytically presented in section 9-5. 
All diamond reinforced composites exhibited reduced ultimate tensile strength (UTS) and 
ductility compared to the plain cobalt. On the other hand, yield strength was found to be at 
similar levels or even exceeding that of the blank cobalt. These results clearly indicate that 
reinforcing with the large and rigid diamond crystals increased the elastic properties of the 
cobalt, but at the same time were responsible for reducing matrix plastic flow. The MMCs with 
non-deformable dispersed particles, as the diamond composites, are typically classified as brittle 
materials [199]. In such class of composites the rigid reinforcement imparts strength to the 
composite, but drastically lowers the ductility below that of the matrix phase alone [199]. 
Typically, reinforcement improves the yield stress but UTS is not always similarly affected 
[205]. Composite yielding is governed by the onset of matrix yielding [205]. The presence of the 
rigid diamond reinforcement restricts the response of the metal to loading, resulting in an uneven 
stress state in the matrix. This initially causes localized peak stresses that lead to micro-yielding 
and subsequently to global yielding. In this respect, mechanical properties of the composite 
depend on the size and volume concentration of reinforcement and thus on the mean free matrix 
separation [ 199]. 
For the majority of specimens, the composites impregnated with the coated or powder 
encapsulated grit exhibited improved performance in the tensile strength test compared to the 
segments reinforced with the equivalent non-coated diamond. This indicated that interfacial 
interactions attributed to the presence of the metal coating were beneficial to the composite 
response in tensile loading. 
The annealing of the coated diamonds at 500*C in a H2/N2 atmosphere prior to consolidation did 
not provide a conclusive effect on the Young's modulus. 
Results exhibited a considerable scatter, which is attributed to the influence of flaws on the 
surface of the "dog-bone" segments manufactured by pressure-less sintering. However, the 
results clearly indicated that the metal coatings had a beneficial effect on the composite tensile 
strength. 
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11.3.3 Interfacial Bonding in Coated-Diamond I Cobalt Composites 
This section deals with the interfacial bonding characteristics of the examined metal-coated 
diamond/cobalt composites. Discussion is primarily based on the SEM examination of the 
fracture surfaces developed by 3-point bending and tensile testing. Analysis takes into account 
the SEM observations as well as the results of the quantitative fracture surface analysis method 
presented in 7.3.3.5. The relationship between SEM findings with mechanical test results are also 
included where appropriate. 
11.3.3.1 Non-coated diamond systems 
Examination of fracture surfaces in the SEM clearly showed, as expected, that diamonds had 
been dissolved by the cobalt. Etching had occurred at a relatively fine scale (see Figure 9-6) from 
the sintered fine cobalt powders. Diamonds in the hot-pressed segments were etched at 
considerably lesser extent than those consolidated with the HIP and FS routes. This clearly 
showed that the increased sintering temperature and time involved with the HIP and FS 
promoted dissolution of the diamond surfaces, as expected. 
The SYN-3 type diamonds (SDA75, De Beers) were etched at slightly higher levels than the 
SYN-1 (SDAIOO, De Beers) confirrning the specifications of the synthesizer of these synthetic 
diamonds who designates SYN-3 as an inferior quality diamond. 
Hot-pressing left SYN-1 diamonds practically unaffected and SYN-3 slightly dissolved (see 
Figure 9-11). However, in all diamond/cobalt composites carbon dissolution had taken place. 
This was confirmed by the reduction of cobalt oxides in the vicinity of each diamond crystal (see 
Figure 11-12). Depending on diamond quality and sintering conditions the reduction zone around 
the diamonds increased in thickness providing additional evidence of the extent of diamond 
dissolution. Studies on the sintering behaviour of cobalt powders have shown that finely 
dispersed oxides increase the hardness of the consolidated material [85-86]. Decreasing the 
amount of oxides increases the ductility of the sintered cobalt [851. It can be therefore assumed 
that the oxide-free zone produced around each non-coated diamond should be of increased 
ductility compared to the cobalt remotely from the crystals. The composite could then be realised 
as containing reinforcement in the form of diamonds encapsulated in a thick and ductile cobalt 
jacket. Such a structure is expected to provide an improvement of the mechanical performance of 
the composites. The above hypothesis was supported by the mechanical properties test results. 
The inferior quality SYN-3 type diamonds, which were more susceptible to carbon dissolution, 
were associated with thicker oxide-free zones. The mechanical performance of segments 
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impregnated with the SYN-3 diamonds was found to be slightly improved compared to the 
specimens reinforced with the superior quality but highly resistant to thermal etching SYN-I 
type grit 
increased surface roughening of the SYN-3 diamonds could also improve the mechanical keying 
of the diamonds in the cobalt [228], thus providing an additional explanation of the similarly 
affected mechanical performance. 
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Figure 11-12 : SEM micrographs of fractured cobalt surfaces in a non-coated diamond/cobalt-matrix 
composite. (A) Cobalt in the bulk matrix, remote from the diamonds, contains finely dispersed spherical 
cobalt oxides. (B) Cobalt oxides are reduced in the vicinity of diamonds. 
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11.3.3.2 Co-powder encapsulated diamond systems 
Interactions in composites incorporating the Co-powder granulated diamonds were similar to 
those that occurred with the non-coated diamonds, characterising a purely mechanical bonding. 
The diamonds in the hot-pressed segments (CD-28, CD-29) showed minimal signs of dissolution 
etching, whereas during pressure-less intering (DBS-23, DBS-24) they underwent relatively 
fine scale dissolution. The cobalt powder layer of the diamond granules appeared to be slightly 
denser than the bulk cobalt matrix, possibly due to the post heat-treatment that followed the 
granulation process. Cobalt oxides were effectively reduced around the diamonds similarly to the 
non-coated diamonds systems, as described in the previous paragraph (see Figure 11-13). Thus, 
the diamonds were essentially enclosed in a dense and more ductile cobalt jacket, which is 
thought to be responsible for the good mechanical properties exhibited by these composites. 
The annealing of the Co-encapsulated diamonds at 5000C in a H2ýN2 atmosphere prior to 
consolidation appeared to improve the mechanical performance of the composites. Considering 
this result with the analysis presented above, it appears that the annealing aided pre-sintering and 
reduction of oxides thus imparting further ductility to the cobalt jacket of the granules. 
Macroscopic inspection of the fracture surfaces revealed a relatively even distribution of the Co- 
powder diamond granules in the segments. This certainly contributed to the improved 
mechanical performance and it was attributed to the close value of density of these granules to 
the Co-powder, thus reducing the segregation of the diamonds during mixing and cold pressing. 
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Figure 11-13 : Fracture surface detail in Co-powder encapsulated diamond / cobalt-matrix composite 
showing dissolution of diamond and reduction of cobalt oxides in the surrounding metal. 
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11.3.3.3 Ti-coated diamond systems 
Examined systems included both CVD and PVD deposited titanium coated diamonds. 
Reactivity in Ti-coated diamond / cobalt composites varied depending on the consolidation 
method and conditions and on the type of diamond crystal. 
It could be distinguished, that reactivity was proportional to the tendency of the diamond to be 
thermally attacked at the processing conditions. This was evident when comparing the 
interaction features in specimens consolidated with same method but containing different types 
of diamond. The inferior quality diamond, the SYN-3, showed relatively higher levels of 
reactivity compared to equivalent SYN-1, which were much more thermally stable (see Figures 
9-6 & 9-7). This was clearly evident especially when comparing segments that were consolidated 
at higher temperatures and longer sintering times (i. e. FS and HIP). 
Hot-pressing increased the intensity of interactions between the composite constituents, despite 
the lower processing temperature and time compared to HIP and FS. This indicated that pressure 
played a significant role in enhancing the interaction phenomena. As was discussed earlier in this 
chapter, shear stresses during sintering improve densification. In addition, shear strains disrupt 
surface oxide films on particles [237]. For titanium, which is readily oxidised, disruption of 
surface oxide films is of great importance if reactivity should take place. It is possibly for that 
reason, that although processing conditions in terms of temperature and time were milder during 
HP the titanium coatings appeared more reactive. 
Evidence of extensive reactivity was found at numerous locations in the interfacial regions 
exposed at the fractured surfaces. Even for systems that showed high levels of interactions, 
reaction was not uniform over the entire length of the visible interfaces. It appeared that 
reactivity was favoured at certain locations, very often around diamond crystal comers. The 
phenomenon was particularly apparent for the hot-pressed systems. EDAX analysis revealed that 
oxygen atomic concentrations were particularly high at the interfacial region. These facts 
indicated that the Ti-coated diamond cobalt matrix composites behaved as a pseudo-Class I 
composite, exhibiting primarily a mutual non-reactivity between the composite constituents 
attributed to oxide film barrier on titanium coating (refer to §5.4). Rupture of the oxide film was 
particularly efficient under hot-pressing providing enhanced reactivity as discussed above. The 
observed limited reactivity in the pressure-less intered (FS) and hot-isostatic-pressed segments 
could be primarily attributed to the enhanced Musion through the oxide film favoured under the 
higher processing temperatures and longer sintering times associated with these consolidation 
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routes. In addition partial reduction of the oxides by the N2/112 reducing atmosphere could also 
have taken place. 
The examination of the interfacial regions as exposed on fracture surfaces showed that in these 
composites reaction between the constituents could be essentially realised to have taken place at 
fractions of the interface. Studies on other Class-I reactive MMCs have shown that thin or 
discontinuous reaction products appear to inhibit interfacial sliding and apparently increase the 
elastic modulus [238-2391. However, in systems prone to progressive interfacial reactions there 
is evidence that the interface becomes the preferred site for cracking, both in-plane and through- 
thickness relative to the layer. The mechanical properties of the various Ti-coated diamond 
impregnated segments appeared to be in agreement with the above considerations. Young's 
modulus and TRS of the pressure-less sintered and HIP composites, which exhibited limited 
reactivity, were found to be at similar levels or slightly improved compared to the composites 
containing the equivalent non-coated grit. For the hot-pressed systems in which interactions were 
favoured, mechanical performance was further enhanced. Thick reaction product layers with 
extensive in plane and through thickness cracking were found at several interfacial locations (see 
Figures 9-15C and D). However, they were not associated with deteriorated composite 
performance. In fact they were related with enhanced mechanical properties as demonstrated by 
segments with the Ti-PVD coated diamonds (CD39, CD40). 
Diffusion of carbon originating from the diamonds through the coating towards the cobalt matrix 
was limited. This was evident by the presence of spherical cobalt oxides close to the Ti/Co 
interface. Diamond surfaces were in general not particularly etched indicating that the Ti-coating 
provided good protection of the diamonds from the Co-matrix. In locations where reactivity was 
achieved, metal remains were found inside each etch pit on diamond surfaces (see Figure 9-24). 
This provided finther support to the proposed mechanism on the reactivity of diamond to metals 
as presented in Part-I of the discussion presented earlier in this chapter. Thus, it was evident hat 
reaction of diamond to metal was only possible upon release of carbon atoms from the diamond 
structure, which initially takes place inside each etch pit. 
Fracture surface analysis revealed that the failure path primarily involved detachment of the 
diamond/titanium interface, although there were locations where fracture had also travelled 
through the Ti/Co interface. In the majority of cases, Ti-coating was found to preferentially bond 
and remain attached to the cobalt binder (Figure II- 14). Pull-out craters contained almost intact 
the Ti-coating jackets. The Co-Ti phase diagram can in some extent predict the bonding of Ti- 
coating to the cobalt-matrix. According to this phase diagram, titanium exhibits a considerable 
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solubility in cobalt (Figure II- 15). At the hot-pressing temperature of 840'C, the phase diagram 
predicts that practically only diffusion of Ti-atoms into the cobalt occurs and that solid-solutions 
of cobalt FCC (aCo) with up to approximately 9 at% Ti are formed. 
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Figure 11-14 : Aspect of the walls of a diamond pull-out crater in a Ti-PVD-coated diamond reinforced 
cobalt composite, showing the adherence of the Ti to the Co-binder. 
On sintering and HIPing at 970'C, the solubility of Ti in Co further increases to levels of the 
order of 12 at% (Figure 11-15). However, at this temperature Co becomes considerably soluble 
in BCC titanium (PTi). Due to the increased sintering time involved with the FS and HIP routes 
it is expected that equilibrium conditions will be approached much more than in the case of HP. 
Under such conditions of increased mutual solubility, thin Ti-coating layers could totally 
dissolve. Chen et al [94] in their patent address the problem of Ti-coating dissolution by the 
binder especially for coatings with sub-micron thickness. Furthermore, the much slower cooling 
rate could involve precipitation of Ti-Co intermetallics as predicted by the phase diagram. 
Considering the possible presence of intermetallics at the interfacial region, interfacial brittleness 
may be associated with the inferior mechanical properties of the sintered segments. 
For the majority of the exposed diamonds, the cubic surfaces ý 100) appeared to have interacted 
with the metallic environment to a greater extent than the octahedral ýI 11) ones (see Figure 9- 
9A). This observation is in agreement with the fmdings of the DRE experiment as discussed in 
Part-I (§ 11.2) of this chapter. 
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Figure 11-15 : Titanium-cobalt phase diagram [240]. Maximum weight and atomic solubility values in solid- 
solutions are shown for the hot-pressing and pressure-less sintering temperatures (8400C and 9700C 
respectively). 
11.3.3.4 Cr-coated diamond systems 
This section discusses the results from the examination of systems with Cr-coated diamonds, in 
which the coating was in the form of a continuous layer. The Cr-coatings were deposited by 
PVD on both SYN-I and SYN-3 diamonds. 
Composites impregnated with the Cr-PVD-coated diamonds that were consolidated by either the 
pressure-less sintering or HIPing showed a clear preference for the Cr-coatings to remain 
attached onto the Co-matrix in the developed pull-out cavities. The diamond/chromium interface 
was the weakest and thus was the preferred path for failure under 3-point bending. The bonding 
of the chromium coating to cobalt is not surprising at the processing temperature of 9700C 
considering the mutual high solubility of each metal atom in each other, as predicted 
thermodynamically from the Co-Cr phase diagram (Figure 11-16). Interaction of the diamonds 
with the metallic environment was kept at low levels providing further evidence that Cr-carbide 
formation was not favoured and that the Cr-coating provided good protection from the cobalt. 
Limited isolated areas with signs of either etching or reactivity were found occasionally on 
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diamond surfaces. These appeared to be preferably located at or close to crystal edges and were 
found at much higher concentrations on the cubic ý 1001 diamond surfaces (see Figure 9- 1 OB). 
The patterns of the interaction features were associated with either rectangular or triangular pits 
on cubic and octahedral diamond surfaces respectively. Both these observations were in 
complete agreement with the findings of the DRE experiment and supported the proposed 
mechanisms of diamond/metal interactions as presented in discussion Part-1. 
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Figure 11-16 : Cobalt-chromium phase diagram [240). Maximum weight and atomic solubility values in 
solid-solutions are shown for the hot-pressing and pressure-less sintering temperatures (8400C and 9700C 
respectively). 
Sintering at a higher temperature of 1010'C for 30 minutes, in order to consolidate the tensile 
test specimens, completely altered the bonding characteristics in the composites. The bonding 
strength of the diamond/chromium interface increased. Diamonds revealed at the fracture 
surfaces retained almost entirely the Cr-coating jacket (see Figure 9-25). Composite failure in 
tension primarily occurred at the Cr/Co interface towards the Co side. Cobalt remains were 
readily found of the Cr-coating (Figure I 1- 16). 
Naidich et al. [97,115,140] in a series of studies have established that Cr-coatings on diamond 
can achieve the highest normal adhesion strength compared to other carbide forming metals 
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(refer also to §4.6.2, Figures 4-17 & 4-18). The authors reported that the adhesion strength of Cr- 
coatings to diamond starts to built-up only at temperatures in excess of 900'C and for heating 
times greater than 30 minutes. Maximum strength was achieved at approximately I OOO'C with 
the diamonds held at temperature for approximately I hour. 
Figure 11-17 : Aspect of the Cr-PVD coating of an exposed diamond on the fracture surface after tensile 
testing. Segment has been initially dewaxed at SOOOC for 30 minutes and subsequently sintered at 10100C 
for 30 minutes in a mesh belt furnace. The white features on the Cr-coating (grey coloured substrate) are 
cobalt matrix remains. 
For the tensile test segments consolidated with the dual sintering route (dewax: 500'C-30min, 
sintering: 1010'C-30min) the above requirements were partially satisfied as demonstrated by the 
great amount of Cr-coatig adhesion onto the diamonds. The enhanced bonding between the 
diamond and the coating was additionally verified by the improved performance of these 
composites in tensile tests compared to the composites reinforced with non-coated diamonds (see 
Table 9-4). 
Examination of the fracture surfaces of hot-pressed segments revealed that a very good bonding 
of the Cr-PVD coatings with the cobalt matrix had been achieved. This indicated that the 
diamond / Cr-coating was the weakest interface. 
The reaction product zones were preferentially formed at crystal edges and corners and where 
the diamond concentration parallel to the hot-pressing direction was high (Figure 11-18), similar 
to what was found for the Ti-coatings as discussed in the previous paragraph. These observations 
indicate that interactions between the composite constituents were promoted at locations of high 
stress. At such locations oxide films on metal were disrupted permitting atom diff-usion and 
enhanced sintering as has been discussed earlier. 
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Figure 11-18 : Sketch of a segment section showing the sites where thick reaction product zones had 
preferentially formed in hot-pressed Cr-PVD-coated diamond impregnated composites. 
Reaction products were comparatively thicker than those formed in the Ti-coated diamond 
systems, which could be attributed to the higher levels of mutual solubility of Co and Cr in each 
other. Cracking of the reaction products was evident, but occurred at a lower level than in the Ti- 
coated diamond systems, suggesting that the toughness of the interfacial product was greater. 
Apart from the locations indicated above, enhanced reactivity was also related with larger 
diamond crystal size. This observation is in agreement with the findings of the DRE 
experiments. Larger crystals are associated with a higher concentration of dislocations emerging 
to diamond surfaces that eventually provide a higher number of available sites for diamond 
dissolution processes. 
The beneficial effect of the interfacial bonding attributed to the Cr-coating was shown by the 
higher Young's moduli and the TRS values of the composites compared to those with the non- 
coated grit. Greater improvements were achieved for the inferior quality diamonds (SYN-3) 
possibly due to their higher degree of surface dissolution under processing conditions. 
11.3.3.5 Cr-powder encapsulated diamond systems 
There were two types of composites impregnated with the Cr-powder encapsulated diamonds 
that were tested and examined. One type was the bending segments hot-pressed at 840'C and the 
second type were the "dog-bone" shaped specimens for the tensile test that were consolidated by 
the double step sintering route with a maximum temperature of 10 1 OOC. 
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Reactivity of the Cr-powders with diamond and cobalt was clearly evident in both types of 
composites. The extent of interactions depended primarily on processing temperature and time 
similarly to the previously discussed systems. 
On hot-pressing at the lower temperature of 8400C, temperature and time were not sufficient to 
initiate large scale reaction between the diamond and chromium. The majority of diamond 
surfaces exposed by bending fracture appeared to be free from metal attachments and were in 
general macroscopically flat and smooth indicating low degree of interactions with both 
chromium and cobalt. High magnification back-scattered SEM supported by EDAX analysis 
revealed that metal atom diffusions had taken place under the given processing conditions, in- 
fine with the phase diagram (see Figure 11-16). Analysis indicated that primary Cr diffusion into 
the Co-matrix was donfmant. These findings are in agreement with the results of the work of 
Akyj1z et al. [190] who studied interfacial phenomena in Co-Cr diamond composites with 
varying contents of Cr. The authors concluded that under standard hot-pressing conditions inter- 
diffusion between metal constituents takes place, but the diffusion of Co into Cr is limited, thus 
creating Kirkendall voids in the latter. 
Some limited signs of diamond reaction with the metallic surroundings were evident. Chromium 
bridges strongly adhering to both the metallic environment as well as to the diamond surface 
were found at certain points of the diatnond/metal interface (see Figure 9-17E and F). The Cr- 
powders were much larger in size than the cobalt imposing problems of densification at the areas 
of high Cr-powder concentrations. However, small improvements in Young's modulus and TRS 
where measured compared to the composites with the non-coated diamonds (see Tables 9-1 & 9- 
2), possibly associated with the bonding achieved by the Cr-bridges. 
Examination of the fracture surfaces of the tensile segments showed clearly the effect of the 
higher sintering temperature and longer time. Interactions between the composite constituents 
were greatly promoted. Large rounded etch pits had formed on diamond surfaces at the points of 
contact of the chromium powders with the diamond (see Figure 9-26). At the centre of each 
depression a knoll of metal was found to strongly adhere onto diamond. The C/Cr atomic ratio of 
these metal knolls, as found by EDAX analysis, suggests possible formation of higher chromium 
carbides. The diamond surfaces that were not in contact with chromium powder were heavily 
dissolved by the cobalt-matrix (see Figure 11-19 on next page). The diamond surface in between 
closely spaced etch pits created by chromium was relatively flat and smooth, providing evidence 
that cobalt did not access these areas. 
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Figure 11-19 : Aspect of an interfacial region exposed on the fracture surface by the tensile test in a 
segment consisting of cobalt reinforced with Cr-powder encapsulated diamonds. The SEM micrograph on the 
right shows the extensive diamond dissolution by the Co-matrix at the areas where chromium powders did 
not contact the crystals. 
The bonding characteristics as described above for the sintered segments were also shown by the 
very good combination of values for the parameters calculated with the quantitative SEM 
analysis of the fractured surfaces. Composites combined a decreased number of lost crystals (L) 
and diamond sites (SN) with an increased number of fractured crystals, which according to the 
composite materials theory indicates enhanced interfacial bonding (refer to Table 9-6). The 
tensile strength of the composites was among the highest measured providing evidence to 
support the above analysis. 
11.3.3.6 Carbon-enriched Chromium-coated diamond systems 
The interfacial characteristics in the composites impregnated with the Cr(C)-PVD-coated 
diamonds were very similar to those of the Cr-PVD-coated grit. 
In sintered segments the coating preferentially adhered to the cobalt matrix similar to the Cr- 
PVD-coatings as discussed earlier. The diamonds appeared to be unaffected by the contact with 
the coating and the very few surface etch features indicated minimal interactions with the 
metallic environment. This observation suggests that chromium preferentially consumed the free 
carbon that was co-deposited during PVD. It can be further postulated that these carbon atoms as 
being freely available were the first to react at first rather than carbon atoms originating from the 
diamond. As has been shown and discussed in previous sections, if carbon atoms from the 
diamonds should be available for reaction, they should first break out of the diamond structure, 
which is an additional step in the process. 
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Cobalt spherical oxides were present in the bulk matrix. However, examination of the fracture 
surfaces at high magnifications revealed a thick cobalt zone surrounding each diamond crystal 
that was free from any oxide particles. In the case of the composites impregnated with the Cr- 
PVD-coated diamonds the Cr/Co interfacial regions contained the spherical oxides in typical 
concentrations of the bulk matrix. It can be thus concluded that it is the free carbon from the 
Cr(C) coating that had reduced the oxides in the cobalt matrix. 
Sintering at a higher temperature of 10101C for 30 minutes, to consolidate the tensile test 
specimens, resulted in the intensification of the interaction phenomena. Interfacial bonding 
characteristics were similar to the segments with the Cr-PVD-coated diamonds as described in 
§ 11.4.3.4. However, the relative degree of interaction of the diamond surface with the coating 
was slightly reduced compared to the case of the pure Cr-coatings and this was attributed to the 
presence of the free carbon. The tensile strength of the composites was considerably improved 
compared to the equivalent segments with the non-coated grit (see Table 9-4). However, it was 
slightly reduced compared to the segments with the plain Cr-coated diamonds, which could be 
interpreted as demonstrating the slightly reduced reactivity because of the presence of the free 
carbon. 
Examination of the fracture surfaces of hot-pressed segments revealed that the coatings 
preferentially remained attached onto the diamond surfaces. Diffusion of Cr into the cobalt 
matrix appeared to have been limited. Since this was not the case for the segments with the plain 
Cr-coated diamonds, it could be postulated that this change in the behaviour of chromium could 
be associated to its reactivity with the free carbon. If that was the case, it could be postulated that 
carbides had formed in the coating increasing its stiffness and thus creating a rigid jacket 
enclosing the diamonds. This jacket could withstand the bending stresses. This hypothesis is 
supported from the results of the DRE for the Cr(Q-coated diamonds heat-treated in the DSC 
furnace (see § 11.2-4.213 on page 256). It was there shown that a hard and stfff highly carbidized 
coating had formed during annealing. 
Young's modulus and TRS were slightly inferior to that of the equivalent segments with the 
plain Cr-PVD-coated diamonds, but they were considerably improved compared to the 
composites with the non-coated grit. 
11.3.3.7 TI/Cr-coated diamond systems 
This section discusses the interfacial bonding in composites reinforced with diamonds having a 
composite coating, which had been formed bY co-deposition of titanium and chromium by PVD. 
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The Ti/Cr-coatings appeared to preferably adhere to the cobalt matrix rather than the diamond 
when the composite consolidation was made by pressure-less intering or HIPing. This is in-line 
with what was found for the specimens impregnated with both the Ti- and Cr-coated diamonds 
and is attributed to the diffusion of the metal atoms in each other as has been discussed in the 
corresponding paragraphs. 
Sintering at a higher temperature of 1010*C for 30 minutes, to consolidate the tensile test 
specimens, enhanced the interaction phenomena. Diamonds exposed to the fracture surfaces 
retained their Ti/Cr-coating to a large extent. This indicated that the diamond/coating bonding 
strength had been favoured under the processing conditions. This was mainly attributed to the Cr 
content of the coating, which at the given processing conditions exhibits relatively strong 
bonding to the diamond, as was discussed in § 11.4.3.4. Evidence of the reaction of the diamond 
with the various metals constituents, as metal fragments adhered to diamond etch pits, were 
readily available (see Figure 9-28). 
The tensile strength of the composites impregnated with the Ti/Cr-coated diamonds was slightly 
improved compared to the equivalent segments with the non-coated grit. This performance lies 
in between the very high tensile strength of segments with plain Cr-coated diamonds and the 
poor strength of Ti-coated grit, demonstrating the mixed behaviour of the Ti/Cr-coatings. 
The interfacial bonding characteristics for the composites that were hot-pressed was similar to 
those found for the Ti- and Cr-coated systems. Their TRS values were found to be at 
intermediate levels between the higher values associated with the Cr-coated diamonds and the 
lower values of the Ti-coated diamonds. 
11.3.3.8 W-coated diamond systems 
This section discusses the results from the examination of systems with W-coated diamonds, for 
which the coating was in the form of a continuous layer. The W-coatings were deposited by 
either CVD or PVD on both SYN- I and SYN-3 diamonds. 
On sintering (FS) and hot-isostatic pressing (HIP) cobalt powder containing the W-coated 
crystals extensive reactivity at the interfacial regions around the diamonds was evident. 
Interactions between the composite constituents were more intense than any of the other systems 
previously discussed for the FS and HIP consolidation routes. This result is in agreement with 
the findings of the DRE, in which tungsten was found to be the most reactive metal to the 
synthetic diamonds. 
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Examination of crystals exposed by the bending fracture revealed that almost every etch pit on 
the diamond surfaces contained a metal fragment (see Figure 9-1213). Etch pit geometries on 
octahedral III I) surfaces could be identified as hexagonal or triangular. Etching on the cubic 
(100 1 surfaces was more intense producing a highly roughened topography on which rectangular 
pits were hardly distinguished. The portions of the diamond surfaces that remained smooth and 
flat contained no metal. These observations were completely in agreement with the findings of 
the DRE as concerning the shape of the etch pits and the higher reactivity of I 100 1 surfaces over 
the 1111). Furthermore, these observations supported the proposed mechanism on 
diamond/metal interaction, which involves an initial stage of carbon atoms breaking away from 
the diamond structure with the aid of a metal catalyst. Carbon atoms upon release are available to 
react. It is thus expected that reaction should take place at the origins of carbon atoms nucleation, 
which are the etch pits. 
Layers of the PVD deposited tungsten coatings could not be identified. This strongly indicated 
that the thin W-PVD coatings, that typically had a thickness of approx. 0.5 RM, had been 
consumed. It is obvious that some of the tungsten had reacted with the diamond as discussed in 
the previous paragraph, however in order to explain the complete loss of W-coating continuity a 
considerable amount of tungsten must have been dissolved into cobalt. This was confirmed by 
EDAX analysis as well as by back-scattered SEM. Tungsten was shown to have dissolved in the 
surrounding cobalt binder over considerable distances. The preference for dissolution of tungsten 
into cobalt rather than the opposite is also predicted from the Co-W phase diagram (Figure 
11-20). 
The fact that W-PVD-coatings dissolved and had lost continuity made diamond surfaces directly 
accessible to the cobalt binder. This was evident by the high degree of diamond dissolution 
etching, which is not expected in a pure tungsten/diamond system as has been shown with the 
DRE. At the areas of direct contact of the cobalt with the diamond surfaces, dissolution of the 
latter would be catalysed. This would have increased the amount of carbon atoms released from 
the diamond structure. The high reactivity observed in the sintered and HIP composites with the 
W-PVD coated diamonds could be associated with the high carbon atom availability originating 
from the catalysed dissolution of diamond by cobalt. The carbon availability was also confirmed 
by the fact that there were no cobalt spherical oxides found in the vicinity of the diamonds. 
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Figure 11-20 : Cobalt-tungsten phase diagram [240]. Maximum weight and atomic W solubility in cobalt 
are shown for the hot-pressing and pressure-less sintering temperatures (8400C and 9700C respectively). 
Sintering of the segments containing the W-PVD-coated diamonds at a higher temperature of 
10100C in order to consolidate the "dog-bone" specimens for the tensile test resulted in 
intensification of the interaction phenomena discussed above. Flat and smooth areas on 
diamonds were not found indicating that there were no surfaces remaining non-reacted. The thin 
tungsten coatings had been dissolved. Attachment of metal fragments onto the diamond surfaces 
had occurred in a similar manner as described above. However, in this case the amount and the 
size of the metal parts were considerably increased suggesting that a very strong interfacial 
bonding had been achieved (see 9-3013). In some instances there were even large sintered parts 
of the matrix, which were found to strongly adhere onto diamond surfaces (see Figure 11-2 1 ). 
The achieved interfacial bonding was also shown by the very good combination of values for the 
parameters calculated with the quantitative SEM analysis of the fractured surfaces. Composites 
exhibited a decreased number of lost crystals (L) and diamond sites (SN) combined with an 
increased number of fractured crystals (refer to Table 9-6). The usage of the W-PVD-coated 
diamonds was found to be beneficial for the segment ultimate tensile strength and yield strength 
as compared with the reference specimens impregnated with the non-coated diamond grade. 
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Figure 11-21 : Aspect of an interfacial region exposed on the fracture surface by the tensile test in a 
segment consisting of cobalt reinforced with W-PVD-coated 30/40 mesh SYN-3 diamonds. The large sintered 
cobalt part found to remain adhered onto the diamond surface indicates strong interfacial bonding. 
As is apparent from the analysis present above, the low thickness of the W-PVD coating was not 
sufficient to withstand the dissolution from the cobalt matrix. This was not the case for the CVD 
deposited 5 rriicron thick W-coatings on the SYN- I diamonds. In composites impregnated with 
these diamonds, the integrity and continuity of the W-CVD coating was not affected under the 
high temperature and prolonged sintering, which was required to produced the tensile test 
specimens (samples DBS-25 & DBS-26). 
On subjecting the segment to tensile fracture, the W-CVD coatings appeared to preferentially 
adhere to the cobalt matrix rather than the diamond surfaces indicating that the diamond/tungsten 
interface was the weakest (see Figure 9-2913). There were however some limited number of 
diamonds for which the failure occurred at the W/Co interface (see Figure 9-29A). 
Diamond surfaces stripped from the W-CVD coating appeared to be relatively smooth and flat 
with very few shallow etch features suggesting that they had undergone a minimal dissolution. 
This provided evidence of the protective effect of the thick W-coating against the cobalt and 
oxygen in contrast to what was found for the thin W-PVD coatings. 
Apart from a few very small crystallites on the diamond surfaces, no other features suggested the 
formation of tungsten carbide platelets similar to those formed under the DRE experiment. There 
are two possible explanations for this phenomenon. The first could be associated with the 
protective sealing of the crystals by the thick and dense W-CVD coating, which kept oxygen 
present in the cobalt away from the diamond surfaces. Thus, in the absence of oxygen, catalysed 
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graphitisation of the diamonds had been avoided. The crystals could withstand the high 
temperature processing without back-converting into graphite which could then react with the 
tungsten to form carbide. On the other hand, a sealing effect was not achieved by the W-PVD 
coatings, due to their low thickness and the coating discontinuity that was frequently observed in 
the "as-received" coated diamonds. For the diamond/W-powder systems examined in the DRE, 
oxygen could have originated from oxide films on the surface of the tungsten powders, which 
upon reduction could have catalysed the graphitisation of the diamonds, thus subsequently 
enhancing the reactivity. 
The second possible explanation for the observed limited reactivity of the diamonds could be 
attributed to the presence of hydrogen in the sintering atmosphere. It has been reported that 
hydrogen can be absorbed on the diamond surfaces either preventing the reaction with the metals 
or even disrupting already formed diamond-metal bonds [ 115,2411. 
A very strong and firm bonding between the W-CVD coating and the Co-matrix had been 
achieved (see Figure 9-29B & D). At some locations of the W/Co interfacial zone a relatively 
thick reaction product had formed, which was extended into the cobalt side indicating tungsten 
diffusion into cobalt. EDAX analysis at points across the interfacial zone confirmed tungsten 
migration into the neighbour cobalt matrix. The formed reaction product zones did not suffer 
from reduced toughness since they did not contain any cracks as it has been seen with the 
previously examined systems. 
The W-CVD coating seemed to function as a tight metal sheath, both mechanically enclosing the 
diamonds as well as chemically protecting them. The quantitative SEM analysis on the 
developed fracture surfaces showed composites to possess a combination of parameter values* 
indicative of enhanced interfacial characteristics that permitted effective matrix to reinforcement 
load transfer (refer to Table 9-6). 
The tensile strength of the composites reinforced with the W-CVD coated diamonds was 
considerably improved compared to the reference segments incorporating the equivalent non- 
coated grit, which supported the analysis presented in the previous paragraphs. 
Examination of the fracture surfaces of hot-pressed (HP) segments revealed that both the PVD 
and CVD W-coatings preferentially remained attached onto the diamond surfaces (see Figure 9- 
18A, B and 9-19C). Although the temperature and time of hot-pressing were considerably lower 
According to composite materials mechanics, interfacial bonding with enhanced composite mechanical properties i  associated with 
low number of diamond sites on the fracture surface (SN), low number of lost diamonds (L) and a high number of fracture crystals. 
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than that of pressure-less intering, considerable chemical interactions between the composite 
constituents had taken place. Enhanced densification and chemical interactions were attributed to 
the stress state developed during hot-pressing as has been discussed earlier for the other coated 
diamond systems. Diffusion of tungsten into the cobalt matrix was evident by EDAX analysis 
and back-scattered SEM. 
In contrast to sintered segments, layers of the W-PVD coatings could be found in the hot-pressed 
segments. This indicated that dissolution of the W-PVD coating into the matrix was not as 
extensive as in the case of sintering discussed above. 
Cobalt spherical oxides were found in the Co-matrix close to the interface of the W-CVD coated 
diamonds. This confirmed that carbon diffusion through the thick W-CVD layers was limited. 
For the thinner W-PVD coatings oxide concentration around the W/Co interface was found to be 
reduced compared to the amount of oxides in the bulk Co-matrix, suggesting that some carbon 
diffusion from the diamond had taken place. 
The surfaces of CVD coated diamonds appeared relatively smooth and flat indicating minimal 
interaction with the tungsten as was found for the sintered segments. However, diamonds having 
the thinner PVD coatings appeared to be slightly etched suggesting that some activity of the 
diamonds with the metals had occurred. This was further confirmed by the small crystallites 
found inside trigon etch pits (see Figure 9-19C). EDAX analysis indicated these to be W-carbide 
crystallites. 
The W-coatings were found to effectively envelope the diamonds in the cobalt binder as 
indicated by the increased number of broken crystals found on the fracture surfaces (refer to 
Table 9-5). The improved Young's moduli. also demonstrated the beneficial effect of the W_ 
coated diamonds, as measured with the impulse excitation technique (refer to Table 9-1). The 
positive effect of the W-coating for the hot-pressed segments was further apparent with the TRS 
in 3-point bending. Increases of the order of 14 to 27% compared to the reference segments with 
the non-coated grit were measured. 
11.3.3.9 W-powder encapsulated diamond systems 
The segments that were impregnated with the W-powder diamond granules were consolidated 
with either pressure-less intering at 10 1 O'C for 30 minutes or with hot-pressing at 8400C. 
Examination of the fracture surfaces of sintered segments revealed that extensive reactivity 
between the diamond and the metal constituents had taken place. This was clearly evident by the 
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large number of metal remains found bonded onto the diamond surfaces (see Figure 9-3 1). High 
magnification SEM coupled with EDAX analysis showed that tungsten was concentrated inside 
etch pit cavities formed on diamond surfaces (see Figure 9-32). The high W/C ratio suggested 
formation of tungsten carbides. The reacted W metal was found only inside the etch pits whereas 
the non-reacted diamond surfaces remained relatively smooth and free from attached metal. This 
observation supported the proposed mechanism of diamond / metal interactions as presented in 
the discussion Part-1. Sintered cobalt fragments were also found to adhere onto diamond surfaces 
providing further evidence of the achieved interfacial bonding. 
The amount of metal found to adhere onto diamond was higher for the cubic {100) than the 
octahedral IIIII diamond surfaces in agreement with the findings of the DRE and to other 
diamond/metal systems as discussed in numerous cases earlier in this chapter. 
The increased UTS and yield strength compared to the segments incorporating the non-coated 
grit provided further evidence of the achieved interfacial bonding revealed by the SEM analysis 
(see Table 9-4). The UTS values achieved by the segments were among the highest measured. 
Interfacial bonding in the hot-pressed segment was of a similar type to that described above. 
However, the amount of metal found to adhere onto exposed diamonds surfaces was 
considerably reduced compared to the sintered segments indicating a lower intensity of the 
reactions, which is expected considering the much lower processing temperature and shorter 
heating time. For many of the diamonds, cracking followed the boundary of the W-granules. 
Cracking was slightly displaced towards the tungsten side. This suggested that the interfacial 
strength at the W/Co boundary had not reached the levels achieved in other W-coated systems 
previously discussed. 
in areas where the W-powder zone that surrounded the diamond crystals was thick, the sintering 
of the tungsten was poor. The strength of the interfacial regions at such sites was expected to be 
low. It is probably for that reason that the measured Young's moduh were lower than the 
reference segments with the non-coated grit. However, the bonding achieved at other interfacial 
sites as evident by the SEM examination appeared to counteract the effect of the poorly sintered 
tungsten regions with TRS in 3-point bending to show improvements in the order of 13 to 15%. 
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11.4 Interfacial Bonding in Coated-Diamond reinforced Alloy-matrix 
MIVICS 
This section discusses the results obtained from the series of tests included in the third and last 
part of the experimental work as presented in Chapter 10. Results are examined in a similar 
manner to the preceding Part-11. Initially the discussion deals with the effect of metal coating of 
diamonds on the mechanical properties of the composites and then interfacial bonding in each 
system is examined in detail. 
11.4.1 Densification of the Coated-Diamond Composites 
The obtained densities for the various systems were given in Figure 10-1. 
Results showed that the segments impregnated with the coated-diamonds had either similar or 
higher densities than the reference segments containing the non-coated grit. This indicated that 
there was no added porosity effect associated with the usage of coated grit. 
11.4.2 Mechanical Properties 
This section discusses the results of the mechanical property tests. 
11.4.2.1 Modulus of Elasticity (Young's Modulus) 
The measured Young's moduli of the diamond composites with alloy metal-matrices were given 
in § 10.3. 
incorporation of diamonds into the alloy metal-matrix resulted the increase of the modulus of 
elasticity. This provided evidence that some degree of interfacial continuity between the alloy 
matrix and diamonds that could provide effective load transfer had been achieved. Apart from 
the two systems with the Co-powder encapsulated diamonds (MB-1 & MB-2), all other coated 
diamonds showed improved Young's modulus compared to the reference segments with the non- 
coated grit. The Co-powder encapsulated diamonds were the only diamonds coated with non- 
carbide forming metal and were the only ones to show reduced modulus compared to the 
reference segments impregnated with the non-coated grit. This indicated that the presence of 
carbide forming metal in the form of a coating at the interfiLcial region between the alloy metal- 
matrix and the diamond reinforcement was beneficial to the composite Young's modulus. 
Further analysis for each particular system is carried out later in this chapter. 
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11.4.2.2 Transverse Rupture Strength (TRS) in 3-point Bending 
The transverse rupture strength (TRS) results from the 3-point bending test for the diamond 
composites with the plain cobalt matrix were given in § 10.4. 
The blank references exhibited higher TRS than the diamond reinforced segments. As has been 
addressed earlier in this chapter (refer to § 11.3.2.2 on page 262), such behaviour is typical for 
particulate MMCs reinforced with non-deformable dispersions [199]. 
Apart from three compositions (MB-2, MB-7 & MB-8), in all other cases the TRS values of the 
segments with the coated grit were greater than that for the segments with the equivalent non- 
coated diamonds. 
The bending strength of each individual system will be analytically discussed in the next section, 
which deals with the interfacial bonding in the composites. 
11.4.3 Interfacial Bonding in Coated-Diamond I Alloy-Metal Matrix 
Composites 
This section deals with the interfacial bonding characteristics of the various metal-coated 
diamond /cobalt composites. Discussion is based on the SEM examination of the fracture 
surfaces developed by 3-point bending. Analysis takes into account the SEM observations as 
well as the results of the quantitative fracture surface analysis method presented in 7.3.3.5. 
Relations of SEM findings with mechanical test results are also included where appropriate. 
11.4.3.1 M13-1 : Co + 15%wt. Ni, Co-powder encapsulated 30140 mesh SYN-3 
The SEM examination revealed that both the Co-powder encapsulated diamonds as well as the 
plain non-coated diamonds were held purely mechanically in the Co+15%wt. Ni binder. There 
were no metallic remains found on the diamonds and wide interfacial fissures had formed around 
the diamond crystals. This was not surprising since both cobalt and nickel are metals that 
primarily dissolve carbon as has been discussed earlier in this chapter. 
The plain crystals appeared to have been etched by the binder to a greater extent than the Co- 
powder diamond granules. Increased issolution was also clearly evident for the cubic (100) 
surfaces in agreement with the findings of the DRE. 
Quantitative SEM analysis on the fracture surfaces developed by 3-point bending revealed that 
the segments with the Co-powder granules possessed a slightly better combination of values of 
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measured parameters indicating enhanced reinforcement compared to the specimens with the 
non-coated grit. Improvement was found regarding the TRS in 3-point bending with the Co- 
powder encapsulated diamonds to giving an improvement of the order of 23%. 
11.4.3.2 MB-2 : Co + 10%wt. W, Co-powder encapsulated 30/40 mesh SYN-3 
The Co +I O%wt. W is a typical situation of a matrix that follows the principle of incorporating a 
small alloying addition of a carbide forming metal, such as tungsten, in a relative inert binder 
such as cobalt. 
The signs of interfacial reactions between the tungsten and diamond were clearly evident on the 
surfaces of diamonds exposed to the fracture surfaces. Numerous parts of the metal matrix were 
found to strongly adhere onto diamond surfaces. EDAX analysis performed on such features 
revealed that these were tungsten rich, providing strong indications of tungsten carbide formation 
at the diamond / metal interface. A considerable number of diamonds, which corresponded to 
approximately 67% of the exposed crystals, had been fractured (see Table 10-3). As has been 
addressed previously in this thesis, based on principle mechanics of particulate MMCs an 
increased number of fractured diamonds is associated with a high interfacial bonding strength 
that exceeds the inherent strength or cleavage of the crystals. This is a strong indication of 
enhanced chen-dcal bonding, which is directly related with diamond retention during the service 
life of the diamond tool. 
When the Co-powder diamond granules were incorporated into the same binder, diamond 
surfaces exposed at the fracture surfaces were free from any metallic remains. It was clearly 
evident that the Co-powder jacket had restricted access of the tungsten to the diamond surfaces 
and thus reactions to form stable carbides were inhibited. The enveloping of the diamond by the 
metal-matrix was primarily characterized as mechanical rather than chemical. 
The fact that interfacial reactions between diamonds and tungsten were restricted with the use of 
the Co-powder encapsulated diamonds was also demonstrated by the results of the quantitative 
SEM analysis of the fracture surfaces as well as by the measured mechanical properties. The 
segments impregnated with the non-coated grit showed a lower number of lost diamonds and 
much higher number of fractured diamond (approx. 10 times more) than the segments 
incorporating the Co-powder diamond granules (see Table 10-3). In addition, the Young's 
modulus and TRS values were about 6 to 7% greater for the segments impregnated with the non- 
coated diamonds (see Tables 10-1 and 10-2). 
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11.4.3.3 MB-3 : Co + 10%wt. bronze 85/15, Cr-PVD 30/40 mesh SYN-3 
The SEM examination revealed that non-coated diamonds had undergone only a limited degree 
of dissolution etching by the cobalt/bronze binder and there were no signs of any metal remains 
on the diamond surfaces. The bonding of the diamonds to the metal-matrix was purely of a 
mechanical nature. The alloying with bronze had transformed cobalt into an almost inert binder. 
Only on the cubic {1001 diamond surfaces was some limited degree of dissolution etching 
detected (see Figure 10-6A). This behaviour of the metal-matrix towards diamond was expected. 
The relatively inert activity of copper (Cu) and bronze (Cug5/Sn15) was also demonstrated with 
the DRE (refer to § 11.3.3). Numerous researchers have reported the very low wetting and poor 
adhesion of copper, tin and bronze to diamond [128,130,217,242]. Even small alloying 
additions of tin can transform matrices such as cobalt into almost an inert binder [229,232]. 
With the incorporation of the Cr-PVD-coated diamonds into the cobalt/bronze matrix interfacial 
reactivity was clearly evident. There were several signs of reactivity of diamonds with 
chromium. However, reactivity of the chromium with diamond was not the dominating 
phenomenon. As was demonstrated in Part-11 of this chapter (§ 11.3.3.4), chromium coatings 
were found to be particularly reactive to diamond at higher temperatures in the vicinity of 
10000C. It was thus considered that the employed hot-pressing temperature of 850"C was 
insufficient to yield the required amount of chromium/diamond reactivity to turn this interface 
into the strongest one. However, consolidation conditions were found sufficient to cause the thin 
Cr-coatings to adhere to the binder. Chromium coatings were preferentially found at the walls of 
the diamond pull-out craters similarly to the segments with the pure cobalt matrix discussed in 
Part-II. EDAX analysis revealed chromium to have been dissolved into the metal-matrix to a 
considerable degree. 
The use of the Cr-PVD-coatings was found to be beneficial in terms of superior mechanical 
properties of the segments into which such diamonds were impregnated. Young's modulus was 
improved by 5% whereas the TRS increased by 12% relative to the segment with the non-coated 
grit. 
11.4.3.4 MB-4 : Co +I O%wt. bronze 85/15, Cr(C)-PVD 30/40 mesh SYN-3 
The MB-4 systems shared the same metal-matrix as the MB-3 discussed in the previous 
paragraph, but the cobalt/bronze matrix was reinforced with the carbon-enriched Cr-PVD-coated 
grit. 
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The SEM examination revealed similar interfacial characteristics to those described for the MB- 
3 system. The Cr(C) coatings remained preferentially bonded to the metal-matrix and had been 
dissolved to a considerable extent. The signs of reactions at the diamond surfaces were limited. 
This was mainly attributed to the relatively low hot-pressing temperature of 850'C, which is 
typically not sufficient for chromium carbide formation as has been discussed earlier in this 
chapter. 
The segments impregnated with the Cr(C)-coated diamonds exhibited a very low number of 
diamond sites at the fracture surface, which according to particulate MMC theory should indicate 
that fracture preferentially occurred within the bulk of the matrix rather than the interfacial 
regions. The segments with the Cr(C)-coated grit showed an increase in TRS of the order of 
15.5% that was the highest measured. 
11.4.3.5 MB-5 : Co + 20%wt. bronze 85/15, Ti-CVD 30/50 mesh SYN-1 
The cobalt alloyed with 20%wt. bronze was found to be almost entirely inert to the non-coated 
diamonds similarly to what was found for the MB-3 and MB-4 systems with the 10%wt. bronze 
additions. On incorporating the Ti-CVD-coated diamonds into the cobalt/bronze matrix 
interfacial activity was apparent. Titanium coatings had partially dissolved into the matrix, but 
there were many small parts of the coating that remained strongly adhered onto the exposed 
diamond surfaces indicating possible titanium carbide formation (Figure 11-22). 
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Figure 11-22 : Aspect of a Ti-CVD-coated diamond in a Co + 20% bronze 85/15 matrix. The micrograph on 
the left shows Ti-coating remains strongly adhered on the exposed diamond surfaces. The micrograph on the 
top right is a magnified view of an interfacial region showing the formed reaction product zone. 
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At numerous locations along the interface a dense reaction product had formed (see Figures 10-7 
& 11-22). It was typically of the order of 10 Micron thick and contained a few cracks starting 
from the diamond surfaces and arranged perpendicularly to them. This reaction product 
contained considerably fewer number of cracks compared to the segments with the pure cobalt 
binder as examined in Part-11. The presence of the Ti-CVD-coating was found to be beneficial 
for the measured mechanical properties of the hot-pressed segments (see Tables 10- 1& 10-2). 
11.4.3.6 MB-6 : Co + 20%wt. bronze 85/15, Ti-PVD 30/50 mesh SYN-1 
The MB-6 systems shared the same metal-matrix as the MB-5 discussed in the previous 
paragraph, but the Ti-coated diamonds incorporated into the cobalt/bronze matrix were deposited 
by PVD instead of CVD. 
The SEM examination revealed that interfacial phenomena were similar to those described for 
the MB-5 systems with the Ti-CVD-coated grit. It could be however noted, that reactivity of the 
Ti-PVD coatings with both the binder and the diamonds appeared to be slightly enhanced 
compared to the Ti-CVD coatings discussed in the previous paragraph (see Figure 10-8). 
The average Young's modulus of segments impregnated with the Ti-PVD-coated diamonds was 
found to be approximately 5% greater than the modulus of the specimens with the non-coated 
grit. The improvement in TRS was found to be of the order of 15% providing further indication 
of the beneficial effect of the interfacial reactivity attributed to the presence of the Ti-coating. 
11.4.3.7 MB-7 : Pre-alloyed Cu-Fe-Co + 20%wt. Fe, W-PVD 30/50 mesh SYN-1 
The pre-alloyed Cu-Fe-Co powder* used as a base to formulate the MB-7 belongs to a new 
generation of pre-alloyed powders specially designed for diamonds tools. This powder as well as 
other similar type pre-alloyed powders from various manufacturers are claimed to yield similar 
or improved performance in sawing or drilling applications. Their evolution mainly arose from 
the need to minimize cobalt consumption for diamond tool production cost reduction since cobalt 
is a considerably expensive metal. 
The incorporation of 20%wt. of iron powder into the pre-alloyed Cu-Fe-Co resulted in a metal- 
matrix rich in iron. EDAX analysis showed iron levels to be at the order of 40%wt. with cobalt 
being at 21-23%wt. and copper being the balance. Such an iron rich binder can be classified as 
highly aggressive to dimnond. 
- The pre-aiioyed cu-Fe-Co is b-aded with the name "NEXT-100". 
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The SEM analysis of fracture surfaces of segments impregnated with the non-coated grit 
revealed that the diamonds had been dissolved to a considerable extent demonstrating the 
aggressiveness of the Cu-Fe-Co metal-matrix. The morphology of the diamond surfaces were 
very similar to that produced when diamonds were heated in pure iron powder as has been found 
with the DRE (refer to 11.2.2.2D on page 247). This provided evidence of the dominant effect of 
the iron content. 
The cubic {1001 diamond surfaces were clearly dissolved to a greater extent than the octahedral 
(I III surfaces in complete agreement with the findings of the DRE (see Figure 10- 10). 
Incorporating the W-PVD-coated diamonds into the Cu-Fe-Co matrix resulted in totally different 
type of interactions as revealed by the SEM examination of the fracture surfaces. The W-PVD- 
coatings appeared to partially dissolve into the matrix, but seemed to effectively protect the 
diamonds from dissolution by the aggressive matrix. The octahedral {I I I) surfaces were free 
from any signs of the coating and were only slightly etched, indicating that their bonding with 
tungsten was weak. On the contrary, the cubic 1100) diamond surfaces retained a great part of 
the W-coating in the form of relatively small irregularly shaped islets (see Figure 10-9). This 
clearly indicated that tungsten had reacted with the diamond cubic (100) surfaces. The 
preference of tungsten to react only with the cubic surfaces could be associated with the 
availability of carbon originating from the diamond. As has been shown by the results of the 
DRE, the cubic f 100) diamond surfaces are more reactive than the octahedral {I I I) surfaces 
and this is more pronounced in the presence of carbon dissolving metals such as Fe and Co. 
The interfacial bonding achieved by the W-PVD-coated iamonds was also confirmed by the 
greater number of broken crystals counted on the fracture surfaces compared to the segments 
with the non-coated grit. The improvement of the Young's modulus was in fine with the 
observed chemical bonding. 
Although reactivity was clearly evident, the segments impregnated with the W-coated grit 
exhibited reduced TRS in 3-point bending. One could possibly attribute this behaviour to defects 
in the segments, such as for example surface flaws created by diamond crystals emerging to the 
exWnal surfaces of the segments. However, the variance between the measured TRS was not 
particularly broad to justify this explanation. The lower TRS could be related to composite 
toughness reduction attributed to limited internal stress relaxation. The presence of rigid 
reinforcements in a MMC, such as diamonds, strongly bonded at the interfacial region can 
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impose increased constraint and plastic flow to the metal-matrix, which may result in reduced 
toughness [243]. 
11.4.3.8 MB-8 : Pre-alloyed Cu-Fe-Co + 20%wt. Fe, W-CVD 35/50 mesh SYN-1 
The MB-8 systems shared the same metal-matrix as the MB-7 discussed in the previous 
paragraph, but in this case it was the thick W-CVD-coated diamonds incorporated into the Cu- 
Fe-Co matrix instead of the thin PVD W-coated grit. 
The SEM examination revealed that the thick tungsten CVD coatings did not suffer from 
dissolution into the Cu-Fe-Co binder. The 5 microns thick W-coatings were bonded excellently 
to both the diamond and metal-matrix (see Figures 10- 11 C and D). 
Apart from one crystal, all diamonds exposed at the fracture surfaces had fractured or cleaved. 
This is almost the ideal example for the case of a particulate MMC in which strong interfacial 
bonding results in reinforcement cracking. 
The Young's modulus was found to be slightly higher than the modulus of the segments with the 
non-coated grit. Similarly to the case with the PVD W-coated diamonds, the TRS of the 
segments impregnated with the CVD W-coated grit was found slightly reduced compared to that 
for the non-coated crystals. Considering the clearly evident strong interfacial bonding, it was 
apparent that the lower bending strength was the effect of reduced composite toughness as 
discussed in the previous paragraph. 
11.4.3.9 MB-9 : Pro-alloyed Cu-Fe-Co + 20%wt. W, W-PVD 30/50 mesh SYN-1 
The MB-9 belongs to the category of binders in which a carbide forming metal is added as an 
alloying addition into a non-reactive base metal or alloy. In the case of the MB-9 binder, the base 
was Cu-Fe-Co alloy and tungsten was the alloying addition. 
Examination of the fractured surfaces of segments impregnated with non-coated diamonds 
revealed that the dissolution etching processes were reduced compared to the case of non-coated 
diamonds hot-pressed in the Fe-rich Cu-Fe-Co binder (MB-7 and MB-8 systems). This was 
attributed to the reduced iron content combined with the presence of tungsten. Inspecting the 
condition of exposed diamond surfaces made apparent that there was a clear difference in the 
activity between the cubic (100) and octahedral II 11) diamond surfaces. The octahedral {I I 1} 
surfitces had been etched at a relatively lower degree and macroscopically appeared to have 
remained fairly inert considering the aggressiveness of the metallic environment. This was 
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attributed to the combined effect of the presence of tungsten as well as to the high resistance of 
octahedral diamond surfaces to dissolution or reaction as has been found with the DRE. On the 
contrary, cubic 1100) diamond surfaces had clearly undergone substantial dissolution by the 
metal-matrix (see Figure 10-12), in agreement with the increased reactivity of these surfaces 
compared to the octahedral as has been addressed numerous times already for many systems 
previously discussed in this chapter. Reactivity of the cubic surfaces with tungsten was found to 
be limited. There were only a few points where W-rich metal remains were found adhered onto 
the exposed diamond surfaces. 
Incorporating the W-PVD-coated diamonds into the W-alloyed Cu-Fe-Co matrix resulted in 
totally different type of interactions as revealed by the SEM examination of the fracture surfaces. 
Similarly to the segments impregnated with non-coated grit, the difference in the reactivity 
between the cubic I 100 1 and octahedral IIIII diamond surfaces was clearly apparent. The thin 
W-coating appeared almost entirely dissolved from the octahedral surfaces. There were, 
however, small angular crystallites emerging from the diamond surfaces that indicated a small 
degree of carbide formation. On the contrary, the cubic surfaces had retained the majority of the 
W-coating providing clear evidence of increased reactivity. The behaviour of both the cubic and 
octahedral surfaces conformed to their relative reactivity evolved by the DRE and as was 
addressed for the MB-7 system previously discussed. 
The greater number of broken crystals and lower number of diamond sites counted on the 
fracture surfaces compared to the segments with the non-coated grit confirmed the interfacial 
bonding achieved by the W-PVD-coated diamonds. 
The small improvements in Young's modulus and TRS were in fine with the observed chen-dcal 
bonding. Considering that strong bonding was achieved only for the cubic surfaces one could 
assume the composites as being of a mixed type interfacial bonding. It could be assumed that the 
strongly bonded cubic surfaces constrained the matrix plastic flow and acted towards composite 
toughness reduction, whereas the weakly bonded octahedral surfaces having the opposite effect, 
with the net effect being the slight increase of the TRS. 
11.4.3.10 MB-10 : Pre-alloyed Cu-Fe-Co + 20%wt. W, W-CVD 35150 mesh SYNA 
The MB- 10 systems shared the same metal-matrix as the MB-9 discussed in the previous 
paragraph, but in this case it was the thick W-CVD-coated iamonds incorporated into the W- 
alloyed Cu-Fe-Co matrix instead of the thin PVD W-coated grit. 
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The SEM examination revealed that interfacial bonding was very similar to the case of the Fe- 
rich Cu-Fe-Co matrix impregnated with the thick tungsten CVD coatings (MB-8 system). The 
thick W-CVD coatings did not suffer from dissolution into the binder. For most of the diamonds 
the thick W-coatings were bonded excellently to both the diamond and metal-matrix (see Figures 
10- 1413). 
The interfacial bonding was also demonstrated by the results of the quantitative SEM analysis of 
the fractured surfaces. The segments impregnated with the W-CVD-coated diamonds exhibited a 
reduced number of lost crystals and diamond sites, combined with an increased number of 
broken diarnonds (see Table 10-3). 
Improvements of the measured mechanical properties provided further evidence of the beneficial 
effect from impregnating the Cu-Fe-Co-W matrix with the W-CVD-coated diamonds. 
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11.5 Summary 
The summary that follows provides an overview of the main points evolved in discussing the 
results. The summary is laid out in three sections in accordance with the way in which both the 
results and the discussion were presented. 
11.5.1 Part-1: Fundamental Study of Diamond-Metal Reactivity 
In the absence of oxidising agents and metal, the synthetic crystals could withstand the heat 
treatments associated with the DRE with little graphitisation. Annealing of synthetic diamonds 
with loose elemental powders showed some of the metals to catalyse the diamond graphitisation 
and promote dissolution of carbon into the metal, whereas others reacted to form carbides. The 
relative ranking of the tested metals in decreasing order was found as follows: 
Diamond dissolution: Fe > Co-SMS > Co (CoQ > Co-EF > Ni > Cu 
Carbideformation: W> Ti > Cr > Mo 
The tendency of metals to dissolve or react with diamond and the ranking found corresponded 
well with the electronic structure of the metals and depended on their d-orbital vacancies. The 
only discrepancy was the relative ranking between W and Ti, which was associated with the 
increased oxidation of the powders of the latter. 
The SYN-2 type diamonds (MBS960,50/60 mesh, General Electric) were found to be prone to 
increased dissolution compared to the SYN-1 type grit (SDA100,30/40 mesh, De Beers), which 
was associated with the increased surface area available for these finer crystals. In addition, 
SYN-2 diamonds exhibited reduced reactivity, which was related to the density of dislocations 
emerging to crystal surfaces. 
Dissolution of the crystals occurred in the form of oriented hexagonal or triangular pits on the 
octahedral III I) diamond surfaces, whereas on the cubic {I 00) surfaces etch pits had the form 
of oriented rectangular depressions. These patterns were suggested to originate because of the 
geometrical characteristics of the diamond lattice. The cubic I 100) diamond surfaces were found 
to be more reactive than the octahedral (III} surfaces. 
High magnification SEM revealed that reactions to form carbides occurred at the etched diamond 
surface sites. The results suggested that graphitisation is a necessary step in order for diamond 
surfaces to react with the metals. 
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The results of the diamond crystals weight change measurement and the observations from the 
SEM examination were in complete agreement. 
The interaction phenomena between diamond and metals for systems hot-pressed under standard 
industrial conditions were in accordance to the previous findings for the metal powder systems. 
The intensity of interactions was however considerably reduced mainly due to the milder 
processing conditions. 
Examination of metal-coated diamonds subjected to the DRE showed that the diamond crystals 
had not been affected by the deposition treatment as far as it concerned the status of their 
surfaces. 
Some limited signs of reaction between metal and diamond during deposition were evident only 
for the Cr and W PVD-coated diamonds. On annealing the coated diamonds to temperatures up 
to 1025'C, coatings reacted with the diamond substrate at variable levels. The relative intensity 
of these reactions conformed to the ranking found for the diamond-metal powder systems. A 
particularly high level of reaction was evident for the Cr(C)-coatings, which was attributed to the 
presence of the free carbon that was co-deposited during formation of this composite coating. 
Heat-treatment at the lower temperature of 500'C resulted in limited reactivity of the coatings to 
the diamonds. Reactivity was found to be greater for the inferior quality SYN-3 diamonds 
(SDA75, De Beers) and to be particularly favoured at crystal defected areas. 
Diamond surfaces inspected after the various heat-treatments did not show signs of degradation. 
11.5.2 Part-11: Characterisation of Coated-Diamond / Co-matrix MMOS 
Consolidation of the composites with the plain cobalt matrix was made with various methods. 
The pressure-less intered segments exhibited the lowest densities followed by the hot- 
isostatically pressed. Highest segment densities were achieved by hot-prcssing. 
The influence of density was clearly apparent to the mechanical performance of the sintered and 
HIP segments. The variation of the measured mechanical properties in these segments was 
relatively small and did not evolve any significant effect of the metal coating. Significant 
improvements of mechanical properties due to the use of coated diamonds were only measured 
for hot-pressed segments and for segments consolidated with the highest utilized sintering 
temperature of 1010T. 
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Heat-treatment of the coated diamonds at 500T prior to segment consolidation was not found to 
have a particular beneficial effect. 
Three simple models for predicting the modulus of elasticity of MMCs were employed for 
calculating the Young's modulus. Close approximation between calculated and actual values was 
found only of the two models that included consideration for porosity. 
In the absence of a carbide-forming mctal-coating, cobalt attacked the diamonds by catalysing 
their dissolution. The intensity by which cobalt attacked the diamonds increased for higher 
consolidation temperatures and longer sintering times. For all production routes, the bonding of 
the diamonds in cobalt was purely a mechanical type of enveloping. Highest densification and 
best mechanical properties were achieved with hot-pressing the non-coated diamonds in the 
cobalt. In general, the mechanical properties of segments with the non-coated diamonds were 
quite good considering the purely mechanical type of bonding. This was attributed to the 
reduction of cobalt oxides in the vicinity of the diamonds, which created ductile cobalt zones 
around the diamonds. Segments incorporating the SYN-3 (SDA75, De Beers) type of synthetic 
diamonds showed slightly better mechanical properties than segments with the SYN-I (SDAIOO, 
De Beers), despite being of inferior quality. This behaviour was attributed to the greater thermal 
attack of the SYN-3 diamond by cobalt, which caused greater levels of dissolution, thus 
producing thicker ductile cobalt zones around each crystal. 
The interaction phenomena in segments impregnated with the Co-powder encapsulated 
diamonds were very similar to those observed in the segments with the non-coated grit. The 
primary difference was that in this case, the cobalt powder of the granules was sintered at 
slightly greater levels than the bulk matrix. This resulted in a tough and ductile jacket around 
each diamond that aided mechanical properties. The fact that the thick cobalt/diamond granules 
had similar density to the granulated cobalt powder, resulted in mininiising the diamond 
segregation during the cold-press die filling. Thus, diamonds in the segments were found to be 
relatively evenly spread reducing the risks of excessive local stresses. 
Reactivity in composites with Ti-coated diamonds was very much dependent on consolidation 
conditions. Reaction of the Ti coating with both the diamonds and cobalt was favoured during 
the consolidation of the tensile test specimens (1010*C, 30min) and during hot-pressing (840*C, 
3 min). The activity of Ti-coating observed with hot-pressing was attributed to the rupture of 
titanium oxide films. This was particularly efficiently achieved at certain interfacial locations, 
which were assumed as sites of high stress state. Thick reaction products were found to form at 
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such locations. Reactivity of diamond surfaces with the titanium was found to nucleate and grow 
from within etch pits. This confirmed the findings of the DRE and supported the proposed 
mechanism for diamond/metal interaction. Furthermore, cubic {1001 diamond surfaces exhibited 
an increased activity in complete agreement with the findings of the DRE. However, in general 
the Ti-coatings offered protection to the diamonds against dissolution by the cobalt. The 
obtained degree of reactivity was found to be sufficient to cause improvement in mechanical 
properties. For hot-pressed segments there was a distinct enhancement of the Young's modulus 
and TRS in 3-point bending of the order of 4.0-9.5% and 5-20% respectively. Segments 
incorporating the SYN-3 diamonds exhibited greater improvements in mechanical properties, 
which was suggested to be related to their lower thermal stability as addressed above. 
Consolidation conditions were also critical for segments incorporating the Cr-PVD-coated 
diamonds. For sintering temperatures below 10001C the bonding strength of chromium to 
diamond did not exceed the strength of the Cr/Co interfacial bonding. Reactivity of chromium to 
diamond was only evident in defected areas or locations of high stress state for the same reasons 
as addressed for the Ti-coatings. Reactions were favoured on cubic (1001 surfaces and were 
associated with the attachment of chromium inside diamond etch pits conforming to the findings 
of the DRE. For the hot-pressed segments the obtained degree of reactivity was sufficient to 
yield improvements of the order of 3-9% in elasticity modulus and 10-28% for the TRS in 3- 
point bending. Sintering above 1000T resulted in the abundant reactivity of the Cr-coating with 
the diamonds and the cobalt matrix, with clearly evident beneficial effects on the tensile 
properties. Improvements of the order of 22-35% and 27-28% were measured for the ultimate 
tensile strength and yield strength compared to the composites impregnated with non-coated grit. 
The critical influence of temperature on chromium to diamond reaction as addressed above was 
also demonstrated with the segments impregnated with the Cr-powder encapsulated diamonds. 
On hot-pressing the Cr-powder diamond granules with cobalt at 840*C only limited reactivity 
was evident. Diffusion of chromium into cobalt was the dominating phenomenon. Only small 
improvements of Young's modulus and TRS were measured that were mainly attributed to poor 
sintering of the chromium powders around the diamond crystals. Consolidating the segments at a 
temperature in excess of 1000*C intensified the reactions between the Cr-powders and diamonds. 
Reactions took place at the points of true contact between the Cr-powders and diamond surfaces. 
The fractions of the diamond surfaces not in direct contact with Cr-powder had been dissolved 
by cobalt. The tensile properties of the segments were considerably improved by orders of 32- 
42% and 24-3 1% for the UTS and yield strength respectively. 
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The presence of free carbon in carbon-enriched Cr-PVD-coated diamonds limited its reactivity to 
both the diamond and cobalt relative to the standard Cr-PVD-coatings. On pressure-less intering 
and hot-isostatic pressing the Cr(C)-coatings were preferentially bonded to cobalt. The free 
carbon of the coating provided extra protection to the diamond, which remained practically 
unaffected, and at the same time reduced the cobalt oxides in the vicinity of the diamonds. On 
hot-pressing, the Cr(C)-coating remained attached onto diamonds instead of the cobalt, without 
however showing considerable signs of reaction with the latter. This was attributed to the 
increased stiffness of the coating because of chromium carbide formation in the coating 
attributed to the free carbon. The reaction of chromium with the free carbon together with the 
relatively low temperature and short duration of hot-pressing were assumed to be responsible for 
the poor adhesion of these coatings to the cobalt matrix. On sintering at 1010*C considerable 
reactivity of the Cr(C)-coating to both the diamonds and the cobalt was evident. However, the 
intensity of these interactions was reduced compared to the standard Cr-PVD-coatings because 
of the free carbon. The limited reactivity of the Cr(C)-coating was also demonstrated by the 
relatively smaller improvements in the mechanical properties compared to segments impregnated 
with the standard Cr-PVD-coated grit. The Young's modulus and TRS of hot-pressed segments 
were improved by approximately 6-7% and 17-24% respectively. The UTS and yield strength of 
high temperature sintered segments increased by about 12-17% and 18-21% respectively 
compared to the values measured for segments with non-coated diamonds. 
The interfacial phenomena in segments incorporating the diamonds with the composite Ti/Cr 
PVD coatings were in line with the phenomena observed for the standard Ti- and Cr-coated 
diamonds. Similarly, the mechanical properties of the segments lay in between those of the 
standard Ti- and Cr-coated diamonds. 
The W-coated diamonds appeared to be the most reactive in agreement with the DRE. There 
were two types of W-coated diamonds examined, a thin PVD and a5 micron thick CVD. The 
thin PVD coating was found to react with diamond but was also incapable of resisting 
dissolution into the cobalt with the immediate result being the direct exposure of diamond 
surfaces to cobalt. Tungsten reaction with diamond was nucleated inside etch pits conforming to 
the findings of the DRE. At higher sintering temperatures the reactions were intensified. The 
increased number of fractured crystals counted on fractured surfitces confirmed interfacial 
bonding. The use of the W-PVD-coated diamonds was found to be beneficial for UTS and yield 
strength in tension with improvements of up to 14% and 23% respectively. Similarly, 
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improvements of the order of 3.0-7.5% and 14-27% were measured for the Young's modulus 
and TRS of the hot-pressed segments. 
The thicker W-CVD coatings could withstand the dissolution by cobalt without losing their 
continuity. They therefore offered maximum protection of the diamonds against catalysed 
graphitisation by cobalt and oxidising agents. The W-CVD-coatings preferentially bonded to the 
cobalt matrix. There were however interfacial locations where additional bonding to the diamond 
had been achieved. In general the reaction with diamond was limited compared to the PVD- 
coatings and was attributed to the effective sealing of the diamond surfaces from oxygen and 
cobalt. The W-CVD-coatings functioned as a tight metal sheath that proved to be quite beneficial 
for segment mechanical performance. Tensile properties were considerably improved even from 
the W-PVD-coated diamonds, with UTS and yield strengths increases reaching levels of the 
order of 19-35% and 10-23% respectively. The Young's modulus and TRS for the hot-pressed 
segments were found to be increased by about 5.5-8.0% and 17-26% compared to segments 
impregnated with non-coated grit. 
Finally, reactivity in segments impregnated with the W-powder encapsulated diamonds clearly 
depended on consolidation temperature. On hot-pressing at 8400C the interaction of the tungsten 
powders with both the diamond and cobalt exhibited reduced intensity. The poor sintering of the 
tungsten at that temperature was reflected by reduction of Young's modulus compared to the 
non-coated diamond reference segments. The bending strength was found to be improved by 13- 
15%. However, on consolidating the segments by sintering at 1010'C resulted in extensive 
reactivity. Metal remains were abundantly found on diamonds attached on the etch pits with the 
cubic (100) diamond surfaces exhibiting highest interaction activity in complete agreement with 
the results of the DRE. The tensile properties of the segments were considerably improved by 
orders of 23-34% and 4.5-6% for the UTS and yield strength respectively. 
11.5.3 Part-III: Characterisation of Coated-Diamond I Alloy-matrix MMCs 
Consolidation of the composites with the alloyed metal-matrices was by hot-pressing. The 
densities of the coated diamond reinforced segments were either of similar levels or higher than 
the non-coated impregnated reference samples. This demonstrated that there was no added 
porosity effect associated with the usage of coated grit. Young's modulus was found increased 
for all composites incorporating coated diamonds in which the coating metal was a metal 
belonging to carbide forming elements. 
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The discussion of the results of the examined systems is summarised as follows. 
The Co+15%wt. Ni binder (MB-1) held both the Co-powder encapsulated as well as the non- 
coated diamonds purely mechanically. Diamond dissolution was the dominant interfacial 
phenomenon with diamond surfaces demonstrating variable degrees of interactions in complete 
agreement with the findings of the DRE. Quantitative SEM analysis indicated the use of the Co- 
powder diamond granules to be slightly beneficial, confirming the observed 23% increase in 
composite TRS associated with these abrasives. 
The Co+10%wt. W (MB-2) was a chemically reactive binder in terms of carbide formation 
activity. This was clearly demonstrated by the signs of reactivity on non-coated diamond 
surfaces, which indicated formation of interfacial tungsten carbides. Approximately 67% of the 
crystals on the fracture plane were found broken providing strong evidence of enhanced 
interfacial bonding. The incorporation of Co-powder encapsulated grit into the MB-2 binder 
resulted in restricting access of tungsten to the diamond surface, with a direct effect being the 
retardation of reactivity. This was found to reduce interfacial bonding as demonstrated by the 
quantitative SEM results and the reduction in both the composite modulus and TRS. 
In contrary to the effect of alloying with tungsten seen for the MB-2 binder, the addition of 10% 
85/15 bronze into cobalt transformed the latter into a relative inert metal-matrix (MB-3). The 
interfacial bonding of non-coated diamonds in this binder was purely of a mechanical nature 
with very limited levels of carbon dissolution being evident. The incorporation of Cr-PVD- 
coated diamonds into the MB-3 binder resulted in both signs of reactions of chromium to 
diamond but also diffusion bonding of the chromium to the metal-matrix. The latter was the 
dominating interfacial phenomenon. The incorporation of the Cr-PVD-coated grit into the MB-3 
binder was found to increase composite Young's modulus and TRS by 5 and 12% respectively. 
Similar type of interfacial phenomena occurred when the Cr(Q-PVD-coated diamonds were 
incorporated into the same metal-matrix (MB-4 system). TRS increases of the order of 15% were 
measured for the segment impregnated with the Cr(C)-coated diamonds compared to the 
reference segment with the non-coated grit. 
The interfacial bonding and mechanical properties were also studied for composites (MB-5 and 
MB-6 systems) having a Co-based binder in which the bronze (85/15) alloying addition was 
increased to 20%. These binders were almost completely inert with respect to interaction with 
the non-coated diamonds resulting in purely mechanical gripping of these abrasive crystals. Two 
types of Ti-coated diamonds were incorporated into this binder, a CVD (MB-5) and a PVD (MB- 
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6). The Ti-coatings were found to promote interfacial interactions with both the diamond and the 
metal-matrix. In contrast to the chromium coatings discussed above, the reactivity of the Ti- 
coatings to the diamonds occurred at considerable levels, which resulted in parts of the coating 
being strongly adherent to the diamond surfaces. The intensity of the interfacial reactions to both 
the diamond and the matrix was found slightly increased for the PVD coatings. This was also 
demonstrated by measured mechanical properties. The Young's modulus and TRS were found to 
increase by 4% and 5.3% for the CVD-coated diamonds, and by 5.2 and 15% for the PVD- 
coated diamonds respectively. 
The remaining systems examined involved binders based on a Cu-Fe-Co alloy formulated from 
pre-alloyed powders, which was alloyed with 20%wt. of either Fe (MB-7 & MB-8) or W (MB-9 
and MB-10). 
Adding 20%wt. Fe in the above Cu-Fe-Co resulted in the formulation of a very aggressive 
matrix in terms of diamond dissolution potential. This was clearly evident on the surfaces of 
non-coated diamonds, which were heavily etched by the binder. The mode of dissolution 
conformed to the previous findings of the DRE. The surface morphology of the non-coated 
diamonds resembled the patterns found in the diamond / Fe-powder systems providing evidence 
that the effect of the high iron content was characterising the chemical activity of the binder. The 
W-coating was found to provide very efficient protection to the diamonds from the aggressive 
binder. Tungsten was found to be readily dissolving into the metal matrix and in the case of the 
thin W-PVD-coated diamonds the coating did not withstand this dissolution action and lost 
continuity. Diamond surfaces were made accessible to the binder and evidence of catalysed 
dissolution were visible on diamond surfaces. This however, promoted reactivity to form 
carbides due to the increased release of carbon atoms from the diamond surfaces, which was 
particularly apparent on the diamond cubic (100) surfaces. In contrast to the PVD-coatings, the 
thick W-CVD coatings did not suffer from loss of continuity and provided excellent protection 
of the diarnonds from the binder. The W-CVD-coated diamonds appeared to operate ideally with 
this binder and apart from one diamond all other crystals found on the fractured surfitces were 
broken, indicating a very strong encapsulation of the diamonds by the W-CVD jackets. The 
young's modulus of segments impregnated with the W-coated grit was found to increase 
relatively to the segments with the non-coated grit. However, the TRS showed reductions, which 
were associated with reductions of matrix toughness due to increased matrix constraint and 
plastic flow imposed by the presence of the rigid diamond crystals. 
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In contrast to the previous systems (MB-7 & MB-8), adding 20%wt. W in the Cu-Fe-Co alloy 
resulted in reducing the aggressiveness of the binder and increasing the potential for carbide 
formation reactions. Dissolution etching was efficiently retarded by the presence of the W- 
alloying addition. Octahedral (IIII surfaces of non-coated diamonds were practically intact 
with the binder and only the cubic {100) surfaces showed clear signs of interactions with the 
binder. This different behaviour of the diamond surfaces was in agreement with previous 
findings. Evidence of carbide formation was provided by small crystallites emerging from the 
diamond {1001 surfaces. The difference between activities of diamond surfaces was more 
pronounced for the W-PVD-coated crystals. Tungsten dissolved into the matrix, but on the cubic 
surfaces the W-layers appeared to remain to great extents indicating that reactivity of the coating 
with the diamond had taken place. The thicker W-CVD coating did not suffer from dissolution 
and achieved bonding to both the diamond and the metal-matrix. Composites impregnated with 
both types of W-coated grit showed improved mechanical properties and better combination of 
counted features in the quantitative SEM analysis compared to the non-coated grit. 
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12 
Conclusions 
12.1 Introduction 
This chapter lists the main conclusions drawn from the investigation into the interfacial bonding 
in diamond MMCs reinforced with metal-coated diamonds. 
The conclusions from the study on the fundamental chemical interaction phenomena occurring 
between synthetic diamonds and elemental metals are listed first (§12.2), followed by 
conclusions drawn from examining interfacial bonding and mechanical properties of coated- 
diamond reinforced M MCs (§ 12.3). 
12.2 Interactions between Synthetic Diamonds and 
- 
Elemental Metals 
The fundamental study into the chemical phenomena taking place in simple two component 
systems made of synthetic diamonds and elemental metals has shown the following: 
Synthetic diamonds 
- 
loose metal powder systems: 
In the absence of oxidising agents and metal, all tested non-coated synthetic diamonds 
showed limited graphitisation during the high temperature heating, which reached 10250C. 
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m Metals of the VIII-B and I-B group of periodic table of elements catalysed the dissolution of 
carbon from the diamond into the metal. On the contrary, tested metals belonging to the IV-B 
and VI-B groups preferentially reacted with diamonds to form carbides. 
Under the selected testing conditions, the relative ranking in decreasing order of tested metals 
in terms of dissolution activity towards diamond was shown to be: Fe > Co > Ni > Cu. 
Under the selected testing conditions, the relative ranking in decreasing order of tested metals 
in terms of intensity of carbide formation was shown to be: W> Ti > Cr > Mo. 
The SYN-2 type diamonds (MBS960,50/60 US mesh) dissolved more aggressively and 
additionally reacted less favourably than the SYN- I type crystals (SDAI 00,30/40 US mesh). 
Dissolution of octahedral 1111) diamond surfaces took place in the form of hexagonal or 
triangular pits, which were oriented parallel to each other. On the other hand, dissolution of 
cubic 1100) diamond surfaces proceeded with the nucleation and growth of rectangular 
parallelepiped depressions. 
" The cubic { 1001 diamond surfaces were found more reactive than the octahedral IIIII ones. 
" Reaction occurred at the etched features on diamond surfaces, indicating that graphitisation of 
the diamond surface is the necessary step for diamond surfaces to react with the metals. 
Carbides were found in the form of platelets emerging in random directions from the diamond 
surfaces. 
Hot- )ressed Mthetic diamonds and metal pgwders: 
The mode of interaction of metals when hot-pressed under standard industrial conditions is 
the same as that exhibited with the loose metal powder systems. The intensity of these 
interactions is however considerably reduced reflecting the lower temperature and shorter 
heating durations involved with hot-pressing. 
metal coated diamond usterns: 
a Some limited degree of carbide formation, to have taken place during the coating deposition, 
was only detected for the Cr-PVD and W-PVD-coated iamonds. AU other tested coatings 
showed no carbide fonmtion during the vapour deposition. 
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- 
Strong reactivity between the diamonds and the metal coatings took place with annealing to 
10250C in argon atmosphere. The PVD coatings of Cr, carbon enriched Cr [Cr(Q] and W 
appeared to exhibit the highest reactivity 
" Annealing of the coated grit at 500'C in H2N2 caused limited reactivity. 
" Reactivity was promoted at crystals defected areas such as cavities, etch pits and other surface 
irregularities. The SYN-3 diamonds (SDA75), which represented the least thermally resistant 
diamond grade from all tested synthetic diamonds, exhibited the highest reactivity with the 
metal coating. 
" The metal coating offered superior protection from oxidation and graphitisation of the 
diamonds during both the vapour deposition and the subsequent heat-treatments. 
12.3 Interfacial Bonding & Mechanical Properties of Coated-Diamond 
reinforced MMCs 
The work carried out in order to examine the effect of metal coatings deposited on to diamonds 
as regarding the interfacial bonding and mechanical properties of diamond reinforced MMCs has 
shown the following: 
From the three manufacturing routes employed, the pressure-less sintering (FS) and hot- 
isostatic-pressing produced composites with relatively high levels of porosity. Interfacial 
reactivity in those systems was evident, but its effect on composite properties was not possible 
to be identified since mechanical properties were greatly influenced by the high levels of 
porosity. 
Hot-pressing (HP) yielded the highest composite densities, at relative lower temperatures and 
shortest processing times, conditions that ensured minimal chemical interactions between 
composite constituents. 
Composites impregnated with the vapour deposited coated diamonds provided increased 
Young's modulus compared to the equivalent segments impregnated with non-coated 
diamonds. Increases of the order of 5 to 10% were typically monitored. 
Good prediction of calculated composite modulus to the experimentally measured values was 
obtained with the relative simple models of Cohen-Ishai [203] and Halpin-Tsai [202] that 
included consideration for composite porosity. 
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Composites impregnated with the coated or powder encapsulated diamonds typically 
exhibited improved bending strength compared to segments reinforced with non-coated grit. 
Increases of up to 40% were measured. In some cases, for systems showing clearly strong 
interfacial bonding, reduced TRS values were seen. This was attributed to the well bonded 
rigid diamond crystals imposing constraint plastic flow to the matrix. 
- 
Most of the composites incorporating the coated diamonds and consolidated by sintering at 
the temperature above I OOOT exhibited improved tensile properties than the equivalent 
reference segments with the non-coated grit. 
The "as sintered" rough external surfaces of the diamond-reinforced segments influenced their 
tensile properties and relatively large scatter of results was evident. 
The diamond/cobalt systems, which included the non-coated diamonds as well as the Co- 
powder encapsulated grit reinforcing a pure Co-matrix, showed relatively high mechanical 
properties although interfacial bonding was identified to be purely of mechanical nature. This 
was attributed to thick ductile cobalt zones surrounding the crystals, which originated from 
the reduction of cobalt oxides at the vicinity of the diamonds. 
The stress state imposed by hot-pressing proved beneficial to densification and rupturing of 
oxide layers on metal coatings. Reactivity was enhanced at the interfacial regions of high 
stress state, which were identified to be related to areas in the composites where the 
concentration of diamond crystals parallel to the hot-pressing direction was increased. 
Thick reaction products were occasionally formed at interfitcial regions in composites 
impregnated with coated diamonds. These reaction products showed variable degrees of 
cracking depending on the coating metals as were visible on fracture surfitces. However, they 
were not associated with reduced mechanical properties. In fact such reaction product zones 
were found to be beneficial for the composite performance. 
m Reaction on the diamond surfaces took place at the locations were prior dissolution of the 
diamond had occurred, in agreement to the findings of the fundamental reactivity tests. 
The cubic I 100) diamond surfaces were found to be more reactive than the octahedral {I I I) 
surfaces, conforming to the finding of the Diamond Reactivity Experiment (DRE). 
Variable levels of Musion of atoms from the coating into the metal matrix were observed. 
For some systems and for diamonds with thin coatings, the dissolution of the coating from the 
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binder resulted in loss of coating continuity. This was particularly evident with the thin W- 
PVD-coated diamonds. 
For systems in which either the coating was partially peeled-off or was dissolved by the 
binder, the diamond surfaces had been made accessible to the metal-matrix, resulting locally 
the catalysed dissolution of the diamond surfaces. This proved to promote carbide formation 
with the remaining coating that retained contact with the crystal. 
Coating thickness was shown to be a critical parameter to avoid loss of coating continuity in 
binders readily dissolving the coating metal. Diamonds enclosed by continuous coating layers 
were effectively protected by dissolution even when introduced into very aggressive binders. 
This was clearly demonstrated by the 5 microns thick W-CVD coatings, which provided 
excellent protection to the diamonds from oxidation and graphitisation in Co-matrices as well 
as in a highly aggressive Fe-rich binder. 
m Thick coatings appeared to provide a supplementary mechanical strengthening of diamond 
retention in addition to the chemical bonding effect. 
The consolidation temperature was found critical with respect to the intensity of the 
interfacial reactions. At the employed temperatures below 10000C, the coating/matrix 
interfaces appeared to be the strongest. For sintering above 10000C, the reactivity of the 
various coatings to the diamond increased drastically and in many cases the diamond/coating 
interface proved to be the strongest. 
Encapsulation of diamond with carbide former powders promoted interfacial reactivity, but 
suffered from reduced sintering at the zones around the diamonds, especially when 
consolidation was made by low temperature hot-pressing. Sintering at higher temperatures 
improved this situation, but increased the attack of the diamonds at the locations were the 
binder accessed the diamond surfaces. 
n The proposed quantitative fracture surface analysis method proved to be a powerful tool for 
evaluating interfitcial bonding in diamond composites when combined which standard 
qualitative SEM analysis. 
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13 
Future Work 
As an outcome of the experimental work carried out during the course of this research, and the 
results obtained, there have been several areas identified where there is scope for further 
investigation. 
Reactivity of carbide forming metals with synthetic diamond was found to strongly depend on 
temperature and time. The influence of these two parameters should be studied in more detail in 
order to establish the minimum required conditions for achieving interfacial reactivity. These 
kinetic studies should cover the complete range of temperatures of practical importance for 
diamond reinforced MMCs consolidation. Such investigation could be performed with both 
loose metal- po wder/d iamo nd systems as well as with metal-coated crystals, similarly to what 
was done in this work. Furthermore, it could be of interest to determine the effect of heat 
treatment atmosphere on metal/diamond reactivity. Test atmospheres could involve various 
levels of vacuum or CO/CO2 reducing atmospheres, which are typically employed. 
it still remains an issue to find a technique to prepare samples and to study qualitatively and in 
detail the formed products across diamond crystal/metal interfaces. Possible candidate 
techniques could be X-ray photoelectron spectroscopy (XPS) and transition electron microscopy 
(TEM). 
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The achievement of interfacial bonding with the use of metal-coated diamonds was shown to be 
associated with increased number of broken crystals found at the fracture surfaces. Provided that 
the strength of diamond crystals remains unaffected by the coating deposition and subsequent 
heat-treatment, such phenomenon indicates achievement of strong interfacial bonding. The status 
of the diamond surfaces observed for the coated diamonds after the deposition and the heat- 
treatments indicated that the crystals had undergone very limited attack by the contact with the 
carbide forming metals. However, heating diamonds at high temperatures may cause variable 
degree of reduction in crystal toughness due to internal stresses arising from local graphitisation 
around metallic inclusions. Possible deterioration of crystal toughness due to both coating 
deposition and subsequent heat-treatment was not determined in this work. It could be of interest 
to determine at which extent such crystal toughness reduction may occur and how this would 
influence the performance of the diamond MMCs. The relative toughness of the diamonds could 
be determined by a standardised method such as the 'friability test" (see §2.3.3.2 p. 12 and 
§4.6.1 p. 66) after each high temperature treatment of the crystals. 
Further work could also be carried out in assessing the strength of adhesion of the deposited 
metal coatings on diamond crystals. This could be achieved either by directly measuring the 
tensile or shear force required to separate the coating from the diamond or indirectly by 
determining the weight loss caused by coating peeling-off after ball milling the coated crystals. 
Hot-pressing was demonstrated to be the most appropriate method for achieving composite 
densification and improved mechanical properties at relative low temperatures and short heating 
durations, thus affirming its wide acceptance for diamond MMCs consolidation by the industry. 
The results showed that the onset of reactivity between synthetic diamonds and carbide forming 
metals and the strengthening of the diamond/coating interface to occur at relative higher 
temperatures and longer heating times compared to the standard hot-pressing conditions. Since 
coating of the diamonds was proved to provide efficient protection from catalysed surface 
graphitisation and dissolution by the binder, it could be interesting to investigate possible hot- 
pressing at higher temperatures and longer times sufficient to allow adequate chemical 
interactions at the diamond/coating interface. In other words, it should be examined the 
possibility of incorporating the required post-deposition heat-treatment of coated diamonds into 
the hot-pressing cycle. The hot-pressing temperatures and times to be selected should be based 
on the findings of previous studies on diamond/metal reactivity kinetics as proposed above. 
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Coating thickness was found to be a critical parwneter in order to maintain coating continuity in 
binders readily dissolving the coating metal. Composite mechanical properties and examination 
of fracture surfaces also indicated that increased coating thickness appeared to have a 
supplementary mechanical effect in strengthening the enveloping of the crystals by the metal- 
matrix. For the above two reasons it is justified that the effect of coating thickness on diamond 
retention and composite mechanical properties should be studied much more extensively than 
what it was done in this work. Thickness to be studied could range from 5 to 20 microns or even 
higher, if such were feasible to be deposited at acceptable temperatures and durations not 
detrimental to diamond crystal strength. 
Mechanical property results showed a significant scatter for some of the tested composite 
systems. It was believed that this was mainly attributed to the fact that the testing was conducted 
to specimens with external rough surfaces as produced by hot-pressing or sintering and which 
may have contained protruding diamond crystals and even small cracks. It is envisaged that the 
scatter in results can be reduced and thus improve the validity of results by testing segments with 
polished external surfaces. Test specimens enabling polishing of their external surfaces should 
not contain diamonds close to the surfaces. Preparation of such samples could be achieved by 
initially filling the cold-pressing die with a portion of metal-matrix powder, then add the powder 
mixture containing the diamonds and finally adding again a portion of metal-matrix powder, thus 
creating a "sandwich" structure. 
In this work assessment of interfacial bonding was made by means of determination of diamond 
NMCs mechanical properties and SEM analysis. Although these employed methods were 
believed to be sufficient to characterise interfacial bonding it could be interesting to combine the 
obtained results with supplementary actual wear tests. The wear test to be employed should offer 
testing in as much as possible controlled conditions in terms of work piece properties and 
process variables such as applied pressure, feeding rate, cutting depth, coolant, removal of debris 
etc. At the same time it should be possible to examine the gradually wom surfaces of the 
diamond impregnated segments by means of optical microscopy (OM) and scanning electron 
microscopy (SEM) in order to identify the mode of diamond crystal breakdown sequence, the 
crystal protrusion height and to determine the number of pull-out sites associated with the use of 
both coated and non-coated diamonds. It is envisaged that the above requirements can only be 
satisfied in laboratory scale test apparatus with a device that would offer continuous monitoring 
of process parameters and enable ease and quick mounting and dismounting of the test segments 
from the wear test arrangement. 
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Further work can be carried out in assessing the effect of coating diamonds with other carbide 
forming metals not examined in this work, such as Mo, V, Hf etc. 
Finally, future studies could also expand the field of examination into the technology of multi- 
layered coated diamonds. In that case, and in order to limit the variety of systems to be 
examined, a small number of metal-matrices could be selected as the base to formulate the 
diamond impregnated composites to be tested. The examined multi-layered coated diamonds 
could be then selected to have an inner layer being of a carbide forming metal exhibiting the 
highest adhesion strength to diamond as determined from preliminary studies as suggested 
earlier in this chapter. Investigation could then focus on determining the optimum number, type 
and thickness of intermediate coating layers in order to establish compatibility with the chosen 
metal-matrices and enhanced composite mechanical properties. Techniques and methods for 
evaluation could be among those employed in this work as well as others proposed above. 
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A 
A. 1 Selection Criteria of Diamond Segment Parameters 
The following figure illustrates in a graphical manner the choice of segment parameters as a 
function of some general workpiece parameters according to the general segment-designing rule 
presented in §3.4.2. 
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Figure A-1 : Choice of some of the segment's parameters according to the properties of the workpiece. 
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A. 2 Diamond Sizes 
- 
FEPA standards 
The following table gives the relationship between diamond sizes in mesh and metric designation 
according to the FEPA standards. 
US Mesh Aperture Size (pm) Particles Per Carat (PPQ US Mesh Size Range FEPA equivalent 
20 841 150 20/25 
20 30 
D851 
D852 
25 707 250 25/30 
/
D711 
30 595 440 30/35 D601 
D602 
35 Soo 720 35/40 D501 
40 420 1380 40/ 
40 50 
D426 D427 
45 354 2650 
/ 
D356 
i 
50 297 5000 50/60 D301 
60 250 8300 60/70 D251 
70 210 14000 70/80 D213 
80 177 23000 PPC for cubo-octahedral crystals 
Table A-1 : Diamond sizes and FIEPA standard equivalents (2441. 
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B 
Wetting and solubility data 
B. 1 Data on wetting of diamond and graphite 
Table B-1 : Data on wetting of graphite by liquid metals and alloys. 
Graphite Liquid Metal or Alloy Temperatures O 
Contact Angle 6 Work of Adhesion Bonding Strength 
2 W Reference ( C) (degrees) o (erg/CM ) (MPa) 
Ag 980 136 255 [185,197] 
Bi 800 136 94 [185,197] 
1100 140 316 (185,197] 
CU 
1500 142 20 [197] 
100 139 180 [197] Ga 
1000 137 170 [197] 
1000 139 100 [197] 
Elements inert Ge 1100 148 98 [185] 
to carbon 
In 800 143 106 [185,197] 
800 138 96 (1851 
Pb 
800 138 75 [197] 
Sb 900 140 84 [185,1971 
900 156 45 [185] 
Sn 1000 149 65 [197] 
1100 150 70 [197] 
Table continues on next page 
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Continued from previous page 
Graphite Uquid Metal or Afloy Temperatures Contact Angle 9 Work of Adhesion Bonding Strength (CC) (degrees) Wo (erg/an 2) (MPa) Reference 
Ag + 0.1% Ti 1000 85 990 (197] 
Ag + 1% ri 1000 7 1810 (197] 
Ce 1090 13 1530 [197] 
Co 1500 48 3200 [197] 
1550 68 2556 (185] 
Transition metals Co + 15.5 C 1550 120 [197] 
and alloys CAj + 5% Co 1300 138 335-338 (185,197] 
Cu + 0.6% Cr 1150 84 1380 (197] 
Cu + 5% Cr 1200 18 2595 [185] 
Cu + 6% Cr 1150 1150 40 [1971 
Cu + 10% Cr 1200 5 2640 [185] 
Cu + 10.2% Cr 1250 0 2620 [197] 
Cu + 5% Nb 1200 71 1763 [185] 
Cu + 5% Ni 1300 140 307 [185] 
Cu + 10% Ni 1500 139 310 [197) 
Cu + 20% No 1500 134 375 [197] 
Cu + 24% Mn 1200 70 1780 (197] 
Cu + 6.3% 11 1150 30 2450 [197) 
Qj + 10% T1 1150 0 2660-2680 (185,197] 
Cu + 5% V 1200 53 2130 [185] 
Cu + 6.2% V 1200 60 660 [197] 
(Cu + 9.3Ni) + 6.2 V 1200 so 2490 [197] 
(Cu + 9.3Ni) +7 Nb 1200 40 2390 (197] 
(79Cu + 21Ni) + Mo 1400 100 950 [197] 
(51Cu + 39Ni +IOS1) +W 1420 61 18W (197] 
Fe 1550 50 3040-3340 [18S, 197] 
Transition metals 
and alloys Fe + 15.7 C 1550 107 [197] 
Fe + 32 V 1550 35 [197] 
FL, + 53 V 1550 0 [197) 
La 900 45 1220 (1971 
Nb 1000 10 1185 [197] 
141 
1500 45 2985 [197] 
1550 57 2704 [185] 
N1 + 13 C 1550 115 (197] 
Pb +C 1560 116 [197] 
Pd 1560 44-48 2138-2500 (185,197] 
Pr 920 20 1310 [197] 
Pt 1800 87 1830 [197] 
Sn + 0.9% TI 1150 76 560 [197] 
Sn + 7%11 1150 5 900 (197] 
T1 IBM 0 2920 [197] 
8W 157 68 (185] 
Elements 1000 151 [197] 
forming cDalent AJ 
bonds with 1100 142 [197] 
carbon 1200 38 1523 [185] 
Si 1450 0 1720 [185] 
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Table B-2 : Data on wetting of diamond by liquid metals and alloys. 
Diamond Uquid Metal or Alloy Temperatures 
Contact Angle 6 Work of Adhesion Bonding Strength Reference 
I 
(OC) (degrees) Wo (erg/cm) (MPa) 
I 
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B. 2 Ellingham diagrams for carbides 
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Figure B-1 : Ellingham diagrams for carbides [245]. 
B. 3 Carbon Solubility of Elements 
Eutectic solubilities of carbon in solid and liquid metals are listed in Table B-3 along with their 
corresponding eutectic temperatures. In order to compare the listed values of solubilities at a 
certain temperature (e. g. 1000'C) the "effective solubility" has been also estimated and included. 
The so-called "effective solubility" is obtained by interpolation or extrapolation of eutectic 
solubilities. Effective solubilities of carbon in transition metals are highest when transition 
metals possess about an equal amount of valence electrons and vacancies in their d-orbitals. 
Table B-3 lists the effective solubilities for molten transition metals as given in Table B-3 in 
accordance with their d-vacancies. 
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Element Eutectic Temperature (OC) 
Solid (atom %) 
Eutectic Effective (10001, C) 
Uquid ( 
Eutectic 
atom %) 
Effective (100011C) 
Sc 1579 2.20 1.39 1.11 0.71 
Ti 1648 3.10 1.88 1.96 1.19 
v 1650 4.30 2.61 15.00 9.10 
Cr 1534 0.30 0.20 13.90 9.07 
Mn 1243 11.00 8.85 11.10 8.91 
Fe 1153 9.10 7.89 16.90 14.70 
Co 1321 4.50 3.41 11.90 9.01 
Ni 1327 2.70 2.03 6.93 5.22 
Cu 1110 0.04 0.04 4.00 3.60 
Zn 420 0.01 0.02 1.00 2.38 
y 1560 7.00 4.49 6.96 4.46 
Zr 1805 1.50 0.83 2.96 1.64 
Nb 2339 5.70 2.44 10.50 4.51 
Mo 2205 1.10 0.50 17.00 7.71 
TC 2000 4.00 2.00 20.20 10.10 
Ru 1924 3.00 1.56 13.40 6.95 
Rh 1694 1.50 0.89 15.50 9.16 
Pd 1504 9.00 5.98 20.30 13.50 
Ag 962 0.01 0.01 0 0 
Cd 321 0.01 0.03 0 0 
La 806 3.40 4.22 20.60 25.60 
Ce 740 5.00 6.76 0 0 
Pr 800 8.00 10.00 10.60 13.20 
Th 1707 3.50 2.05 12.00 7.02 
U 1119 0.02 0.02 1.95 1.74 
Hf 2231 0 0 6.95 3.11 
Ta 2843 7.00 2.46 23.50 8.27 
w 2715 1.20 0.44 22.90 8.42 
Re 2505 11.00 4.39 17.00 6.77 
Os 2732 2.50 0.92 17.50 6.40 
Ir 2296 3.10 1.35 20.70 8.99 
Pt 1705 3.00 1.76 16.50 9.66 
Au 1050 0.01 0.01 4.70 4.48 
Hg 
-39 0 0 0 0 
Li 165 0 0 1.17 7.06 
8 2075 0 0 1.35 0.65 
Sl 1404 0 0 1.16 0.83 
Ge 2500 0 0 0 0 
Pb 1170 0 0 0.41 0.35 
Pu 640 0 0 0 D 
Table B-3 : Carbon solubilities (atom%) of elements. Solid eutectic solubility denotes the maximum carbon 
solubility In the liquid phase that is In equilibrium with the liquid phase at the eutectic point. Liquid eutectic 
solubility denotes the carbon content at eutectic composition. Effective solubility at 10000C Is obtained by 
multiplying the eutectic solubility by 1000/Teutectic [25). 
3d- period C (atom %) 
Sc 0.7 
TI 1.2 
v 9.1 
Cr 9.1 
Mn 8.9 
Fe 14.7 
Co 9.0 
NI 5.2 
Cu 3.6 
Zn 2.4 
4d- period C (atom %) 
y 4.5 
Zr 1.6 
Nb 4.5 
Mo 7.7 
TC 10.1 
Ru 7.0 
Rh 9.2 
Pd 13.5 
Ag 0 
Cd 0 
5d- period C (atx)m %) 
La 25.6 
Hf 3.1 
Ta 8.3 
w 8.4 
Re 6.8 
Os 6.4 
Ir 9.0 
Pt 9.7 
Au 4.5 
I Hg 0 
Table B-4 : Effective solubilities of carbon in molten transition metals (25]. 
The unusual high effective solubility of La is due to the extrapolation from its melting point 
(8060C) to I OOOOC. The unexpected value for Pd can be explained by alterations occurring at its 
electronic state when carbon atoms are in the vicinity of Pd [25]. 
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Models of Composite 
Mechanics 
C 
CA Models for Young's modulus prediction 
This appendix presents some models on composite mechanics to predict the Young's modulus of 
particulate composites. Calculation of the E-modulus for the diamond composites and 
comparison with experimentally obtained values of the Young's modulus is also been included. 
C. 2 Hashin and Shtrikman Equation 
According to Hashin and Shtrikman [201], the modulus of a particulate metal-matrix composite 
in which the reinforcement has a spherical shape and does not deform falls within the following 
bounds: 
ELB !ý Ec :! ý Ej, (C-i) 
where, EC is the Young's modulus of the composite and ELB and EuB are the lower and upper 
bounds of the modulus. According to the authors, the latter are given by the following 
expressions : 
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ELB 
- 
9-A-B 
3. A+B 
where : 
A= K. + 
Kp 
-K. 
and, 
(C-2) 
VP 
and B= G. + 
VP (C-3) 3. V. 16V 
-(K. +2. GT. 
+ 
-+. m 3-K,,, +4. G. 
_ 
G, 
-G. 5 G.. (3-K. +4. G. )_ 
9-A'. B' EUB 
= 3. A'+ B' 
where : 
(C-4) 
A'= Kp +-V' B'= Gp + 
V. (C-5) 
I 
+- 
3- Vp I+6 
*- 
Vp 
- 
ýK, +2- Gp) 
K. 
-K. 3. KP+4-Gp_ G. -Gp 5 dp-F3--KP+4-Gp)_ 
Symbols G and K denote shear and bulk modulus respectively, whereas V is the volume fraction. 
The subscripts m and p denote the matrix and particle respectively. Apparently, V,,, = I 
-Vp, 
The model Predicts that when the ratio m=Ep1E,, is small, i. e. 0.5<m<3, the separation between 
the upper and lower bounds is relatively small enough to obtain an estimate within about 10% of 
the true modulus value, provided that there are nor cracks or voids present. For composites with 
m ratios out of this range, the accuracy of estimation drops dramaticaUy. 
Upper and lower bounds predictions of Young's modulus for diamond reinforced composites 
with a plain cobalt matrix was calculated according to Hashin and Shtrikman equation. Shear and 
bulk modulus values were taken from literature. 
Calculation is shown in the following graph (Figure C-1). The experimentally obtained values of 
Young's modulus for the non-reinforced specimens (blank specimens) as well as for those 
reinforced with 8.75% vol. (35 concentration) of SYN-3,30/40 US mesh diamonds are included 
into the plot to aid the comparison of predicted and measured values. 
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1100- 
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Figure C-1 : Young's modulus calculation according to Hashin and Shtrikman equation [201]. Experimentally 
obtained values of the modulus for non-reinforced as well as diamond reinforced cobalt manufacture with 
the 3 different routes are also included. 
As seen from the Figure C- 1, calculation with Hashin and Shtrikman equation overestimates the 
modulus values. This could be attributed to the large m ratio associated with the diamond 
composites (m=EplE. = 1050 GPa / 211 GPa = 4.98), which exceeds the set limit of 0.5<ln<3 as 
discussed in previous paragraph and thus is claimed to result inaccurate predictions. However, 
the main factor for observed overestimation is believed to be related to the porosity of the 
composites, which the model does not take into account. 
C. 3_Cohen and Ishai Equation 
Cohen and Ishai [203] have suggested the following equation to predict modulus of two-phase 
particulate composites taking into consideration the existence of voids in the material: 
Ec = E,,, - 
(I 
- 
vv 
vp 
MV 
+ VY3 
--V/3 p 
v -1 
(C-6) 
where, Ec and E,, is the Young's modulus of the composite and metal-matrix respectively, m is 
the ratio of the E-moduli of reinforcement and matrix (m=EWEm), Vp is the volume fraction of 
the reinforcement particles and V;,, is the volume fraction of voids in the composites, such as 
porosity. 
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Calculation is shown in the following graph (Figure C-2). The experimentally obtained values of 
Young's modulus for the non-reinforced specimens (blank specimens) as well as for those 
reinforced with 8.75% vol. (35 concentration) of SYN-3,30/40 US mesh diamonds are included 
into the plot to aid the comparison of predicted and measured values. 
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Figure C-2 : Young's modulus calculation according to Cohen and Ishai equation [203]. Experimentally 
obtained values of the modulus for non-reinforced as well as diamond reinforced cobalt manufacture with 
the 3 different routes are also included. 
As seen from the Figure C-2, the Cohen and Ishai equation results in a fairly good prediction of 
the obtained Young's modulus values, by taking into consideration the porosity of the composite 
structure. 
CA Tsai-Halpin equation 
The so-called Tsai-Halpin equation is an equation for calculating the modulus of elasticity of 
composite materials derived from the analysis presented by Tsai and Hahn [246] and Halpin 
[202,247]. The model takes into consideration loading condition and reinforcement geometry. 
Although it is a semi-empirically derived equation it is widely employed in composite materials 
mechanics, because it provides a fast calculation and it has given very good approximations to 
both experimental data and values obtained by other more rigorous models such as the Eshelby 
method [2001. 
The Tsai-Halpin equation is given by the following expression: 
0 
, 
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, 
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Ec =E (C-6) 
where: 
Ep 
_1 Em (C-7) 
Ep 
Em 
and where Ep is the modulus of elasticity of the reinforcement; E. is the modulus of elasticity of 
the matrix; Vp is the volume fraction of the reinforcement and ý is an adjustable parameter which 
in general is of the order of unity. 
Depending on the nature of reinforcement the values q and ý can take the following values: 
w PI = 0, for homogeneous material (e. g. matrix without reinforcement) 
mI= 
-]/ý, for voids or pores (Ep = 0) 
wý=2 (affl) 
, 
where a/fl is the aspect ratio of the reinforcement 
it is possible to employ the model for calculating the modulus of elasticity of a composite 
structure containing more than one types of reinforcement. If however the composite is 
composed by only one type of reinforcement it can be assumed that the pores in the structure 
consist a second type of reinforcement (i. e. a "pseudo-reinforcement"). Thus, it is feasible to 
obtain an estimate of the Young's modulus by taking into account the porosity of the composite. 
For the case of diamond composites, which typically contain residual porosity, the calculation 
will include the following steps: 
Step A: The composite is considered to be composed of the metal matrix "reinforced" with the 
pores. The modulus of elasticity of this composite structure, which is termed as "effective- 
matri)C', is computed with the Tsai-Halpin equation as follows: 
EEffective-Matrix 
- 
Em 
. 
(I +4- 11 
- 
Vv) 
(I-li. vV) (C-8) 
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where, EEffecave-Matrix is the modulus of elasticity of the composite structure of metal-matrix and 
pores; E,, is the modulus of elasticity of the metal-matrix and Vv is the volume fraction of the 
pores. 
Assuming that pores have attained a spherical shape in the composite, the aspect ratio a/P will 
have a value of unity (1), thus giving ý=2 (a/fl) = 2. For pores or voids, the factor q is given by 
I=- ]/ý (see above), which results in q= -0.5. 
Step B: The "effective-matrix" consists the matrix of the composite reinforced with the diamond 
particles. The Tsai-Halpin equation is employed once again to compute the modulus of the 
composite with the "effective-matrix" modulus as computed in step-A used as the matrix 
modulus: 
ECompDsite 
= 
EEffective- 
Matrix ' 
(I 
+ 4f 
., qF 
. 
vp 
(C-9) (I 
-, 
q, 
-vp) 
where, Egffiam-mw, 4 is the modulus of elasticity of the "effective-matrix" as calculated in step-A 
and Vp is the volume fraction of diamonds in the composite. Considering that the synthetic 
diamonds are well-formed cubo-octahedral crystals the aspect ratio a/fi will have a value of unity 
(1), giving ý' =2 (affl) = 2. The ? I' factor is then computed from the following equation similarly 
to equation C-7: 
Ep 
EEffective-matrix 
(C- 10) 
Ep 
EEffective-- 
matrix 
Calculation of the Young's modulus for the diamond composites according to the above- 
presented Tsai-Halpin approach is shown graphically in the following graph (Figure C-3). 
Calculation has been made for various levels of porosity as illustrated in the figure. The plot 
corresponding to 0% porosity (Vv=O) represents the result obtained with the standard usage of 
Tsai-Halpin equation that does not involve two-step calculation (EEffedive-nmtri. =Em). 
The experimentally obtained values of Young's modulus for the non-reinforced specimens 
(blank specimens) as well as for those reinforced with 8.75% vol. (35 concentration) of SYN-3, 
30/40 US mesh diamonds are included into the plot to aid the comparison of predicted and 
measured values. 
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Figure C-3 : Graphical representation of Young's modulus calculation results for the diamond composites 
according to Tsai-Halpin equation [202,246-247]. Calculation assumes 2 types of inclusions in the 
composites, firstly the pores and secondly the diamond reinforcement. Experimentally obtained values of the 
modulus for non-reinforced as well as diamond reinforced cobalt manufacture with the 3 different routes are 
also illustrated. 
As seen from the Figure C-3, the calculation with the Tsai-Halpin equation as described in 
detailed above resulted in a slight overestimate of the obtained Young's modulus values 
compared to measured values. Most closely predicted values were those for the hot-pressed 
specimens. 
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D 
D. 1 "Effective" thickness of metal-powder encapsulated-diamonds 
For the tested metal-powder encapsulated diamonds the thickness of the metal-powder jacket 
could not be determined by measurement in the SEM. For these granules an effective thickness 
was calculated as described below. 
The model on which the following calculation is based On, assumes that the metal-powder 
capsule had formed a dense and evenly thick layer enclosing the crystals and considers diamonds 
to possess a simple spherical shape rather the true cubo-octahedral form. Figure D-1 illustrates 
the described model. 
According to the assumed model it can be 
written: 
4.3 3 F- VCD 
- ; r. RCD=: > RCD T* VCD 3 ;r Eq. D-1 
43 
. 
ir. R'=>R VD =DD 3 
F/)Tr 
where, VcD is the volume of the encapsulated 
diamond, VD is the volume of the diamond, RcD is 
the radius of the encapsulated diamond, and RD is 
the radius of the diamond. 
The thickness of the metal capsule (tAc) is given as : 
33 V. 
_ 
V. 
;r ;r 
RCD 
-RD =T 
VCD T VD Eq. D-2 
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encapsulated dlamond geometry. 
Appendix D 
Assuming that the mean value of diamond US mesh size would represent he average diameter of 
the encapsulated diamond population, it can be written that: 
RD 
= 
dUS 
mesh 
2 
Eq. D-3 
where, dUS mesh is the mean diameter of the diamonds based on the US mesh size range, 
expressed in microns. 
The "diamondfactor content (a) " is known from the manufacturers of the granulated diamonds. 
This factor describes the percentage of the total weight of the coated grit that corresponds to the 
actual diamond mass content of the granule. The following equations apply: 
mmc a. MCD Puc = vmc - VMC 
=> 
PUC a-VD 
=>V 
a. PD*VD 
Eq. D-4 
PD = 
MD 
- 
(1-a)-mcD PD -(I-a). Vmc mc (1-a). pmc 
VD v 
MC 
where, pmc is the density of the metal coating, PD is the density of the diamond and Vw is the 
volume of the metal coating. 
From the coated diamond geometry it fbUows that: 
VCD VAC + VD Eq. D-5 
Combining Equations D-4 and D-5 results in: 
a -PD +(1-a). pw VCD 
"": 
. 
VD Eq. D-6 
Substituting D-3 and D-6 into equation D-2 gives: 
F, 3c dUS mesh tmc 
'VCD-RD ! -'VD Eq. D-7 
4; r (1-a). pmc 2 
Additionally the volume of the diamond VDcan be written as: 
Eq. D-8 
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Substituting D-8 into equation D-7 gives the formula for calculating the coating thickness: 
dus 
mesh a*PD+ (I 
- 
aT. -p. 
2 (1-a)-pAr Eq. D-9 
The following Table lists the metal coating thickness as computed according to Equation D-9 for 
the various metal-powder encapsulated iamonds employed in this thesis. 
Diamond Manufacturer Diamond Size Mean Diameter Actual Diamond Calculated 
Condition Range d Content in Thickness of 
USmesh Encapsulated Metal Capsule 
Crystals 
(microns) (a %wt. ) (microns) 
30/50 (US mesh) 
Cr 
- 
coated (PC) NDT 446 65% 53.6 297/595 pm 
30/50 (US mesh) 
W- coated (PC) vM 446 48.1% 11.9 297/595 pm 
30/40 (US mesh) 
Co 
- 
coated (PC) 3 507.5 37% 18.4 420/595 prn 
Table D-1 : Calculated average thickness of the metal jacket of the metal-powder encapsulated diamonds. 
(Manufacturer codes: NDT-Nimbus Diamond Tools, VM-Van Moppes, 3-Fuji Paudal Kabushiki Kaisha). 
Densities used for the calculations: 3.52 g-cm -3 for diamond, 19.25 g. CM-3 for tungsten, 8.832 g. CM-3 for 
cobalt and 7.19 g. CM-3 for chromium (2481. 
D. 2 Metal leaching procedure 
Table D-2 gives the acid solutions, which were used for leaching the various metals from the 
diamond surfaces as part of the DRE experiment. 
Metal 
- 
Allay Add Approx. Time Required Time actually allowed 
Cobalt (CO) HN03 
- 
boiling 20 min 1h 
Iron (Fe) HN03 Ha at approx. ratio 1: 3 
- 
boiling 30 min > 1h 
copper(Cu) HN03 HCl at approx. ratio 1: 3 
- 
boiling 30 min > 1h 
Bronze 85/15 HN03: Haat approx. ratio 1: 3 
- 
boiling 30 min > 1h 
Nickel (NI) HN03 : HC! at approx. ratio 3: 1 
- 
boiling 30 min > 1h 
Tungsten (W) HN03: Haat approx. ratio 1: 2 
- 
boiling 30 min > 1h 
11tanlurn (11) Concentrated Ha- boiling 30 min > 1h 
chromium (Cr) Conc. Ha- boiling, or conc. H2SO4 
- 
boiling 30 min > 1h 
Molybdenum (MO) Conc. Ha 
- 
boiling, or mixed HN03: Ha 
- 
boiling 40 min > 1h 
Table D-2 : List of acid solutions used for the various metal leaching procedures employed with the DRE. 
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D. 3 Graphite leaching procedure 
Graphite removal was achieved by treating the previously metal leached diamonds in a hot 
chromic acid bath. 
The chromic acid was prepared by mixing 3 parts by volume of 85% orthophosphoric acid and I 
part by volume of sulphuric acid. For every litre of the above mixture, 200 grams of potassium 
dichromate were added. These relative proportions were scaled down if less quantity of the 
chromic acid was required. The mixture was stirred and allowed to settle for approximately 10 
minutes. The chromic acid was then poured into a beaker and the remaining sludge was 
appropriately disposed. Approximately 50 ml of the chron-fic acid and the diamonds to be 
leached were placed in a beaker and were heated on a hot plate under a fume cupboard. As 
heating up the chromic acid and the diamonds foam develops on the surface of the liquid. 
initially this foam is orange and gradually turns into a greenish colour. Subsequently, the foam 
died away and white fumes were coming off the liquid. This was the sign for the onset of 
graphite dissolution. The time required for complete dissolution of the graphite was in the order 
of few minutes but depended on the amount of graphite on the diamonds. Since prolonged 
treatment of the diamonds in the chromic acid does not cause any damage to them, a minimum 
time of 30 minutes was allowed to ensure complete removal of graphite. 
The liquid was left to cool down before water was added. Diamonds were then retrieved by 
pouring the liquid through a sieving arrangement comprised of a 250 and a 150 micron sieves, 
with the former being on the top. The diamonds were carefully retrieved from the sieves, washed 
with diluted water and methanol, and were then finally dried. 
The used chromic acid was disposed into a waste beaker and it was then neutralised by adding 
NaOH. 
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DA Segment density measurement 
Density is defined as the quotient of the mass by volume. In practice density is measured by the 
direct determination of the mass and volume of the sample. Mass is determined by weighting the 
sample in a balance of high accuracy while the volume of a sample with a simple geometry can 
be calculated from its dimensions. However, if the shape is complex, like in the case of the 
diamond impregnated segments which had relatively irregular surfaces with diamond crystals 
occasionally protruding, volume of the segment had to be determined by the utilisation of 
Archimedes principle. 
D. 4.1 Density Measurement (Archimedes Principle) 
The Archimedes technique for obtaining density for a porous material requires a series of weight 
determinations. The segments were first weighted dry in air (Wjjjr), then weighted again after 
fluid impregnation (Wj,,, peg,,,, ted) and finally weighted while immersed in a liquid of high density 
(Wi, 
me .. d). A wire was used to suspend the segments in the liquid bath and its weight was 
measured in the liquid too (W,,, ie). The density of the segment was calculated from the weight 
determinations as fbHows (aH weights in grams): 
Wir 
* holiquid Eq. D-10 
Wi. 
p,, -g. ted - 
(wimmersed 
- 
Wwire 
Flutec PPI I (C14FI4), which has a density of 2.03 gr/cmý at 25T was used as the liquid for both 
the impregnation and immersion. 
D. 4.2 Theoretical density 
The theoretical density of the diamond-impregnated segments was calculated according to their 
diamond content and the composition of the matrix. 
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